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Summary under the Criteria for the Final Determination 

on the 

MUWEKMA OHLONE TRIBE 

Introduction 

BASES FOR THE FINAL DETERMINATION 

This Final Determination is based upon all of the eivdence in the record for this case 
submitted by the petitioner Muwekma Ohlone Tribe and third parties or obtained by the 
BIA. This Final Determination has considered the comments on the Proposed Finding 
and the new evidence submitted by the petitioner and third parties, and additional 
documents obtained by BIA researchers. The evidence and arguments submitted by the 
petitioner, or developed by the BIA researchers, for the Proposed Finding were also 
considered in the preparation of the Final Determination. Therefore, this Final 
Determination report should be read together with the Proposed Finding. 

ADMlNISTRA TlVE HISTORY 

Administrative History Preceding the Proposed Finding 

The Bureau oflndian Affairs (BIA) received a letter of intent to petition for Federal 
acknowledgment from the Ohlone/Costanoan Muwekma Tribe on May 9, 1989. 1 The 
BIA provided the petitioner with informal technical assistance (T A), as well as formal 
TA by letHTs dated October 10, 1996, and June 30, 1997. The BIA placed the petitioner 
on the "ready, waiting for active consideration" list on March 26, 1998. 

I The group's constitution as amended on October 21,2000, changed the group's legal 
name to the "Muwekma Ohlone Tribe of the San Francisco Bay" (Petitioner 2000a). The group's 
letterhead stationery since that date carried the name "Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe of the San 
Francisco Bay Area." 
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Muwekma: Final DI!termination - Summary under the Criteria 

In Muwekma Tribe v. Babbitt, the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia (District Court) issued an order dated January 16,2001, requiring the BIA to 
begin active consideration of the Muwekma petition on February 12,2001. The order 
required the Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs (AS-IA) to issue a Proposed Finding by 
July 30, 2001, and :5pecified completion dates for other aspects of active consideration, 
superseding the tiJf.e frames established by 25 CFR 83.7. 

Administrative HislOry Since the Proposed Finding 

The Assistant-Secretary - Indian Affairs (AS-IA) signed the Proposed Finding declining 
to acknowledge the OhlonelCostanoan Muwekma Tribe on July 30, 2001, the issuance 
date required by (ildler of the District Court. Notice of this finding appeared in the 
Federal Register Oil August 3, 2001 (66 FR 40712). 

The AS-IA found that the petitioner did not satisfy three of the seven mandatory criteria 
set forth in 25 CFR 83.7, as modified by 83.8(d). Section 83.8 applies if, in the TA phase 
prior to active consideration, a petitioner is determined to have had "unambiguous 
previous Federal acknowledgment." The BIA made such a preliminary determination, 
that the Muwekma petitioner had previous Federal acknowledgment as the Verona Band 
or Pleasanton rancheria2 between 1914 and 1927, and indicated to the court that its 
evaluation of the pftitiioner would proceed on that basis. 

The Proposed Finding concluded that the petitioner did not satisfy criteria 83.7(a), (b), 
and (c) as modified by 83.8. That is, the petitioner was not identified by external 
observers as an Ind; an entity on a substantially continuous basis, does not comprise a 
distinct community at present, and has not demonstrated the it maintained political 
influence or authority over its members at any time since 1927. 

The January 16, 2001, order of the District Court specified that the petitioner or any third 
party had until October 29,2001, to submit arguments or evidence to the AS-IA to rebut 
or support the Proposed Finding. The petitioner had until December 27, 2001, to respond 
to any comments submitted by any third parties, and the AS-IA had to issue a Final 
Determination on this petition by March 11, 2002. 

On August 16, 200] , the BIA provided the petitioner with photocopies of records used 
for the Proposed Finding, subject to release, that were not already held by the petitioner.3 

The BIA also furnished a copy of the guidelines for a formal TA meeting that petitioners 

2 The Proposed Finding and Final Determination for this petitioner use the term 
"rancheria" as it was used by Harrington, Kelsey, Levy, and Merriam, that is, to describe an 
Indian settlement or village (Harrington 1929,36:518(2); Kelsey 7/2511913, 3; Levy 1978,487; 
Merriam 1967,367). 

3 From a total record of 4,261 pages, the BIA withheld 731 pages of photocopies of 
records that were part of the deliberative process, or contained pre-decisional or personal 
information. 
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Muwekma: Fina) Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

may request under 25 CFR 83.1 0U)(2). The guidelines state that requests for a fonnal 
T A meetinB, should be made within 60 days of the issuance of a Proposed Finding and 
must be accompanied by a proposed agenda. ' 

On September 4, 200 1, the BIA received the petitioner's request to begin scheduling a 
formal T A meeting, to be held during the first two we.eks in October, even though the 
petitioner }Hd not finalized an agenda. The BIA advised by letter dated September 14, 
2001, andf:lxe~d to the petitioner, that an agenda must accompany its request for a fonnal 
TA meeting,. On October 2,2001, which was the 60th day after the publication of the 
notice of the Proposed Finding in the Federal Register, the petitioner faxed the BIA an 
agenda and a request that a fonnal T A meeting be held October 17 or 18, 2001. 

On October 3, 2001, the BIA notified the petitioner, its counsel, and interested and 
informed panies by fax that the earliest date possible for a fonnal T A meeting was 
October 2~" 2001. The BIA faxed these parties a copy of the final agenda for the 
October 24 fOImal TA meeting on October 10,2001. 

On October 22, 2001, the petitioner's counsel advised the BIA of their intention to seek a 
30-day extension to all completion dates specified in the January 16, 2001, order of the 
District Court. The Department of Interior voiced no objection on the condition that the 
petitioner \\'ould not pursue additional extensions in the future. On October 25, 2001, the 
District C01lI1 granted the plaintiffs motion to "extend certain dates by thirty days." The 
first paragraph of the order stated, "The Petitioner shall not request any additional 
extensions of the comment period." This order specified the formal T A meeting date as 
"on or befc.n: November 7, 2001," and extended the close of the comment period to 
November :~8, 2001, the close of the petitioner'S response to third-party comments to 
January 28, 20102, and the issuance of a Final Determination to April 10, 2002. 

The BlA advised the petitioner and interested parties of these new dates, and of the 
scheduled formal TA meeting, which took place on November 7,2001. Following the 
meeting, the petitioner filed a nonconsented motion for additional extensions of 
deadlines. The Department objected on the basis that the grounds for these extensions 
were not justified and were prejudicial to other petitioners. The District Court granted the 
petitioner's motion on November 27,2001, and extended the comment period to January 
27,2002, the response period to March 28, 2002, and the issuance ofa Final 
Determination to August 8, 2002. The BIA's motion to amend the Final Determination 
deadline wc,s denied. 

Since the close of the comment period, January 27, 2002, fell on a Sunday, the BIA 
advised the petitioner by letter on January 24, 2002, that the petitioner would have until 
close ofbminess on Monday, January 28, 2002, to submit its comments and materials to 
the BIA or, for privacy materials it preferred not to submit to BIA, to its counsel's office 
in Washington, D.C. The BIA received materials from the petitioner on January 28, 
2002, on whkh date BIA staff members visited the Washington, D.C., office of the 
petitioner':; counsel, and confirmed the presence there of membership files date-stamped 
as being received on January 25, 2002. 

-3-
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Muwekma: Final Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

The BIA received one third-party comment letter before the close of the comment period 
on January 27, 2002. Three additional comment letters arrived after January 27,2002, 
but bore postmarks showing they were mailed well before the close of the comment 
period. The irradiation of mail addressed to Federal Government offices to prevent the 
spread of anthrax c:aused the delay in their delivery, and the Solicitor advised that all 
three should be con:;idered timely comments. Five third-party comment letters mailed 
and received after the close of the comment period were not considered and were 
forwarded to the Office of the Solicitor. In the event that a reconsideration is requested 
of the Interior Board ofIndian Appeals (lElA), the comments will be supplied to the 
IBIA at that time. 

The petitioner's comments and evidence made reference to items that were not supplied 
in its submission of materials on January 28, 2002. As a result, the BIA requested that 
the petitioner submit these items, which included five audiocassette tapes of oral 
histories, and the group's governing documents as amended on October 21, 2000. The 
group's constitution as amended on October 21,2000, shows a change in the group's 
legal name from the "OhlonelCostanoan Muwekma Tribe oflndians of the San Francisco 
Bay" to "Muwekma Olhlone Tribe of [the] San Francisco Bay." 

In July 2002, the BlA jiled a consented motion for a 30-day extension to the August 8, 
2002, deadline amended by the District Court on November 27,2001, for the issuance of 
a Final Determination on this petition. The court granted this motion on August 2,2002, 
and set September 9, 2002, as the new date by which the AS-IA must issue a Final 
Determination. The Department oflnterior must also inform the District Court in writing 
within seven days that a Final Determination has been issued. A notice of this Final 
Determination will b(! published in the Federal Register. 

The regulations provide that the petitioner or any interested party may file a request for 
reconsideration witb the IBIA no later than 90 days after publication of the Final 
Determination in th~: Federal Register. If no timely request for reconsideration is filed, 
the Final Determination will become effective 90 days from its date of publication in the 
Federal Register. 

OVERVIEW OF THE MUWEKMA PETITIONER 

The petitioner has demonstrated a genealogical connection of many of its members to 
two Indian settlements, or rancherias, which existed until the 1910's in Alameda County, 
in the area north of historical Mission San Jose and east of San Francisco Bay, an area 
referred to today as the "East Bay" (see Figure). The most prominent of these 
settlements was located in a canyon just southwest of the town of Pleasanton, California, 
and near a railroad station named Verona. This settlement was known as the Alisal or 
Pleasanton rancheria, and its members were referred to by U.S. Indian agents as the 
Verona band. A second settlement, known as El Molino, was located near the town of 
Niles, which was wi1hin ten miles of Verona. It was about 1915, the petitioner says, that 
the Alisal rancheria ceased to exist as a geographically distinct settlement. 
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Muwekma: JF'inal Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

The Alisal settlement at the Verona railroad station came to the attention of the Office of 
Indian Affairs after 1906 while that agency carried out a program to purchase land on 
behalf of the landless, non-reservation Indians of California which was explicitly funded 
by congressional appropriations after 1906. The land purchases began under Special 
Indian Agent C. E. Kelsey and were continued by several other special agents and the 
Sacramento Agency. A Verona band in Alameda County was first mentioned as a 
potential beneficiary of the program in statements by Agent C. H. Asbury in 1914 and 
later by the Sacramento Agency in 1923. However, no land was purchased for the group 
and no negotiations to buy land on its behalf are known to have taken place. In 1927, 
Superintende:nt L. A. Dorrington referred to the band but concluded that land should not 
be purchased on its behalf. The Proposed Finding was made in accordance with a 
preliminary determination that a Verona band had previous Federal acknowledgment 
between 1914 and 1927. I 

No census cof the members of the Verona band during the years between 1914 and 1927 
has been produced by the petitioner or found by BIA researchers. Therefore, the 
Proposed Finding used a proxy, formed from residential lists, in lieu of a historical 
census of the Verona band. This proxy consisted of a census by Special Agent Kelsey in 
1905-1906, which listed 29 landless Indians at Pleasanton and 14 at Niles, and the 
enumeration of "Indian town" on the special Indian population schedule of the 1910 
Federal cenS'JS of Alameda County, which listed 17 Indian residents. The petitioner's 
members de~c:end predominantly from an Indian woman, Avelina (Cornates) Marine 
(1863?-1904 ),' who may have been raised in the Pleasanton or Niles settlements before 
the 1880's. Two of Marine's children were listed on the 1910 census of "Indian town" in 
the household of the Indian woman who was said to have raised Marine. The majority of 
the petitioner's members descend from Marine's other children who were not listed on 
the 1910 Ind ian census. All of the petitioner's members claimed descent either from an 
Indian individual listed on the 1905-1906 Kelsey census or the 1910 census of "Indian 
town," or from an unlisted Marine sibling of an individual on those lists. 

The petitiom:r's members also descend from 24 persons listed by the BIA on a census of 
California Indians issued in 1933. That census was produced as a result of an act passed 
by Congress in 1928 which gave the Court of Claims jurisdiction to hear claims against 
the United States on behalf of the "Indians of California" for compensation for aboriginal 
territory acquired by the Government. Successful applicants were required to descend 
from an Indian who had been living in California in 1852. Ancestors of the petitioner's 
members wlerce included in 9 of 18 applications made pursuant to the act which the 
petitioner has submitted as evidence. Those 18 successful applications were made 
between 1929 and 1932 by individuals associated with the settlements at Verona or Niles 
on behalf of themselves and members of their families as "Indians of California," 

The petitioner says that it formed its current organization in 1984. The petitioner says 
that it now o::Jerates under a constitution last revised in October 2000. The petitioner's 
membership list analyzed for the Proposed Finding identified 400 members. Its most 
recent membership list identifies 419 members. The petitioner's office is located in San 
Jose, California. 
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Muwekma: F'inal Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

Summary Conclusions Under the Criteria (25 C.F.R. § 83.7) 

Evidence submitted by the petitioner and obtained through third parties and independent 
research by the staff of the Bureau ofIndian Affairs, Branch of Acknowledgment and 
Research, demonstrates that the petitioner does not meet all seven criteria required for 
Federal acknowledgment. Specifically, the petitioner does not meet criteria 83.7(a), (b), 
or (c) as modi:fied by sections 83.8(d)(1), (d)(2), (d)(3), or (d)(5). In accordance with the 
regulations set forth in 25 CFR 83.1O(m), failure to meet anyone of the seven criteria 
requires a determination that the group does not exist as an Indian tribe within the 
meaning of Federal law. 

The review of all the evidence in the record concludes that the Muwekma petitioner has 
satisfied the requirements of25 CFR 83.7(d), (e), (f), and (g). That is, the petitioner's 
constitutior, and enrollment ordinance describe its membership criteria and governing 
procedures, its members have demonstrated their descent from the historical tribe (in this 
case, from the Verona band last acknowledged by the Federal Government in 1927 and 
as defined in the Proposed Finding and Final Determination), the group is principally 
composed of persons who are not members of another North American Indian tribe, and 
neither the group nor its members are the subject of congressional legislation expressly 
terminating or forbidding the Federal relationship. 

The review further finds that the petitioner has not satisfied the requirements of25 CFR 
83.7(a), (b), or (c), as modified by 83.8(d). The petitioner has not provided evidence of 
substantially continuous external identifications of the petitioning group as a continuation 
of a histori Gal "Verona Band" or Pleasanton rancheria from 1927 to the present. Neither 
did it provid1e evidence that it was identified as an Indian entity on a substantially 
continuous basis since 1927, although evidence is sufficient for the time periods of 1965 
to 1971, and fi~om 1982 to the present. The petitioner has not provided sufficient 
evidence that iit comprises a distinct community at present under crieterion (b). The 
petitioner has not provided sufficient evidence of identifications of leaders or of a 
governing body of the petitioning group by authoritative, knowledgeable external sources 
on a substal11tially continuous basis since 1927 under criterion ( c). Further, the petition 
lacks the speciific types and level of evidence for community that may be combined and 
applied tm'lard demonstrating political influence and authority. The available evidence, 
when considered in combination, does not demonstrate that the petitioning group has 
maintained political influence or authority over its members since 1927. 

When a Fi nal Determination is negative, the regulations direct that the petitioner be 
informed of alternatives to this administrative process for achieving the status of a 
federally recognized tribe, or other means by which the petitioner's members may 
become ellgible for services and benefits as Indians (25 CFR 83.10(n». Some of your 
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Muwekma: Final Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

individual members may be eligible for membership in recognized tribes or eligible for 
individual services or benefits under certain Federal statutes. In addition, Congress may 
consider taking legislative action to recognize petitioners which do not meet the specific 
requirements of the acknowledgment regulations but, nevertheless, have merit. 

Criterion 83.7(a) 
as modified by Section 83.8(d)(l) and 83.8(d)(5) 

83.7(a) 

83.8(d)(1) 

The Proposed Findi!lg 

The petitioner has been identified as an American 
Indian entity on a substantially continuous basis since 
1900 .... Evidence to be relied upon in determining a 
group's Indian identity may include one or a 
combination of the fo))owing, as we)) as other evidence 
of identification by other than the petitioner itself or its 
members. 

The group meets the requirements of the criterion in 
§ 83.7(a), except that such identification shall be 
demonstrated since the point of last Federal 
acknowledgment. The group must further have been 
identified by such sources as the same tribal entity that 
was previously acknowledged or as a portion that has 
evo]ved from that entity. 

(5) If a petitioner which has demonstrated previous 
Federal acknowledgment cannot meet the requirements 
in paragraphs (d)(l) and (3), the petitioner may 
demonstrate alternative]y that it meets the 
requirements of the criteria in § 83.7(a) through (c) 
from last Federal acknowledgment until the present. 

The Proposed Finding concluded that the Muwekma petitioner did not meet criterion 
83.7(a) as modified by section 83.8(d)(l) because it did not demonstrate that it had been 
identified on a subSlantially continuous basis since 1927 "as the same tribal entity that 
was previously acknowledged or as a portion that has evolved from that entity" 
(Muwekma PF, 10, 19). The regulations provide, in section 83.8(d)(5), that the petitioner 
may demonstrate allematively that it meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(a) from last 
Federal acknowledgment until the present, in this case from 1927 until the present. 

The Proposed Finding for criterion 83.7(a) on the Muwekma petition identified three 
chronological periods: the years between 1927 and 1964 when evidence was lacking of 
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Muwekma: lFinaJ Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

an identificCil ion of an Indian entity; the years from 1965 to 1985 when there was some 
evidence of the identification of an Indian entity, or entities, but not of an entity that had 
been shown 10 be a predecessor of the petitioner's organization; and the period since 1985 
when there was evidence sufficient to demonstrate the identification of an Indian entity 
linked to the petitioner (Muwekma PF, 10-19). Therefore, the Proposed Finding 
concluded that the petitioner did not meet the requirements of criterion 83.7(a) as 
modified by section 83.8(d)(5) between 1927 and 1985. 

In view of the conclusions of the Proposed Finding, it is the period between June 1927 
and September 1985 for which the petitioner had to present new evidence, or new 
arguments ~,h()ut the previous evidence, to demonstrate for this Final Determination that 
it was identiJied as an Indian entity by external observers. 

General C01]lments on the Proposed Finding 

The petitioner has submitted both a 153-page narrative and a chronological chart of 
evidence it contends meets the criterion (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(a». The petitioner's 
comment covlers the entire 20th century. The petitioner's chart of specific documents 
relating to cri1terion (a) since 1927 consists of about one-fourth new evidence and three
fourths previous evidence. The chronological chart of the evidence includes some entries 
to provide context. Because the petitioner's narrative and chart are not just matching 
supplements to each other, and do not refer to each other, this evaluation sometimes 
considers them separately. 

A portion of the petitioner's comment on the Proposed Finding concerns time periods for 
which no evaluation is necessary for this Final Determination. The Proposed Finding 
was made in accordance with a preliminary finding that the petitioner had previous 
Federal acknowledgment as late as 1927, and that, as provided in section 83.8(d) of the 
regulations, the petitioner therefore needed to demonstrate that it met criterion 83.7(a) 
only for the ::>eriod since 1927. The petitioner, however, submitted extensive comment 
on this criterion for the years prior to 1927 (Vol. 83.7(a), 44-55, much of 56-65, and a 
portion of the chart). The Proposed Finding found that the petitioner met criterion 
83.7(a) during the period since 1985. It was necessary for the petitioner to rebut the 
negative finding on this criterion, therefore, only for the period prior to 1985. The 
petitioner, however, submitted extensive comment on this criterion for the period after 
1985 (Vol. 83.7(a), 127-128, 131-148, and a portion of the chart). 

Given these cOlilclusions of the Proposed Finding under criterion 83.7(a), that the period 
prior to 1927 is outside the period to be evaluated and that the petitioner met this 
criterion during the period after 1985, it is not necessary to respond to the petitioner's 
comments and arguments for those two time periods. Neither the petitioner nor any third 
party challenged the conclusions of the Proposed Finding that the petitioner met the 
criterion before 1927 and after 1985. Therefore, the evaluation of criterion 83.7(a) for 
this Final Determination will review the evidence and arguments for the years between 
1927 and 1985. 
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Part of the petition1er"s comment on criterion (a) concerns issues beyond the scope of this 
criterion. The petitioner provides extensive comment on a BIA staff member's draft 
working paper on F,eckral policy in California prior to 1933 (Vol. 83.7(a), 21-41). This. 
manuscript was not cited in support of the Proposed Finding under criterion (a). The 
petitioner's comments on that draft paper do not discuss criterion (a). Therefore, this 
Final Determinatior does not respond to the petitioner's arguments about either this draft 
working paper or the issue of previous Federal acknowledgment in California prior to 
1927 as part of the evaluation of criterion (a). 

As part of its comment on the Proposed Finding, the petitioner lists a variety of names, or 
"identifiers," which it :says were used historically either by the petitioner's members or 
by outsiders to refe:I1lO the petitioning group (Vol. 83.7(a), 17-18). It additionally says 
that when the petiti one:r has employed the term "Muwekma" to refer to its members or 
ancestors at various historical times, it has meant that term to be the equivalent of all 
these other identifiers. The petitioner then chides the BlA for its alleged "disregard and 
treatment of Muwebna 's preferred use of its present-day tribal name" because the 
Proposed Finding had pointed out that "Muwekma" was not a term used in the 
documentary record prior to 1985 (Vol. 83.7(a), 19,54-55, citing Muwekma PF, 6, and 
Description, 12). 

The problem, of course, is not that the petitioner has adopted this name recently, but that 
the petition implied that external observers had used the term "Muwekma" historically, 
when they had not The Proposed Finding merely clarified that factual issue by noting 
that "Muwekma" was not in historical use as a group name and had not been 
continuously used by outside observers. The Proposed Finding did not make the use of 
the name "Muwekma," or "Verona Band," a requirement for an acceptable historical 
identification. Acknowledgment precedent is clear on the point that historical 
identifications of the petitioning group do not have to use the petitioner's current or 
preferred name. They do, however, have to be identifications of the petitioning group or 
a predecessor entity. If the evidence shows that external observers identified the 
petitioning group a~ a contemporaneous Indian entity by any of the names or identifiers 
listed by the petitionc~r, or by any other name, then that evidence is sufficient to meet 
criterion (a) at that time. 

The four third-party :letters submitted before the close of the comment period on 
January 27, 2002, did Jr10t contain any evidence pertaining to criterion 83.7(a). 

Section 83.8Cd)(l) 

The Proposed Finding noted that section 83.8(d)(1), which modifies criterion 83.7(a) for 
groups with previous Federal acknowledgment, requires not only that the petitioning 
group has been idertified as an Indian entity on a substantially continuous basis, but also 
that some identificati ons of the petitioning group have identified it "as the same tribal 
entity that was previously acknowledged or as a portion that has evolved from that 
entity." The Prop(l!;~:d Finding found that the petitioner's documentation contained only 
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Muwekma: Final Determination - Summary under the Criteria 

a single ex ample between 1927 and 1995 of an identification of the petitioning group as 
one that had evolved from the Indian settlement at the Verona railroad station. The 
Proposed Finding concluded that one example is not sufficient to meet the requirements 
of section 83 .8( d)( 1). 

If a petitioner cannot meet the requirements of section 83 .8(d)(l), the acknowledgment 
regulations provide, in section 83.8(d)(5), that the petitioner may demonstrate 
alternatively that it meets the unmodified requirements of criterion 83.7(a) since the date 
of last Fed~:ral acknowledgment. In accordance with the provisions of section 
83.8(d)(5), the Proposed Finding evaluated whether or not the petitioner had 
demonstrated that it met the requirements of criterion 83.7(a) from 1927 until the present. 

The petitioner'S comment on the Proposed Finding does not attempt to demonstrate that 
the petitioning group has been identified by external observers as the same Indian entity 
that was previously acknowledged, or as a group that evolved from that entity. The 
narrative pontion of the petitioner's comment does not address section 83.8(d)(1) directly 
(Petitioner ~002, Vol. 83.7(a». In its summary argument for criterion (a), the petitioner 
claims that it has demonstrated a genealogical connection to previously identified Indian 
entities, not that an external observer identified the petitioner as having evolved from a 
previously acknowledged Indian entity (Vol. 83.7(a), 153). 

The chart por1ion of the petitioner'S comment implies that certain documentary evidence 
is responsivl~ to section 83.8(d)(I), but none of these chart entries specifically argues that 
a document shows that an external observer identified a contemporaneous entity as the 
same Indian entity that was previously acknowledged (Petitioner 2002, Chart 83.7(a». 
The Proposc:c! Finding was made on the basis that a preliminary determination had found 
that a "Verona Band" or Pleasanton rancheria was acknowledged between 1914 and 
1927. In general, the petitioner appears to make the point that certain documents referred 
to "Ohlone" Indians or to Indian descendants of the "Mission San Jose." None of the 
petitioner's chart entries refer to any link between a contemporary Indian entity and an 
earlier Verona band or Pleasanton rancheria. Contrary to the petitioner's implication that 
documents from the period between 1927 and 1985 are responsive to section 83.8(d)(l), 
the one document that referred to a historical group at Pleasanton, a 1955 report by 
anthropolog:.s:ts Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer, did not contend that the historical 
group continued to exist, only that individual survivors did so (R. Kroeber and Heizer 
1955). 

Many documents created by people the petitioner considers to have been part of the 
petitioning group (e.g., Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:1, 41, 86,104,107,110; 1970s:48, 51; 
1980s: II, 13, 19,33) are included among the petitioner's chart entries that imply that this 
evidence is responsive to the requirements of section 83.8(d)(l). These documents do 
not satisfy the: requirement for identifications by external sources. The same conclusion 
applies to individual claims applications from the 1930's, 1950's, and 1960's, that 
provided sel:f-identifications of the individual's historical tribe. In addition, those 
applications referred to Mission San Jose or Ohlone historical tribes, rather than an 
Indian entity at Verona or Pleasanton. The petitioner's chart also lists some death 
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certificates as responsive to section 83.8( d)(1), although it only describes them as 
supporting evidenc,~ rather than as documents that meet the requirements of criterion (a) 
(e.g., Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:31, 67; 1930s:26, 31). Individual death certificates identified 
neither contemporary nor historical Indian entities, and thus did not identify any linkage 
between such entities as required by section 83.8(d)(l). 

The petitioner does not demonstrate that it meets the requirements of section 83.8(d)(l) 
with evidence since 1927 of substantially continuous external identifications of the 
petitioning group as a continuation of a historical "Verona Band" or Pleasanton 
rancheria. No ne,,' evidence demonstrates such identifications. Therefore, the 
conclusions of the Proposed Finding on this issue remain unchanged. Because there is 
insufficient evidence to meet the requirements of criterion 83.7(a) as modified by section 
83.8(d)(I), this Fir:.HI Determination will evaluate, as provided in section 83.8(d)(5), 
whether or not the p(~titioner has demonstrated that it meets the unmodified requirements 
of criterion 83.7(a) fi'om 1927 until the present. 

Comments on the J~[lll,osed Finding for the Period 1927 to 1964 

The new evidence which the petitioner's chart cites as meeting criterion (a) for the period 
between 1927 and 1964 consists of new citations to the field notes of anthropologist J. P. 
Harrington in 1929-1930, school records for Domingo Marine from Sherman Institute in 
the late 1930's, school records for John and Rayna Guzman at Chemawa Indian School in 
the 1940's, 21 applications in the 1950's for inclusion on the California judgment roll, a 
1955 paper by anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer, and a 1957 affidavit to 
correct a record (Petitioner 2002, Chart 83.7(a)). The petitioner's textual response 
additionally mentions local death records for the 1920's and 1930's, a photograph by 
anthropologist C. }-lm1 Merriam in 1934, and the witnessing of documents in the 1950's 
by Charles Wauhab (Vol. 83.7(a), 68-69, 73). In addition, the petitioner's chart for 
criterion (c) cites a J 949 local history of the town of Pleasanton (Chart 83.7(c),1940s:31). 
The petitioner also includes in its chart the evidence it submitted for the Proposed 
Finding and contenc,s that this evidence, especially the individual applications made 
between 1930 and 1932 to the BIA to be included on the judgment roll of California 
Indians, meets the cliterion. 

Harrington's Field )f'ork, 1929-1930 

The Proposed Finding considered the field notes of scholar J. P. Harrington submitted by 
the petitioner and conduded that they did not constitute an identification of an Indian 
entity consisting of the petitioner's ancestors (Muwekma PF, 11, 12). For this Final 
Determination, the petitioner has submitted additional copies of Harrington's field notes 
(Vol. II, tab: JPH notes), and a revised argument about Harrington's notes as a fonn of 
external identification of the petitioning group (Vol. 83.7(a), 60-62; Chart 83.7(a), 
1920s:37-42). The Proposed Finding discussed Harrington's field work and noted his six 
informants in the Pleasanton area (Muwekma PF, 11, and Description, 5, 8,40-42). The 
petitioner seeks to f:):pand that discussion by including not only the Indians interviewed 
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by Harrington, but also those identified in those interviews or mentioned in Harrington's 
notes. It contends that these individuals constituted a surviving community, even though 
not explicitly called such by Harrington (Vol. 83.7(a), 60-62). By identifying individual 
survivors, the petitioner contends, Harrington "indirectly" identified a tribal entity (Chart 
83.7(a), InOs:38). 

The petitioner claims that, between 1925 and 1930, Harrington "interviewed, visited, 
and/or idenl i tied" at least 15 "members of the Mission San Jose/ Verona Band! 
Pleasanton/ Niles/ Livermore 'landless' Indian community ... " (Vol. 83.7(a), 61; Chart 
83.7(a), I nOs:38, however, lists 14). The words "community" and "members" are the 
petitioner's terms, not Harrington's. The concept ofa "Mission San Jose/ Verona Band! 
Pleasanton/ Niles/ Livermore" Indian community was previously advanced by the, 
petitioner, but the Proposed Finding did not agree that the petitioner had dernonstr~ted 
that such a community had existed at any time (see Muwekma PF, 6, and Description, 3-
4). In the abst:nce of any list of members of a "Verona Band" prior to 1927, the Proposed 
Finding created a proxy for such a list of the historical band by using lists of the Indian 
residents ofIndian settlements at Pleasanton and Niles during 1905-1910 (see Muwekma 
PF, 43-47, and Description, 115-117, App. C). 

After a review of Harrington 's field notes submitted by the petitioner (Vol. II, tab: JPH 
notes), the researchers for the BIA have counted a group of living Indian individuals 
"interviewed, visited, and/or identified" by Harrington during 1925-1930 that is slightly 
different from the petitioner's list. The BIA's review notes six interviewees, and a 
mention of two other individuals, a spouse of an interviewee, and six children of the 
interviewees.4 This also totals 15 persons. The BIA finds that 5 of the 6 interviewees 
and 9 oftht 15 total individuals were part of the proxy census of the historical band used 
for the Proposed Finding. If the petitioner's 15 individuals are used, the result is that 10 
of the 15 were part of the proxy census. Two other people mentioned by Harrington 
were siblings of someone on the proxy census. These differences, however, do not 
impact the evaluation of this evidence under criterion (a). 

4 The BIA researchers and the petitioner agree that Harrington's interviewees in the 
submitted field notes are: Trinidad Gonzalez Reyes Sanchez*, Maria de los Angeles CoI6s*, 
Francisca [Guzman]*, Jose Guzman*, Susanna Nichols, and Catarina Peralta Marine*. They 
agree that al:;o named are: Jose Binoco*, Lucas Marine (spouse of Catarina Peralta), and four of 
Francisca [Guzman]'s children (Martin*, Juan or Jack*, Alfredo or Alfred, and Antonio. or Tony). 
The BlA res'~archers agree that a child of Susanna Nichols is named, but find that to be Charlie 
rather than Lawrence Nichols. The differences concern two individuals. The BIA staff, but not 
the petition,er, notes a mention ofFrancisca's daughter Maria* and of Jose Avencio (who was 
identified by Harrington as different from Jose Guzman, but could be the same individual as Jose 
Binoco). The BIA staff does not find a mention of Phoebe Alaniz [Phoebe Inigo*] or Albert 
Arellano·, I isted by the petitioner. ]t would appear that the petitioner has supplied a name for a 
daughter of Trinidad Gonzalez Reyes Sanchez who was not named by Harrington. 

• Note: These individuals were listed on the proxy of a census of the historical band 
(Muwekma PI', Description, App. C). 
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Most of the familie~ on the proxy census, however, were not mentioned by Harrington. 
Ifviewed from 1910 rather than from 1929, then 9 or 10 of the 53 individuals on the 
proxy census of the historical band of 1905-1910 were people known to Harrington 
during 1925-1930. Thus, the petitioner's statements that Harrington "found the same 
'tribal community'" (Vol. 83.7(a), 62), or "the very same" band, or "the same 'surviving 
group'" (Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:40) as listed on the 1905-1906 Kelsey census and 1910 
Indian population schedule are overstatements. In its submission for the Proposed 
Finding, the petition er noted that the Pleasanton rancheria had disappeared as a 
geographical settlenJi~lflt by 1915. While the historical settlements in the Pleasanton area 
had not continued, it ~ollows from the evidence of Harrington's field notes that some of 
their former residem1i n::mained in the area to be interviewed by Harrington. 

Even if all of the people: mentioned to Harrington had been living in the Pleasanton or 
Niles rancherias tw(;:nty years earlier, however, it would neither demonstrate that a 
community continued to exist nor that Harrington observed these individuals as 
constituting a community. The fact that Indian descendants survived until 1929 in the 
general area did not make them a group nor demonstrate that they were considered to be 
a group. Harrington found his informants living in different geographical locations. 
Although some informants knew each other, Harrington did not comment on existing 
social relationships nor portray his informants as part of an existing community or group. 
As noted in the Proposed Finding, Harrington's research purposes were primarily to 
preserve Indian languages and additionally to record aboriginal culture. His research 
notes often consisted of lists ofIndian words. Harrington's focus was on the past rather 
than the present. Thefi<eld notes submitted by the petitioner do not contain any 
references to contemporaneous Indian settlements, groups, or entities. For the purposes 
of criterion (a), then:fc)fIe, Harrington did not identify an Indian entity. 

The petitioner rests its argument largely on a single quotation from Harrington's 
extensive field notes. Relying upon an unidentified informant, probably in October 1929, 
Harrington wrote: "The San Jose Indians were of many tribes - gathered at the mission. 
They are called Chochei'ios" (Vol. II, tab: JPH notes, marked as reel 36:156). Indians 
were gathered at Mission San Jose from 1797 to 1834. The petitioner argues for the 
importance of Harrington's use of the present tense in his note that they "are called 
Chochefios" (Vol. 83,7(a), 62, 64; Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:38). The petitioner thus reads the 
quotation as: "The San Jose Indians .... are called Chochefios." Alternatively, the 
quotation may be read as: "The San Jose Indians ... gathered at the mission .... are 
called Chochefios." That is, in the present we have a name that we use to refer to a group 
in the past, and historical Indians "are called" this name now. The use of the present 
tense, therefore, did not necessarily make this research note a reference to a 
contemporary group, 

Given Harrington's interest in linguistics and using informants to preserve historical 
Indian words, it is likeJly that he recorded the word "Chochefios" as a language or dialect 
spoken by Indians wbo were gathered at the Mission San Jose, and as a name for 
individuals who had spoken or could still speak that language. By 1929, the descendants 
of the Indians who had been gathered at Mission San Jose would have been a much larger 
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number of people than the petitioner's ancestors. A reference to the "San Jose Indians," 
even if to c(,ntemporary rather than historical Indians, therefore, did not necessarily make 
Harrington's note a reference to a group that was a predecessor of the petitioning group. 
Although the petitioner argues that Harrington spent much time with these Pleasanton
area infommnts, it does not contend that he commonly used "Chochefios" as a group 
name for them, If Harrington thought of his informants as a contemporary group which 
he called the "Chochenos," there is a reasonable likelihood that he would have used this 
term on a repetitive basis during his fieldwork. Rather, this research note represents an 
isolated use of the term. This observation suggests that Harrington recorded the name for 
a purpose other than identifying his informants as an entity. 

Anthropologist Richard Levy used "Chochenyo" as the name for the language spol)en in 
the East Bay about 1770. Levy relied upon Harrington's field notes in choosing this term 
as a designation for a dialect. He described the term as a Mutsun word for "the people 
living north of Santa Cruz" (Levy 1978, 485,487,495). Anthropologist Beverly Ortiz 
also relied upon Harrington's field notes to use "Chocheno" as the name of a language 
that had been spoken before 1915 at the Alisal, or Pleasanton, rancheria (Ortiz 1994, 
100). Referring to two of Harrington's key informants, who had lived at the rancheria, 
she concluded that "neither person was from a Chocheno-speaking tribe by birth" (Ortiz 
1994, 101), Thus, these scholars have taken Harrington's use of "Chochefios" to have 
been a reference to a language and the people who spoke that language. Neither Levy 
nor Ortiz consiidered the historical Pleasanton rancheria to have been a "Chochefio" 
community, for both spoke of it as a multi-ethnic settlement in which only some of the 
residents v,'€:re descendants of Chochefio-speakers (Levy 1978,487; Ortiz 1994, 100). 
The work of these scholars does not support the petitioner's contention that Harrington 
used the tenTl "Chochefio" to refer to a contemporary group of people. 

The petitione:r claims that 15 individuals associated with a fonner Indian community in 
the vicinity of Pleasanton were known to Harrington in 1929-1930. The petitioner 
contends that a social community must have continued to exist until that time because 
these individuals were alive and still living in the area, although no longer in a 
geographic:'il settlement or settlements. The actual existence of a distinct community is 
evaluated und€!r criterion (b). The demonstration needed to meet criterion (a), however, 
is not that individual Indian descendants were known to be alive at a certain time, but that 
outsiders 'Nho had contact with them described them as an Indian group or entity. Even 
though Hanington's field notes show that some of the individuals who had lived at the 
Indian ranc:herias at Pleasanton or Niles were still living in the vicinity in 1929-1930, the 
petitioner has not shown that Harrington described them as an existing Indian group or 
entity at the time of his field work with them. Therefore, the available evidence on 
Harrington is not sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion (a). 

Indian Claim!s Applications, 1929-1933 

The Proposl;:d Finding examined 18 applications, submitted by the petitioner, that had 
been made btetween 1929 and 1932 for approval as individuals eligible to share in any 
judgment fi.:mds awarded to the "Indians of California" in a claims case against the 
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United States authorized by the Act of May 18, 1928. The petitioner claimed that the 
BIA's 1933 "Census Roll of the Indians of California" and laterrevised lists were 
examples of the external identification of the petitioning group because they listed 
ancestors of its members as approved applicants. . 

The Proposed Finding considered those applicants' statements about the historical tribe 
of their ancestors as identification ofa historical, rather than contemporary, entity. It 
considered those applications to be a fonn of self-identification, rather than external 
identific;ation, because they were made by people the petitioner considers to have been 
part of the petitioning group. The Proposed Finding noted that the BIA verified the 
descent of applicant~; from an Indian who resided in California in 1852, but did not 
identify any Indian group in 1933. Therefore, the Proposed Finding concluded that the 
evidence of the inclusion of individual ancestors on lists of the "Indians of California" 
was not sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion (a) because it did not constitute 
external identification of a contemporaneous Indian entity (Muwekma PF, 12). 

The petitioner again argues that the BIA' s approval of individual applications for 
inclusion on the several censuses of the "Indians of California" prepared between 1933 
and 1972 to comply with the Act of 1928, and revisions of that act, "constitute evidence 
of third party identification" of the petitioning group (Vol. 83.7(a), 16, without emphasis; 
see also Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:47 and passim). The petitioner advances an argument about 
the entire claims application process, and applies it to each version of the judgment roll 
and each series of applilcations (Vol. 83.7(a), 9-16, 67, 71, 77). The petitioner notes that 
the censuses of the "'Indians of California' finally included all qualified California 
Indians regardless of tribal affiliation ... " (Vol. 83.7(a), 13). It argues, however, that 
"eligibility for the judlgement [sic] roll depended on the applicant's ability to demonstrate 
affiliation with and descent from a tribe that had retained tribal relations at least through 
the period oftreaty··making ... " (Vol. 83.7(a), 13). In short, the petitioner seeks to 
establish a required tribal affiliation, and to interpret the approval of applications 
providing such an affiliation as an identification ofa contemporary entity. 

The petitioner thus argues that the Proposed Finding's alleged "presumption concerning 
the irrelevance of tribal affiliation to one's eligibility as a distributee is problematic" 
(Vol. 83.7(a), 8). 1'h(: petitioner contends that to be eligible for inclusion on the census 
of the "Indians of California" for the claims case, "one had to be able to assert affiliation 
with an historic entity or entities that had participated in the process of treaty . 
negotiation" (Vol. K3 .. 7(a), 7). The petitioner appears to base this position in part on the 
application fonn used from 1929 to 1933, in part on a 1971 letter by the BIA, and in part 
on a claim that the Uni,ted States had attempted to get the Court of Claims to require 
tribal affiliation. To support its position, however, the petitioner has not cited the 
provisions of the Act of 1928, the acts that revised it, or the act that provided for the 
payment of the judgment award. 

The petitioner asserts that the United States "attempted to get the Court to require tribal 
affiliation as a condition of participation" in a claims case, and did so until the issue was 
settled after most oft]h(: original applications had been made (Vol. 83.7(a), 8). As 
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support for ':his contention, the petitioner cites Congressional reports and hearings from 
the legislative history of the claims jurisdictional act prior to its approval in 1928, not 
documents relating to the implementation of the application process after 1928 (Yol. 
83.7(a), 8, n.1O).5 The cited Congressional documents do not provide evidence about any 
motion to the: Court of Claims. Other evidence would be needed to demonstrate that 
point. The Department of the Interior's comments on pending bills in the cited House 
and Senate n:ports did not advocate a requirement of tribal affiliation (U.S. House 1928; 
U.S. Senate 1928). Regardless of any position the executive branch may have taken on 
proposed claims legislation prior to its enactment, the Act of 1928 indicated the intent of 
Congress and set forth the requirements the executive branch was to implement. 

The word "affiliation" does not appear in the Act of 1928 (U.S. Statutes 1928). Th~ 
language of the Act does not support the petitioner's assertions that an approved applicant 
"had to be able to assert affiliation with an historic entity or entities that had participated 
in the process of treaty negotiation" (Vol. 83.7(a), 7) and had to "demonstrate affiliation 
with and d~~scf:nt from a tribe that had retained tribal relations at least through the period 
of treaty-making ... " (Vol. 83.7(a), 13). Such requirements did not appear in the Act. 
As the petitioner notes, the Act of 1928 defined the class of claimants as "all Indians who 
were residing jin the State of California on June 1, 1852, and their descendants now living 
in said State' (Vol. 83.7(a), 7; U.S. Statutes 1928, sec. 1). This definition imposed only 
two requirements; a successful claimant needed to be: (1) living in California in 1928, 
and (2) the d,escendant of an Indian who had been living in California in 1852. 

The word "affiliation" does not appear on the application form developed by the Office 
ofIndian A ffairs to prepare the 1933 census roll of the "Indians of California" in 
complianc<~ with the Act of 1928 (Ex. A, I, tab: 1928 applications). The petitioner 
implies that the application form made membership in an Indian tribe mandatory for 
approval of the application (Vol. 83.7(a), 12; see also Chart 83.7(a), 19205:44). It notes 
that question number 10 asked: "What is your degree of Indian blood and to what Tribe 
or Band of :lndlians of the State of California do you belong?" (Ex. A, I, tab: 1928 
applicatiom;). Rather than an unambiguous question about tribal membership or 
affiliation, the question linked one's tribe to one's degree ofIndian blood. This linkage 
suggests a request for information about the predominant tribal ancestry of the Indian 
applicant. 

The petitioner submitted for the Proposed Finding 18 applications made prior to the 1933 
census roll of the "Indians of California." Fourteen of the 18 applicants answered 
question number 1 0 with some variant of "Mission San Jose" (Ex. A, I, tab: 1928 
applications, and Ex. L, II, sec. VII-B). This response referred to 19th century tribal 
ancestry, not to contemporary membership. This point is made more clearly by the two 
answers that stated, "Tribal name unknown," and one answer that stated, "Ohlones (?) 
Tribal name Unknown." Generally, an individual's active tribal membership would not 
be UnknOV.'Il to him or her, while his or her specific tribal ancestry back to 1852 could be 

5 See, however, the discussion below of an opinion of the Solicitor of the Department of 
the Interior in 1948. 
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unknown. This ev:idence suggests that the applicants, and the BIA examiner, interpreted 
question number 10 to inquire about the applicant's historical tribal ancestry. 

In its discussion of these 18 applications, the petitionerconcJudes every chart entry but 
one with the state:Tlent that the evidence shows applicants "identifying themselves" and 
their ancestors a~, "Mission San Jose" Indians (Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:47, 50,52,54,57, 
59,61, 64; 1930~:3, 6,8,10,12, IS, 17,20,23; the exception is at 1920s:42). In one 
case, the petitioner Sllates that the applicant "identifies her tribe" as Mission San Jose 
(Chart 8~.7(a), 1920:;:50). The petitioner, therefore, notes that any identification of an 
Indian entity in the applications was self-identification. Even if the applicants' answers 
were identifications of a contemporary tribe to which the applicant claimed to belong, 
rather than identifications of the applicants' tribal ancestry, they were not identifications 
by the Government, but by the applicants. Self-identification does not meet the 
requirements of criterion (a) because it is not identification by an external observer. The 
petitioner puts emphasis on Government approval of the applications. This Final 
Detennination dOfs not consider the Department's approval of an application that 
included one's self-identification to be an external identification of a contemporary 
Indian entity. 

The petitioner contends that in approving the applications of ancestors of the petitioner's 
members for inclusion on the 1933 census roll, the Government found that they were 
"specifically affiliated" with "the 'Mission San Jose Tribe' or 'Ohlone Tribe' (or a 
variation of that named)" as an identifiable tribal group (Vol. 83.7(a), 5). As the 
discussion above rev(~als, however, the notion of a required specific tribal "affiliation" is 
asserted by the petitioner without being found in the underlying documents. The 
petitioner seeks to portray the Government's approval of an application as its acceptance 
of and agreement with the applicant's self-identification (Chart 83.7(a),passim). Since 
the Act of 1928 required descent from a California Indian rather than descent from a 
specific historicallribe, however, the Government did not need to approve or reject 
claims of specific tribal ancestry. Contrary to the petitioner, no specific answers were 
required for approval of an application. The available eVIdence does not provide a basis 
for accepting the peltitioner's contention that the variety of applicants' references to 
historical tribes sflould be read as the Government's identification of one contemporary 
Indian entity. 

The application form asked several questions about treaties, treaty bands, and ancestors 
who were parties to treaty negotiations (Ex. A, I, tab: 1928 applications). An emphasis 
on gathering information about the claimants' relationship to treaty tribes was a logical 
preparation for bringing this suit in the Court of Claims in view of the Act's statement 
that the Indians' failure to secure the lands and compensation provided for in the 
unratified treaties of 1851-1852 was "sufficient ground for equitable relief' (U.S. 
Statutes 1928, sec, 2). It does not follow that the application fonn imposed a 
requirement, in the petitioner's words, of "affiliation with an historic entity" that 
negotiated one of those treaties (Vol. 83.7(a), 7). Question number 11 asked: "To what 
Treaty or Treaties wlere you or your ancestors a party?" (Ex. A, I, tab: 1928 applications). 
All 18 of the applicants answered "I do not know" or "unknown" (Ex. A, I, tab: 1928 
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applications, and Ex. L, II, sec. VII-B). It is unclear how these answers could be 
construed a~; an assertion of "tribal affiliation." Since these applications were approved, 
the BlA ob", iiQusly had not required descent from a treaty tribe for approval. 

The best claim for identification of an Indian entity during the claims application process 
relates to only one of the applicants. On the application form of Jose Binoco, BIA 
examiner Fred A. Baker wrote in the "remarks" section that: "The applicant is a full 
blood Indian. He is one of the last surviving members of the Mission San Jose Indian 
band" (Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:42-43; Ex. A, I, tab: 1928, #8419). This text is ambiguous 
since an individual may be one of the "last surviving" members of a band that barely 
continues to exist, or a band that existed in the past but no longer exists. The focus of the 
application process, however, was on the past and descent from an 1852 Indian anc~stor. 
This man was the first of the 18 applicants and, while several later application form's 
included renarks that applicants were, or had the appearance of being, a "full blood" 
Indian, nom: iQf the other forms identified an individual as a "surviving member" of a 
band. One fonn contained the remark that the applicant was "a descendant" of Mission 
Indians (ChaJ1 83.7(a), 1920s:52; Ex. A, I, tab: 1928, #1029.6). Considering the 
applicants collectively, Baker did not identify a group of individuals as members of a 
contemporary ][ndian entity. 

The petitioner notes that the Office ofIndian Affairs had the authority to reject 
applications for the census roll of the "Indians of California," and did so. It submits as 
evidence an e:xcerpt from the "Index of Rejected Applications" (BIA ca. 1932). The 
petitioner argu1es that some applicants were rejected on the grounds that they had not 
demonstrated "'membership in an Indian Tribe" (Vol. 83.7(a), 12; see also Chart 83.7(a), 
1920s:45). ()n the excerpt of the "Index of Rejected Applications," the petitioner 
highlights tWiQ examples which suggest that "membership" was a basis for rejection. The 
petitioner only discusses and submits evidence for one of these examples. BIA 
researchers obtained documentation for both examples. The petitioner contends that such 
rejections imply a requirement of present tribal affiliation. The evidence does not 
support the petitioner's argument. 

The petitioner discusses only the rejection of the applications of members of the Oliphant 
family. Thi:; case is presented by the petitioner to make a general point about the 
application process, not because that family had any connection with the petitioning 
group (VoL 83.7(a), 12-13; Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:45-46). The petitioner provides a copy 
of the examiner's "Decision" in that case (Baker n.d.). This family claimed descent from 
the parents of a woman who had been allotted on the public domain as a Cherokee 
Indian. It "is alleged," examiner Baker wrote, that the allottee's Cherokee father married 
a California Indian. The examiner noted, however, that the allotment record contained 
"no mention of any California Indian blood" and there was "nothing to show that she [the 
allottee] ever was a member of any Indian tribe in the State of California." The petitioner 
quotes a passage in which the examiner, referring to the allottee's Cherokee father, stated 
that the "re(:ord does not give the name of the Indian woman whom he married, nor does 
it reveal the name ofthe tribe of California Indians to which she belonged" (Baker n.d.). 
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Thus, the examiner had made the point that there was no direct evidence that this family 
had an ancestor who was a California Indian in 1852. 

The examiner's finding that "none of these applicants ever associated or affiliated with 
any California Indian tribe" (Baker n.d.) is emphasized by the petitioner. Because 
neither the applicants nor the Cherokee allottee through whom they traced back to an 
1852 ancestor cou:td be considered California Indians, the examiner had made the point 
that there was no circumstantial evidence from which to infer that the 1852 ancestor had 
been a California Indian. The problem here was not that an ancestral California Indian 
residing in the state in 1852 had been identified, while the applicants had been found not 
to be members of a tribe. Rather, the problem was that there was no direct or 
circumstantial evidence to identify any ancestral California Indian in 1852. Therefore, 
both the "Index 0 f Rejected Applications" and the application fonn stated that the reason 
for the rejection of the application (# 10413) of a member of this family was that the 
"[ aJpplicant is nm of California Indian descent" (BIA ca. 1932; Allwardt 1929). It was 
not membership, but ancestry, that was at issue and led to rejection. 

The petitioner also highlights an entry on the "Index of Rejected Applications" that 
indicated that the reason for the rejection of one application (#7226) was that it was 
lacking "[p ]roof of membership in an Indian tribe" (BIA ca. 1932). The petitioner does 
not discuss the details of this case. The documentation for this case was easily found by 
BIA researchers at thl~ National Archives. This applicant was born in 1900 in the State of 
Washington, and s':ated that her mother's mother, of Cowlitz ancestry, had been living in 
1852 in the State of Washington. The applicant claimed to have applied for Cowlitz 
membership, but not 110 be a member of that tribe. This applicant resided in California in 
1928, but claimed Indian descent exclusively through the "Cowlitz Tribe, State of 
Washington" (Allain 1930). 

Examiner Baker sent the applicant a letter stating that her application had been rejected 
(in Allain 1930). AHhough this fonn letter provided four standard reasons for rejection, 
none quite applied to this case. For example, the applicant had not submitted insufficient 
evidence to establ i:;h her claim that she was a descendant of an Indian residing in 
California in 1852, one of the standard reasons for rejection, because she had not made 
such a claim. In this case, the claim did not even meet the requirements of the Act of 
1928. Therefore, thl~ evidence as stated on the application was insufficient to establish 
the applicant's descent from an Indian residing in California in 1852. It might be said 
that rejection oftbis application was based on the lack of membership in a California 
tribe by the qualifying ancestor in 1852. For the applicant, however, her rejection was 
not based on her laclk of tribal membership, but on her lack of descent from a California 
Indian, Therefore, neither of these examples of rejected applications supports the 
petitioner's contenlion that the BIA based approval of applicants on identifiable tribal 
membership. 

The support of the :Jetitioner's contention that the United States "attempted to getthe 
Court to require tribal affiliation as a condition of participation" in a claims case (Vol. 
83.7(a), 8) appears to be cited in its chart for criterion (c), rather than in its presentation 
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for criterion (u). The petitioner states that the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior, 
in a 1948 opinion, rejected the "Indians of California" as an "identifiable group" of 
Indians within the meaning of the Indian Claims Commission Act of 1946 (Chart 83. 7( c), 
1950s:26).. The result, the petitioner contends, was that the Department identified 
applicants in the 1950's and later by their tribal affiliation. While the Solicitor in 1948 
expressed his opinion that the "Indians of California" were not an identifiable group of 
Indians, he also noted that the Act vested in the Indian Claims Commission the function 
of making ":n:lthoritative determinations" on that question. He thus approved the attorney 
contracts al :issue in his opinion because a decision as to whether the Indian parties to the 
contracts '"erc an identifiable group ofIndians "should be made by the Indian Claims 
Commission" (Department 1948, 155-156).6 This evidence does not show that the 
Department implemented a policy of identifying the tribal affiliation of applicants. 

The petiti(l:1Ier emphasizes that a form letter written in 1971 by the BIA to claims 
applicants !;tated that it was necessary to establish "an applicant's tribal affiliation" (Vol. 
83.7(a), 13, quoting BIA 41711971). Attached to this letter, according to the petitioner, 
was a copy of a regulation relating to preparation of the judgment roll. Therefore, the 
petitioner argues, "eligibility for the judgement [sic] roll depended on the applicant's 
ability to demonstrate affiliation with and descent from a tribe that had retained tribal 
relations at least through the period of treaty-making" and into the 20th century (Vol. 
83.7(a), D). The petitioner further contends that its ancestors "met these criteria" and 
were approved for the judgment roll. The implication of the petitioner's argument is that 
these requi:"ements existed for the 1933 census roll as well as for the final judgment roll 
of 1972. 

A reference to the group "affiliation" of the ancestors of individuals on the list of the 
"Indians of California" was not introduced to this claims process until an Act of 
September 21, 1968 (U.S. Statutes 1968).7 Like the Act of 1928 and its revisions, the Act 

6 The United States argued before the Indian Claims Commission that the "Indians of 
California" were not an "identifiable group" within the meaning of the Indian Claims 
Commission Act of 1946, and the Commission agreed (1 Ind.CI.Comm. 366 (1950». The U.S. 
Court ofCJ,ims, however, in 1952 reversed the Commission's decision and found the "Indians of 
California" 10 be an "identifiable group" oflndians capable of bringing suit against the United 
States under thl~ Act of 1946 (122 Ct.CI. 348 at 356 (1952», even though the Commission had 
found that the Indians of California "have never as a single group or entity owned, used and 
occupied allY definable area ofland" (122 Ct.CI. 348 at 355). Thus, this issue was settled before 
the end of tbe: 1948-1955 enrollment period. 

The petitioner also suggests that it was a report for the Department of Justice in 1955 by 
anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer (A. Kroeber and Heizer 1970) that allegedly 
caused the Government, after 1955, to list approved applicants by their "tribal affiliation" instead 
of as "Indians of California" (Chart 83.7(a), 1950s:18-19). In view of the 1952 ruling of the 
Court of CJ2 ims, however, there was no point in 1955 in identifying as an "identifiable group" 
any "tribal affiliation" as an alternative to the "Indians of California." 

7 Thl~ Act of May 18, 1928 (45 Stat. 602) was revised by the Acts of Apr. 29, 1930 (46 
Stat. 259); Jum: 30, 1948 (62 Stat. 1166); May 24, 1950 (64 Stat. 189); June 8, 1954 (68 Stat. 
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of 1968 provided for the preparation of a "roll of persons of California Indian descent." 
In contrast to earlier legislation, the Act of 1968 provided for the actual distribution of 
the amount appropriated by Congress to pay the judgment of the Court of Claims in the. 
case of The india lIS of California v. United States. The judgment roll should be prepared, 
the Act of 1968 stated, to indicate "the group or groups oflndians of California with 
which the ancestors of each enrollee were affiliated on June 1, 1852." The Act was 
concerned with "he affiliation of an enrollee's ancestors on that date ... " (U.S. Statutes 
1968, sec. 1 (b)). The language of the Act of 1968 makes clear that it did not refer to any 
present tribal affiliatiion of applicants. 

The Act of 1968 illlroduced this concept of the affiliation of an applicant's ancestors in 
order to exclude certain individuals from receiving a share of the award to the "Indians of; 
California" who chose to receive a share of any awards to certain tribes in California that I 

had splintered off from the generic group.8 The members or ancestors of the petitioning 
group were not aCected by the exclusion in the Act. Individuals with lineal or collateral 
descent from an lndian who resided in California in 1852 would, if not excluded by the 
provisions of the Act of 1968, remain on the list of the "Indians of California." To 
comply with the Act,. the Secretary of the Interior would have to collect infonnation 
about the group affiliiation of an applicant's Indian ancestors. That infonnation would be 
used to identify appliicants who could share in another award. The group affiliation of an 
applicant's anceslOrs was thus a basis for exclusion from, but not a requirement for 
inclusion on, the judgment roll. The Act of 1968 stated that the Secretary of the Interior 
would distribute an equal share of the award to the individuals on the judgment roll 
"regardless of group affiliation ... " (U.S. Statutes 1968, sec. 3). 

Because a reference to group "affiliation" was not introduced until the Act of 1968, it is 
inappropriate to apply this provision of that Act to the application process of 1929 to 
1933 or to the 1933 census roll. In addition, neither the Act of 1968 nor the 1971 BIA 
letter contained ary references to "tribal relations" or to any post-1852 tribal affiliation. 
Contrary to the p.etitioner's contentions, these were nonexistent criteria. Thus, this 
evidence does not support the petitioner's argument on these points. The language of the 
1968 Act reveals that it inquired about the group affiliation of an applicant's ancestors in 
1852 to separate claimants into different groups for purposes of receiving claims awards, 
but did not impm:e any new requirement to qualify for inclusion on the judgment roll for 
the "Indians of California." Eligibility continued to be based on descent from an Indian 
who resided in the state in 1852. Neither the Act of 1968 nor the 1971 BIA letter provide 

240); and Sept. 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 860). 

8 The Act of 1968 excluded from the award to the Indians of California: "Persons whose 
ancestry is derived wkly from one or more of the following groups and persons of mixed 
ancestry who elected to share ... in any award granted to any of the following groups ... 
Northern Paiute, Southern Paiute, Mohave, Quechan (Yuma), Chemehuevi, Shoshone, Washoe, 
Klamath, Modoc, mId Yahooskin Band of Snakes" (U.S. Statutes 1968, sec. 2(b)). The BIA letter 
quoted by the petitioner referred to these claimant groups as "the 10 'splinter tribes' " (BIA 
41711971). 
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any basis for concluding that the Government's approval ofa claims application 
constituted an identification of an applicant's affiliation with a contemporary group. 

The petitioner contends that the Department ofthe Interior, in previous decisions and 
actions related to the restoration of terminated California Indian tribes, has used the 
applications lmder the 1928 Act and the 1933 census roll as the "base roll" for a 
reconstructed tribal enrollment (Vol. 83.7(a), 11). The petitioner discusses no examples 
of actual Departmental practice to implement enrollment.9 The petitioner cites a report 
prepared by the BIA on pending legislation to restore the Paskenta Band (Vol. 83.7(a), 
11).10 The BIA report evaluated "whether the Paskenta Band seeking restoration 
represents the lineal descendants of the historic" band (BIA 8/1111994, 1), but did not 
prepare a base roll. Rather, the report stated clearly that the Paskenta Band had prepared 
its interim 1994 membership list (BIA 811111994,4). It was the interim constitution of 
the Paskenta Band, not the BIA report, that defined membership in part as persons "who 
were identified as Indians from Paskenta in any of the official or unofficial rolls" 
prepared hy the BIA (BIA 811111994,4). The Paskenta Band indicated that it relied upon 
five such mitIs, but not the 1933 census roll of the "Indians of California." 

The bibliography of the BIA's Paskenta report cited twelve Indian census rolls prepared 
between 1892 and 1937, but not the 1933 census roll for the claims case (BIA 8/1111994, 
14-15). Tt e: BIA report noted that the Central California Agency of the BIA had 
supplied C,;:rtiificates of Degree of Indian Blood for 58 interim members of the Paskenta 
Band, and ::lOted that 49 of them had been listed on the 1972 judgment roll (BIA 
8/11/1994,4)" The report pointed out, however, that all of the certifications noted that: 
"The 1972 Judgment Fund Roll is only considered as a payment list and inclusion on the 
payment list does not denote tribal membership ... " (BIA 8/11/1994,5). On this point, 
then, the IHA's report of 1994 on the Paskenta Band and the Department's Proposed 
Finding of 2001 on the Muwekrna petitioner were consistent. 

The petitioner also contends that when tribes have been restored by decisions of Federal 
courts, "it: e:se lists" (presumably including the 1933 census roll) have been employed 
(presumably by the Department of the Interior) to determine membership (Vol. 83.7(a), 
11 ).11 Ho\",(:ver, the petitioner neither provides nor discusses any specific examples of 
the use of the 1933 census roll by the Department as the base roll for any of these 
restored tri':>es. It does not discuss any orders by the courts regarding tribal enrollment 

9 In a ~DotnDte, the petitioner lists four "restoration and reaffirmation cases": Paskenta, 
Auburn, lone, and Lower Lake. ' 

10 The Act of 1994 that restored the Paskenta Band ofNomlaki Indians provided, in 
section 306(b), for a temporary membership roll that would be effective only until the tribe 
adopted a constitution (U.S. Statutes 1994). The Act referred to BIA rolls, but not specifically to 
the 1933 CfTISU:S roll or its underlying applications. Thus, the Act neither established a base roll 
nor mandated Ulse of the 1933 census roll. 

II Ir a footnote, the petitioner cites the Tillie Hardwick and Scotts Valley Band cases. 
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that the Department was to implement, nor mention what the courts or the Department 
said about tribal J1II~mbership. The petitioner has failed to provide any specific evidence 
to support its contention that these court-ordered restorations demonstrate its point abou~ 
"previous decisiom; and actions by the Department of the Interior" (Vol. 83.7(a), 11). 

The petitioner has not demonstrated its contention that the Department of the Interior 
previously has ust~d the 1933 census roll, and the individual applications to be included 
on that census, as evidence of specific tribal affiliation or as the basis for a "base roll" for 
a restored tribe. The petitioner has not demonstrated that the Department has used the 
1933 list of the "Indians of California" in other contexts in a manner different from the. 
Department's use of the 1933 list in the Muwekma Proposed Finding to validate Indian 
ancestry. The Depill1ment's unwillingness to accept the approved applications for the 
1933 census roll as evidence of external identification of an Indian entity is not a "higher 
standard" for the petitioner than for restored tribes, as alleged by the petitioner (Vol. 
83.7(a),11-12). 

This review of evidence relating to the claims application process under the Act of 1928 
concludes that the ::,pproval of individual applications did not constitute the Government's 
identification of a contemporary Indian entity. The petitioner's arguments and evidence 
about an alleged relationship between the Government's approval of claims applications 
and an applicant's "tribal affiliation" do not demonstrate that the Government designated 
a contemporary group affiliation by approving an application. Therefore, the available 
evidence of the application forms that were approved after the Act of 1928, and the 1933 
census roll and later judgment rolls that included individual ancestors, is not sufficient to 
meet the requireme:1ts of criterion (a). 

1930's 

The petitioner's dis·::ussion of criterion (a) lists county death certificates of some of its 
ancestors as evidence of the identification of an Indian entity by local governments (Vol. 
83.7(a), 60,68). Its chart, however, cites death records as supporting evidence rather 
than as evidence that meets the criterion (Chart 83.7(a)). The petitioner's argument about 
these death certificates from the 1930's is that some of its Indian ancestors "were buried 
in some cases at the Ohlone Indian Cemetery designated as 'Mission San Jose' or 'Indian 
Cemetery'" (Vol. 83 . .7(a), 68). While this statement is accurate for some burials prior to 
1926, it does not apply to the five county death certificates submitted from 1928 to 1942 
(Vol. II, records 10/22/1928, 12/2011930,911711934,1012811934, and 12112/1942). For 
those five individuals, the death records indicate that four were buried in Centerville (at 
least two in Holy GhlOst Cemetery) and one at Livermore (in Masonic Cemetery). The 
Indian cemetery associated with Mission San Jose was located in Irvington. No evidence 
indicates that an external source designated a burial location as appropriate for a group. 
No information on these five death records indicates that any county government 
identified any of these individuals as part of a contemporaneous Indian entity. 

The petitioner lists the "field and photographic work of anthropologist C. Hart Merriam" 
in 1934 as evidence meeting criterion (a) as identification by a scholar (Vol. 83.7(a), 69). 
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According to the petitioner, Merriam returned to Alameda County to look for "his old 
'Mewko'" infonnants, and "located an aged Jose Guzman living with a relation in Niles" 
and photographed him in August 1934 (Vol. 83.7(a), 69). The petitioner provides no 
quotation from Merriam to demonstrate that he identified a contemporaneous Indian 
entity. It submits only the photograph. Merriam's photograph shows only Guzman and 
an unidenti:'ied woman, and is labeled as an example of "YOKUTS, Yachicumni 
subtribe" (Vol. II, tab: 1931-1940). The catalog entry for this photograph gives the 
infonnation that Guzman was "born at the Indian village in Stockton, ca. 1850" and died 
in 1934 (T. .Kroeber and Heizer 1968,22, 166). This infonnation does not identify this 
i'ndividual as part of an existing Indian group containing ancestors of the petitioner or of 
any other contemporaneous Indian entity. 

The petitiom:r submits, as new evidence, twelve pages of records from the Shennan 
Institute in Riverside, California, which demonstrate that Domingo Marine attended this 
Indian school during the 1930's (Vol. II, tab: 1931-1940). The petitioner contends that 
approval by the BIA of his enrollment constitutes evidence of an external identification 
of an Indiar, ,entity (Vol. 83.7(a), 68, and chart). This response fails to engage the point 
made in thi;: Proposed Finding that the basis on which students were accepted for 
admission- whether as individuals of a certain degree ofIndian blood or as members of 
a tribal entity -- is crucial to an evaluation of whether or not attendance at an Indian 
school is evidt:nce of an external identification of an Indian entity (Muwekma PF, 13). 

Two application fonns, neither dated but circa 1930-1931, do not indicate the basis for 
approval of Marine's enrollment at the school. The fonns contain no infonnation on 
tribal membership and no tribal certification or endorsement. The submitted infonnation 
contains no certification or endorsement by a local Indian agent. The application fonns 
list Marine' 5 tribe as "Digger," while his 1937 report cards list his tribe as "Mewuk." 
These gem'Ti1c references, which apply to many separate Indian groups, do not refer to the 
petitioner m; a specific Indian entity. The fonns list Marine's degree ofIndian blood as 
"full." On the basis of this available infonnation, the most likely explanation of Marine's 
attendance at the Sherman Institute is that he was accepted on the basis of his Indian 
blood degree. This would have been a detennination based upon his individual 
characterisltics rather than any recognition or identification of an Indian entity to which 
he may have bdonged. Acknowledgment precedent has established the principle that the 
identification of individuals as Indians is not evidence sufficient to meet the requirements 
of criterion (a). 

1940's 

The petitioner also supplies, as new evidence, nine pages of records which demonstrate 
that John and Rayna Guzman attended the Indian school at Chemawa, Oregon, during the 
1940's (Vol. II" tab: 1941-1950). The petitioner contends that approval by the BIA of this 
enrollment constitutes evidence of an external identification of an Indian entity (Vol. 
83.7(a), 71, and chart). As in the example of the Shennan Indian school, the petitioner 
does not address the issue of whether enrollment was approved on the basis of the 
individual's blood degree or tribal membership. 
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An application fOlTn for John Guzman, dated 1944, does not indicate the basis for 
approval of his enrollment. The fonn contains no infonnation on tribal membership and 
no tribal certification or endorsement. It lists his tribe as "Mission," and other documents 
also refer to the tribe of the Guzman siblings as "Mission." This generic reference, 
which applies to many separate Indian groups, does not refer to the petitioner as a 
specific Indian entity. John Guzman's application form lists his degree of Indian blood 
as "5/8." An incomplete copy of a 1944 letter from the Sacramento Indian Agency about 
John and Rayna ("Rena") Guzman stated: "There is no doubt but what these children 
have sufficient Indian blood to admit them to a Government Boarding School" (BIA 
8/14/1944). The Agency's letter contained no claim of tribal membership for the 
Guzman children. 'n1erefore, the available evidence suggests that the Guzmans' 
attendance at the Che:mawa school was based on their degree of Indian blood. The , 
identification of individuals as Indians is not evidence sufficient to meet the requirements I 

of criterion (a). 

The Proposed FinCing rejected the petitioner's claim that a 1945 letter by local resident 
and notary public Charles Wauhab was evidence of an identification of an Indian entity. 
The petitioner now argues that the Proposed Finding reached this conclusion because the 
BIA researchers chnged the tense ofWauhab's letter from the present tense "is" to the 
past tense "was" (Vol. 83.7(a), 72; see also 70). In 1945, Wauhab wrote of "Trina" of the 
"Marino" family 1hat: "She is a descendant of the local Indian tribe ... " (Wauhab 
2/3/1945). In 200 1, the Proposed Finding described this letter by noting that Wauhab had 
"stated that an individual was 'a descendant of the local Indian tribe'" (Muwekma PF, 
13). 

It is common pract:(:e for text written in 1945 in the present tense to be described in 2001 
in the past tense. 'I1le petitioner's contention might have had merit if the point of the 
Proposed Finding'~ evaluation had been whether or not the individual identified by 
Wauhab was alive :.Tl 1945. The issue for criterion (a), however, was whether or not he 
identified an Indian entity in existence at that time. The Proposed Finding concluded that 
this was not a contt:rnporaneous identification of an Indian entity in 1945 because 
Wauhab "referred to a tribe in the past, since one is a 'descendant' of a tribe that existed 
in the past" (Muwdrma PF, 13, using the present tense "is" a descendant). Wauhab did 
not write that "she bl~longs" to the local tribe or that "she is active" in the local tribe, 
language that wouiid have referred to an existing entity, but that "she is a descendant." 
The point is that eVI!fl though Wauhab used the present tense to indicate that "Trina" 
Marine Ruano was alive in 1945, it is reasonable to conclude that his reference to the 
"local Indian tribe" was to an entity that had existed at an earlier time. There is not a 
reasonable likelihood that this 1945 letter was an identification of a contemporaneous 
Indian entity. 

The petitioner also contends that new documentation shows that Wauhab "personally 
knew other individuals" ofIndian descent because, in the 1950's, he witnessed three 
applications of ancestors ofthe petitioner's members to share in judgment funds for the 
"Indians of California," and also notarized one legal affidavit of an ancestor (Vol. 
83.7(a), 73). On the: three forms on which individuals acknowledged receipt of judgment 
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funds, Wat:thab signed in 1951 and 1957 as one of the "witnesses to signature" (Wauhab 
1951-1957). On the legal affidavit, he signed iIi 1957 as a notary public who witnessed 
the signatu:re of the affiant. Even if these documents reveal Wauhab's personal, 
knowledge that several individuals had Indian ancestry, they do not identify those 
individuals as part of a contemporary Indian entity. Criterion (a) requires that the 
petitioner'~ members or ancestors have been identified as comprising an Indian entity. 
The petitioner has not shown that Wauhab's witnessing was accompanied by such an 
identification. 

Part of the petitioner's new evidence is a one-page excerpt from a 1949 local history of 
the town of Pkasanton, California. Although the petitioner discusses this document only 
in its chart of evidence for criterion (c), it should be considered in relation to criterion (a) 
as well (Chart 83. 7( c), 1940s:31). This local history mentioned Indian rancherias as 
having been a part of Pleasanton "up until 1914" (Soito 1949). The excerpt submitted by 
the petitioner did not describe any Indian group or individuals after 1914. Therefore, it 
did not identify the petitioning group at any time since 1927. 

1950's 

The petitioner submits, as new evidence, copies ofBIA forms and correspondence from 
the early 1950's relating to revisions of the judgment roll of the "Indians of California," 
as authorized by an Act of 1948, and a partial payment of the claim, as authorized by an 
Act of 1950 (Vol. II, tab: 1950-1955). These documents sought or provided information 
about the deaths ofpeop1e on the roll, the birth of children of people on the roll, the 
current mailing address of people on the roll, and about persons born since the Act of 
1928. Thai: th(: BIA corresponded with individuals on the payment list does not 
constitute iC.e:ntification of an Indian group or entity, for it wrote to them as individuals, 
not as a group. This Final Determination does not find that approval of an application 
identified the applicant "as a member" of a tribe. The petitioner makes the same 
argument a bout the approval of applications in the 1950's as it did for the applications 
approved prior to 1933 (Vol. 83.7(a), 75-77, and Chart 83.7(a), 1940s:4, 6, 8, 11, 13; 
1950s:1, 2, 4, 9,11,12,14,16,20,23,24,26,28,31,36,37).12 An evaluation of the 
merits of that argument are set forth above in the section on "Indian Claims Applications, 
1929-1933." 

The petitioner supplies a paper written in 1955 by anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and 
Robert Heiz.e:r for use in Indian Claims Commission cases, and published in 1970, as new 
evidence (A. J(roeber and Heizer 1970). In this paper, entitled "Continuity of Indian 
Population in California from 177011848 to 1955," these two anthropologists selected 
and examinl;:d a small, non-random, "strategic sample" of the 1933 census roll of the 

12 Then: appears to be an inconsistency between the petitioner's contentions that the BIA 
identified a111948-1955 applicants as members ofa "Mission San Jose" tribe (Chart 83.7(a), 
1940s:4 and passim) and that "[t]hroughout the second (1948-1955) and third enrollment (1968-
1972) periods'" the BIA listed the petitioner's members and their ancestors as the identifiable 
group "Cos1E.noan Indian" (Chart 83.7(a), 1950s: 18-19). 
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"Indians of Calif;Jmia" as prepared by the BIA in response to claims brought under the 
Indian claims jurisdictional Act of 1928. Their research assistants reviewed the 
individual applications of the sample of individuals. Thus, Kroeber and Heizer did not 
examine Indian populations in California in 1955, but at the time of the creation of the 
1933 census roll. 

Kroeber and Heizer did not claim that Indian entities or settlements existed in 1955, or in 
] 933, but that historical groups that had lost their distinct culture had surviving lineal 
descendants in the population of California at the time of the 1933 list. Their argument 
was that even though Indian cultures had become extinct, Indian populations had not. 
Contrary to the pe':itioner, this was not a conclusion about survivorship of Indian groups. 
Although the petitioner emphasizes the anthropologists' use of the word "group" (Vol. 
83.7(a), 78; Chart 83.7(a), 1950s:18-19), the context indicates that they referred to the 
historical groups which they used as the starting point of their analysis. Kroeber and 
Heizer stated as their conclusion that the 1933 census roll of California Indians showed 
"that almost every group identifiable between 1770 and 1850 is represented by some 
lineal descendants surviving today" CA. Kroeber and Heizer 1970, 5). This was a 
statement about the survival of individual descendants, rather than Indian groups. 
Because Kroeber and Heizer's paper was based on 1933 data, it described the early 
1930's rather than the mid-1950's. Because those anthropologists referred to surviving 
descendants rather than groups, they did not identify an Indian entity in either decade. 

The main point ofKroeber and Heizer's paper already had been made by the Proposed 
Finding, which noted that individuals alive in 1933 were credited with Indian descent and 
claimed descent fhnTI the Mission San Jose (Muwekma PF, 7,47-48). Kroeber and 
Heizer counted few(~r such individuals (12) than did the Proposed Finding (55 individuals 
in 18 applications) and, in contrast to the evaluation for the Proposed Finding, identified 
no individuals by name (A. Kroeber and Heizer 1970, ]0; see also Chart 83.7(a), 19-20). 
The Proposed Finding provided a much more thorough evaluation than this 1955 paper of 
the 1933 judgment roll in relation to the petitioner's ancestors. This paper by Kroeber 
and Heizer contain!; n10 additional infonnation and no conclusions different from the 
Proposed Finding. Whether individuals ofIndian descent survived until 1933, or later, is 
not the test posed by criterion (a). Kroeber and Heizer did not describe the Mission San 
Jose survivors as an Indian entity. Therefore, their 1955 paper is not evidence sufficient 
to meet criterion (a). 

1960-1964 

The petitioner contends in its chart for criterion (a) that a 1964 letter from Howard Reese, 
the City Manager of the City of Fremont, to Rupert Costo, of the American Indian 
Historical Society, constitutes an external "identification of an Indian entity via 'the 
Ohlone Indian Cemetery' by a local government official" (Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:3).13 A 

13 The petitimer repeats the argument for identification "via the 'Ohlone Cemetery'" for 
Governor Brown and Rupert Costo (Chart 83.7(a), 1960s: 1 0,38). Many other entries in the 
petitioner's chart for criterion (a) claim references to the cemetery or to an "Ohlone Indian burial 
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reference to a cemetery is not an identification of a contemporaneous Indian entity. The 
city manager referred to the "Ohlones [sic] Cemetery" in response to Costo's inquiry 
about it, and the petitioner provides no explanation of how Reese's references to ."this 
property" transferred to an Indian group (Reese 7/15/1964; see also Muwekma PF, 15, 
and Description, 14). The petitioner may also contend that this letter identified an Indian 
"community" by identifying its spokespersons (Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:4), but Rupert Costo 
and his organiz.ation were not the petitioning group. The petitioner does not specify the 
language in Reese's letter that constitutes identification of an Indian entity consisting of 
the petitioner's members and ancestors alive at that time, and no such identification is 
apparent in his letter. 

Summation/'or the period 1927-1964 

This review of the comments and evidence concludes that although Harrington 
mentioned Indian individuals in his field notes, he did not identify any contemporaneous 
settlement, group, or entity. Neither the Act of 1928 nor the claims application process 
required cur:~ent tribal affiliation, and the Government's approval of claims applications 
did not constitute an identification of a contemporary Indian entity. Indian school 
attendance r'~l::()rds suggest that the petitioner's ancestors were accepted as students 
because of their degree of Indian blood, and did not identify any existing Indian group. 
A paper by anthropologists referred only to historical groups, and did not identify 
surviving Indian descendants as an Indian entity. Death certificat~s, notarized 
documents, and a local official's letter did not identify existing Indian groups. The 
identification of individuals as Indians is not sufficient to meet the criterion, which 
requires the' identification of an Indian entity. Thus, the available evidence is not 
sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion 83.7(a) between 1927 and 1964. 

Even if Harrington's field notes were accepted as evidence sufficient to meet the 
criterion, sw:h a conclusion would advance the time period for which the criterion is met 
only from 1927 to 1929 or 1930. If the 1933 census ro)] were accepted as evidence 
sufficient to meet the criterion, that conclusion would advance the time period for which 
the criterion is met only to 1933. Given the conclusions of the Proposed Finding, the 
petitioner would still need to provide evidence of external identification between 1930 or 
1933 and 1985. The review above reveals that the petitioner has not done so for the 
period betwee:n 1927 and 1965. 

Comments :QIl the Proposed Finding for the Period 1965 to 1985 

The new evidence which the petitioner's chart cites as meeting criterion (a) for the period 
from 1965 10 1985 consists of a 1973 local history by Florence Fava, a 1974 historical 
resources inventory for the State of California, proposed articles of incorporation of a 
tribal council in 1982, both a proposal and report by anthropologist Nancy Olsen in 1985, 
and studies by archaeologist Mark Hylkema for the State of California in 1989 and 1995 

grounds" as i(hmtification of a contemporary group. 
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(Petitioner 2002, Cra.rt 83.7(a». The petitioner's textual response additionally mentions 
a "Sunol Regional Wilderness History" which the petitioner says was written about 1969 
by the naturalist for a local regional park, and an interview with an unidentified local 
resident by an unidentified interviewer about 1970 (Vol. 83.7(a), 82-85, and Vol. II, 
marked as 1969 and 11970). The petitioner also includes in its chart all of its previously 
submitted documents as evidence to meet the criterion. 

In addition, the petitioner'S chart cites documents created by the petitioner'S own 
members, their ancl~stors, or their relatives between 1965 and 1971, minutes recorded by 
members or their anCI~stors of a meeting in 1982, and letters written by the petitioner's 
leader in 1981 and 1985 or by advocates on her behalf in 1983-1985. The regulations, 
however, require "evidence of identification by other than the petitioner itself or its 
members" to satisfy criterion (a). 

About one-third of the items the petitioner cites in its chart as meeting criterion (a) date 
to the second half of thl;! 1960's. All of this evidence from the late 1960's was evaluated 
for the Proposed Finding (Muwekma PF, 14-16,32-35, and Description, 44-46,53-66). 

American Indian H/j,toricai Society, 1965-1971 

Much of the petitioner's evidence for the Proposed Finding related to the activities of the 
American Indian Historical Society (AIHS) between 1965 and 1971. The petitioner'S 
comment contends that the Proposed Finding sought to "delegitimize" the AIHS (Vol. 
83.7(a), 91). On the contrary, the Proposed Finding treated that organization in a manner 
consistent with the p;!titioner's observation that the AIHS was "a real organization" that 
was more than just its director Rupert Costo (Vol. 83.7(a), 91). The Proposed Finding 
referred to the AIHS as a national Indian organization with multi-tribal representation on 
its board of directors (Muwkema PF, Description, 45, 54). Indeed, precisely because the 
Proposed Finding viewed the AIHS as a legitimate, intertribal, national organization, it 
did not consider the aetiions of the AIHS and its director as the actions of the petitioner, 
or identifications of the AIHS as identifications of the petitioning group. 

In addition, the petitioner claims that the Proposed Finding "apparently" relied upon an 
assumption that "as ant Indian from southern California, Costo had no authority to 
analyze or support Indians of northern California, and moreover as an Indian he simply 
had no legitimacy as a scholar whatsoever" (Vol. 83.7(a), 91). This contention has no 
merit and is not bast:d upon any specific language in the Proposed Finding. Although the 
evidence produced by the petitioner consists ofletters written by Costo in his role as an 
advocate, rather than professional publications written by him in his role as a scholar, the 
Proposed Finding gav€~ deference to his scholarly reputation to treat him as a 
"knowledgeable" obsenrer for purposes of an evaluation under section 83.8(d)(3) of the 
regulations (Muwkema PF, 28). Under criterion (a), the issue for an analysis of Cos to's 
letters is not whether he had the "authority" to support Indians of northern California, but 
whether the Indians he dealt with between 1965 and 1971 were a precursor of the current 
petitioning group. 
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The Proposed Finding concluded that Rupert Costo of the AIHS identified a group, or 
groups, of Ohlone Indians. As the best evidence of that identification, it cited a 1971 
letter by Costo to three Galvan siblings as leaders of a "Native group," and refer.ences by 
Costo, his wife, and the AIHS to the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., to which the AIHS 
transferred litle to a historical Indian cemetery in 1971 (Muwekma PF, 14-15, and 
Description., 13, citing R. Costo 3/811971,8/2511971; Newspaper 1971). The Proposed 
Finding, and its supporting Description and Analysis of the Evidence, recognized that 
other AIHS documents referred to several Ohlone groups in the period 1965 to 1971, but 
did not find that it had been demonstrated that those groups or the Ohlone Indian Tribe, 
Inc., were the same entity as the petitioner (Muwekma PF, 15, 16, 34-35). The major 
problem Wilh the identifications by the AIHS is that they referred specifically to a small 
number of Ohlone descendants associated with the leadership of a single Galvan nuclear 
family, and not necessarily to an inclusive group of the petitioner's ancestors that was a 
predecessor entity of the petitioner's current organization. 

The BIA researchers' evaluation of the petitioner's newly submitted oral history 
interviews, however, has provided evidence that demonstrates that members, and 
ancestors of members, of the petitioning group in addition to the Galvan family 
participated in clean-up activities at the Ohlone Indian Cemetery and attended a meeting 
about control and ownership of that cemetery in the mid-1960's. Although it appears that 
these meetin;g attendees challenged the role of the AIHS more than they cooperated with 
the AIHS, knowledge of the identity of many of the participants in that meeting and those 
activities provides the basis for now concluding that a group of the petitioner's members 
and their ancestors was known to Costo as the Ohlone descendants over whom he 
attributed leadership to the three Galvan siblings. 

This new evidence about the participants in activities in the 1960's requires a review of 
the available (:vidence for possible identification of the petitioning group by the AIHS. 
In 1965, Jeannette Henry Costo referred to an "executive committee of the Ohlone Band 
ofMiwuk Indians" (J. Casto 5117/1965). In 1966, Rupert Costo suggested that a local 
organization "'invite the people of the Ohlone Tribe to attend" a proposed meeting on 
Ohlone history (R. Costo 5/20/1966). Costo's identification of a "Native group" in 1971 
already has ken cited (R. Costo 3/811971). The oral history evidence that participants in 
activities involving the cemetery and the AIHS were members and ancestors of members 
of the petitioning group establishes a reasonable likelihood that the AIHS's identification 
of an "Ohlone Band" in 1965, the "people of the Ohlone Tribe" in 1966, and a "Native 
group" in 1971 were identifications of the petitioning group.14 Therefore, this Final 
Determination concludes, in a revision of the Proposed Finding, that Rupert and 
Jeannette Henry Casto of the AIHS identified an unorganized group of Ohlone 

14 In ~. letter to a scholar in 1969, Rupert Costo discussed evidence of a historical 
"Ohlonowit" group in the vicinity of the Mission San Jose, and added, "1 take it for granted that 
they are refening to the same band which we know now as Ohlone" (R. Costo 8/7/1969). This 
ambiguous SlHement may have referred to the historical "Ohlonowit" group as "Ohlone," or may 
have referred to its descendants as a contemporary Ohlone group. 
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descendants, that was larger than the Ohlone chapter of the AIHS, as an Indian entity 
between 1965 and 1971, and that this group was a precursor of the modem petitioner. 

The petitioner, in its comment on the Proposed Finding, has reargued the merits of 
several specific documents as examples of external identification of the petitioner. 
Although a conchl ~;ion on these contentions is not necessary in view of the revised 
finding stated above, ;a discussion of some of these items may clarify that revised finding 
by noting that not ell evidence has equal weight and that some documents are not 
sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion (a). In addition, the petitioner lists a large 
number of documents produced by the AIHS that were considered for the Proposed 
Finding (Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:12-18, 22-26, 37,44,48-53,88,109; 1970s:4, 8,19-20; 
Vol. 83.7(a), 88-103). In general, those letters by Rupert Costo or his wife between 1965 
and 1971, and various issues of the AIHS'sjournal Indian Historian, revealed an 
awareness that Ohlone Indian descendants were living in the Bay Area, but most of those 
documents did not identify those descendants as a group or entity. 

For example, in 1965, Rupert and Jeannette Henry Costo referred to local "Indian 
people" (R. Costo ~,j29/1965; J. Costo 5/3111965), to "Ohlone Indians" (R. Costo 
5/3011965), and to "your cousins and other relatives" (R. Costo 6/21/1965) without 
identifying them as an entity rather than as individuals oflndian ancestry. In addition, 
some of Rupert Costo's references to the Ohlone placed that Indian group in the past by 
using the past tens'e. "The Ohlone were," Costo wrote in one letter, "a group of the 
MiWuk," and he wanted to establish that "they lived" within a certain territory (R. Costo 
3/29/1965). In another letter, Costo encouraged the "Ohlone Indians" and other Indians 
to find a way "to revive the tribal bonds of our people," thus implying that, despite the 
existence of living descendants, no group had such a bond as a group in 1965 (R. Costa 
5/30/1965). The Indian Historian referred to a group of "Ohlone Indian Historians" in 
1965 (Indian Historian 1965), but that was a group much smaller than the petitioner. 
Some of Rupert Costa's letters in 1966 referred to an Indian "burial ground" rather than 
to a contemporary group (R. Casto 7/23/1966 (two)). 

An identification sllfficient to meet criterion (a) must have been made by an external 
observer. Therefore, Imowledge of a document's author is important. This concern 
applies to a "Plan jCll' the Mission San Jose." The petitioner's assumption that this 
document was created by the AIHS is reasonable (Vol. 83.7(a), 88; Chart 83.7(a), 
I 960s:7 -8). This undated document probably was written between 1965 and 1971. The 
"Plan for the Mission San Jose" (Anonymous, n.d.), however, bears neither a signature 
nor letterhead, so the author of this document is unknown. This plan might have been 
prepared either by AIHS director Rupert Casto or by AIHS member Philip Galvan. If the 
author was Galvan,. who considered himself to be a part of the group identified by the 
plan, then this document would not meet a requirement of the criterion because it would 
not be an identification by an external observer. If the author was Costo, he would 
qualify as an extental observer, but his identification of a contemporary Indian group had 
already been accepted by the Proposed Finding based on better evidence (Muwekma PF, 
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14-15, and Description, 13). The lack of evidence of the authorship of this document 
prevents its effective use as evidence relevant to this criterion. IS 

The Proposed Finding noted in its discussion of a document that: "The mere use of the 
word 'OhloIlt~" in any context cannot be taken as a reference to the petitioner (Muwekma 
PF, 15, and Description, 14). The petitioner highlights a reference in that document to 
"the Ohlone Tribe," and contends that the Proposed Finding erred by not properly 
considering the context surrounding the naming of a local junior coJJege as "Ohlone 
College" in 1967 (Vol. 83.7(a), 102-103, citing indian Historian 1967). The petitioner 
cites an AnIS article about the college as evidence of external identification in 
newspapers (Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:65). The article referred to "descendants of the Ohlone 
Tribe" (Indi.an Historian 1967), placing the tribe in the past. In a presentation to the 

I 

college boarel of trustees, Philip Galvan spoke "to represent the Indian Historical 
Society," not a local Ohlone group. He argued for naming the college after "the first 
inhabitants of the Fremont-Newark area" (Indian Historian 1967). The available 
evidence ind:.c:ates that the college was named for a historical tribe, and that the related 
discussion anel context referred to a historical tribe rather than to a contemporary Indian 
entity. 

The Proposed Finding concluded that a list of "Ohlone Members" was a list of the 
AIHS's own m(~mbers, rather than an identification of the petitioner as a larger and 
independenl Indian group (Muwkema PF, 14). The petitioner attempts to refute this 
conclusion by citing a May 25, 1965, letter written to Rupert Costo by five members of a 
Galvan nuckar family, four of whom were on that list of "Ohlone Members" (Vol. 
83.7(a),93-94). The letter described a meeting called by other people that the Galvans 
decided to attend (D.M. Galvan et al. 5/25/1965). The petitioner incorrectly claims that 
the Proposed Finding interpreted this meeting as consisting of the AIHS's own members 
(Vol. 83.7(a), 94; cf Muwkema PF, 33, and Description, 44,55-56). Thus, the 
petitioner's observation that the meeting attendees complained about possibly having to 
join the AIBS, demonstrating that they were not members of the AIHS, refutes only the 
petitioner's straw man. The meeting described by this letter, in which the Galvans were 
challenged by the attendees, illustrates the concern expressed by the Proposed Finding 
that the AlH SIS "Ohlone Members" were not an inclusive group of ancestors of the 
petitioner's mlembers or a predecessor of the petitioner's organization. 16 

IS TIll: BIA staff discussed this document with the petitioner'S researchers during the on
the-record technical assistance meeting held during the comment period on the Proposed Finding 
(BIA 11/7/2001, 155-157). In its comment, the petitioner does not respond to the issues raised 
during the OlHh(~-record meeting. The petitioner's claim that this "Plan" was prepared "working 
in concert with the Mission San Jose Ohlone Tribal community" (Vol. 83.7(a), 88) is not 
supported by any evidence. 

161t i:; not known who authored the list of"Ohlone Contacts" found among the AIHS 
materials in [he archival collection of Rupert Costo's papers. The fact that there were two 
separate lists ·:)f"Ohlone Members" and "Ohlone Contacts" suggests that the AIHS, or an AIHS 
chapter, ma(:if; :a distinction between its members and a larger Ohlone group. 
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The petitioner cites evidence that indicates that Rupert and Jeannette Henry Costo of the 
AIHS and a local newspaper in 1971 identified an Indian entity incorporated that year as 
the Ohlone Indian Tr,be, Inc. (Vol. 83.7(a), 106-109, citing R. Costo 812511971 and 
Newspaper 1971). Tnese examples are consistent with the conclusions of the Proposed 
Finding. Indeed, th(: Proposed Finding cited Rupert Costo's August 25, 1971, letter as 
evidence of an identification of the incorporated Ohlone entity, and the newspaper 
clipping of 1971 as evidence that Jeannette Henry Costo had identified the newly 
incorporated organization as a tribe (Muwekma PF, 14-15, and Description, 13). The 
Proposed Finding conc:luded that, "the record contains several examples of the 
identification of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., as an Indian entity in the 1970's," but 
added that "it is not dear that those sources identified the current petitioner" (Muwelona 
PF,15). 

The petitioner portrays the non-profit Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., under the control of 
Philip Galvan and tbe informal Ohlone Indian Tribe "under the aegis" of Benjamin 
Michael Galvan as separate entities (Vol. 83.7(a), 150). The Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., 
was the organizatiorl that cared for the Ohlone Indian Cemetery acquired from the 
Mission San Jose through the AIHS. The petitioner describes Philip Galvan as the "sole 
custodian" of the celm!tery (Vol. 83.7(a), 109), implying that a larger group did not 
control the incorporated organization. The petitioner also argues that Galvan "had very 
little to do with the greater Tribal community" and that the issues confronting the larger 
"Ohlone Indian Tribal community went unaddressed by the non-profit entity Ohlone 
Indian Tribe, Inc." (VoL 83.7(a), 109). The petitioner does not describe the Ohlone 
Indian Tribe, Inc., or Philip Galvan, as exercising leadership over the petitioning group or 
carrying out decisiom of the petitioning group. In these arguments, the petitioner 
presents itself as having been an entity distinct from, and larger than, the Ohlone Indian 
Tribe, Inc. 

The petitioner claims to be "the successor of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc. 's 
membership" (Vol. 83.7(a), 153), while also claiming that it has been independent of and 
separate from the incorporated entity (Vol. 83.7(a), 114). There is no available evidence 
indicating that the ObI one Indian Tribe, Inc., had any members other than the three 
Galvan siblings. Nor is there any available evidence indicating that the petitioning group 
decided to form the incorporated entity or acted by utilizing it. The evidence does not 
show that the petitione:r's current organization evolved from the Ohlone Indian Tribe, 
Inc. That incorporated entity continues to exist as an entity separate from the petitioner 
(see Vol. 83.7(c), 17). For these reasons, this Final Determination does not find an 
identification of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., to be an identification of the petitioner. 

New oral history evidence shows that members of the petitioning group and their 
ancestors, who were among the people on the AIHS's list ofOhlone "contacts," 
participated in activities in the 1960's with members of the Galvan family, who were on 
the AIHS's list of "members." A reevaluation of the documentary evidence from the late 
1960's, informed by this new oral history evidence, leads to a revised conclusion that 
there is a reasonable 1 ikelihood that between 1965 and 1971 Rupert and Jeannette Henry 
Costo of the AIHS identified an Ohlone Indian entity that was a precursor of the 
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petitioning group. However, in view of evidence that the petitioning group is not a 
successor of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., formed in 1971, identifications of the Ohlone 
Indian Tribe, Inc., in the 1970's by the Cost os and others were not identifications of the 
petitioner. The: evidence of identifications of ali Ohlone group, one that was larger than 
the incorporated entity and larger than the Ohlone chapter of the AIHS, is sufficient to 
meet the requirements of criterion (a) for the period between 1965 and 1971. 

1965-1975 

As part of it~; chart and narrative relative to criterion (a) for the decade from 1965 to 
1975, the petitioner cites evidence produced by its own members, ancestors, and 
individuals it considers to have been members of the petitioning group. This evidence 
includes a Mar:ine or Com ate family history circa 1965; a resolution of the "Ohlone 
Historians" o:fthe AIHS in 1965; letters by members of the Galvan, Ruano, and Guzman 
families between 1965 and 1971; a petition to the president and an open letter about 
AIcatraz in 1970; an article about Ohlone history by P. Michael Galvan in 1968; and 
interviews ~\'ith members of the petitioner in 2001 (Vol. 83.7(a), 87-88, 99-100, 106; 
Chart 83.7(a)" 11960s:1, 20, 28,30,32,35,41,46,86,96,98,102,104,107,110; 1970s:6, 
11). This documentation is not evidence of observations by external observers, as 
required by criterion (a). 

A letter reli ed upon by the petitioner also was in part the work of an Ohlone descendant, 
rather than :;olely the observations of an external observer. The petitioner cites a 1966 
letter by Rup€::I1t Casto and Philip Galvan, officers of the AIHS, to Representative Don 
Edwards, and notes that the letter referred to "a statement of the Ohlone Indians" (Vol. 
83.7(a), 101·]02, citing R. Costo and P. Galvan 7/23/1966; P. Galvan 7/19/1966). That 
statement of an "Ohlone Indian" (singular rather than plural), attributed to Galvan, is not 
evidence produced by an external observer. The letter is an ambiguous item of evidence. 
To the extent that this letter was written by the AIHS and Casto, it demonstrates another 
reference to Ohlone descendants known to Costo through the Galvan family. To the 
extent that this letter was written by Galvan, it provides another example of evidence 

created by 2n individual who considered himself to be part of such an Ohlone group and 
therefore wa.~ not an external source of identification. 

The petitioner (:ites a number of documents from the late 1960's and early 1970's that 
were considered for the Proposed Finding. For example, letters by Governor Brown in 
1965, letters between Representative Edwards and the National Park Service in 1966; 
material by scholars C. Hart Merriam in 1967 and Sherburne Cook in 1969; articles in the 
San Jose Mercury in ] 972; and a 1973 local history were reviewed but not considered to 
be evidence ~;ufIicient to meet the requirements of the criterion. 17 Therefore, a detailed 
discussion of leach of these items is not provided for this Final Determination. 

17 Gov. Brown 3/17/1965; Gordon 5/7/1966; NPS 8/9/1966; Rep. Edwards 8/11/1966; 
Merriam 1967; Cook 1969 letter; San Jose Mercury 7/23/1972, 7/31/1972, 8/6/1972; and the 
local history Early Days in the Livermore-Amador Valley 1973. 
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The Proposed Finding considered a 1965 newspaper article about the petitioner's ancestor 
Dolores Marine Galvan and concluded that while it identified her as an individual of 
Indian descent, its reference to an Indian tribe was to an entity in the past, not the present 
(Muwelona PF, Deseription, 12; Newspaper 1965). The petitioner now shifts its 
argument to note t[.at the newspaper mentioned "a society" established by Galvan's two 
sons for the care of a historical Indian cemetery, and to contend that this term should be 
evaluated according to a cultural anthropologist's definition of "society" as a group or 
population ofpeopJe (Vol. 83.7(a), 86-87; Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:34). There is no reason 
to think that either ':he newspaper or the two Galvan sons used the term as a cultural 
anthropologist would. They may have used the term "society" to refer to the American 
Indian Historical Society. The organization's informal title, "Men of Extinction," 
implied that its mf:rnbership would be restricted by gender and age, would not contain all 
the members of a social group, and thus would not be compatible with a cultural 
anthropologist's ddinition of "society." The petitioner's argument that the newspaper 
referred not merely to the Galvan family but to the petitioning group is not persuasive. 

The petitioner impl ies that the BIA made an identification of an Ohlone group in 1966 
because Representatiive Edwards indicated to a correspondent that the BIA had informed 
him that "the Ohlor,e Indians are not officially recognized as an American Indian Tribe" 
(Vol. 83.7(a), 102, citing Edwards 7/29/1966). In this instance, the Bureau repeated a 
term used by someone else in an inquiry forwarded to it. The BIA's reply took no 
position as to whethf:r or not a contemporary Ohlone Indian entity existed, and thus did 
not identify such an ~~ntity. The BIA stated that it did not acknowledge that such an 
entity was a tribe. While a denial of the acknowledgment of an Indian entity, and a 
failure to identify one, do not prevent the petitioner from meeting the requirements of the 
criterion, they do not function as affirmative evidence of an identification of an Indian 
entity. 

As new evidence of an identification by a scholar, the petitioner submits a "Sunol 
Regional Wilderness History," an undated, 8-page manuscript which the petitioner says 
was written by the naturalist for the Sunol Valley Regional Park about 1969 (Vol. 
83.7(a), 84-85). The petitioner notes that this local history mentioned "a Costa Rlcan 
Indian" as the last srudent at a local school that closed in 1908 (Dean-Freemine ca. 1969, 
2). This may be a reference, the petitioner says, to any of the five daughters of the 
petitioner's ancestor Rafael Marine, whose family was listed on the 1910 Federal census 
(Vol. 83.7(a), 85). There is not any doubt of the existence of members of the petitioner's 
ancestral Marine family in the Sunol area at that time. This local history's reference to a 
single individual "Costa Rican Indian," however, did not identify an Indian group in 
1908. Nor did any other text in this historical manuscript identify any Indian entity in 
existence in the late 1960's, or at any other time. 

As new evidence of Federal identification, the petitioner submits copies of 27 
applications between 1969 and 1972 by its members or ancestors for inclusion on the roll 
of the "Indians of California" (Vol. III), and lists 9 of these applications in its chart for 
criterion (a). These applicants identified themselves as "Mission," "Ohlone," 
"Costanoan," or some combination of those terms. The petitioner makes the same 
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argument about these applications as it did for the original applications accepted for the 
roll of 19J3 (Vol. 83.7(a), 80-82,105-106, and Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:76, 78,80,82,84, 
92, 94, 100; 1970s: 1). An evaluation of the merits of that argument are set forth above in 
the section on "Indian Claims Applications, 1929-1933." 

As new evidence of an identification of the petitioning group by a local government, the 
petitioner presents selected text from an interview with an unidentified local resident by 
an unidentified interviewer, which it says was recorded in 1970 and was later obtained 
and transcribed by a staff member of the East Bay Regional Park District (Vol. 83.7(a), 
82-84, citing Anonymous ca. 1970). The interviewee appeared to identify himself or 
herself as a member of a local ranching family. The interviewee indicated that the last 
Indian rancheria in the area had existed in the time of "Mrs. [Phoebe] Hearst," who died 
in 1919 (s~~e Howe 1986 for the death date). Rather than identifying a continuing Indian 
group in th~ present, the interviewee stated that "there's only one family left that I know 
of ... " (Vol., 83.7(a), 83). The interviewee identified two individuals, Dan whose last 
name was "something like Cortez" and "Perfidio Sanchez." Both individuals were 
described in the past tense, not as 1970 contemporaries: Dan had "worked for the salt 
company" so the interviewer could "find out [his last name] from them," while"ifhe 
[Perfidio Sanchez] were still living he'd be about 85 or 90 years old now ... " (Vol. 
83.7(a),83). 

The petitiom:r claims to be able to identify these two individuals as Daniel Santos Juarez 
and Porfidio Sanchez (Vol. 83.7(a), 83). Sanchez did not have Indian ancestry but was 
married to Ramona Marine. An identification of two individuals, however, that did not 
link them to an existing group ofIndians does not meet the regulatory requirement for the 
identificatiCorI of a contemporaneous Indian entity. This interviewee did not identify any 
Indian grou:::> after 1919 and did not identify any Indians in the present. There is no 
reason to th ink that this interviewee spoke on behalf of a local government, and mere 
transcription by a local government employee of statements made by someone else 
would not constitute identification by a local government. This evidence is not sufficient 
to meet the '~irillerion because the external observer did not identify an Indian entity in 
1970, or at any other time after 1927. 

As an example of identification by a state government, the petitioner cites a 1971 letter 
by the Califi)mia Franchise Tax Board (Vol. 83.7(a), 107-108, citing California 1971). 
When the State:: of California approved the incorporation of Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., 
and exempl ed that corporation from taxation, it judged that organization to be a non
profit corporation, not an Indian entity. The State's use of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., 
name was not a result of the State's independent identification of an Ohlone entity but of 
its policy of accepting the names chosen by corporations for themselves. In this instance 
the State merdy reflected the group's self-identification. Although it is possible for an 
outside obs,ervt:r to identify a non-profit corporation as an Indian entity, this particular 
State agency :identified this corporation only as a non-profit entity. Other external 
sources, how{~ver, identified the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., as an Indian entity in 1971. 
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The petitioner submits excerpts from a 1973 local history by Florence Fava as new 
evidence (Vol. 83.7i(a), 110, citing Fava 1973). In this document, Fava observed that 
"descendants" of :the Ohlone, "though few, are still in the area." She also noted that the. 
Ohlone descendants had "recently formed the Ohlone Indian Tribe" in order to receive 
the deed to an Indian cemetery (Fava 1973).18 In one respect, this local history author 
contradicts the pedtioner's view of its own history, for Fava said that it was the belief of 
the members of this Ohlone group that "their ancestors broke' away from the MiWuk 
tribe and came we~;t" (Vol. 83.7(a), 110, citing Fava 1973), not that they had evolved 
from an Ohlone tri':)ie native to the Bay Area or from Indians who had been gathered at 
the Mission San Jose. In general, this new evidence is consistent with the conclusions of 
the Proposed Findi ng that external observers in the early 1970's identified a newly 
incorporated Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., as an Indian entity. 

The petitioner citt::~, as new evidence, a historical resources inventory of the Ohlone 
Indian Cemetery prepared for the California Department of Parks and Recreation in 1974 
by a local historical committee (Vol. 83.7(a), 113-114). The only evidence about a 
contemporary IndIan entity on the inventory form was that the owner of the historical 
Indian cemetery \vas the "Ohlone Indian Tribe" (California 1974). This form adds no 
new information to the evidence presented in the Proposed Finding, which accepted that 
an Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., was formed in 1971 and acquired title to the Ohlone Indian 
Cemetery. There was no doubt that the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., still held title to the 
cemetery in 1974. The Proposed Finding accepted that external sources identified the 
Ohlone Indian Tribe, :tnc., during the early 1970's. Therefore, this State form is 
consistent with the conclusions of the Proposed Finding. 

1975-1985 

As part of its chart and narrative relative to criterion (a) for the decade from 1975 to 
1985, the petitioner cites evidence produced by its own ancestors and individuals it 
considers to have been members of the petitioning group. For example, documents by a 
"Committee to Establish the Tribal Council" in 1982, and letters to the Native American 
Heritage Commission by Rosemary Cambra in 1981 and Dolores Sanchez Franco in 
1984, to the Mission San Jose and the Catholic Church by Ruth Orta in 1983, to a county 
Joint Powers Agem:y by the Ohlone Families Consultant Services in 1984, to public 
officials by attorneys Kathryn Berry and Dorothy Gray on behalf of Cambra in 1984 and 
1985, and to Zoe Lofgren and Kenneth Marquez by Cambra in 1985 are not evidence of 
observations by extemal observers (Vol. 83.7(a), 116-121, 127, and chart). The 

18 The petitioner quotes Fava as writing that the Ohlone descendants "recently re-grouped 
in order to receive tl":l(: dt::ed to their cemetery in Fremont and are now recognized as the Ohlone 
Indian Tribe" (Vol. 83 .. 7(a), 110). This language does not appear in the excerpts from Fava's 
1973 local history sllhrnitted as a new exhibit. The petitioner's chart cites the source of this 
language as a 1972 newspaper article submitted for the Proposed Finding (Chart 83.7(a), 
1970s:22, quoting San Jose Mercury 7/2311972). The new document submitted for the Final 
Determination said that the Ohlone descendants "recently formed the Ohlone Indian tribe in order 
to receive the deed to their cemetery in Fremont" (Fava 1973). 
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regulations indicate that identifications by the petitioner itself or its members do not 
satisfy criter:ion (a). 

The petitioIH!r cites a number of documents from the 1970's and 1980's that were 
considered fiJI the Proposed Finding, but not cited as evidence sufficient to meet the 
criterion. For example, the petitioner claims an item in the Indian Historian in 1976 as 
identificati on, but that brief sidebar merely summarized events of 1971 when the AIHS 
turned over O\vnership of the Indian cemetery to the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc. (Indian 
ijistorian 1976). The Proposed Finding concluded that the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., 
had been identified in the early 1970's, but this issue of the journal added no new 
identification of an Indian entity in existence in 1976. The petitioner also claims a 1982 
obituary for Dolores Galvan as identification (Vol. 83.7(a), 126), but this evidence was 
discussed in the Proposed Finding and found to have mentioned a historical tribe rather 
than to have identified a contemporary Indian entity (Muwekma PF, Description, 21; 
Newspaper 1982). 

The Proposed Finding cited a scholarly article by Richard Levy, published in 1978 in the 
Smithsonian Institution's Handbook of North American Indians, as another source that 
provided an external identification of an Ohlone "corporate entity" formed in 1971 
(Muwekma PF, 11-12, and Description, 11, citing Levy 1978). As with the other 
identifications of that entity, the Proposed Finding observed that Levy's article did not 
provide d~,tail that demonstrated a link between that entity and the petitioner. Although 
the petitio:1er contends that the Proposed Finding was based on an incomplete review of 
Levy's article, the petitioner's quotations from the article merely repeat, in somewhat 
more detail, the observations of the Proposed Finding that Levy had referred to 
Pleasanton as one of the "multiethnic communities" that had existed after the missions 
were secu] arized in 1834, and that in 1971 "descendants of the Costanoan united in a 
corporate ,entity, the Ohlone Indian Tribe ... " (Vol. 83.7(a), 111, citing Levy 1978). The 
petitioner asserts but does not demonstrate that Levy identified continuity between the 
1971 entity and earlier historical communities, or between the 1971 entity and the 
petitioner. . 

The petitio;1 ler quotes from a popular history of the Ohlone by Malcolm Margolin that 
was published in 1978 (Vol. 83.7(a), 112-113, citing Margolin 1978). This book had 
been reviewed by BIA researchers but not cited in the Proposed Finding. In general, the 
book is an account of an Ohlone lifestyle prior to European settlement, and thus is not 
relevant to an analysis of the petitioner since 1927. The petitioner quotes a passage in 
which Mar,golin concluded that: "Today the descendants of the Ohlone Indians are still 
among us .... [as] a small, seldom noticed part of the Bay Area population" (Margolin 
1978, 166·167). While Margolin acknowledged the existence of living Ohlone 
individuals, his text did not identify any Indian entity in 1978. 

The petitioner submits a 1982 letter from the East Bay Regional Park District to the 
Native American Heritage Commission as new evidence (Vol. 83.7(a), 119-120). In 
order to im10lve California Native Americans in its land use development plans, the Park 
District indicated that it would contact three individuals. The fact that the Park District 
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listed both Philip Galvan and Rosemary Cambra suggests that it did not consider them to 
represent a single orga.nization or group oflndians. The letter implied that Cambra was 
the representative of an "Ohlone Tribal Council" (EBRPD 9/21/1982). This reference to 
a councilor governing body of an Indian group constitutes an identification of a 
contemporary Indian t::ntity. The identification was of a group linked to the petitioner 
through its current lead(~r. Despite a lack of demonstrated continuity between this 1982 
entity and the petitioner's organization formed in 1984, there is a reasonable likelihood 
that this entity was a precursor of the petitioner. This evidence revises the conclusion of 
the Proposed Finding and demonstrates that the petitioning group has been identified as 
an Indian entity since: 1982, rather than since 1985. 

A letter written by a ::aculty member of a local college does not constitute identification 
by a local government, as the petitioner contends (Vol. 83.7(a), 118), but only by an 
individual scholar. The letter cited by the petitioner, a 1983 letter by Nancy Olsen to 
Rev. Michael Norkett of the Mission San Jose, written on behalf of Rosemary Cambra, 
referred only to Cambra's "family," not to an Indian entity (Olsen 111311983). The 
petitioner submits a 1985 proposal by Olsen as new evidence (Vol. 83.7(a), 121-122). 
Her proposal to the county transportation department sought to "satisfy a need for 
information about who the local Native California Indians (Ohlone) are" by studying the 
life histories of "Ohlom: descendants" (Olsen 1985a). Although Olsen listed individual 
informants, she did not identify them as constituting a contemporary Indian entity. Her 
draft report in 1985 referred to the business firm, Ohlone Family Consultant Services, 
and to "[t]he family's" interest and involvement in the archaeological site (Olsen 1985b). 

As new evidence of identification by scholars, the petitioner submits several documents 
related to archaeological research between 1983 and 1985, although some of the reports 
were not published until 1989 and 1995 (Vol. 83.7(a), 124-126, 134). A report in 1983 
merely identified Philip Galvan as an Ohlone descendant (Breschini 1983). A letter by a 
local archaeological ::irrn in 1984 merely referred to another archaeological consulting 
firm, the Ohlone Families Consulting Services (Basin Research Associates 11/511 984). 
Two letters by academic archaeologists in 1985 were addressed to "Members of the 
Muwekma Families" (Bocek 6/25/1985; Huelsbeck 7/14/1985). It is not clear whether 
their references to "l\1'uwekma" referred to families of descendants, an archaeological 
monitoring firm, or an Indian entity. The 1989 and 1995 archaeological reports of Mark 
Hylkema reflect the attitudes of the period after 1985 during which, as the Proposed 
Finding found, the petitioner's organization was identified by external sources (Hylkema 
1989, 1995). His 1995 report's description of a 1983 meeting, however, reinforces the 
conclusion that it was the policy of the Native American Heritage Commission at that 
time to identify indi viduals as "most likely descendants." 

The petitioner cites a 1985 letter by county supervisor Zoe Lofgren to Rosemary Cambra 
as new evidence (Vol. 83.7(a), 122). The letter was addressed to Cambra in care of her 
business, the Ohlone Families Consulting Service. Lofgren referred to the participation 
and concerns of "the M1uwekma family" in relation to Native American burials and 
artifacts discovered a long a local transportation corridor (Lofgren 2/27/1985). The letter 
also referred to other "Ohlone families," but did not describe these various families as 
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part of a contemporary Indian entity. The petitioner also cites a 1985 letter by a county 
environmental specialist to Cambra as new evidence (Chart 83.7(a), 1980s:37). This 
letter refi~n·ed to her as one of the "Ohlone spokespersons" (County of Santa Clara 
6/11/1985). The only entity it identified was the Ohlone Families Consultant Service, a 
business firm. 

The petitioner cites two 1985 letters by the Native American Heritage Commission as 
evidence of identification (Vol. 83.7(a), 117-118, 123-124). Although an April 1985 
letter by the Commission's executive assistant referred to "Muwekma descendants," it did 
not refer to any Indian entity (NAHC 4/29/1985). The petitioner cites, as new evidence, 
an AuguS1 1985 letter from the Commission to Rosemary Cambra which included her 
name as one of six Ohlone representatives on the "county referral list" (NAHC , 
8/15/1985). Despite the ambiguous listing of Cambra's affiliation as "Ohlone/Costanoan 
Indian Families of Santa Clara Valley," this evidence does not alter the conclusion of the 
Proposed Finding that at this time the Commission's designations of "most likely 
descendants" constituted an identification of individuals rather than contemporary 
entities (Muwekma PF, 16, and Description, 14, cj. 20). 

Summatiorl fbr the period 1965-1985 

This review of the comment and evidence concludes that Rupert and Jeannette Henry 
Costo of the AIHS identified a contemporary Ohlone group between 1965 and 1971. 
This was an iidentification ofa group larger than the Ohlone members of the AIHS and 
larger than the Ohlone entity incorporated in 1971 to own and care for an Indian 
cemetery. The new oral history evidence submitted during the comment period provides 
a basis for revising the Proposed Finding and concluding that there is a reasonable 
likelihood that the identification by the Costos of a group of Ohlone descendants was an 
identificatioJjl of a group consisting of members, and ancestors of members, of the 
petitioning group. 

The Proposed Finding already noted that Rupert Costo, Jeannette Henry Costo, the 
AIHS, and a local newspaper identified an incorporated entity, the Ohlone Indian Tribe, 
Inc., in 1971. The petitioner's new evidence provides additional examples of an 
identification of the incorporated entity by a local historian in 1973 and the State 
Department of Parks and Recreation in 1974. In addition, scholar Richard Levy 
mentioned the 1971 incorporation of this Indian entity in a 1978 publication. The Ohlone 
Indian Tribe, Inc., however, is not a predecessor of the petitioning group, and continues 
to exist as an entity separate from the petitioner. 

The petitioner's evidence shows that in 1965 a newspaper and the AIHS referred to 
Indian groups that were smaller than the petitioning group, such as the "Ohlone 
Historians" or "Men of Extinction." Other evidence from the late 1960's and early 
1970's, such as the naming of Ohlone College, a regional park history, an anonymous 
interview" and additional claims applications, referred to a historical tribe, historical 
individual!;, or Indian descendants without identifying a contemporary Indian entity. 
Represenlative Edwards in 1966 referred to the BIA's denial that it recognized a 
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contemporary group, while a 1971 fonn of the State tax board referred to a non-profit 
corporation rather than to an Indian entity. Malcolm Margolin's 1978 popular history 
mentioned living Ohlom: descendants, but not an existing Indian entity. Letters and 
reports by a professor, archaeologists, and a county supervisor in the years from 1983 to 
1985 referred to "Ohl c>ne descendants," an Indian "family," or to Ohlone or "Muwekma 
families," but not to a larger Indian entity. In 1985, the State's Native American 
Heritage Commission df!signated Indian descendants as individuals. None of these 
examples are evidence sufficient to demonstrate that the petitioner was identified as a 
contemporary Indian entity. 

New evidence submitted by the petitioner demonstrates that the petitioning group was 
identified by an extemal source in 1982. In that year, the East Bay Regional Park District 
referred to the petitioner's current leader, Rosemary Cambra, as a representative of an 
"Ohlone Tribal Counc:il." This document identified a contemporary Indian entity that 
can be linked to the petitioner. Thus, this new evidence revises the conclusion of the 
Proposed Finding and establishes a reasonable likelihood that the petitioning group has 
been identified on a substantially continuous basis from 1982 to the present, rather than 
since 1985. Therefore, the available evidence is sufficient to meet the requirements of 
criterion 83.7(a) between 1965 and 1971, and between 1982 and the present. 

Acknowledgment PJs:f:edent 

The petitioner asserts that it meets the requirements of criterion (a) "predicated upon 
'previous precedents' established by the Department" in past acknowledgment proposed 
findings and final df:terminations (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(a), 151). The petitioner 
cites various precedents, but makes no effort to explain how they apply to the Muwekma 
petitioner by describing how the Muwekma situation and evidence is comparable to that 
of the case cited as pn:cedent (Vol. 83.7(a), 151-153).19 

The petitioner notes that acknowledgment precedent has not required that identifications 
of the petitioner be ic\(:ntifications as a "tribe" or as the current name of the petitioner 
(Vol. 83.7(a), 151; Chart 83.7(a), 1950s:20 and passim). It specifically cites findings on 
the San Juan Paiute, Duwamish, and Match-e-be-nash-she-wish Band petitioners. Not all 
of the identifications of the petitioning group that have been accepted, either in the 
Proposed Finding or this Final Detennination, as evidence sufficient to meet the 
requirements of criterion (a) are identifications of the petitioner as a tribe or as 
"Muwekma." Thus, this Final Detennination is consistent with this precedent cited by 
the petitioner. 

The petitioner notes tha.t acknowledgment precedent states that a petitioner should be 
identified each decade for identification to be considered "substantially continuous" (Vol. 

-------_._----
19 The BIA staff explained to the petitioner's researchers at the on-the-record technical 

assistance meeting that sllch a comparison and such an explanation would be necessary for the 
successful application of precedent (BIA 1117/2001, 68, 71, 74-75). 
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83.7(a), 151-152; Chart 83.7(a), 1940s:2 and passim). Although the Muwekma petitioner 
claims sirni:larity to the situation of Jena Choctaw, in fact the evidence in that prior case 
showed that a small settlement of Choctaws in the vicinity of the town of Jena, . 
Louisiana, was identified each decade. That evidence reveals that the situation of the 
Jena Choc:aw is different from the Muwekma petitioner. This Final Detennination 
disagrees with the petitioner's contention that it has been identified in every decade since 
1927. Ther<eiore, consistent with the acknowledgment precedent cited by the petitioner, 
the petitioner does not meet the requirements of criterion (a). 

The petitic·ner misstates the "probative weight of census records" (Vol. 83.7(a), 152) by 
implying bat any census record of a member or ancestor is evidence sufficient to meet 
criterion (a). In fact, the precedent quoted by the petitioner, from the Huron Potaw;atomi 
and Match-t~-be-nash-she-wish Band petitions, shows that Federal census records have 
been used to meet this criterion when they specifically listed individuals as part of an 
"Indian colony" or an "Indian village," that is, as an entity rather than simply as 
individual!;. This precedent infonned the Proposed Finding's use ofa 1910 Federal 
census as part of a proxy for a missing census of a historical band. No census records 
since 1927, however, identified the members or ancestors of the petitioning group as 
living in an Indian settlement. Nor does any evidence in the record for this case show 
that since :1927 any Federal official took a census of the petitioning group as a "band of 
Indians," as was done for the Grand Traverse Band petitioner in a precedent which the 
Muwekma petitioner quotes. Thus, this Final Detennination is consistent with the 
precedent ciit<~d by the petitioner. 

There is precedent, as the petitioner shows, for using BIA reports and studies about a 
group, or cc:::alings with a group, as examples of evidence sufficient to meet this criterion 
(Vol. 83.i'(a), 152; Chart 83.7(a), 1960s:55). The evidence provided by the petitioner 
does not show that any BIA official or special agent since 1927 wrote a report or study 
specifically about the Muwekma petitioner, or mentioned it in periodic, regular, or annual 
reports. l11US, the evidence about the Muwekma petitioner is not comparable to the San 
Juan Paiute" Mohegan, or Match-e-be-nash-she-wish Band examples the petitioner 
quotes. Nor does the petitioner's evidence show that the National Park Service provided 
services to thle Muwekma petitioner in a manner similar to the Death Valley petitioner. 
Although the petitioner cites the use ofBIA annuity rolls and censuses in the Match-e
be-nash-she-wish Band petition (Vol. 83.7(a), 152-153; Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:42, 1950s:7, 
and passim), it does not claim that the Muwekma petitioner was listed on an annuity roll 
or an Indian census roll. Because the evidence about the Muwekma petitioner is not 
comparabJ.e to the evidence about these previous petitioners, these cited precedents are 
not applicabl(~ to this petitioner. 

On the issu(~ of the use ofBIA rolls prepared in claims cases, the petitioner argues that an 
acknowledgment precedent should not be applied to the Muwekma petitioner because 
that precedent is not required by the acknowledgment regulations (Vol. 83.7(a), 153). 
The cited precedent is that a Potawatomi claims roll did not identify the Huron 
Potawatomi petitioner because the roll was not "exclusively a description" of the 
petitioning group. Because the 1933 roll of the "Indians of California" was not a census 
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of the Muwekma petitioner, the cited precedent does have applicability to this petitioner. 
While the regulations do not use the term "exclusively," they do require that "the 
petitioner" be identiJiled. Because regulations cannot provide for each type of evidence 
and each historical situation, interpretation of regulatory principles is required, and those 
interpretations become precedent. The petitioner does not argue that the Proposed 
Finding's interpretation of the 1933 roll of the "Indians of California" was inconsistent 
with acknowledgmen1l precedent, and offers no persuasive argument to change the cited 
precedent. 

The petitioner cont(:nds that its new evidence about the attendance of three of its 
ancestors at Indian boarding schools can be distinguished from precedent. As stated in 
the Chinook case, the admission of a student to one of the Government's Indian schools 
on the basis of the student's degree oflndian ancestry is not evidence of the identification 
of an Indian tribe (Vol. 83.7(a), 153; Chart 83.7(a), 1930s:29, 1940s:9). Contrary to the 
petitioner's claim, the e:vidence in the Muwekma case does not show that the BIA 
"confirmed the identity of the tribe" on the student application forms which the petitioner 
has submitted as new evidence. The most likely explanation of this evidence is that these 
students were admitted to Indian schools on the basis of their degree ofIndian ancestry. 
The evidence in the :Muwekma case is thus similar to the evidence in the Chinook case, 
not different from that I;:vidence. Therefore, this Final Determination's conclusion that 
the petitioner's evidence about Indian school attendance does not show identification of 
an Indian entity is consistent with the precedent cited by the petitioner. 

Entries for documents listed in the petitioner'S chart for criterion (a) note that prior 
petitioners have util ized evidence from certain sources to demonstrate that they meet the 
requirements of this criterion. The petitioner implies that evidence it has submitted from 
similar sources should meet the criterion based on these precedents. It is not the source 
of the evidence or the ~ype of evidence that is crucial to satisfying the criterion, however, 
but the content of that (:vidence. In the examples cited by the petitioner as precedents, 
the anthropologists (Chart 83.7(a), 1920s:38, 1960s:90, 1980s:29, 40), non-Indian 
residents (1940s:3, 1950s:3), newspapers (1960s:34, 1970s: 17), and government officials 
or agencies (1960s:9, 55, 1970s:33) identified an Indian entity, while in the documents 
submitted by the Mt:wdana petitioner similar sources did not do so. Because the 
evidence about prev:,ous petitioners is not comparable to the evidence about this 
petitioner, the cited precedents do not apply to this petitioner. 

Summary Conc1usi!2n under Criterion 83.7(a) as modified by 83.8(d)(l) and 83.8(d)(5) 

Based on this evaluation of the comments and evidence, the petitioner has not 
demonstrated that il: meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(a) as modified by section 
83.8(d)(l) with evid:::nc:e since ]927 of substantially continuous external identifications 
of the petitioning group as a continuation of a historical "Verona Band" or Pleasanton 
rancheria. Thus, as ;Jrovided in section 83.8(d)(5), this Final Detennination evaluated 
whether or not the petitioner demonstrated that it meets the unmodified requirements of 
criterion 83.7(a) from 1927 until the present. This review of the available evidence 
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concludes that t.his evidence demonstrates that the petitioning group was identified as an 
Indian entity in the years between 1965 and 1971, and again from 1982 to the present. 

Because the petitioning group was not identified as an Indian entity for a period of almost 
four decades after 1927, and for only a 6-year period during the 55 years between 1927 
and 1982, it has not been identified as an Indian entity on a "substantially continuous" 
basis since 1927. Therefore, the petitioner does not meet the requirements of 
criterion 83.'7(a) as modified by sections 83.8(d)(1) or 83.8(d)(5). 

83.7(b) 

83.8(dI) (2) 

Criterion 83. 7(b) 
as modified by Section 83.8(d)(2) and 83.7(c)(3) 

A predominant portion of the petitioning group 
comprises a distinct community and has existed as a 
community from historical times until the present. 

The group meets the requirements of the criterion in 
§83.7(b) to demonstrate that it comprises a distinct 
community at present. However, it need not provide 
evidence to demonstrate existence as a community 
historically. 

The section S3.8 regulations reduce the burden of evidence on previously acknowledged 
petitioners by requiring them to show only that a predominant portion of their group 
comprises a distinct community at present. All other petitioners proceed under section 
83.7(b), which requires petitioners to show that they have maintained a distinct Indian 
community :;ince first sustained contact to the present-day. Therefore, a petitioner must 
demonstratle sufficient evidence for present-day community, whether proceeding under 
section 83.Wd)(2) or under section 83.7(b). If a petitioner fails to meet section 83.7(b) at 
present, it also fails to meet community from first sustained contact to the present day. 

This petitiom:r claims that it meets criterion (b) with evidence listed at 83.7(b)(2), which 
lists five specific types of evidence, each of which is sufficient to demonstrate 
community. Anyone of these five kinds of evidence allows a petitioner to meet criterion 
(c), political influence or authority, by utilizing a cross-over provision of the regulations 
at section 83.7(c)(3) which states: 

(3) A group that has met the requirements in paragraph 83.7(b)(2) at a 
given point in time shall be considered to have provided sufficient 
evidence to meet [criterion 83.7(c)] at that point in time. 

Section 83.i(b)(2) evidence may stand alone without the support of other evidence to 
demonstrate that the petitioner meets criterion (b). Only the presumptive evidence listed 
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in section 83.7(b)(2) may be used to meet criteria (b) and (c) at the same time periods. 
Nine less rigorous and less specific kinds of evidence listed under section 83. 7(b)( 1) may 
be used in combination to demonstrate only that the petitioner meets (b), but are not 
sufficient to meel sl;!ction 83.7(c). ' 

The petitioner seeks to satisfy 83.7(b) by 83.7(b)(2) in order to utilize the cross-over 
provision at 83.7(c)(3), which permits use of 83.7(b)(2) evidence to establish 83.7(c). A 
petitioner may argue this ifit does not meet section 83.7(c) as modified by section 
83 .8( d)(3), which n~quires a listing of named leaders identified by authoritative, 
knowledgeable e)cemal sources, and one other fonn of evidence. Since the petitioner did 
not provide this evidence of named leaders and other evidence, this case also requires an 
evaluation under criterion 83. 7(b) from the last point of Federal acknowledgment (1927) 
to the present to determine if the petitioner meets criterion (c) during the same time 
period through usc: of the carry·over provision of83.7(c)(3), or through the use of 
evidence of community in combination with other evidence of political authority as 
provided at 83.7(c)(l)(iv). ' 

This Final Detemlination finds that the petitioner does not meet 83.7(b) at present, 
utilizing either thle e:vidence described at 83.7(b)(2) which is sufficient in itself or 
evidence described at: 83.7(b)(l) which must be combined. Because the petitioner does 
not provide evidence under 83.7(b)(2), the cross-over provision of 83.7(c)(3) to meet 
criterion ( c) is not applicable. 

A petitioner's political activities may be more fully explained if the analysis takes into 
consideration its social organization. The Proposed Finding pointed out that 

whether or not a community lay behind the official named leaders [is] key 
to understandiing whether leadership existed under the regulations, which 
require that petitioners demonstrate not only that [they] can identify 
leaders wif1in their ranks, but also that these leaders actually influence a 
broad base of members, who in turn influence the leaders through political 
and social processes. (Muwekma PF, 22) 

In the Muwekma case!, the effect of new evidence pertaining to historical community 
provides supporting evidence for demonstrating criterion (c) during several periods when 
evidence for political motivation, decision·making, and participation was previously 
lacking. For example:, recently submitted oral histories provided new evidence about 
historical community which helped explain the actions of people connected to the 
American Indian :ic:[istorical Society (AIHS) in 1965·1971, the concept of an Ohlone 
"family," a term usc::d by the petitioner'S members, the socio-political context of 
godparenting, fostering, adoption, and socially created, not biological, kin relationships, 
and other social factors underlying the petitioner's political activities. The new evidence 
also describes a 1cmg·running personal dispute between sisters who founded two of the 
petitioner's major extended families, its effect on their collateral kin who find themselves 
"in the middle," and its impact on the larger community of Ohlone descendants and its 
capacity to take political action and function as a cohesive entity. 
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Proposed Finding: Overview of the Proposed Finding for §83. 7(b) 

The Proposed Finding detennined that the petitioner did not demonstrate community at 
present, as n~qUlired by criterion 83.7(b) as modified by section 83.8(d)(2) for previously 
acknowledg,ed petitioners. The evidence showed that a few years before the mid-1990's, 
members of two extended families with descent from· one common ancestor participated 
in activities (If the petitioner's fonnal organization, a corporate entity performing 
archaeologicall monitoring. Most of the evidence submitted by the petitioner covering 
1984 to 1992 discussed the activities of this archaeology monitoring finn, which appears 
to have been a family-run finn under the direction of one woman and her close kin, rather 
than a non-profit arm or profit-making economic enterprise of the petitioner. The 
available evidence neither explained nor provided documents showing the relationship 
between this archaeology firm and the petitioner. The evidence did not show that the 
current petitiom!r evolved from it. 

For the Propose:d Finding, the petitioner provided many pages of correspondence dating 
from 1984- 996 to outside organizations, political figures and individuals who were not 
members of ':he petitioner. The membership organization's named chairman since 1984-
1985 has been Rosemary Cambra. She primarily signed these letters, which were on 
stationery bearing the petitioner's name. The name changed several times to reflect 
slightly different versions of the name of the historical tribe, and widening claims to 
territory. "Consulting Services" appeared on earlier documents, but later documents did 
not contain the phrase. The petitioner submitted little or no documentary evidence and 
no oral history evidence describing the social organization and processes of a community 
lying behind this formal organization. 

After 1992, the evidence appears to show the small founding family of the finn bringing 
other relatives mto the organization. However, the submitted evidence did not show that 
diverse segments of the membership participated equally in the group's activities and that 
a predominant portion of the membership found these activities significant to their Jives, 
as required llIldier the regulations (83.1, 83.7(b)). Activities were often symbolic 
representations of heritage organized by the same small group of people and directed at 
the general public, which is not considered evidence of community (83.7(b)(l)(vii). 

The petitioner performed a survey on social interaction among group members, focusing 
particularly on godparenting. Only ten percent of the membership replied to it. Their 
answers in(1i c:ated that their godparents were generally limited to close family and that 
godparenting extended to non-Indian in-laws. The sum of these survey results did not 
display cross··cutting social or ceremonial relationships uniting the membership as a 
whole in a unified community, as required under the regulations. 

For the Proposed Finding, the petitioner also submitted maps of the residence locations 
of its members. The residential patterns delineated on these maps showed that the 
petitioner lived widely distributed in the southeastern San Francisco Bay/San Jose area 
among several million non-Indians. A residential pattern such as this one did not allow 
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the presumption that the members were in close contact with one another and interacting 
as a community within the meaning of 83.7(b)(2)(i). 

The Petitioner's Comments 

New Submissions as Part of the Petitioner's Response 

In response to the Proposed Finding's evaluation under criterion (b), the petitioner 
submirted a 1 28-page narrative and two volumes of charts. It also submitted some new 
documentary evidenee, including "a series of funeral sign-in books and obituary notices, 
letters, memos, declarations of personal knowledge, and the like, including from non
tribal members as knowledgeable individuals." Because the new documents were the 
same documents or similar types of documents as had been previously submitted, they 
tended to be consisle:nt with the analysis and conclusions of the Proposed Finding. 

Significant new submissions are oral history audiotapes and videotapes. These audio
visual submissions provide valuable new infonnation which revises parts of the Proposed 
Finding under (b) and (c), but does not change the final outcome. One of the interviews 
dates to 1984 and 1:WO others date to 1986, only two years after Rosemary Cambra first 
became involved in archaeological monitoring. 

These audiotapes from the 1980's provide context to historical events and the social 
interactions of some of the petitioner's ancestors between 1920 and 1971. The 
individuals being interviewed actually observed and experienced events during these 
years, which increases the reliability of the infonnation provided. Several of the 
individuals interviewed were not enrolled with the petitioner, although the interviews 
show them interacting with the petitioner's membership and their Ohlone ancestors. In 
fact, the individual:; interviewed are close kin to current members. 

The audiotapes also n~ference contemporary activities of Rosemary Cambra, Ruth 
Thompson Orta, and Philip Galvan, Ohlone descendants involved in archaeological 
monitoring. Side conversations reveal tensions among the families of these three Ohlone 
descendants. Theinlerviewer was Nancy Olsen, a researcher from a local college. The 
audiotapes primarily focus on historical events. Olsen uses documents from genealogical 
studies she has already done as cues to elicit infonnation. Her interview technique was 
neutral and not orJ(:Ilted to the petitioner's acknowledgment or its petition. 

The petitioner, itse]f~ :also made audiotapes and videotapes of "elders," as part of an 
interview project undertaken after the BIA issued the Proposed Finding. The petitioner's 
long-term researcher and the chairwoman were usually present at the recorded 
interviews, which usually brought together several individuals and their relatives. The 
petitioner's researcher asked very few, if any, questions about the post-1971 period. He 
tended to focus OIl events t1)at occurred before 1971 and often before 1927, and as a 
result these interviews did not provide useful infonnation for demonstrating present day 
community. The aim of the interview project appears to be interviewing older 
individuals about past events. The discussions of the transfer ofthe'Ohlone cemetery to 
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Philip Galvan from the American Indian Historical Society revealed important new 
information concerning events around 1971. . 

Very little time in these interviews is devoted to the modem period (the last 15 years), the 
critical peri ad for demonstrating that the petitioner meets criterion (b). People born after 
1950 are not the subject of the ethnographic interviews, even though younger 
interviewees could establish facts about recent years. More could have been learned 
from interviews about events surrounding the cemetery controversy in the 1960's, about 
the claims period of the 1960's and 1970's and about disagreements and cooperation 
between e)cended families represented by family groups descending from Dolores, 
Ramona, and Trinidad Marine, and Erolinda Santos in the last two decades, if younger 
interviewees had been included or if the interviewers had asked questions about post 
1971 events. 

Finally, thes'e recent interviews and videotapes were limited and not representative of the 
petitioning group's membership which also decreases their usefulness. First, Marine 
descendant:; were interviewed. Second, the Marine descendants did not appear to 
represent <Ill of the different opinions in the membership. Third, no Santos, Corrals, 
Armijas, or Guzmans appeared on the list of individuals interviewed or present in the 
interviews. 

The interviewees did not discuss topics such as godparenting, religious orientations, 
reburial ar:.d archaeological monitoring in the present day, which are areas that the 
petition asserts demonstrate community, and the evolution and recent governance of the 
petitioner's formal organization and other present day activities, which was an area 
suggested for additional research during the formal T A meeting. The presence of the 
petitioner's cbairwoman, half-hour lectures by the petitioner's researcher, and the 
coaching of interviewees by the interviewer, gave the viewer the impression that the 
videotapes were not open-ended interviews using standard ethnographic methodology. 

The Petitioner's Narrative Comments and Points 

Godparenting Survey 

The Proposed Finding attempted to utilize data about godparenting extracted from a 
survey prepared by the petitioner. The petitioner abandoned this earlier attempt to 
provide survey results, that the Proposed Finding found was unrepresentative of the 
petitioner and methodologically flawed (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(b), 2-4). The 
petitioner responded that: 

Although the Petitioner has acquired a number of additional surveys from 
emoilled tribal members since the original administration of those surveys, 
it has met with some reticence, due to consulting members' concerns 
about privacy, the actions of a former Council member's abuse of the 
survey process, and resurrection of conflicted emotions or painful 
memories. The MOlT [Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe] administration 
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has deferred .~() the preferences of tribal members, and has abandoned 
them entirely. (Vol. 83.7(b), 4) 

Because the petitioner has decided not to provide the additional survey information it 
referred to, it is not pant of the administrative record, and the BIA was unable to evaluate 
it or any claims based on it. However, there is no indication that the methodological 
flaws in the survey as discussed in the Proposed Finding were corrected or that the 
additional surveys contained data which would alter the conclusions of the Proposed 
Finding. The 25 CFR 83 regulations read at section 83.6(d), "A petitioner may also be 
denied if there is insufficient evidence that it meets one or more of the criteria." Lack of 
evidence is a justifi cation for finding that a petitioner does not meet a criterion. 

The petitioner states that its response discusses "the practice of baptizing Muwekrna 
children since the early 19th century, through the present, based on available records" 
(Vol. 83.7(b), 5, fn. 3). The oral histories extended evidence concerning the actual 
practices and obligations of godparenting historically. The actions of Maggie Pinos20

, 

childless herself, who godparented several children and fostered and adopted others. Her 
network shows that~he individuals she godparented or raised continued to maintain 
social connections even after they left her home and even after her death in 1960. They 
attend funerals in the families of her godchildren, and fostered and adopted children as 
late as the 1980's. 

Maggie Pinos created! these special kin relationships with people in several generations 
and families and therdore it links some Marines and Santos. The petitioner repeatedly 
points to this singh: network as evidence for demonstrating interaction among its 
extended families, ,~slpecially with families not founded by Marine siblings. In fact, only 
relativelY small group of individuals are linked through Maggie Pinos, including Pete and 
Rosemary Juarez, Robert Sanchez, Mary Munoz and Virginia Munoz Archuleta, Faye 
Thompson and her sisters, and Eddie Thompson. However, her network of special or 
created kin links is reaBy the only example that is well documented by the petitioner of a 
godparent/foster p~rent network. It was not possible, based on the available evidence, to 
demonstrate that similar networks created by others such as Susanna Nichols (1855-
1930) functioned afl.e:r the godparent's death as Maggie Pinos' network appears to have 
functioned. There is no evidence of such a network existing presently in the petitioner. 
Further, there is no evidence that a series of such networks encompassed the petitioner'S 
membership at present or the larger "family" of Ohlone descendants after 1927. 

The petitioner subrnittc~d five oral interviews which contained significant new 
information about specific cases of godparenting in the past, such as the example of 
Maggie Pinos, but not godparenting at present, which is most pertinent to their 
evaluation. Because these oral interviews do not discuss the present-day and the 

20 The Proposed Finding discussed Maggie Pinos' relationship to one disabled child and 
her fostering of him into adulthood, but because of lack of evidence and context, it could not 
explain her actions. NI~w evidence helped answer questions raised about her in the Proposed 
Finding. 
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petitioner cbose not to submit new survey materials, they do not demonstrate that 
godparenting patterns demonstrate community in the present-day. Although 
godparenting relationships established in the past may extend to the present day, no 
information in these oral histories discusses how the practices and obligations of 
godparenting are actually realized at present, are distinct to the group or are mediated by 
the group as a whole. 

The Proposed Finding's basic criticism of the available survey results was that the 
information provided by individuals who did respond did not indicate a wide-spread 
utilization at pn!sent of godparenting to encompass the petitioner's members in a distinct 
godparenting network (Vol. 83.7(b), 5). The Proposed Finding found that godparents in 
recent years ',c;:nded to be close relatives, both Indian and non-Indian, and this did not 
demonstrate widespread social connections among the petitioner's members. The survey 
did not delin~ate a network of godparenting links that was distinct from non-Indians. 
Godparenting patterns did not demonstrate that people reached beyond close relatives to 
establish goc.parenting links with group members, not otherwise closely related to them, 
and, therefore, these patterns did not demonstrate community under criterion (b). 

The petitioner cloes not respond to the Proposed Finding that godparenting at present 
tends primarily to tie a child and his or her Indian and non-Indian aunts and uncles, rather 
than reaching beyond nuclear families to a larger Muwekma "family." As such, it does 
not demonstrate "community" at a level required in the regulations because the 
godparenting network does not encompass "most of the members" section 83.7(b)(2)(iv), 
and does not connect various family lines. Godparenting also extends outside of the 
petitioning group, and the network delineated by the combined evidence for godparenting 
does not em:ompass or circumscribe a distinct group. Additionally, the content and 
customs of godparenting in this case do not appear "different from the non-Indian 
populations with whom it interacts" as required by section 83.7(b)(l)(vii). 

Relationship between the Santos and Marinefamilies 

The petitioll~:r submitted charts to explain the connection between "the Santos 
descendants and a predominantly Marine lineage-descendant population" (Vol. 83.7(b)), 
and information to show the relationship between these extended family groups, which it 
calls "lineages." However, the petitioner submitted almost no new documentation from 
approximate ly 1930 to 1965 and from 1971 to 1982 which would allow any evaluation of 
criterion (b) for those time periods. The new oral histories provide context for 
understanding the documents which were previously submitted and will alter the 
Proposed Finding in part for the years before 1950. None of this new evidence 
demonstrates that the petitioner meets criterion (b) at present. 

The petitioner objects to the Proposed Finding's statement in the description of the 
evidence that described the one-by-one addition of extended families into the petitioner's 
corporate organization as "recruitment of unaffiliated members who have no previous 
relationship with Muwekina." The problem discussed in the Proposed Finding dealt 
primarily with the lack of involvement of many families between 1984 and 1995 and at 
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present, that the activities of the petitioner centered in one family, and that new members 
did not have ties to the group. Statements made by the petitioner provide that even 
before 1984, many 1~lfniilies had lost touch with each other since 1970 or earlier, despite , 
historical kinship and other relationships among their ancestors. The petitioner provides 
documents from the "'early 20th century" but does not deal with either the lack of 
continuity between the membership in 2000 and the decades before the 1980's and the 
recent evolution of the current membership organization or the statements in documents 
and oral histories whch indicate a lack of community. 

Documents in the record provide evidence of separation among some families and 
individuals. For example, the petitioner's ncwsletter advertized to locate individuals who 
later enrolled in the ')etitioner. The chairwoman described her efforts as a 
"revitalization" at a "first meeting" of Ohlone descendants in 1982. Their long-time 
researcher characterized the "main idea" of this meeting "being to introduce people to the 
idea of their heritage and benefits of incorporation" (Leventhal 1982). A 1986 letter 
signed by Nancy Olsen, who worked with both Rosemary Cambra and Ruth Thompson 
Orta at times betwft:n 1981 and 1986, stated that "individuals of Muwekrna" have 
worked to "make contact with other Ohlone families and try to establish a cultural 
organization that would lead to finally establishing Federal recognition of the people as a 
tribe" (Olsen 1985b). Similar statements which imply that the families are not 
interacting or in clo;,e contact from 1970 to when they enrolled in the petitioner between 
1995 and 2000 appear often in the recent record. 

Newly submitted documents are very similar to those submitted for the Proposed 
Finding. The docmnents from 1984-1994 mention people from only a few families, 
primarily the families of the chairwoman and her mother's siblings. After 1994, more 
families join the Muwekma formal organization. This evidence reveals a clear pattern. 
One-by-one, families join the organization according to the evidence in the record. The 
new evidence did not demonstrate that these families had ties to the petitioner during the 
preceding decades, ] 970~ 1990, or even earlier. 

Much of the evidence provided and discussed in criterion (b) relates to "Avelina Cornate 
Marine, Ramona Marine, Susanna Flores Nichols, and others" who died before 1930, 
about the time of last Federal acknowledgment. This evidence is relevant to criterion (e) 
not for criterion (b) and will be discussed in the section concerning criterion (e) (Vol. 
83.7(b), 7). Documents from 1971 to 2000 only rarely discuss any activities outside of 
those specifically planned and carried out by the membership organization, variously 
called the Ohlone Families, Muwekrna Ohlone Tribe, etc. The evidence other than 
godparenting and funerals refers only to what occurs in these petitioner-sponsored events 
and is too limited in scope and participation to demonstrate community. 

While pre-1930 h.lstorical documents may provide background, they are not evidence for 
the present day, in this case 1985 to the present. In past cases, analyses of evidence 
under (b) and (c) have not assumed continued existence of cultural practices, community, 
interactions, etc., without an actual showing based on contemporary documents and oral 
histories from fin:t person witnesses. 
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The Petitioner's Evidence 

The section jc,beled "Previous Federal Acknowledgment" of the petitioner's response to 
(b) does not appear to discuss previous Federal acknowledgment which is discussed 
elsewhere in this report; rather, it deals with its analysis of the Proposed Finding 
concerning periods before and after 1927, when the last point of Federal 
acknowledgJm:nt existed. ' 

The petitione:r d:id not understand the purpose of much of the analysis in the Proposed 
Finding. For example, it states "BAR [BIA] claims that: Ramona Marine's descendants 
'show up' on archaeological digs, and further complains that non-Muwekma appear in 
the records, as if to require an absolute boundary in any MOlT activity." However, the 
use of the ph)'asl~ "show up" obviously indicates when individuals appear on documents 
participating in their corporate organization in order to delineate the group that is 
interacting, not 1to criticize work habits or planning efforts. The petitioner is non
responsive to the stated problem of interaction being limited to the business and not 
being a socia I network indicative of a social community among the members of the 
petitioner. 

Similarly, tl':,€: Proposed Finding named non-member participants in the organization's 
activities referenced in the submissions by the petitioner in order to analyze non-member 
involvement. The BIA found that the deep involvement of non-members, particularly in 
areas of deci:;ion-making, policy formation, membership decisions, and constitution 
writing, contrasted with the non-involvement of members in these same activities. 
Although me'st petitioners have had non-members and spouses involved in their 
activities, Muwekma appeared to have more participation and involvement by non
members and less involvement by members than most other petitioners. The problem 
raised in the: Proposed Finding is not the involvement of non-members, but the non
involvement of members, indicating a lack of community. Secondly, the role of non
members was raised in a council meeting by a member of the Muwekma council in 1997, 
and this coundlperson and her family disenrolled soon after. Little other direct evidence 
pertains to tt:esl~ actions; however, the timing and tone of the argument and subsequent 
break off would indicate that the involvement of non-members may be a political issue 
within the group, which, if analyzed and documented, could provide evidence under 
83.7(b) and (c) during the present day. 

The petitioner also failed to address the admission of families into the petitioner who had 
not previously been involved. The petitioner says that the BIA "points out at page 35, 2nd 

full para., that the four of the descendants of Maria Erolinda Santos 'had also been listed 
on the mernb€!rship list submitted to the BIA, dated January 15,1995;' then, the BAR 
assumes they did not participate or appear until end of year, and that after 1995, the 
populationrnysteriously doubled." To address the issue identified in the Proposed 
Finding, the petitioner needed to document that these Santos descendants participated 
continuously in its organization. To show this point, it needed to submit documents or 
oral historie:; about the Santos' activities with this formal membership organization or an 
informal soc ial grouping of connected Ohlone families between 1984 and the present. 
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Whether the Santos (k~scendants first interacted in the petitioner's activities in January or 
December 1995, does not cure the problem the Proposed Finding identified, i.e., that 
there is no evidence in the record that the Santos, including the Corrals and others, were. 
consistently and cominuously involved at any level whatsoever with the Marines in a 
community before tbey joined one-by-one between 1984 to 1996. In addition, the 
evidence for their enrolling is so incomplete and undocumented, the actual processes of 
their joining is unknown. Even before 1984, little or no evidence of widespread 
interaction among the Corrals (a Santos family) and the Marines appears in the record, 
although the petitiom:r repeatedly points to two of the Corral relatives staying with Mary 
Archuleta for a shon stint in the early 1970's as evidence of interaction. 

The only new infornution in the record about an important Santos family head, Robert 
Corral, appears in Marine descendant Virginia Massiet's interview showing that young 
Robert Corral interc(~ded on her behalf with his mother Erolinda Santos when Virginia 
was living in Stockton in the early 1950's. Between 1952 and 1995, the petitioner 
submitted almost no evidence showing Robert Corral interacting with most of the other 
Marines. 

The Proposed Findin,g also requested more information concerning the relationship 
between a Muwekma p(~titioner and Ohlone Families Consulting Services, because the 
petitioner claimed to evolve from it. In its response the petitioner asserts, "the MOlT 
never was OFCS; orcs did not create the cross-lineage ties and associations that have 
spanned lifetimes ... and members involved in OFCS have been always accountable to 
the Muwekma Triba.l Council and its leadership" (Vol. 83.7(b), 11). These assertions of 
"cross-lineage ties and associations that have spanned lifetimes" were not fully 
demonstrated or documented, and there is no evidence that the Muwekma Tribal council 
created policy for OFCS. The named leadership and staff do apparently overlap. 

The Muwekma letterhead names council members and "elders." Before 1994, these 
office holders represented only two or three of the extended families. Other evidence 
would be needed to ti(~ the remainder of the membership to these people and to show that 
they are active participants in the group's activities. If the people demonstrated to be 
involved with both OFCS and MOlT are only the chairwoman's family and a handful of 
other people, then community is not demonstrated. The BIA cannot assume that the 
petitioner's claims that this effort to reorganize involved a wide number of people are 
accurate without other evidence, even if the members are distant relatives. Because the 
petitioner primarily !;ubmitted documents about OFCS and little or no other evidence 
between 1984 and 1 992, it was analyzed for criterion (b). 

The petitioner now cisowns previous claims that it evolved from OFCS but that these 
organizations were fon;~runners of the petitioning organization: 

OC - AIHS, orr, OFCS, and MICA never were - and none of them, or 
any combination of them, ever became (or evolved into) MOLT - but al1 in 
one way or ano1ther, with varying degrees of success and utility, served in 
the position of forerunners or 'handmaidens' to the present petitioning 
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tribal organization. The fonnation and leadership of all of these above
reference organizations and non-profit entities required personal initiative 
on the part of groups of individual members of the MOlT, such as Dolo~es 
Marine Galvan, Trina Marine Thompson-Ruano, Dario Marine, Michael 
Galvan, Phillip Galvan, ... Robert Corral. 

The petitioner names some 20 individuals, many of whom were dead by 1984 and thus 
do not provid(: evidence of community for the time period at issue, 1986 to the present. 
As found in the Proposed Finding, the evidence provided by the petitioner on the above 
named entities does not demonstrate continuity with the petitioner. Further, th~ 
petitioner did not submit other evidence to document an infonnal community of their 
members. T111~ documents from the other organizations seem to reflect those . 
organizations members' and named leaders' activities, but are not the actual activifies of 
the petitioner. 

The oral histories have added infonnation directly pertaining to activities which could be 
construed as the petitioner's community. The presence of individuals, such as Rosemary 
Cambra at a MICA meeting, or Philip Galvan and his siblings named on an AIHS 
document, however, does not provide evidence of a community encompassing the 
petitioner's membership. 

The petitioner asserts that its members communicate and join together to make decisions, 
devise strategy, socialize, and care for one another but do not provide specific evidence 
that they do these things. Under the regulations, however, the burden of proof is on the 
petitioner to provide this evidence. For example, the petitioner asserts that the 20 people 
named in the citation above were leaders, but few examples of their leadership were 
documented.. The petition gives an example from the Alcatraz 1sland takeover by the 
American Indian Movement (AIM) in 1969. The petitioner says the takeover "was met 
with several written responses by the Ohlone leadership," but the petitioner footnotes 
only to "An Open Letter To The Native Americans On Alcatraz Island (from the 
Muwekma Ohlones)." This document is signed, "Philip Galvan, an Ohlone man: 
Secretary-Tn:asurer and Director." Nothing in the letter refers to that event, and nothing 
refers to "thle Muwekma Ohlones," although this document does refer to a "tribe" and to 
"Ohlones." The organization that Mr. Galvan directs is not c1ear, but it may be a 
cemetery committee or an AIHS chapter. The letter refers to "100 Ohlones sti11 alive" 
but states that 23 of the "tribal members" are members ofthe American Indian Historical 
Society and ;~ are members of the society'S board of directors. It also refers to their 
"ancient Me'Nuk stock." As evidence under criterion (b), this document does not 
describe the "trjbe" referred to except that there are "100 Ohlones stil1 alive" and says 
that "one is full blood." There is no indication of who these people are, how they are 
related, and wh'ether they support his efforts or view him as their leader. This letter 
cannot be considered an activity of the petitioner. The new oral history now indicates that 
Galvan's activities were controversial among those people personally interested in 
preserving 1JI(: Ohlone cemetery, indicating that this letter was more probably the action 
of the Galvans alone or AIHS. Since the petitioner claims that it separated from AIHS, 
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and since the evidence does not link this letter to the petitioner, it does not demonstrate 
community for the ~etitioner. 

The petitioner speci5cally declines to submit evidence of community which it claims to 
possess. It states, 

As to the Petitioner's social and ceremonial activities, the [BIA] has 
professed to be completely unaware of the difference between public 
events in which the MOIT members and representatives have been 
involved, and events by and for the MOlT, which necessarily excluded the 
uninvited, and outsiders. The Petitioner submits here that the most 
important ceremonial activities in which MOlT members engage are not 
public displays or for-profit or for-publicity displays, and detailed 
accounts of these events cannot be in trust to BAR in these submissions. 
(Vol. 83.7(1)), 14) 

The regulations distinguish between public displays of heritage that are merely symbolic 
displays and significant internal group activities (83.7(b)(1)(vii). Publicallyoriented 
symbolic displays of h1eritage of recent origin have not been accepted as evidence in any 
previous case, espec ially, as in this case, when little if any evidence is produced to show 
how the event was organized, planned, and how the members participated in it. In the 
Mohegan case for example, a public harvest festival was held every year. Only after the 
petitioner submitted evidence for the Final Determination showing that its "women's 
circle" organized the event and that a predominant portion of the membership was 
involved in myriad \vays in mounting this festival, was this evidence accepted to meet 
either criteria (b) or (c). The Muwekma petitioner, in contrast, did not submit 
comparable evidence concerning its members' role in organizing or participating in these 
events. 

Explaining the petitioner's comment about private versu~ public events benefits from the 
concept of "social ~;pace," a tenn sometimes used by anthropologists. Based on the 
evaluations of mOH! than 30 petitioners in 25 years, the pattern is that most petitioners put 
on outwardly directl~d public displays. Additionally, they deal with private family issues 
involving health care, family functions, religion and other matters. At the same time, 
virtually all petitioners previously acknowledged through this process have had a third 
kind of "space," which is the public space or presence of the petitioner. Events and 
interactions occur lhat are public within the group but are not specifically aimed at 
people outside of the group. This public presence includes arguing about issues of 
significance to the group, dealing with issues on a group basis, including drug abuse 
among young men (Huron Pottawatomi), governance and the public presentation of the 
group's policies on the: Internet (Cowlitz), and a controversial divorce which caused 
arguments between families and interfered with group functioning (Snoqualmie). These 
specific issues had become significant to the group when it became clear to members that 
the welfare of the entire group was being affected by the problems or actions of 
individual members. They became public issues to the group and were discussed in the 
group's meetings and other public forums where all members were allowed to be present. 
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The group's leaders mediated the conflicts. Comparable descriptions of these kinds of 
activities are absent in the evidence submitted by this petitioner. 

The petitioner asserts that the decision not to submit certain evidence was in deference to 
the community's wishes. However, even the mechanics of how this decision was made 
are absent from the evidence as well. As an example of evidence the petitioner believes 
is too private to submit, the petitioner uses "the case of reburial of ancestral remains, 
sacred object;" and grave contents." However, the observation of these materials is not 
evidence of CJ) :at present, although descriptions of who participated in or discussed these 
events could demonstrate community. The petitioner states that they "do not display a 
reburial to pu blic view any more than they would a funeral of a respected elder" (Vol. 
83.7(b), 15). However, the petitioner submitted evidence from several reburial and, 
sacred ceremonies while respecting the sacredness of these events. Evidence ofwh'o 
participated made up a large proportion of the record. The BIA turned to the many 
photograph~, and their captions in the submission to analyze who exactly attended such 
reburials. This evidence was analyzed to determine the extent and nature of the 
membership's involvement with significant issues and events. This analysis found that 
the availabll;! (~vidence demonstrated that the people involved were actually limited to a 
small segment of the petitioner, and they were generally closely related to the petitioner's 
named leader. In the absence of potentially useful information about how these events 
were organi2,e:d, how decisions were made regarding their content, how invitations were 
sent to non-members who, despite the petitioner's denials, were in attendance, and how 
the group members were informed about the actual reburial so that they could choose to 
participate, the evidence submitted is not sufficient to demonstrate community. 

The petitiono;~r iis free to select what information it will submit, but its visiting 
representatives to the BIA Washington office were told on several occasions, if they were 
to limit the evidence they chose to submit, they would run the risk of not providing 
sufficient evidence to meet the criteria. As provided in the regulations, a petitioner can 
be denied if there is insufficient evidence to establish a criterion (83.6(d)). 

Concerning Dolores Galvan's presentation of her memories which appeared in a 
newspaper article, the petitioner states: 

Th(:sc:~ traditions and belief systems provide a fundamental foundation in 
the NKHT ethos, so much so that some of the most conspicuous 
controversies and struggles within the MOlT have been precisely over the 
per;;ep1tion of accusation among the MOlT community that some 
individual or clique is absorbed in such vices, hubris, and greed. 

The oral hj~;tories support the finding that there have been in the past "conspicuous 
controversil~s and struggles" among current members and their ancestors, however, some 
of the living individuals most often named in these controversies are not enrolled. Until 
those oral histories were submitted, the only evidence seemed to appear in newspapers 
which named the petitioner's chairman and individuals who were generally unidentified 
in the petilion and not enrolled. How controversies are handled by the members, how 
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they effect leadership and other aspects of the community would be good evidence for 
demonstrating criterion (b). However, the petitioner does not submit evidence 
concerning these disputes over the long-tenn, but only provided superficial glimpses 
made by outside journalists of these issues. The BIA is not responsible for the research 
but is dependent on the petitioner to supply the evidence. 

Geographic Location of Petitioner's Families & Contextual Background 

Under s~ction 83.7(b)(2), a petitioner shall be considered to have provided sufficient 
evidence of community at a given point in time if evidence is provided to demonstrate 
anyone of the following: 

(i) More than :50 percent of the members reside in a geographical area 
exclusively or almost exclusively composed of members of the groups, 
and the balance of the group maintain consistent interaction with some 
members oflhe group. 

Some of the petitioner's ancestors are known to have lived at the Pleasanton rancheria 
until 1906. Others were associated with this Indian community. The petitioner views it 
as its home base. From there, it argues, out-migration began. Although this generally 
appears to be the ca~e, it is not clear whether some of the petitioner's ancestors had 
already started to move: from this area in the late 1800's, and whether others ever lived at 
the rancheria. Because these events occurred before 1927, the date of previous 
recognition, actual dete:nnination of these facts do not affect the decision. 

Today, petitioner's members live dispersed in Santa Clara, Alameda, and neighboring 
counties. That somt 400 people may live amongst several miIJion means that they no 
longer live in a geographical community and do not meet section 83.7(b)(2) (see RMl 
reconsidered; Indiana Miami). The petitioner argues, as in its original petition, that its 
residence distribution demonstrates that its members are living in close enough proximity 
to interact with each other. It further states: 

In fact, the fi)Jmlal enrollment process speaks to the type of 
communication that regularly occurs between these lineages. No 
advertising (lr deliberate recruitment takes place, at all, for tribal 
enrollment. Families and lineages spread the word, by mouth, and the 
results are that the majority of the Verona Band Population descendants 
(and members) have now engaged in the fonnal enrollment process with 
the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe. (75 percent as of the end of2000) This fact 
alone testifies to the MOlT characteristic of keeping a tight-knit 
community despite an onslaught on population, whatever the ethnicity, 
and whatever the distance, or circumstances. 

The effectiveness ():~ this evidence in demonstrating community is undermined by a 
number of facts. First,. the petitioner does not define the universe of Verona Band 
descendants it used to detennine that 75 percent are in its membership today. Second, 
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even ifit is aecepted that it has taken more than 17 years to enroll 75 percent of this 
unknown universe, this evidence does not indicate on-going connections and 
communications among members. Also, recruitment for the location of members was 
carried out in the petitioner's newsletter. In early 1997, the petitioner's newsletter asked: 

Does anyone remember or have information of the Musquez family, or 
remernb4~r Minnie Higuera Guzman. Does anyone know the whereabouts 
of the Arellano families in the central valley? If you do, please call Alan .. 
. . " (Muwekma Administration 1997; vol. 1, no. 51) 

Three descendants of Minnie Higuera Guzman enrolled in 2001; the AreIlano 
descendants of Mercedes Marine enrolled between January and May 1998;21 no M)Jsquez 
descendants are known to be enrolled. The timing of these enrollments would indIcate 
that the petitioner located and recruited into membership Ohlone descendants with whom 
it had lost tOll(:h.22 Although members live within an area where interaction is possible, 
such interaction was not documented, and may not be assumed. 

Significant nIles of marriage within the Group 

Section 83 .7(b)( 1 )(i) accepts as evidence of community, "Significant rates of marriage 
within the gro"up, and/or, as may be culturally required, patterned out-marriages with 
other Indian populations." The petitioner listed a number of marriages showing that, 
before 1927, I lout of 19 marriages were between people it believed were part of an 
Indian group, the Verona Band. Indians in the petitioner's ancestry and the Verona Band 
married each other. However, because these early marriages were before 1927, they are 
not relevant 10 meeting criterion (b) at present or since the last point of Federal 
recognition. After 1920, Indian-to-Indian marriages were rare and a majority of the 
petitioner's anc,estors and their associates married non-Indians (Vol. 83.7(b), 23-24) 
beginning ill the I 870's- 1880's. The petitioner gave only the names of Indian-to-Indian 
marriages after 1930 and did not attempt to compute the percentage of such marriages 
within the entine Indian community.23 

The petitioner is correct that marriage rates are difficult to compute because the data 
available may not encompass an entire group. In this case, the trend demonstrated by 
evidence su:::h as the Kelsey Census, the Federal Census, and oral histories is that, before 
1910, the p<:ople at Pleasanton rancheria were generally married to other Indians, even 
though two (if the petitioner's primary ancestors, Avelina Cornates (married before 1888) 

21 These are the first Mercedes Marine descendants to enroll. 

22 The Proposed Finding discussed similar sequences of events showing families joining 
the petitioner on(~-by-one. 

23 The BlA has never required proof of legaJ marriage if other evidence indicates that 
couples were joined for several years and if they had children together. The issue is not so much 
legality of the marriage but whether individuals are socially joined so as to show interaction. 
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and Erolinda Santos (married before 1915) had not married other Indians, and most of the 
Indian women discw;sed in the oral histories who were associates of the petitioner's 
ancestors married non-Indians. These associates include Susanna Nichols (married 
1877), Maggie Pinos (married <1928), Magdalena Amiija (married three times: in 1892, 
1899, 1909). The p(:titioner did not submit documentation on marriages of many of their 
collateral relatives, including the kin ofErolinda Santos, who had seven siblings with no 
descendants in the petitioner, and of Alfred Guzman, who had eleven documented first 
cousins and siblings, but only two had descendants in the petitioner. The marriages were 
not documented of many other collateral relatives without descendants in the current 
petitioner, even though they are named in the oral histories interacting with the 
petitioner's ancestors. It is not known if people in the collateral lines to the petitioner 
married other Indians. 

The community associated with the Verona Band is defined for analytical purposes by 
the proxy list created for the Proposed Finding. The individuals on that proxy appear to 
have primarily married other Indians before 1910. Therefore, the previously 
acknowledged entity provides evidence under section 83.7(b)(2)(i) to 1910. This 
tendency to marry other Indians may have dropped precipitously almost immediately 
after 1910, about the same time that the rancheria burned and was abandoned. Between 
1911 and 1930, only four marriages between Indians involving six individuals were 
documented in the record. The combined evidence ofthe continuation of marriages 
made before 1910 and the four marriages between 1910 and 1930, is not evidence of 
significant rates of IT an-iage between 1911 and 1930, especially when the lack of 
documentation abot:!t collateral relatives is also considered. Between 1927 and the 
present, one member of the petitioning group married a person from another tribe, and 
most of their descendants are not enrolled in the petitioner (Vol. 83. 7(b), 26). This 
marriage does not provide evidence of "patterned out-marriage," and the petitioner did 
not provide evidence ofIndian-to-Indian marriages within the meaning of criterion (b) 
after 1930. 

The petitioner agreed in part with this evaluation and stated regarding section 
83.7(b)(2)(i): "Although marriage interactions, between members of the group, continue 
until 1960, the freqw:nc:y of these events fall below the required percentage. Therefore, 
the Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe meets this criterion for the period of 1900 to 1910." 

Evaluation of Community at Present 

"The Family" 

Terms used by a petitioner's members to refer to their own group may be some evidence 
of community. The regulations provide that "the persistence of a named, collective 
Indian identity continuously over a period of more than 50 years, notwithstanding 
changes in name," is evidence under section 83.7(b)(1)(viii). The petitioner submitted 
outside identifications, most of which refer to the historical Mission Indians and earlier 
Costanoans and thus is 1Il0t evidence of the continuous existence of the entity. A 
collective Indian identity put forth by the petitioner, rather than outside experts, may be 
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used as evidence. However, this type of identification does not appear in the record until 
1971 when Phillip Galvan identified a "tribe" in reference to his "people." In 1983, 
Rosemary Cambra used the term "Ohlone families" to identify a group. 

The oral histOJies show that the Marine descendants use the term "the Family," or "the 
Families" and seem to be referring to an entity made up of their close and distant Indian 
kin. The context indicates that these words may be in reference to the people who 
comprise the petitioner, but its usage does not appear in the record before the 1980's 
when the oral bistories were done by Nancy Olsen. The term "family" was used in 1984 
interviews by Marine descendants in the Thompson family. It is used with a variant "the 
families" by Rosemary Cambra and others on the recent interview audiotapes. The 
phrase "Ohlom: families" was also used in the letterhead of the archaeological firm\called 
OFCS of "Ohlonl~ Families Consulting Services" and the "Ohlone Families of the Santa 
Clara Valley" b(:tween 1984 to 1994. One newly submitted 1983 document 
distinguished between OFCS and "Muwekma" and also used the term "Costanoan 
Ohlone tribe.'" 

••• DO(:5 the County of Santa Clara recognize the Ohlone Families of the 
Santa Clara Valley (OFCS and Muwekma) as viable entities and qualified 
represl~nta.tives of the local indigenous population also known as 
Costanoan/Ohlone tribe? (Ohlone Conservation Services 1983) 

Interviewees rarely used any other term to refer to a social entity. The exception is 
Ruben Calles,. a man born around 1950, who recently became involved with the 
petitioner. He used other terms usually applied to Indian tribal governments, such as 
"council," "elders," and "chief." However, others on the interview audiotapes and 
videotapes, slll;h as Lawrence Nichols, never referred to an organization, group, "tribe," 
"chief," "elder," leader, or used any other word, usually associated with Indians or not, 
that could be construed as referring to a grouping or someone with authority over that 
grouping. RN:e:mary Cambra and the petitioner's researcher Alan Leventhal used the 
term "tribe" s()Jm~times. 

The audiotap'~ (:vidence indicates that some individuals utilized the terms "the family" 
and "the families" when referring to a kin-based entity encompassing descendants of 
A velina and Raphael Marine. Certain Marine members of the Thompson family, who 
had step-ties and godparent ties to the Armija and Santos extended families, also 
extended their use to the Santos and Armija extended families in the petitioner. 
However, evi(i<mce was insufficient to determine the extent of the use of these terms 
among the pe:titioner's members, whether individuals used them to refer to their personal 
(egocentric) kin networks or to a larger "Indian entity," and whether the terms were of 
recent origin, 

English-speakers generally view the tenn "family" as defining an entity smaller than a 
"tribe." If the term "family" was used from at least 1984 to the present for the entity that 
is essentially the petitioner, it does not necessarily indicate that the petitioner is not a 
tribe, and "only ;a family." If the petitioner otherwise met the aCknowledgment criteria, it 
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would be recognized T<!gardless of the term used by the members to refer to their entity. 
It is also possible that the meaning of the term "the family" and "the families" has 
become specialized in the speech of the petitioner's members. In the very least, the 
term's use implies that certain individuals recognized the familial relationships among a 
large group ofpeopl~e. 

The people in the ora:: interviews, however, used the term to encompass people who are 
not members of the petitioner but who are close kin. As one would expect in a family
based entity of whatever size, disagreements have characterized the group in the present 
and were discussed to some extent in the Proposed Finding. The oral histories indicated 
that some of these disagreements are long-term and may even have originated in the early' 
part of the 20th century when the Marine siblings were children and young men and i 
women. Some people most involved in these disputes have not enrolled in or have 
disenrolled from the petitioner, such as Michael Galvan, Ruth Thompson Orta, and 
Kathy Perez. They, nevertheless, appear to be part of "the family" or "the families." The 
term may refer to an entity which is actually larger than the petitioner. 

The petitioner suggestc~d in its original submission that the reasons for family divisions 
along the lines of three: (now four) different cultural resource management firms run by 
Verona band descendants, two (now three) of whom are not on the membership list, was 
caused by California repatriation and cultural heritage laws. A newspaper article 
discussed the family disagreement: 

Cambra admi1ted there is little or no overlap between her group and that 
of the Galvans, her cousins. "Weare interested in different things, in 
different proj eets," she said. "I guess you could say that we are competing 
groups in some ways. But that should not stand in the way of tribal 
recognition. Th(! question is not whether this family or that family runs 
the tribe, but if the tribe should be recognized at all. If the fact that there 
were competi:lg factions within a nation was grounds for not recognizing 
that nation, we would refuse to recognize most of the governments in the 
world. (Medi.nCl 3/23/1995) 

For the Proposed Finding the petitioner did not submit evidence that, outside of 
archaeology, these f::tmilies interacted in a community setting that transcended the 
existence of these fil1Ds .. In other words, no evidence indicated "competing factions 
within a nation," or factions within a tribe. The new oral histories indicated that at least 
two of these family divisions are long-standing and that most members considered the 
various actors involv,ed in these disputes to be part of "the family." Several people 
acknowledged that the: descendants of Trinidad and Dolores Marine (the only Marine 
sisters surviving after 1923) had argued. But one person stated that these same sisters 
together visited her mother (a Ramona Marine descendant) on at least one occasion in the 
1950's. The importance: of these divisions in the political activities of the petitioner is 
discussed in the section on criterion (c). 
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In the past, some: members of families with archaeological monitoring businesses have 
not joined th~~ petitioner. Only the nuclear families of the owners of two archaeology 
firms have not enrolled with the petitioner. The nuclear families of Philip Galvan and 
Ruth Thompson Orta are not enrolled. Their siblings and siblings' descendants are now 
enrolled. However, Kathy Perez's entire line (approximately 65 people) disenrolled 
between the JProposed Finding and this determination. The record indicated that Perez 
was also interested to performing archaeological monitoring. 

The use of the: terms ''the family" and "the families" did not appear to be used before 
1984, and its meaning and usage is ambiguous because of insufficient evidence. Further, 
the use of this term by some ten individuals, most born before 1950, does not 
demonstrate widespread usage. This finding utilizes the concept of a larger Ohlone kin 
group than the petitioner's membership by sometimes using the term "the larger family." 
It is particularly useful when discussing the large group of kin who are traditionally 
associated wilth one another, but who mayor may not be members of the petitioning 
group, now or i.n the recent past. 

The Composit;ion of the Petitioner 

Some 84 percent of the petitioner's enrolled members are the descendants of Avelina 
(1863-1904) Hnd her husband Raphael (1865-1910) Marine, and the remainder descend 
from two othe:1' women, Magdelena Annija and her cousin's daughter Erolinda Santos. 
These relationships are explained in the section discussing the evidence under criteria (e). 
The descendants IDf Erolinda Santos were connected to the Marines through fostering 
relationships. The descendants of Magdalena Armija were connected to the Marines 
through a step-relationship. Three members (Guzmans) were tied to the Marines by two 
separate in-law n::lationships - their father (grandfather)'s youngest brother married a 
Marine descendant and his oldest half-sister's daughter serially married two Marine 
siblings. 

The composition of the petitioner is predominantly centered around the large Marine 
family. These families are further broken down into large bilateral extended families 
established by individual Marine siblings, by Magdelena Armija, and by Erolinda Santos. 
Further segm(:nts arise within these extended families, sometimes comprised of the 
children of one person and his or her sequential spouses. 

The petitioner us(~d the term "lineage" in reference to these bilateral kin-groupings. These 
kin-groups do not appear to be lineally defined through males, females, or bilateral 
reckoning, to be: c:orporate,24 to claim special cultural attributes, to function for specific 
purposes, or to have distinct names or any other characteristics often associated with 
"lineages," and therefore, are technically not lineages, as anthropologists normally use the 
term. As has be:en customary in acknowledgment reports, the terms "family line," "line" 
and "sub-line" will sometimes be used to refer to genealogical groupings to which people 

24 Anthropologists use this term to indicate when kin and other groups have special 
rights to prope:rty i[)f other resources, or cultural ownership of songs, stories, totems, etc. 
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are assigned based on their Indian ancestor and also to maintain continuity with the 
genealogist's report. But it should be understood that this petitioner's large functional kin 
groupings are actually bilateral extended families made up of all persons descending frOJ;ll 

an Ohlone founder, uSllalIy a Marine sibling. 

The Marine siblings were born between 1888 and 1903, a fifteen-year period of rapid 
change in the Bay area. This change is reflected in their experiences. The life of Indians 
in Alameda County changed precipitously between 1885 and 1920. Their children's lives 
(born between 1907 and ll944) also spanned a transitional time period for the Indians, and 
the children in this gene:ration may have had varied childhood experiences. The 
descendants of the youngest siblings, Trinidad and Lucas, appear to be less tied to the 
rancheria Indians than older cousins (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). It appears that the 
children of the oldest siblings, Dolores and Elizabeth, can remember many experiences 
with older individuals associated with the rancherias. For instance, Lawrence Marine2s (b. 
1907), Elizabeth Manill(~ Nichols' son, described in detail visiting with "old man" Jose 
Havencio Guzman as a boy, presumably in the late teens and early 1920's. He 
remembered sitting in Guzman's house at Alisal and hearing his aunt Kate Peralta speak 
with him and with others in an Indian dialect. Because his mother had died when he was 
four years old, he was raised by his grandmother (father'S mother), Susanna Flores 
Nichols, who lived in N'iles. This 1986 oral testimony described a very similar picture of 
the Guzman household as the anthropologist Harrington described in the 1920's. 
Lawrence Nichols als(I named his cousin Sal Piscopo, from the extended family of 
Dolores Marine Galvan, going with him to visit Guzman. He also had very early 
memories of visiting the Pleasanton rancheria with his non-Indian father before 1912. 
Lawrence Nichols' experiences with the older Indians could not be replicated by most of 
his first cousins, som~ of whom were born as late as the end of World War II. This 
infonnation provides supporting evidence that the Marines were involved with the people 
who had lived at the Pleasanton rancheria before 1916. 

Combined with the documentary evidence already in the record, the oral histories also 
show the Marine sib11lngs and others interacting in the 1930-1960's, although the extent, 
significance, and degr'~'~ of interaction decreased during each successive generation and 
did not connect all members. Soon after the death of Dario Marine in 1969, the record 
falls silent for aboutll5 years. Then, as the Proposed Finding pointed out, "[b ]eginning 
in 1984, the record shows one small family group establishing a CRM firm, and 
progressively taking on an identify ofthe Muwekma Ohione Tribe." The group's 
"revitalization" was discussed in council minutes and newsletter. Various families joined 
the group one-by-one: after 1994 until today, the Marine descendants are well represented, 
and within almost all of the extended families descending from the Marines, Santos, and 
Armijas, there are active members. Older individuals are more active than young people, 
who are less connected to the petitioner. 

25 Lawrence Nkhols died in 1999 and never became enrolled in the petitioner. He had 
no known descendants. He talked to Nancy Olsen in 1986. 
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Socializing 

The regulations at section 83.7(b)(1)(ii) allow evidence "of significant rates ofinfonnal 
social interactions which exist broadly among the members of a group" to meet criterion 
(b). The oral histories described a group of the petitioner's ancestors, who socialized often 
before Dario Marine's death in 1969. Trinidad Marine's husband Joe Ruano, as a young 
Mexican immigrant, met Dario Marine in the late 1920's. They struck up a friendship. 
He described how Dario would pick him up in his truck and they would "go around." Joe 
Ruano becalTl(~ a friend of other Indians in Dario's circle. He described how they used to 
go to a little house in Pleasanton near the graveyard, and they visited between Livennore 
and Niles, \",hich was where Sunol Road and the Rancheria had been located. He . 
regularly socialized with Marines, Sanchezes, Guzmans, and Thompsons. Lawrence 
Nichols also described these group social functions. He said that he often sheltered 
people unable to make their way home late at night or drove them home in the morning. 
Women family members were also present at the social gatherings. 

These gathelings were also held in migrant workers' camps and were seasonal. Joe 
Ruano said that he and his friends "didn't know people that well, they just visited." He 
elaborated that they "didn't really know nobody. You never see them again, you don't 
remember thdr name unless you write it down. That's the way the times were," he said, 
perhaps refening to The Great Depression. He described the Indian families' visits in 
"summer, families used to visit around. It was too cold in the winter ... the horses used to 
get in the mud'" (Olsen 1984). 

Dario Marine made wine for these occasions. He used the young boys living at Maggie 
Pinos,26 to hdp him carry it out of the basement and deliver it. He had a regular route. He 
obtained the grapes from his employers, the Trues. Joe Ruano said that the Indians 
"didn't bother nobody, just shoot the breeze and laugh a lot" (Olsen 12114/1984). Yet, he 
also relates that violence occurred on other occasions (Olsen 1211411984). 

A woman who was interviewed related that there were big "get-togethers with Uncle D 
and Uncle Lucas ... They had these big jugs of wine on the table and they drank until they 
were silly. I remember that." She witnessed these events as a child between about 1940 
and 1950. She said that the people in Centerville, Milpitas, San Jose, and Mt. View 
"would all get together at someone's house and it was the older people -- the uncles and 
aunts ... Uncle Puff [Sanchez], Uncle Dar[io Marine], Uncle Lucas [Marine] .... " She 
described the: socializing of the Marine families (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). 

Not everyone was interested in socializing at those occasions where alcohol was 
available. One person who was interviewed stated that his father and brother had been 
problem drinkers. After quitting, they didn't want to socialize with people who were 
drinking wine (12/7/1986), and they cut themselves off from some old friends in the 
Indian communilty. One woman reported that her white relatives criticized her Indian 

26 Context and names in the interview indicate that both Marines and Santos children 
helped Daria Marine. 
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relatives for their modl~ of socializing, which sometimes involved alcohol, but she 
believed that "They WI!re just trying to protect [us]." She said that a white relative was 
scared of us [Indians] he was scared to meet "the Ohlones. His mom said those Ohlones. 
are crazy. They are mean you can't go over there" (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). This 
indicates that at least some of these occasions were primarily attended by Indians, and that 
distinctions were still made between Indians and non-Indians before 1950. 

By the 1950's, the third generation (the grandchildren of the Avelina and Raphael Marine) 
now had children whom Ithey would take with them visiting their relatives. Having a car 
was important. Y oun.g children learned to drive as young as 10, in order to drive their . 
mothers from one plac.e: to another. The Ruano's visited Cecilia Armija·and her husband 
Dario Marine in Irvington. Later when Dario Marin.e moved away, he visited the Ruano's \ 
regularly. 

Oral interviews give many examples of visiting. Faye Thompson (Trinidad Marine's 
daughter) remembere:d visiting Dolores Sanchez (Ramona Marine's daughter) starting in 
the 1930's, when she was a little child. She said, "We had little houses and very little 
food." Talking to one of Dolores Sanchez's daughters, she stated, "When your mom and 
dad came over, they always brought something. When we went to your house, we always 
took a bag of oranges." Others remembered stopping their car at the Lowry's ranch on 
their way to visit Lucas during rationing in WWII, and everyone picked cabbages or other 
vegetables in season along the driveway. Once at Lucas' home, they remember that the 
parents sat around a tabk talking while the children played. Sometimes, they visited a 
park area where they had picnics. Siblings Joel and Lydia Arellano, grandchildren of 
Mercedes Marine, relnembered visiting Trinidad Marine, the Guzmans and Nichols. The 
latter two families, aecording to Lydia, did not visit as often as Trinidad visited them. 

The visiting among the; Marines in the 1940's and early 1950's included Avelina's 
grandchildren and their (;hildren. Thus, people in the interviews representing the fourth 
generation born after WWII remembered socializing with second cousins - the cousins of 
their parents. Predomimmtly mentioned were other Marines, although the Juarezes 
(Santos) were also mentioned rarely. When the fourth generation discussed these social 
events, they remembered them as children, not adults. There was little data in the record 
after 1965 to indicatl~ c:ontinued contact among the members of the fourth and fifth 
generations. It seems quite clear that they socialized as children by virtue of the 
relationships maintained by their parents and grandparents. The Proposed Finding 
pointed out that members themselves discussed how they had been estranged before 
Rosemary Cambra be:gan to provide a forum for interaction in the 1990's. 

For example, a great-grandchild of Avelina Marine said that one time Trinidad and 
Dolores Marine visiwd her mother, probably in the early 1950's, but the niece did not 
know her great-aunt Dolores (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). Joel Arellano said that he did 
not remember meeting this same woman at her aunt's house, although his family visited 
there often. Joel said to her, "Why we never met you guys?" Pushed to remember the 
aunt's children's names, Joel had difficulty. This indicated that after their parents or 
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even grandparents died, little regular contact between members of major extended 
families continued. 

The Marine siblin.gs are often mentioned in connection with such socializing, as are many 
other people, (~sp~~cially many Guzmans, who have only three descendants in the 
petitioner. The: Santos and Armijas are mentioned rarely. For example, although Pete 
Juarez, the husband of Maggie Pinos, lived in Stockton, he sometimes attended these 
social occasions, according to those interviewed. Generally, however, the Santos were 
not mentioned. A foster child and a Marine descendant said that after returning from five 
years living with Erolinda Santos in Sacramento in the mid-1950's, she didn't recognize 
her sister or Marine cousins and even went out on a date with a cousin until her date 
realized they were related (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). Marines visited Stockton very 
infrequently. This anecdote may reflect visiting patterns of the Marines who seem to have 
visited the Santos in the Central Valley rarely, so the Marine foster child had lost touch 
with her family and other Marines, while the Marine cousin in Alameda County interacted 
at the same tirllC~ and so was able to figure out that he and his date were cousins. It is quite 
clear that the firslt two generations of Marines socialized regularly at least unti11950. It is 
less clear how involved in and connected to these social activities were other Ohlone 
extended fami lies, who were not Marines but who have descendants in the petitioner. 

Based on their experiences together as young people associated with the Pleasanton 
Indian community, the Marine siblings and others interacted and socialized in the 1920's 
and 1930's. It appears that the extent and frequency ofinteractions diminished from one 
generation to the next, becoming insignificant for many ofthe group after 1950. 

Godparenting llnd Fostering Children; Evidence of Actual Obligation 

The petitioner asserts that godparenting or "compadrazgo" relationships tie together their 
members in a ne1work of obligations which meets the requirements of community. The 
Proposed Finding, however, found that these relati,onships were limited to close relatives, 
including non,·Indians in-laws and did not define a separate and distinct Indian entity. The 
petitioner reasse11ed their previous arguments. Godparenting is re-analyzed with 
reference to Jl,ew evidence, primarily the oral histories. 

The founden, of the Marine extended families, A velina and Raphael Marine, to which 
some 84 percent of the petitioner's members can trace, had died before all of their own 
children reachc::d adulthood. In addition, only four of the eight adult Marine children 
(born betwec::n 1889 and 1903) in the second generation survived after 1923. The 
Marine's four daughters died as young adults after giving birth to children, and their 
youngest son dic::d in childhood. The two eldest and two youngest Marine children lived 
to the 1960's .. 1980's. The survivors Dolores and Dario Marine were adults living on their 
own, and Trinidad and Lucas Marine lived in church schools in 1923. At least 43 children 
belonged to the second generation of Marines (Avelina and Raphael Marine's 
grandchildren). Almost 40 percent of those children, or 16 individuals, were orphaned 
under the ag,e of 11 years. 
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The oral histories provide context for the reaction the Marine family had when disease 
caused high mortality in their family and among their associates between 1900 and 1925. 
Dolores Marine Galvan told a newspaper reporter in 1965 that 

tuberculosis and flu epidemics decimated the Indian population about 
1915 ... There were no doctors, no medicine. Toward the end, all died 
from the flu. 1 lost five sisters [siblings would be correct] from it. They 
were all buri{:d in the cemetery. They died one right after the other. They 
weren't tough like I was. (Smith 1965) 

Lawrence Nichols inrplil~s that his mother and three sisters died of tuberculosis (Olsen 
1986). The 1996 obituary of Ramona Marine's daughter Dolores Sanchez states that her 
mother died during (be influenza epidemic of the late teens, although her death date is 
documented in 1921:, and that Dolores Sanchez lived for a time at "St. Mary's of the 
Palms orphanage at Mission San Jose because her father, a vaquero [Puffy Sanchez, non
Indian spouse of Ramona Marine], was unable to care for her" (San Jose Mercury 
8/24/1986). The deaths of the Marine sisters occurred before 1923. 

The high mortality in this one Indian family meant that surviving members of the family 
and others, such as godparents, who bore some responsibility for the surviving children, 
encountered significant problems caring for the children orphaned by these women. This 
problem extended beyond 1923 and the last date for previous recognition, 1927, and 
provides some evidenc:e for community before 1950. 

Child care, became a significant problem for the Marines, many of whom depended on 
migratory agricultural work. The petitioner asserts that godparenting defined a network 
of obligations of godparents to children which cross-cut the petitioner's membership. 
The documentary record and oral histories show that some godparents did aid orphans, 
but it also indicates that other steps were taken to deal with child care, including placing 
children in foster homes and turning to government aid. The examples of individuals 
performing actual godparenting responsibilities are few in the documentary record, which 
does not mean it did not happen, only that there is no evidence. The oral histories are 
responsive to the Proposed Finding because they discuss actual situations in which 
godparenting and caring for children occurred, sometimes between extended families. 
However, only a single example for a current fostering situation is described by the 
petitioner and this involves an elderly man (non-Marine) who has been cared for by 
relatives since the early part of the twentieth century. The other cases described in the 
oral histories pertain to situations before about 1950. Therefore, the petitioner's response 
to the Proposed Finding on this issue can only partially cure the deficiencies pointed out 
in the Proposed Finding. 

There is significant new historical evidence in the oral histories that imply that an older 
women named Susanna Flores Nichols sometimes dealt with orphans in a way that may 
have been on behalf of the "larger family." She placed young Indian girls who were not 
necessarily part oftbe:ir own families with Indian and non-Indian households where they 
often worked as domestics. These activities occurred primarily in the 19th and early 20th 
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centuries, W(~):l before 1927. As such, they only provide background to later events and 
not evidence under (b) and (c) after 1927 or in the modem period. 

In an intervit~w, Lawrence Nichols' wife Virginia, although not an Indian, knew her 
husband's father's mother Susanna Flores Nichols (b. 1855) whom the petitioner believes 
is their ancestress' Avelina Marine's half-sister. She related that Susanna had told her 
that as a young child she had been "kidnaped." Her husband Lawrence Nichols (b. 
1907), however, denied the kidnapping and said that rich Califomios (Spanish who 
stayed in Cali,fomia after it became American territory), like the "Artbrados, Arvisos, 
DeLayos" routinely took young girls to do housework, and that such girls "just raised 
themselves." He implied that the girls his grandmother had worked with were "like 
sisters" to h<:r. These events, if they occurred, most likely occurred between 1865 and , 
1875. 

Susanna was godmother to six of Avelina and Raphael Marine's children. She took in 
Lawrence Nid]ols after his own mother and her goddaughter, Elizabeth Marine, died 
when Lawrence was only four years old. Because Elizabeth Marine had married her 
godmother Susanna's son Charles Nichols, Lawrence's grandmother was also his 
mother's godmother. He grew up in his grandmother's house. 

Lawrence Nkhols' placement in Susanna Nichols' home put him in a position to observe 
the Indian sOGial community that the anthropologist Harrington visited in 1921. 
However, married to a non-Indian, Susanna did not appear on the Kelsey Census or the 
1910 Federal Census of "Indiantown." But Lawrence Nichols also visited the Pleasanton 
rancheria with bis non-Indian father, who socialized there with other Indians. Lawrence 
Nichols stated that his father went "to say hello and drink a few glasses of wine," as did 
other Indians who did not necessarily live on the rancheria (Olsen 1986). He described 
the Pleasanton rancheria as having six or seven cabins located near the railroad. He 
described a ; 'steam bath" or "steam wigwam" where everyone took turns and said that the 
women worked all day, and that old women took care ofthe children (Olsen 1986). 

Lawrence stated "When I was three years old, I got away from that," meaning the 
rancheria. l11is would imply that between Lawrence's birth in 1907 and 1911 when his 
mother Elizaheth Marine died, Lawrence was socially associated or even living on the 
rancheria. Unfortunately, however, neither Lawrence nor his mother were located on the 
1910 Federal eensus, although his father is found living alone in Pleasanton township and 
his grandmother SusaIll1a is found living in Niles with her husband and other children, 
just as Lawre:nce describes for later years. By the 1920 Federal Census, a grandson 
"Warren" Nj.:hols - probably Lawrence - lived in Susanna's household in Niles with his 
father and thr(:e Nichols uncles. 

Lawrence Nichols (b. 1907) explained that he had seen the well-to-do residents in the 
communities ne:ar his grandmother's home in Niles and nearby ranches approach 
Susanna Nichols to find them girl domestics between 1915 and 1925. He explained that 
"they knew my grandmother because she worked with the DeLayos, the Starrs, and I 
think the Alvisos." He said that his own mother, Elizabeth, "Belle," Marine (b. 1891; 
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second daughter of Avelina and Raphael) had also worked as a child domestic but did not 
indicate that her godmother and future mother-in-law Susanna Nichols had arranged her 
placement nor with whom she had lived. He said that Susanna, whose penn anent 
residence was in Nile5 and not on the rancheria, was also employed in child care on 
ranches. She was "a helper off and on, in and out," meaning that she would "stay a 
month and then come horne." She met her non-Indian husband who was working on one 
of the ranches where sh~: was temporarily employed taking care of the children of 
workers. 

Lawrence Nichols' description of Susanna Nichols' activities implies that non-Indians 
may have viewed her as a go-between in arranging these placements and finding suitable 
apprentices and employ~~es, and it also implies that she may have had some stature and 
authority in the India:l community in order to find available girls. The evidence for such 
leadership is circumstantial. 

Susanna Nichols' rol,~ as a godparent indicates she held a position of authority in the 
community. She godparented numerous children among the petitioner's ancestors and 
others, including several Annija children, Raymond Espinosa, Robert Marshall, Isabelle 
Olivares (who later married Susanna's son Joseph), and most of the Marine children, 
including Dario, Dolores, Ramona, Elizabeth (who later married Susanna's son Charles), 
Victoria, and Joseph. One of the Marine siblings, whose baptismal certificate has not 
been located, wrote years later "only aunt I ever knew who was half sister to my mother
Abelina Comellas - was Susana Nichols who past [sic] away some time in the year of 
1929." 

Susanna, however, also dealt with the children of her godchild Victoria Marine (1897-
1922) after Victoria's death. In 1924, Victoria's daughter Mary (b. 1910) went to live 
with Susanna Nichols after a short time in the "mission," according to Mary's daughter, 
Virginia Massiet (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). And Lawrence Nichols related that 
Susanna played a role in placing or fostering the children of godchild Ramona Marine 
Sanchez after their mother died in 1921. Lawrence Nichols stated that ··we," implying 
Susanna Nichols and hc~r family in Niles, cared for one of the young Sanchezes, "We 
took care of one up in Sunol ... little Morgan. He was a little old man ... He'd do anything. 
He'd sweep the floor." Based on the ages of the individuals involved, these events most 
likely occurred in the early 1920's, as Morgan's mother had died in 1921 (Olsen 1986). 
Thus, Susanna appears to be carrying out duties connected to her role as a godmother in 
these two cases dating to before 1927. 

Of the children godpar1ented by Susanna Nichols, only the Marines have descendants in 
the current petitioner" However, after Avelina Marine died in 1903-04, there is no record 
that Susanna foster1ed her godchildren. Faye Thompson said that her mother Trinidad 
Marine, the younge:st l~iving Marine daughter at Avelina's death, did not have Susanna 
Nichols as a godmmher. Her godmother was a woman named Trinidad Gonzales. This 
woman took care of her only sometimes, even though she had been orphaned at three 
years of age. Accord.ing to her daughter, Trinidad's recollections were that after her 
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mother died in around 1904 and prior to moving to St. Mary of the Palms orphanage, she 
stayed with the: Pattersons, apparently a non-Indian family (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). 

The Proposed Finding described the disheartened condition of the Indian community at 
this time. However, whether the Marines lived in this community is not documented and 
there is reason to believe that the family resided in Livermore or moved around. Faye 
Thompson states that "after my grandmother passed away, my grandfather was [unable to 
care for the children] so the county or somebody came and took them. Mrs. Patterson 
would come and pick up my mother and sometimes, she would stay weeks or months 
with the Pattersons." Mrs. Patterson's daughter and Trinidad Marine were the same age. 
The nature of the arrangement was not clear, nor is it known whether Trinidad performed 
domestic duties or acted as a companion to the Patterson daughter through an infoIVlal 
arrangement mediated by her own godmother or Susanna Nichols, or was legally placed 
in that family. Mrs. Patterson may have been a county health worker. According to Faye 
Thompson, Mrs" Patterson was a nurse who had administered shots to A veIina Marine 
before she died. After a short time, Trinidad Marine was placed in a Catholic convent 
school/orphanage. But she spent some time with the Pattersons in Sunol (Leventhal and 
Cambra 2001). 

The second youngest Marine sibling, Lucas, attended a Catholic school in Ukiah. 
Without more information, it is impossible to determine if a larger group had interceded 
on behalf of Trinidad and Lucas, whether the county became involved because the 
youngest Ma:rines were orphaned and their welfare had come to the attention of the local 
government ac:cording to welfare processes automatically set in motion when a child was 
orphaned, or their non-Indian father acted alone (he signed their records for 
school/orphanage admission). 

No direct contemporary statements were found in the record to indicate that Susanna 
Nichols was viewed as a woman of authority or a leader, although the sum of her 
activities and lher placement at the center of godparenting networks imply that she did 
have a position of social importance for the Marine family, which may have been based 
on her claimed but as yet undocumented kinship relationship as half-sister to A velina 
Marine. Even if Susanna Nichols were not Avelina Marine's half-sister, she acted as if 
she was obligut,ed to A velina and her children. Susanna Nichols, herself, had nine 
children, at ll~ast three died before maturity, and she has no descendants in the petitioning 
group. Susanna Nichols died in December 1930, and therefore, even if evidence of her 
activities provided in the oral history were significant evidence of leadership, it is not 
evidence of political authority in the post-1927 period under criterion (c). Her activities 
do support the petitioner's contention that Susanna Nichols and the Marines were 
socially closl! and that she and A velina had some sort of biological or created kinship27 
relationship. 

27 In this finding, the term "created" kinship relationships refer to those relationships 
created through fostering, adoption and godparenting. 
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After Raphael and A velina died, the youngest children Trinidad and Lucas, who were the 
only Marine children not godparented by Susanna Nichols, were left adrift, especially 
after Ramona Marine's dc~ath in 1923, in the view of Trinidad's descendants who were 
interviewed in 1984 by Nancy Olsen. Trinidad was the'youngest Marine daughter, and 
her children expressed some resentment even in 1984 that the older Marine siblings, who 
themselves would have been young adults, had not come to her aid during this period. In 
fact, according to Trinidad's daughter, one of the older siblings did not attend their 
mother Avelina's funeral and that siblings' whereabouts were unknown for several 
decades,(Leventhal and Cambra 2001), One hundred years later, one descendant sited 
this older siblings' abs(!:I1ce which she perceived as a avoidance of responsibilities to 
support personal battles still alive in the "larger family." On the other hand, Ramona 
Marine is mentioned as keeping the siblings in touch until her death in 1923. She and her 
husband Porfidio or "Puffy" picked up Trinidad at St. Mary's and took her in a car to 
visit her brother Lucas in Ukiah, or they brought Lucas down to Alameda to see her. 

The 1920 Federal censt:s shows 18-year-old "Trina" working as a maid in the Castro 
[Holtzhauser] household in San Leandro City.28 Trinidad's daughter explained that this 
is an old family: "Mrs. Holtzhauser was a descendant of Estidillos!. .. She was a 
Spaniard ... married a Genrnan ... elite crowd, high society, but a very down to earth 
lady." Her daughter continued, 

they came into Newark [California] and that's where my Godmother came 
into the picture:, be:cause my Godmother was related in a round-about way 
to my Dad [Emest Thompson who had been married to Magdalena 
Annija, an Indian woman]. Because Madrina Maggie [Pinos] and 
Magdalena [Armija) were related, so they were cousins to my half 
brothers and sisters ... from my Dad. So my mother met my Godmother 

. and that's where I became Godchild to my Madrina and she taught my 
Mother how to speak Spanish again. 

The story according to this oral history then would imply that Trinidad Marine's 
connection to Ernest Thompson and her role as stepmother to his orphaned half-Indian 
children carne about while she was living in a non-Indian household. Through Ernest 
and his children she then met Faye Thompson's "Madrina Maggie," or godmother, 
Margaretta Pinos, a relative of Ernest Thompson's first wife. Margaretta, or "Maggie," 
Pinos is mentioned often in the oral histories and the petitioner has demonstrated that she 
played a pivotal role in connecting some Marines and the Santos/ Annija families, which 
lasted after her death in 1960. 

In a May 1947 letter, Thomas Garcia, son of Mercedes Marine who died in 1914, wrote a 
letter to James B. King telling him that his godmother Phoebe Alaniz who died in 1947 
raised him and recordl!d his name in 1933 with Baker (Garcia 1951). When Ramona 
Marine died in 1921, hl~r husband Porfidio applied for aid to orphans and listed his own 

------------
28 Although her daughter said that Trina worked for the Holtzhauser family, the census 

indicates that this is thl~ name of the son-in-law. The household head was named Castro. 
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non-Indian relatives in Milpitas as kin in 1924 and listed non-Indians - a Mrs. Parks, a 
rancher and an apartment supervisor as references. When Victoria Marine died in 1922, 
two of her daughters, Mary and her sister Flora Freda, were also taken to the Mission, as 
had Trinidad Marine been taken there more than ten years earlier (Leventhal and Cambra 
2001). Mary must have been about 13 or 14 years old. Her sister was about 6 or 7 years 
old. Mary's daughter Virginia says that the sisters soon were separated when Mary went 
to live with Susanna Nichols. But in 1928, when her 'sister Flora became ill and was 
admitted to a hospital, Flora's children John and Rayna were sent to Indian boarding 
schools until her recovery, with the county's involvement (Peti.tioner Ex. J, II, 1998). 

Documents and oral history demonstrate that siblings ( and half-siblings) sometimes cared 
for underage! children or disabled adults. According to Virginia Massiet, Henry M~hal1 
used to take eare of his half-brother Eddie Thompson after his mother died and his 'father 
remarried. But later, Eddie went to his mother's cousin Maggie Pinos, where another 
child encount(~red him in the late 1940's. Fifty years later, one of these people who had 
lived with Maggie Pinos, thought in retrospect that Eddie was treated harshly: "He ate 
alone. After e:v<eryone else ate, he ate what was left. Maggie used to make him work, 
carrying all these buckets of water" for her home-based laundry business. She took in 
children, induding Virginia Mora Massiet and her sister Jenny, and Erolinda's relatives 
and children Art Pena, Daniel Pena, and Alfonso Juarez. 

Although Maggie Pinos took in children of the Marine and Santos/Armija extended 
families, th<: documentation and oral histories are insufficient to indicate if she was . 
obliged to takl: them because she was their or their parents' godmother, aunt, or adoptive 
grandmother, whether she took them in as part of her role as a female leader with a 
responsibilil~1 to Indian children, as Susanna Nichols seems to have done; whether she 
took them in because of their relationship to her husband; or whether she took them in to 
take advantage of their labor, or a combination of several factors. Placing children with 
non-Indians was not mentioned in connection with Maggie Pinos. 

A 2001 interview by Alan Leventhal with one of the children taken in by Maggie Pinos 
described hc:r childhood experiences living at Maggie Pinos' house in Newark in about 
1944. This person is a descendant of the Marines. The position of her and her sister in 
Maggie Pinos' home was ambiguous. It is unclear if she was fostered, adopted, 
apprenticed., or employed there. She was not Maggie Pinos' godchild. Her teen-age 
sister left Maggie Pinos' house very early in their stay complaining that Maggie forced 
her to work too much in her laundry operation. The person interviewed, however, 
implied that s]b(:, herself, was too young to work and just played in the yard with smaller 
children. In n:sponse to the interviewer's question asking if she were treated differently 
from Erolinda Santos' children and Maggie's relatives who were also there, she 
answered thclt she had been treated differently, but did not elaborate on the difference. 
She stayed therle a year before going to Stockton to live with Maggie Pinos' sister's 
daughter, Erolinda Santos Juarez. 

Maggie Pinos was not a godmother to the sisters who were Marine descendants she took 
into her house. Nor was she godmother to the sisters' mother. When Erolinda came to 
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take the girl to Stockt,on in about 1946, Erolinda immediately baptized her and became 
her godmother. This action may be significant ifit indicates that godparenting may have 
been a factor in child fostering. Erolinda also baptized her son's children Rosemary 
Juarez (Leventhal and Cambra 2001) and Daniel (Leventhal and Cambra 2001), who 
sometimes lived in her house. 

When she reached her tel~n years, the woman interviewed found her position at 
Erolinda's house untt:nable. She ran away in the early 1950's, took refuge in a friend's 
home, w.here she cam<: to the attention of the child welfare system and was transferred to 
Alameda County and n:connected to her mother and her older sister, who took her in. 
She soon married the brother of her sister's husband. This woman's story takes on 
significance to the petitioner because she is a Marine descendant who had a significant 
long-term relationship with Erolinda Santos. The Santos descendants represent some ten 
percent of the petitioner's ancestors, the Marines 84 percent. 

Because of her life h:lstory, this woman's actions corniect these two kin groups. The 
individuals named by the person being interviewed in specific interactions and events 
show that there were very few occasions when Santos! Annijas and Marines were at the 
same event, particularly in Stockton. She mentions one time when her mother visited her 
in Stockton, but no other time. In fact, she says that after she ran away from Erolinda's 
home, she had no fuI1h.er contact with her or with the Juarez children (Erolinda's 
grandchildren) whom she babysat. The connection between the petitioner's members in 
Stockton and those in the East Bay in mid-century was not active, at least in the 
memories of this woman. When she was returned by social services in Stockton to her 
mother's home in Oakland, she found that she did not know her Marine cousins. When 
in 1995, she heard that one ofErolinda's grandchildren, Kathy Perez, had joined the 
petitioner, she called her, and they met.29 

Analysis of the people involved in interactions in this woman's interview shows that her 
descriptions ofthe two families (Marine and Santos! Arm,ija) do not intersect except 
through her. For example; she lists who was at an Ohlone Cemetery clean-up in about 
1963. Everyone she: lisf.s is a Marine descendant, basically Victoria and Dolores Marine 
descendants. She is only able to remember her family members and Galvan in-laws. 
When she described 'who visited or lived with Maggie Pinos in the 1940's, all named by 
her are descendants of Maggie's relative Magdalena Annija, including descendants 
among the Thompsons such as Eddie Thompson and Henry Marshall, and the Penas and 
the Juarezes (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). These relationships were also documented 
and were discussed in the Proposed Finding. This interview provides useful context to 
those documents. 

Most of the fostering situations described above deal with women fostering children. 
However, the oral histories also contain rare references to adult men mentoring or 
apprenticing boys. In a 1986 interview, Lawrence Nichols discussed Jose Havencio 

29 Because the woman interviewed stated she ''wanted to see what Kathy looked like," it 
implies they had not been in contact for a long time. 
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Guzman (b. 1831), whom he knew while he lived with his grandmother Susanna Nichols. 
He said that he: felt sorry for "Old Man Guzman," because he believed that he was so 
lonely, he paid. boys to go camping in the mountains with him, probably between 1915 
and 1930. The: 1920 Federal census shows a "Joe Guzman" living with his wife and 
three sons inPII~asanton. They lived in a fanning area, surrounded by vineyards, 
gardens, and farms. No other Indians were identified on this census sheet. According to 
Harrington, who visited Jose Guzman in 1921, 1929, and 1930, he was "one of the oldest 
timers here. lIas lived whole life around here" (Ortiz 1994). Harrington recorded 27 
songs from him (Petitioner Ex. B). 

"Guzman used to take us in and feed us," and according to Lawrence Nichols, "he ate 
everything ... H(: used to stay with my grandmother [Susanna Nichols] two or thre~ days 
at a time. His granddaughter Kate Peralta, who at that time was married to Lucas 
Marine, wasUll~re too. They would talk in their Indian language." In 1925, Harrington 
encountered Catherine, or Kate, Peralta and said that she and Lucas lived on a ranch 
where they worked near Centerville. According to Lawrence Nichols, a first cousin to 
Lawrence, his mother's sister's eldest son Frank Piscopo, also a Marine descendant, 
visited Guzman too. Frank accompanied Guzman and Lawrence (Olsen 1986) on their 
forays into mountains, where the older man fed them wild foods like gophers, squirrels, 
and raccoons. (Olsen 1986). 

The development of vineyards and wineries near Alameda apparently had some influence 
on the Indian popUlation in the area. On the one hand, several Indians, including Dario 
Marine, found employment in the vineyards and developed an expertise in wine-making. 
On the other hand, this expertise led to a cheap source of grapes, knowledge of wine
making, and It gl~nerous supply of wine. Young Marine relatives worked in Dario's wine 
business. Bobby Sanchez (b. 1917) remembered loading up to "go to their area" to sell 
wine and moonshine made from barley and raisins and he remembers that his Uncle 
Dario had a mn··in with the law during prohibition (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). 

After the death of Maggie Pinos in 1960, no further references to these kinds of fostering 
or apprenticl~ships of children appear in the records or are discussed in oral histories. 
The relationship and social network described above, through godparenting and 
placement of (:hildren and visiting is evidence under 83.7(b)(1)(ii) "significant social 
relationship:;; connecting individual members," and (iii) "significant rates of informal 
social interaction which exist broadly among members of the group" before 1927. After 
1927, the relationships developed in childhood carried over after 1927 especially for the 
biological and created families of Susanna Nichols and the created family of Maggie 
Pinos, but by 1950 these relationships and patterns of interaction had fallen and were no 
longer significant under the regulations. The evidence demonstrated that only a few 
people, connected through Maggie Pinos' kin network, maintained connections among 
various extmde:d families until as late as 1980. There is little if any evidence that other 
families wer,e still connected widely to other Marines or other Ohlone descendants after 
1950, and no 'evidence after 1980 that any of the families in the petitioner demonstrated 
evidence undc~r 83.7(b)(1)(ii) and (iii). 
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Organization of response to and leadership of California Claims Activities 

Much of the infonnation submitted by the petitioner deals with political issues. It 
submitted virtually no evidence for social interaction, social relationships, and other 
evidence described under 83.7(b)(I)(i)-(viii). In the narrative, the petitioner claims that 
most of the evidence under 83.7(b) is under 83.7(b)(I)(ix), "political influence," 
however, this kind of evidence may not be used to demonstrate community at present, 
only "historical politieal influence ... shall be evidence for demonstrating historical 
community." The evidence in the oral histories about claims activities and the 
preservation of the Ohlone cemetery, when combined with other evidence in newspapers, 
documents, and other sources, is the only source of infonnation about the petitioner's and 
the "larger family's" jntt~ractions and social relationships. The following discussion \ 
concerns political activities of the petitioner's ancestors but appears in a discussion under 
criterion (b). Howev€:I', it should also be read and applied under criterion (c). 

The oral histories ofa:n mentioned Trinidad Marine Ruano's name in association with 
activities associated with the California Judgment in the mid to late 1960's. For example, 
Ruben Calles remembers that people used to stop by his grandmother Trinidad's house 
and ask her questions about the BIA, roughly at the same time as the Ohlone cemetery 
transferral was an issm: between 1965 and 1971. Her daughter credited her with 
enrolling people: 

She went running around getting everyone to put their mime on the Indian 
rolls. All of 'em. Ifit wasn't for my mother, none of them (family) would 
have their names on the Indian rolls, including Rosemary's [Cambra] 
mother! Nonl~ of ' em, ifit wasn't for my mom ... and she didn't drive ... 
she took publ:tc; transportation and ... we all drove when we were little to 
take my motlner where she wanted to go. (Olsen 1986) 

The petitioner states that in 1964, Trinidad Marine attended a BIA meeting in Salinas and 
voted on the California Indian Judgment fund, and that a month later, her children voted 
on it (petitioner Ex. J, n, 1998). No documentation or oral history indicates that Trinidad 
Marine officially or uIlofficially represented a group larger than her immediate family 
and the survivors of ht~r deceased brothers. Joel Arellano indicated that his father 
organized his family. He said that his father called him and said "bring the kids' [birth] 
certificates, and I'm going to sign you up." According to Joel, his father told him that 
there was land that had belonged to "our ancestors" and he said there would be a "second 
pay-off," but Joel be:lieves he never received that money (Leventhal et al. 2000). 

Trinidad wrote in 1970 that she had delivered papers in 1946 to nephews who, although 
they enrolled themselv(:s, never enrolled their children. In 1966 she and her children 
voted to accept the California judgment. On October 23, 1970, Trinidad Marine wrote to 
the BIA on behalf ofhe:r siblings' children . 

.. . there is about: 50 nephews and nieces that are not enrolled and they 
don't have the slense enough in their heads to try and find out how to enroll 
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themse:lves or to find out who the Indian ancestors were. Do you think 
that I should try and get them to enroll themselves if they still can, or shall 
I just f.Jrget about it. I know they could use the money okay, because 
none of us haven't any amount of wealth: (Trinidad Marine Ruano 1970) 

This letter clearly showed Trinidad trying to organize her own children and the family of 
her deceased son Yrineo to apply for the judgment fund and helping her deceased 
brother's heirs. She listed these people in the first paragraph: "I thank you very much for 
y.our interest helping me to get my niece and her daughter and children enrolled & also 
my deceased son. Yrineo's children enrolled also my daughter." She also mentioned her 
daughter Lola an.d son Lupe Ruano and her niece Beatrice Marine Teller and Dario 
Marine's children. Attached to the letter were the applications of her children Faye 
[Thompson] Quilette, Athena, Ed, and Michael Ruano and the posthumous application of 
her brother Dario Marine (Ruano 1970). 

A memorandum in Trinidad Marine's [Ruano] BIA file (#20025) indicated that she had 
previously wri11(m a letter dated July 25, 1969, to the BIA "mentioning two brothers 
deceased but not mentioning date of death. Her letter of 10-23-70 mentions date of death 
as 1-4-65," in reference to Lucas Marine's death date. The memorandum noted that a 
return letter "to her Dec 1970 advises her the law does not permit his [Lucas'] 
enrollment. " 

Also in December 1970, the BIA wrote a letter to Dolores Galvan with forms asking her 
to enroll. They said that Trinidad had mentioned her and given her address to them in an 
earlier letter" Between 1969 and 1974 Trinidad Marine may have helped the heirs of her 
brother Dario Marine receive distributions in 1974 of his California Judgment Fund 
Estate by writing letters and obtaining documents. But her role in the heirship 
determination is ambiguous from the written record, and nothing in the documents 
mentioned that she was acting in a capacity beyond being an aunt of the heirs or sister to 
the deceased. Both surviving Marine siblings. Trinidad Marine and her eldest sister 
Dolores Maline Galvan, appear listed with Daria's living children and his deceased 
children's ch:ildren as "Interested Parties" in the ''Notice to Determine Heirs" of Apri12, 
1974 (Finale 1974). A month earlier, Dolores Galvan had responded to a BIA request for 
information that she did not know the address of Dario Marine's children. Her son Philip 
Galvan siglll~d her affidavit. 

Although oral histories referred in passing to pot lucks at Trinidad Marine's home to 
discuss claims, the petitioner did not submit detailed evidence to indicate that Trinidad 
was a recognized leader of the "larger family." She did not mention her Armija 
stepchildren, some of whom the record shows applied individually, or any descendants of 
her sisters Victoria, Ramona, or Mercedes Marine in her correspondence. She did not 
mention a conte:mporary organization or group to indicate that her letters represented the 
efforts of an Indian entity. However, the correspondence showed that Trinidad had a 
long term inten:st in claims, and several people in the oral histories associated her with 
this interest and described her as a knowledgeable source to them as they attempted to 
fulfill the gov'emment's requirements for receiving claims. 
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Dolores Galvan, with her son Philip's help, seemed to playa role very similar to 
Trinidad's for a difft~rent group of people. Like Trinidad, she wrote letters on behalf of 
her seven living chi.ldnm, and her grandchildren and also aided descendants of Ramona . 
Marine. She also proviided information about a deceased relative. In addition, Ramona's 
descendants listed Dolores Marine Galvan as a source for verifying their ancestry and 
Dolores Marine Galvan provided an affidavit for at least one family of Ramona's 
descendants. Joel Arellano (Mercedes Marine descendant) said about Rosemary 
Cambra's mother's (Ramona Marine descendant) family "her family was always 
involved ... .I remember her at Trini's. They had a pot luck there. Everyone in their own 
little families" (Leventhal et al. 2000). However, when Lydia, Joel's sister, and 
Rosemary met at the: fi.meral many years later, they recognized each other but could not 
remember where they had previously met, according to Rosemary (Leventhal et al. 
2000). This implies that they had lost contact between at least 1971 and about 1996. 
This reflects the post··1971 separation that characterized the major extended families 
which comprise this petitioner (Olsen 1984). 

The evidence available indicates that families that were enrolled under the California 
Judgment Act organized their responses family-by-family. Although Trinidad Marine 
may have provided infi)rmation to her nieces and nephews, there is little evidence that a 
single individual ora group of people organized either the Marines or the "larger family" 
of the petitioner'S ancestors which would have included her Armija stepchildren and their 
relatives. The Anni,iu stepchildren to Trinidad Marine applied on their own. Peter Juarez 
(a Santos who fatht:!' was adopted by Maggie Pinos) applied for himself and his children 
and was originally ;rt~je·cted because he filed the wrong roll number of his grandmother. 
He corrected the roll. number and his family eventually qualified. The various 
applications in the submission seem to pivot primarily around family groupings of 
individuals who dest;end from a common ancestor on previous California rolls, and who 
name that ancestor on their application forms. The record did not demonstrate that a 
person or group directed or organized this effort on behalf of the "larger family" of 
Ohlone descendants. 

Record-Keeping 

During this same period in the 1950's and 1960's, Rosemary Cambra remembers that the 
surviving second generation Marines, her aunts Trinidad and Dolores and "the uncles" 
(Lucas and Dario J\·larine) would visit and do a headcount of everyone, including the 
children and babies. These visits took place in the holidays. She said that her aunts 
Trinidad and Dolores visited Rosemary's mother and her mother's sister Margaret. 
Rosemary Cambra now believes or seems to imply that these headcounts had political 
significance because: it was "important to be tracking" (Leventhal et al. 2000). However, 
keeping count of some 50 nieces and nephews may have been a familial responsibility of 
aunts and uncles, rather than the political activity of the leader ofa larger entity. There is 
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no evidence: that this infonnation, once collected was utilized in any way or was recorded 
in a central location.30 

The Events Leading up to the Transferral ofthe'Ohlone Cemetery to the Galvan Family 

During the same period that the California Judgment Act enrolled individuals, a second 
issue caught th(~ attention of the Marines and other Ohlone descendants. These activities 
began with the preservation of the historic Ohlone cemetery as early as 1963 and ended 
with the transfe:rral of the cemetery property to the Galvan family in 1971. These events 
provided the only evidence that the petitioner's ancestors attempted concerted group 
action between 1927 and 1984. 

The petitioner argued in the Proposed Finding that the Marine/Galvan and Armija/ 
Thompson families worked with the AIRS "collectively" to protect and secure title to the 
historic Indiaucemetery. The Proposed Finding did not find sufficient evidence that ,this 
was a collective effort on the part of the petitioner. The oral interviews provided for the 
Final Detemlination provide context for the documents previously submitted on this topic 
and show that long-standing personal disputes between relatives may have blocked 
concerted a(!tion by the "larger family" or the petitioner. 

Virginia Massic~t said in an interview that she went to a cemetery clean-up which ,she 
believed oCGurred in the summer or spring of 1962 or 1963. She based this estimate on 
the age of her daughter born in 1961. She named some people who were there, including 
"all the broill(~rS," referring to the Galvan brothers, who were also Virginia's in-laws. 
The Galvan brothers' sister Dorothy Lamiera was not there, according to Virginia, 
because the brothers knew she was busy, but her non-Indian husband came (Leventhal 
and Cambra 2001). The petitioner states that Dottie Lamiera had been attempting to 
clean the cemetery on her own before this group clean-up occurred. Virginia Massiet 
said that the group at the cemetery clean-up spent the entire day there with children. In 
response to que:stions from an interviewer about tpe nature of the event, she remembered 
that they att: salildwiches (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). She said ··the brothers got 
organizations like the boy scouts to come to the clean-up" (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). 
She named Ben Galvan as the leader of this effort (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). 
Dorothy Lamiera also named her brother Ben as the leader (Leventhal and Cambra 
2001). 

According to Virginia Massiet, other members of her own family in addition to Jenny 
Galvan were there, including Mike Archuleta, the "Apache" husband of Mary Munoz 
Archuleta, Lupe Mora Massiatt and her husband George Massiatt, and Virginia's 
husband Paul Massiee l (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). Thus, Virginia Massiet named 

30 The petitioner did not show, as the Mohegan petitioner did, decades of birth, death and 
marriage amlOuncements, filed in a building or ··museum" housing documents and artifacts 
associated widl the petitioner. 

31 Paul and George are brothers; they spell their name differently. 
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descendants of her grandmother Victoria Marine, and descendants of Dolores Marine, 
who was the mother of the Galvan brothers. 

Joel Arellano also remc:mbered cemetery clean-ups around the mid-1960's. The 
petitioner's researcher interviewed Joel and his sister Lydia Arellano in 2000 (Leventhal 
et al. 2000). Joel Arellano remembered that Dario Marine (1888-1969) came to him and 
said, "We've got a cemetery and we need help. White people want to take over and your 
grandparents are there" (Leventhal et al. 2000). Joel said that he started taking his family 
to clean-ups, and he referred to a "little house there used ... to have meetings.,,32 He did 
not elaborate on thesl~ "meetings" in the interview. Based on the age of his first child, ' 
Joel Arellano believed that this meeting occurred sometime between 1958 and 1965. He 
was unsure of the dat(:. 

Joel Arellano, like Vi:rginia Massiet, also remembered that Philip Galvan was present at 
these meetings and that Trinidad Marine, whom he visited socially, brought her family. 
Joel Arellano said that a Marquis family attended the meetings at the cemetery, but he 
seemed unsure of th(: name and asked tentatively "Marquis?" or "Marcus?" and 
wondered if anyone in the interview knew them. Ramon and Dorothea Musquez were 
the godparents of Mary Munoz-Archuleta, and Eddie Thompson, according to 
documents, and to Virginia Massiet, but little other information about them is in the 
record to determine if they are the same people Joel Arellano saw at the cemetery clean
up and if they are Indian. 

The petitioner stated that an "Ohlone Memorial" took place in the spring of 1963 
(Petitioner Ex. J, II). A newspaper ambiguously reported that the deed for the Ohlone 
Indian Cemetery was given to "An East Bay Indian Tribe" and also reported that Mrs. 
Rupert Costo stated that the "Ohlones" were "the first authentic and identifiable American 
Indian tribe in the Bay Area," and "about 75 of the Indians from four ancient families so 
far have joined the tribe formally" (unidentified newspaper article "Cemetery in E. Bay 
Given to Indians" in f'c::titioner Ex. J, II). This report appears to refer to later events and to 
date to 1971, even though the petitioner's "skeletal time line" dates it to 1965. 

Several individuals in one interview discussed a controversial public meeting probably 
held in 1965 which was documented in the submissions for the Proposed Finding, and 
closely linked to the American Indian Historical Society (AIHS). Their descriptions 
agreed that there were "a lot of people" at the meeting. Some were only children or teens 
when the meeting occurred in 1965. Ruben Calles (b. 1951) remembered the heat of the 
night and Concha R(Hlriguez (b. 1930) remembered that there was standing room only 
(Leventhal and Cambra 2001). Faye Thompson remembered that Albert Arellano brought 
all of his children (Leventhal and Cambra 2001), but she did not believe that her 
Thompson cousins att(:nded, although she elsewhere named the Thompson's half-brother 
Henry Marshall, an Armija descendant. Ruben Calles remembered that after the meeting 
was over a number cf people stood in the parking lot talking. Ruben Calles said that his 

---------------------
32 Unfortumltely, the interviewer changed the subject to earlier events and gathered no 

further infoJll1ation about these meetings. 
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grandmother Trinidad Marine Ruano said to Henry Marshall and "cousin Albert:t33 "I 
can't believe he's [Philip Galvan] getting so upset" (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). Faye 
Thompson stated that Mickey Juarez (Santos descendant currently active in the petitioner) 
and her parents [Alfonso and Pauline Juarez] were at the meeting.34 

Ruben Calles asserted that even if someone did not attend, word got back to them about 
what had gone on at the meeting (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). The word that got back 
was that the Galvans, who Ruben said had called the meeting, had drawn "a line in the 
sMd," about the cemetery. Although Ruben's statement is ambiguous, he seemed to be 
saying that the Galvans called the meeting for the purpose of taking control of the 
cemetery and others in the family objected to this plan (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). 
According to Ruben who was 15 or 16 when the meeting occurred, the disagreement was 
that "we wasn't playing along with them." Faye Thompson says that the Galvans knew 
that Trinidad Marine disagreed with them (and also Henry Marshall and "cousin Albert,,)3S 
(Leventhal and Cambra 2001). The meeting was contentious, according to Faye 
Thompson. S'~e said that Philip "made himself chairman of the board. Him and his 
family Andy a.nd Michael- That was the council. None of us was included. I'd say I felt 
like we were just there to say, 'you're in charge, you're alone.' He never recognized any 
of us" at the l1u~eting. 

Faye Thompson said that this meeting did not resolve the issue of leadership of the 
cemetery grot.p in the minds of several participants, but "ended the conversation and the 
meetings." Rub(!n Calles stated that "there was no other meeting. The line was driven by 
the Galvans." Ruben believes that there should have been another meeting but no other 
meetings were held. A woman whose voice was not identified but who may have been 
Concha Rodriguez said that her mother, Enos Sanchez and Bob Sanchez [Ramona Marine 
descendants] "got mad with him [Philip Galvan]. That's why [Sanchezes implied] we 
never went back." 

Amplifying on the issues that were contentious, Rl~ben Calles characterized Philip 
Galvan's actions as self-appointed: "He was getting the cemetery and to be caretakers. He 
thought that he should have been the head person." Ruben remembered the people in the 
parking lot af,~:r the meeting, saying that while Philip Galvan wanted to be the 
spokesperson, he! didn't really take into consideration what the other "tribal council 

33 Probably Albert Arellano. 

34 She also said to others attending the interview, "I don't know if you guys remember 
them." [Alfonso Juarez is Erolinda Santo's son. Juarez's aunt Maggie Pinos, who lived in 
Centerville, had died in 1960. She appears to have been one of the primary connections of the 
Marines to her siister's family in Stockton.] 

3S She names her mother and two uncles. 
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persons" said. 36 Rub(~lt1 said he was personally disturbed that his grandmother Trinidad 
Marine whom he said! wa.s the oldest at the time was not included.37 Ruben noted that his 
older cousins, including Henry Marshall and cousin Albert asked for Trinidad Marine's . 
opinion of events. TJiniclad answered that "overall, she did not think Philip had the 
Ohlone tribe in his bf:~:t interest" (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). But Ruben thought now 
that the cemetery shouJd have been owned by everybody. He credited Trinidad Marine as 
a person of authority who was pushing for a more democratic or representative process 
and ownership. 

Ruben Calles also stated that his grandmother Trinidad Marine believed that "with the 
cemetery, the Ohlone ''''QuId never be forgotten." Thus, this issue is closely tied to the 
heritage image projec1ed by the Ohlone descendants. Ruben Calles connected this 
argument about heritage arising in 1965 onto the argument apparent in the "larger family" 
today when he stated 1hat it is not true that "only the Galvans know what the history is. 
He is not the last Ohlone Indian." This may be a reference to some newspaper articles 
which have named Philip's mother as the last surviving Ohlone Indian when Ruben's 
grandmother Trinidad was still alive. Ruben asserted that "there was a council of 
grandmothers ... the same group that is still on our side. The same group that went to that 
meeting." He did nort name who he was referring to. It was unlikely that he meant women 
in the second generation which in 1965 had only two female survivors. 

Philip Galvan continued his activities with the American Indian Historical Society (AIHS) 
after the meeting. In a letter dated July 16, 1966, he wrote: 

We re-estab1is.h(~d our tribal entity under the banner of the American 
Indian Historical Society. We have been unwilling ... do not now wish to 
engage in the usual politics of Indian groups. We wish to live in peace, to 
educate the public about our people, and educate ourselves in higher 
cultural and professional attairnnents. We want to maintain the remaining 
evidence of our culture and history ... Two Ohlones are members of the 
Board of dir1ectors of the Indian Historical Society. Twenty-three of the 
tribal members are members of the Society. I am the secretary- treasurer 
... we have no reservation. We never made application for a reservation. 

It now appears in the context of the new oral history submissions, that Philip Galvan and 
his family were not successful in gaining the backing of other Ohlone descendants and 
Philip went his separate path. He controlled the cemetery but did not organize a cohesive 
group to work with him. Because the points of view of Philip Galvan pertaining to the 
disputes in the "larger family" are not part of the record, the BIA could not determine 
who may have workl~d with him or supported his position, or even what his position was 

36 Calles is one of the only persons interviewed, other than the petitioner's researcher, 
who uses terms such as "tribe" and "council' when discussing these historical events. 

37 Dario and Dolores were still alive if the meeting was held in 1965, and both were 
older than Trinidad Ivl::lrine. 
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at the time. Tbe limitations of the evidence submitted do not allow many conclusions 
about his behavior, only conclusions about how others viewed his actions. No other 
person was again named as leader of the "larger family" for at least the next fifle~n years. 

In the context of the oral histories, it appears that the Ohlone contacts list may represent a 
fairly accurate listing of some of the people who are known to be part of the 1965 
cemetery meetings, and also discussed among themselves the California judgment 
activities that w(~re going on at the same time. The individuals on the list are grouped by 
nuclear family.. The extended families represented included the descendants of Dolores 
Galvan, and foe Juarezes who were descendants of Erolinda Santos' son Alfonso 
(Erolinda was Maggie Pinos' niece). Descendants from Erolinda's other children were 
not on the list. Two individuals who also descended from Pinos' Armija cousin anq 
Ernest Thompson, Sr., appeared on the list, but are not enrolled with the petitioner ' 
currently. Title Arellanos, who were interviewed about attending the meeting, the 
Sanchezes, Lopezes, Martinezes, and Jaurequis are Ramona's descendants. Her 
descendants are widely represented on the list and in the petitioner. This is the current 
chairman's family. 

Two extended families are notably absent from this list. First, the descendants of 
Trinidad Marine including all but two of her Thompson stepchildren are absent. Faye 
Thompson, Trinidad Marine's daughter, says that she never heard about the "tribe" being 
organized in 1965-1971 in response to a question from the petitioner's researcher 
concerning her family's absence. Faye says "they never contacted us. We didn't know 
anything about it." Secondly, virtually all of Victoria's numerous descendants are absent 
from the list (:xcept for Jenny Galvan and her mother. They have a relationship through 
marriage to t1l(: Galvans. Also no descendants or in-laws of Dario and Lucas Marine are 
present on the list, but are represented in the current enrollment. No descendants of 
Elizabeth Marine, who had only one child, and no descendants of any of her Nichols in
laws, the childre:n of Susanna Flores (whom the petitioner believes is Avelina's sister), 
are on the list in 1971 or enrolled in the petitioner. 

The absence of Trinidad's family in the context of their dispute with the Galvans is 
predictable. Ruben Calles, Trinidad's grandson, was particularly outspoken in his 
comments discussed above about Philip Galvan's actions at the 1965 public meeting on 
the Ohlone c(:rm~tery. In one oral interview, Rosemary Cambra, responded to Ruben: 

When I got involved years later as a grown person -- When I started to 
talk t.o my mother about this -- about why they don't want to sit down and 
talk, why they want to fight. My mother said, "they don't understand that· 
it's pa.rt of family, that it's more than them." This whole issue affects 
everybody. For years, people would say the fight was between me and 
Phil [(l'alvan] or between me and Andy [Galvan]. Even today, some of the 
Galvan.s will say the issue is between Phil and Rosemary and it's over 
mont!y, or it's over cultural resources. Or the issue is between Ruth 
[Thompson] and Rosemary and its us against them. The line was drawn 
by my [great] aunt Dolores [Marine-Galvan] and my [great] aunt Trinidad 
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[Marine Thompson-Ruano] and my mother [daughter of Ramona Marine] 
took a position, not being a part of it of either side. (Leventhal and 
Cambra 2001) 

Faye Thompson responded to Rosemary Cambra's analysis which placed the latter's 
extended family descending from Ramona in a neutral position forced to choose one side 
or the other when confi~onted with major issues. Faye Thompson's perception of the split 
in the petitioner is that the Galvans have not respected the other people. Her view of the 
"Galvan ,thing" is tha,t 

they really don't know the past. Cousin Philip [Galvan], his mom 
[Dolores Maline Galvan] was never associated with Mom [Trinidad 
Marine], cous:.n Maggie, cousin Lola, cousin Bobby, cousin Enos [the 
Sanchez children of Ramona Marine], cousin Albert [Arellano], cousin 
Tommy [Garcia?]. [Arellano and Garcia are the children of Mercedes 
Marinef8 TIu:y never really associated with us. They have no knowledge 
of who was h~:re and who wasn't here. And they put down lines because 
they knew wc~ knew what was here. Mom registered [for the California 
Judgment] all these people, and Aunt Lola had nothing to do with it. So 
they drew a line and don't let anybody in there [so that] we can't contradict 
any of those statc~ments they're giving out. They do not know anything 
about the family" 

The split between Trinidad and Dolores is long-standing, according to her husband Joe 
Ruano who traced th(: bceginnings of the argument to 1938 and 1939, and an argument 
that occurred based on personal relationships at that time (Olsen 1984). Trinidad 
Marine's daughter tn:,c:ed it to an even earlier period. However, by the 1960's, this 
personally defined qt:larrel took on political ramifications that infected the actions of the 
"larger family" and .may have contributed to Dolores' children, particularly Philip, taking 
over ownership of the ccemetery. 

It is difficult to detennine whether the incapacity of the group to take control of the 
Ohlone cemetery had to do with designs on the part of the Galvans, difficulties they had 
in trying to get the group to meet some sort of consensus, combined with the pressure 
from the Costos that the: AIHS 1971 offer was their last chance to own the Ohlone 
cemetery, or a generall:ack of consensus about goals in the "larger family," and a general 
failure ofleadership. Interviews with the principal actors in this dispute about it would 
probably further expla.in events. 

The quarrel was exacerbated when Dolores Galvan spoke publicly about her Ohlone 
heritage without support from other Ohlone descendants in the 1960's and 1970's. She 
and her family made statements and representations to the press, in funerals, and in 
public forums others vilt!wed as inaccurate or embarrassing. One of Trinidad Marine's 

------_._---
38 Victoria's de:scendants are not on Faye's list. Her descendants have interacted with 

the Galvans. 
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daughters believed that Dolores Marine Galvan's son Philip wanted to monopolize and 
control the group"s image or even purposefully misrepresent. To support this assertion, 
another of Trinidad's daughters stated that Malcolm Margolin "said that he want€(d to 
talk to my mother [Trinidad] when Phil Galvan got into it. But Phil Galvan told him that 
my mother was a very religious lady and she didn't want to talk to anyone. That's what 
he told him." The daughter believed that her mother's views on religion would not have 
kept her from talking to anyone. Her son who was present at the interview agreed. Thus, 
a conflicting v:imv of Ohlone heritage and the right to represent it publically has been a 
significant foclls of past arguments and continues to be raised at present. 

Ruth Thompsen Orta [Trinidad Marine's daughter], including her daughter Roberta', do 
not participate with this petitioner and have not enrolled. In one interview her Ruth, 
Thompson Oria's sister Faye said that during the claims period, Philip Galvan had tklked 
to her and said that all she had to do for claims was name his mother as a relative. Faye 
became outraged at this and told him that "I am not going to claim through your mother. 
I will claim through my own mother." More recently, another member Kathy Perez (a 
Santos descendant living near Stockton) parted with the petitioner, apparently unwilling 
to acquiesce to the authority of the petitioner's organization in areas of heritage, 
particularly c()nc~~ming her Central Valley ancestry. The petitioner did not submit oral 
history on this recent argument. 

Other petitioners have displayed disagreements about their history. During the 1950's, 
the Mohegans found it difficult to deal with a self-proclaimed leader who public ally 
spoke about tbe:ir heritage to the dismay of other members. The recent Pequot cases 
disagreed ov{:r basic facts about their history and years of factional dispute was justified 
by each faction's views of their history. The evidence available in this case, however, is 
too limited to determine if these arguments over heritage are significant to the 
membership, or are widespread and involve a representative portion of the membership. 

Growing Distance Among Extended Families 

Apparently t111~ disagreement profiled by the cemetery dispute may have altered 
interpersonal re:lationships within the "larger family" after 1971. During the 1970's, 
Philip Galvan and Trinidad Marine may have represented Ohlone descendants to the 
public in the area of claims and in response to the American Indian Movement (AIM) 
takeover of A:,c:atraz. But no evidence demonstrated that they were part of a cohesive 
grouping or wen: cooperating with one another. It also did not show that they were 
leaders of separate groups. Other events, including the deaths of Maggie Pinos in 1960, 
Erolinda Santos in 1963, Lucas Marine in 1965, Dario Marine in 1969, Dolores Marine 
in 1982, and TIinidad Marine in 1986, also created distance among the Marine and 
Armija extended famlies. Contact between second, third, and fourth cousins, which older 
relatives previously maintained, grew less frequent and less significant over the years, 
especially aft<:r most individuals who had been associated with the rancherias as children 
died. For example, one woman (b. 1930) who was 18 years older than her sister (b. 
1948) said thl:lt she had seen many family members as a child, but her younger sister 
rarely saw her Ohlone relatives. This indicates that after 1950, her family members were 
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in less frequent conta'~t than previously. After the cemetery meetings in 1971 until 1984, 
the lack of documentation in the record appears to reflect the growing social distance 
among the major extended families. In a 1984 speech to the California Heritage 
Commission, Rosemary Cambra's mother Dolores Sanchez, indicated that the extended 
families were separat'ed. She said that she represented "my family," and explained that 
"this is only one line2.ge of many of our people. The Galvans, our first cousins, have 
their separate lineage,'" 

In Faye Thompson's view, the cemetery dispute soured the relationships among the 
family segments comprising the "family." Before the dispute, Dolores Galvan visited 
and socialized with her brothers and others. Her husband, Filipe, visited Trinidad Marine 
and her family. Fay,e Thompson said that "even Philip" [Galvan] used to come visit her 
mother Trinidad and the kids," and Trinidad Marine's Thompson daughters spent several 
weeks each summer with Dolores Galvan's daughter. But, after the land was transferred, 
the situation between some of the Galvans and others in the family changed. According 
to Faye Thompson, her mother "liked to take flowers to cemeteries but after the Galvans 
took over the Indian G(:metery, they weren't allowed up there" (Leventhal and Cambra 
2001). Virginia Massiet indicated that her in-law Ben Galvan had never been friendly,' 
even in the 1950's: ":Ben [Galvan] wouldn't go visit with anyone else. He didn't like 
visiting, even with his wife's family ... Ben was cordial, though." Virginia said that she 
only remembered visiting her in-laws a couple of times, although the evidence indicates 
that she attended many tevents with the Galvans. 

Events Following the Deaths of the Marine Siblings 

Joel Arellano says that before her death in 1986, Trinidad Marine said, "don't give up on 
recognition and land funds," but no documentation in the petitioner's submission deal 
with recognition and funds in the early 80's. Joel Arellano believes that her daughter 
Ruth Thompson wanted. to take up leadership after her mother died in 1986. "She wanted 
to take up after her mother as head of the family. They [unidentified] were clashing 
among themselves." Ruth Thompson and her immediate 'family are not enrolled in the 
petitioner. The remainder of Trinidad's descendants and stepchildren 
[ArmijaslThompsons] are enrolled, even Faye Thompson who is outspoken in her 
criticisms. No intervitews discussed whether Ruth Thompson Orta may be involved with 
the Galvans but it s(:mns unlikely. 

The petitioner gives I:redit to Trinidad Marine, particularly in reference to claims work, 
but names Dolores Marine Galvan when discussing the cemetery: 

It was the A.l:l1Ierican Indian Historical Society who worked beginning in 
1964, with Dolores Marine Galvan and her family and the other related 
Ohione families to save the Ohione Indian Cemetery from destruction. 
This is why Dario Marine carne to the gathering of the families on August 
8, 1965 and spoke about which family members were buried at the 
cemetery. O"kwsletter 1997) 
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Even as Philip Galvan's authority was being questioned by other Ohlone descendants, an 
outside source identified him as the Ohlone leader. In 1971, Philip Galvan's name was 
listed on an arch:H~(Jtlogy proposal for the South Bay area seeking "a grant to cove,r PR 
and promotional work by Phillip Galvan, active leader of the Ohlone Indians." 

Activities leading Up to the Founding of the Petitioner's Formal Organization 

It is not until 1982 that the activities of Rosemary Cambra begin in the record. The 
petitioner's cummt researcher attended a meeting January 23, 1982. He has submitted 
notes from that meeting as new evidence. This note is the earliest date documenting the 
current chairwoman's activities. As hurriedly scribbled notes, the phrases are sometimes 
disjointed but they are infonnative. He wrote that Rosemary Cambra spoke in an abpost 
"altered statetl ,,,,,ith "deep emotional appeal." She mentioned "dedication to her mother" 
and "revitalization." Alan Leventhal describes Rosemary as the "real driving force 
behind this movement." He says it is the "first meeting" and that the "main idea was to 
introduce peopl(~ to the idea of their heritage and benefits of incorporation -- ego BIA 
college grants." He writes that 25-30 people were at the "Ohlone-Costanoan" Indian 
Center .. severaI families attended." He describes these peoples' issues, mentioning 
"SCl-128 artifacts," in reference to an archaeology site. He also writes "Many of the 
people present were rejected as California Indian, Costanoan or Ohlone with the BIA as 
early as the lat·e 1940's - 1950's California Claims decision and 1960's -- People rejected 
apparently wen: eligible for hunting and fishing licences for free until this year." 

Alex Ramirez, :not a part of the current petitioner, attended this meeting and used a map 
from Galvan's publication from the AIHS publication Indian Historian to document 
some of the Olhlone "triblets." He also put together a series of by-laws in order to 
establish a "tritml council." The petitioner's researcher writes, "Some people had 
problems with calling themselves Ohlone or Costanoan. It was decided that because of 
contemporary trends and the naming of the cemetery, college and Ohlone Way and the 
new trends in beal soeio-poiitieal structure, people agreed to identify themselves as 
Ohlone (Castano an) on formal letterhead." Alan noted that the individuals present at the 
meeting were not political, and were nice to him "even though" introduced as an 
archaeologist He also noted a "healthy interaction" among the attendees. The people 
reviewed the bylaws and offered amendments. 

Alan Leventha.l rc:::lated a discussion he had with Rosemary Cambra a week later about 
the "problems confronting the Ohlone and Chairman Alex Ramirez." They also talked 
about a "site near golf course." Alan writes, "Rosemary told me that Roy Marquez had a 
dream he told his mother. As he climbed up he saw unfriendly people walking down. 
His mother v ... mned him and his two sisters not to go near the site. Anyway Ray did visit 
the circle of eircles and according to Rosemary shortly afterward -- the cultural 
association g'ot busted and dissolved." 

In October of 1992, Philip Galvan attended a meeting for input from Ohlone and other 
local Native Americans on land use of the Ohlone Village and burial site. This meeting 
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was sponsored by the East Bay Regional Park District. Rosemary Cambra and her 
mother Dolores Sanchez-Franco also attended this meeting. 

In 1983, Nancy Olsen wrote that she and Rosemary were denied use of the mission 
records, By 1994 she appeared to be working with Ruth Thompson Orta, whom she 
interviewed in the same year. Ruth and Rosemary seemed to be working together, not 
only because they wer'~ both connected to Nancy Olsen, but also because ofa draft report 
which stated, 

, 

Rosemary Cambra and Ruth Orta of the Ohlone Families Consultant 
Services, who are descendants of the Indians who had lived in the 
Sunol-Pleasanton area, have told me their grandparents were living in that 
area until 1911, at which time they and others of their group were forced 
to move. Becausle of the hardships involved, the younger children of the 
Comate and Sanchez families were placed at the Mission San Jose until 
they reached maturity. Today, there remain several extended families who 
can trace their a.ncestry to the Mission Period, since the family names of 
both Comate and Sanchez appear on the early mission registers. 
Ohlonean people., possibly descendants of the Tuibun and other local 
tribelets, have not disappeared, but are still living in their former tribe let 
homeland. 

This report made no mention of a Muwekma organization, or any other organization 
other than "several extlended families." 

Political Activity 1990 to 2000 as evidence under criterion (b) 

The BIA analyzed tlIt: patterns of activities of individuals in their involvement with the 
petitioner for the peIiod 1990 to 2001 in an attempt to determine whether new 
infonnation or evidence supplemented or changed the Proposed Finding. The 
information available in the record for the Final Determination continues to demonstrate 
that the petitioner in a formal sense has evolved since 1984 when a small handful of 
individuals founded an archaeological resource monitoring firm, so that today the 
membership is more tha.n 400 individuals from various family lines. Groupings of the 
petitioner's membership do seem to communicate with the petitioner's office. This 
organization, and the many other organizations discussed in the Proposed Finding, is only 
the formal organization of an entity the group's members informally refer to as the 
"family" in conversation. 

The "family" in the se:nse the petitioner uses this term is actually larger than the 
petitioner, as defined by its membership list. Several major players are not members of 
the petitioner. With th~: exception of oral histories, the voices representing other 
positions are muted in the petition materials. The petitioner's narrative states that 
making these contrary positions and this argument public would endanger the integrity of 
the petitioner itself. The petition narrative and documents discuss the disputes using 
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generalities only. No one is named, the issues and sides are not explained, and events 
internal to the "larger family" are not described. 

It is difficult to analyze the petitioner's social and political organization because 
discussion and e:vidence internal to the petitioner concerning the disputes or even diverse 
points of view have been systematically left out of the petition, with the exception of 
newspaper artides. Some of the most promising evidence of socio-political activity is 
treated in only the: most general narrative discussion. Newspaper articles referring to the 
dispute from an outside perspective of these arguments were presented in the 
submissions fi:lr the Proposed Finding. People generally argue or discuss issues that they 
find important and significant to their lives. Thus, these argumerits and how they are 
processed could be important in demonstrating that the petitioner meets criteria (b) ~nd 
(c). Oral histories were submitted for the Final Determination which revealed not only 
the social contl~xt of interactions among the various extended families and the "larger 
family" memh~rs, but also the existence of personal disputes, which appear to be long
term. This evidence generally pertained to events before 1971. The petitioner submitted 
little if any cuuent evidence about these political processes and conflicts. 

The Proposed Finding questioned the relationship between the archaeological monitoring 
firm established! by a small segment of the descendants of A velina and Raphael Marine in 
1984, and ask(:d how that organization transformed itself into the petitioner. The 
petitioner's re~;ponse was overly general. It contained no discussion or new evidence of 
decision-making, the role of the "council," and the representation and process for 
selecting the ileadership which would demonstrate that the leadership has followers, to the 
extent that thc~:re iis a bilateral political relationship in which the leaders are influenced by 
the membership and vice versa. 

Those with Vll<:ws most antithetical to or competitive with the petitioner's leadership 
leave or do not join the membership of the petitioner. Processes for dealing with 
alternate ideas and political positions without breaking apart do not exist in the petitioner. 
Thus, the petitioner resembles a family owned finn, not a community with decision
making procefises. Little if any evidence was submitted to show that the leaders consult 
the membership before embarking on new activities, and incorporate the views of 
members into the functioning of the petitioning group. Therefore, although the petitioner 
is led by a handful of office-holders who claim to act on behalf of the entire group, there 
is insufficient e:vidence that they actually make decisions after consulting the 
membership. Such petitioners, without evidence of bilateral political decision-making, 
including the :Miami of Indiana, have been rejected in past acknowledgment decisions. 

No new evidencl~ indicates that a widely representative group of individuals was 
participating in. the petitioners' activities in the first half of the 1990's. The new evidence 
continues to indicate that two family segments of the "larger family" and fewer than a 
dozen individuals controlled the activities between 1984 and 1994. Most active were the 
immediate fa.mily members of the chainnan of the group Rosemary Cambra, including 
her sisters, h~r mother, an aunt and two first cousins. These eight individuals descend 
from Ramona Marine, who established an "extended family" representing just under 25 
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percent of the petitioning group. Also involved continuously with this segment are three 
individuals from a sec:ond extended family line descending from A vel ina and Raphael 
Marine, that ofDolon~s or "Lola" Marine Galvan.39 No evidence indicated that, before . 
1994, individuals representing any other part of the current membership were involved in 
activities of this organi.zation. What the oral histories contributed, however, is a sense 
that many of the petitiom:r's active members, generally 50 years old and older, know 
each other. The new evidence revealed little contact among younger members. 

Since 1994, the record shows that a great effort has been made to bring into the fonnal 
organization representatives from other parts of the "larger family." After 1996, the 
descendants ofDario Marine and Catherine Peralta attended a few events and 13 
enrolled. Some ofMereedes Marine's descents, including the family of Joel Cota 
Arellano, Sr., becam~: very active since about 1998 and since then, a woman in that 
family took a job with the petitioner. Victoria Marine's descendants are extremely 
numerous and constitute roughly one third of the membership today. A flurry of activity 
among some of this group in 1998, however, has waned in recent years and this very 
large extended family is now less involved than previously. Lucas Marine and Elizabeth 
Marine have no descendants in the current membership, and may not have living 
descendants. Elizabeth's son, Lawrence, died in 1999. He never enrolled during his 
lifetime.oW At least f011y of Trinidad Marine's descendants enrolled after the Proposed 
Finding. Her descendants have apparently had a simmering feud going on with some of 
the petitioner's named le:aders.41 While on the current membership list, they are not 
shown participating in group activities as much as some other extended families. In the 
last two years, Trinidad Marine's stepchildren by her second husband Ernst Thompson 
Sr., gained representation by the appearance of Karl Thompson on the council. His 
siblings and their childn::n and grandchildren enrolled in the membership. The 
Thompsons descend from Magdalena Armija; they are not Marines. Half of the Santos 
extended family, whidl began enrolling in 1996, left the petitioner after the Proposed 
Finding, leaving approximately half of their members still enrolled in the petitioner's 
organization. 

Lack of Evidence 

Lack of evidence is a major problem for the petitioner in demonstrating it meets either 
(b) or (c) in the pres':nt-day. Rosemary Cambra made statements on one oral history 
audiotape that indicat,ed that she did not want to expose arguments within the "family" to 

-----------
39 Philip Galvan does not participate. His sister Dorothy has been extremely active at 

times. It should be noted that this small group overlaps significantly with the people Dolores 
Galvan dealt with in the California Judgment Act Activities, and they appear on the AIHS 
contacts list. 

40 Lawrence Marine was interviewed by Nancy Olsen and was part of the "larger 
family." 

41 Trinidad's descendants were interviewed by Nancy Olsen and by the petitioner. 
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the BIA. Upset that BIA researchers had discussed these disputes with a non-Indian local 
government employee familiar with the Ohlone descendants, Rosemary Cambra stated, "I 
told Philip that what he did in the 1960's would come out. There are witnesses. He'll 
never change.'" She believed that Philip Galvan would blame her for raising these issues 
with the government which she had not done. This quote implied that Rosemary had 
chosen not to submit evidence concerning these arguments with the petitioner's 
submissions. JIowever, because no documentation about how even the decision to 
submit or withhold evidence was made appears in the petition, it is impossible to 
d~termine that lite group actually followed a decision-making process on this issue. 

The presentation of image, heritage, and history of the Ohlone descendants is a bone of 
contention. Ruth Thompson Orta believed that the history presented not only by Philip 
Galvan but also by Rosemary Cambra (at the time of her interview, there wasn't really a 
formal Muwek:Tla organization) was erroneous. In 1984 she said that she did not believe 
the Indians of the Bay Area existed any more. She referred to blood degree as a source 
of her authority, pointing out that she was of the third generation of Marines and had a 
higher blood degree than fourth generation Marines. Philip Galvan was not interviewed. 
The only sourl~e o<f information about him is what others say. One family group believed 
that his point of view has changed and that he has been inaccurate when representing 
Ohlone history. 

Authority to repn:sent heritage for Ohlone clearly rested at least in part on the activities 
and services Ruth Thompson Orta, Philip Galvan, and Rosemary Cambra's parents 
performed for the Ohlone descendants or the "larger family." Cambra claimed to 
represent a larger family than just her own in the early 1990's. The Proposed Finding laid 
out how these claims were met by the general public, archaeologists, and other Ohlone 
descendants working in the archaeological monitoring field. At present, however, 
Rosemary Cambra also claims the authority to represent Ohlone heritage based on the 
400 members, induding Philip Galvan and Ruth Thompson Orta's close relatives, 
enrolled in the petitioner and her position as chairwoman of the petitioner. 

When Nancy Olsen interviewed Ruth Thompson in 1984, there were several references 
to Rosemary's Cambra's archaeological work and problems they had obtaining 
documents and vital records from the San Jose Mission archives. They blamed these 
problems on Phi1ip Galvan's influence on a San Jose Mission priest. Rosemary began 
genealogical work in 1981. On January 23rd of that year, she drafted a letter seeking a 
grant. She statc~d, "I sincerely believe my family history is needed in the field of 
education and that it will also be beneficial to the Ohlone family as well. By giving 
Ohione people a clear understanding of the visions of what our ancestors saw in their 
time, we can 1ind our heritage again" (Cambra 1981). 

Funerals 

The petitiom::r submitted information about several funerals which they say show 
interactions mnong the major extended families. These include the 1960 Memorial book 
for the funeral of Margaret Juarez (Vol. 83.7(b), 32) and the 1961 Memorial Record for 
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Fred Guzman; the 1998 funeral book of Alice Mora and assertions are made about the 
content of the Memorial book for Trinidad Marine, but that book was not submitted as 
evidence. Also, the funerals for Dolores Sanchez and Robert Corral were discussed but . 
no documents were submitted as evidence. 

The books that were submitted as new evidence show that these funerals were well 
attended. They show that close relatives were primarily the attendees at funerals as 
would be expected and that those people who had in-law and step relationships between 
the Marine families and Santos families, particularly the Thompsons, were most likely to 
attend a funeral of individuals whose ancestry differed from their own. However, the . 
attendance among the major extended families was very small, often only two or three 
percent of those in attt:lldance, which is not significant evidence that the group as a whole 
has wide-ranging social n:lations among the extended families. 

The three memorial books, in contrast, show that members of major extended families 
attended funerals for others in their family. For example, Alice Mora had no children of 
her own and died at th~: age 66 years. More than 250 people attended her funeral. 
Approximately 150 attendees were associated with the petitioner, almost all in Alice 
Mora's extended family. Her sisters were prolific and many of those who attended 
descended from a ContrIlOn ancestor, Victoria Marine. 

The funeral attendance patterns demonstrated by evidence in 1960 and 1998 provides 
supporting evidence unde:r 83.7(b)(I)(ii), but not at a level to meet criterion (b) at 
present, even when combined with other evidence. First, the evidence is infrequent and 
does not encompass a pn::dominant portion of the petitioner's membership. Second, the 
petitioner did not submit evidence to show that the petitioner as an entity was involved in 
the organization of the fu.neral. It does not show group involvement in bereavements, 
organization of wakes or other receptions. The funerals were held in Catholic Churches. 
Finally, much of this e:vidence predates the present day. Even when combined with all 
other evidence in the record, there is insufficient evidence to meet criterion (b) at present. 

Rite of Roman Catholl'c Baptism and the Co-Parenting Relationships Established through 
the Institution of GOG1,arentinglCompadrazgo 

The baptism and godparc:!nting institution has been discussed in other contexts. In its 
response, all examples of godparenting actually being utilized to deal with the welfare of 
the godchild or the godchild's child pertain to examples before 1946 (Vol. 83.7(b), 36-
38). Evidence of godparenting combined with other evidence provides supporting 
evidence of community until 1930 and perhaps until 1950, although at decreasing levels. 
This determination is based in part on the evidence in the oral interviews which 
demonstrated that godparenting ties established in vital records carried actual obligations 
and these obligatiom; involved significant interaction among individuals. After 1950, 
evidence of actual obligation related to godparenting declined in the record. The 
practices of godparenting revealed in the documents and the oral histories do not 
demonstrate after 1911-1913 that godparenting defined a distinct community or may be 
used as evidence standing alone under 83.7(b)(2) to meet criterion (b). 
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The petitioner makes general assertions about the importance of what they call 
"compadrazgo,''' a term used in Latin America to describe a community-wide network of 
obligations created by numerous intertwined godparent-godchild links. Because many of 
the godparents named since 1950 and even earlier are not members of the petitioning 
group, any network defined by godparent-godchild links would not be distinct to the 
petitioner, as required by the regulations. The petitioner did not respond to this point, 
which was made in the Proposed Finding. . 

Section 83.7(b)(l)(ii) pertains to "significant social relationships connecting individual 
members." Thc~ I~vidence presented by the petitioner does not provide evidence under 
sections 83.7tQ))(l)(vi) "shared sacred or secular ritual activity encompassing most of the 
group" or 83 .. 7(b)(I)(vii) "[c]ultural patterns shared among a significant portion ofthe 
group that are different from those of the non-Indian populations with whom it interacts .. 
. may include ... religious beliefs and practices." This evidence does not meet these latter 
sections of 83 .7(b )(1) at present even though godparenting involves religious/sacred 
obligations hecause the network of godparenting relationships is not separate and . 
distinct, is not under the control or design of the group, and is not different from the non
Indian population with whom they live, marry, and socialize. This is not to deny that the 
petitioner pra.ctices a religion, but only to note that evidence of its religious practices 
does not demonstrate that "the petitioning group comprises a distinct community," as 
83.7(b) requires. 

Indian Custom Afarriages and Roman Catholic Marriages and Weddings 

The petitione:r, by counting the sacramental records for birth, death, and marriage in its 
submission show that a high percentage of its membership practices Roman Catholicism 
(Vol. 83.7(b), 336-339). The petitioner states that this association with a single religion 
meets section 83.7(b)(2), "A petitioner shall be considered to have provided sufficient 
evidence of community at a given point in time if evidence is provided to demonstrate . 
.. . (iii) At least 50 percent of the group members D;1aintain distinct cultural patterns such 
as, but not limited to , language, kinship organization, or religious beliefs and practices." 
It asserts that th(: "collection of this data demonstrates that the shared religious beliefs 
and practices, of the Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe, has been predominantly Catholic in 
every decad{:. Therefore, the Muwelana Ohlone Indian Tribe meets this criterion for 
every decadt: from 1900 to 2001" (Vol. 83.7(b), 41). 

This provision nequires that the religious beliefs and practices be a "distinct cultural 
pattern." In pas~ acknowledgment cases, this provision has been applied only when the 
religious orientation was distinct to the group and involved the administration of a church 
which a predominant portion of the membership attended andlor the group controlled. 
Very often, dmI'ch leaders have overlapped with the petitioning community's leaders in 
past cases. Thus, the Mohegan petitioner owned and controlled the Mohegan Indian 
Church. It financed its upkeep and virtually all members were buried in a nearby 
cemetery als(l maintained by the tribe. The group was able to oust a minister who in its 
view attempted to open the church to the non-Indian community and cut back its 
connection to the Mohegan. A high proportion of the Huron Pottawtomi petitioner's 
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members attended a Protestant Indian church where a tribal leader ministered, and where 
many programs benefitting its membership, including individuals who were not on the 
church's membership list but who were tribal members, were administered. The church. 
building was financed and built by the Indians themselves. A related congregation of this 
church was establisbe:d in a city where tribal members had migrated and it served the 
needs of young families living away from the Indian community where they had grown 
up. 

The Muwekma petitioner'S evidence does not show similar group control of a religious 
institution and does not demonstrate a distinct religious practice. The petitioner's 
members, although c:losely associated with the San Jose Mission in historical times and 
even in recent years, halve not for many decades attended a single parish church. No 
church building is unde:r its control and is the center of programs designed by and for its 
members. Even if a prc~dominant portion ofthe membership follows a single religion, the 
fact that they attend at lleast twelve different parish churches (Vol. 83.7(b), 44) where 
people may not even b(~ aware of one's association with the petitioner does not qualify as 
"maintaining [a] distinc;t cultural pattern" within the meaning of sections 83.7(b)(1) or 
83.7(b)(2). 

Feasts and Fiestas, and Casual Social Interations: 

The petitioner submits, as evidence, documents and interviews showing that individual 
members attended and volunteered in intertribal Indian organizations in Oakland and the 
San Francisco Bay A.l'e:a (Vol. 83.7(b), 45). Participation in such organizations has never 
been accepted as evidence under sections 83.7(b)(1) or 83.7(b)(2) because such activities 
are not undertaken by the petitioner's organization. Thus, this kind of evidence has been 
rejected when submitted by petitioners who were later recognized, such as the 
Snoqualmie, and those that were later denied recognition, such as the Duwamish. The 
participation of individuals in pan-Indian organizations or in other tribally sponsored 
events such as feasts put on by other California petitioners and Federal tribes, are not 
petitioner events and therefore not evidence under (b). 

Similarly, sending de1egations of groups or individuals from the petitioner to state 
commissions and otbe:r organizations is not evidence in itself under section 83.7(b). If 
group members participate in decisions concerning who should act as delegates to such 
an organization or what issues should be raised at such an organization then that 
decision-making evidence would be evidence under section 83.7(c), ifit demonstrated 
political processes incorporating a predominant portion of the membership. This 
petitioner did not su bmit evidence to demonstrate how such decisions were made and 
whether they were ma.de by a petitioner or by an individual. Evidence was not submitted 
to show that decision-making about representation at outside organizations, whether 
MICA or the state heritage commission or other organization, involved political 
processes involving a predominant portion of the petitioner's membership. 
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Application Process for Participation in Claims of the Indians of California, as Members 
of the San Jose Atlission Tribe. 

Claims evidence contained in the oral histories indicated that people worked together or 
consulted with :a particular person about claims. This has been taken into consideration 
in a previous section discussing the newly submitted oral histories and social interaction 
indicated in them. However, the mere participation of the petitioner's members in claims 
does not provide evidence under sections 83.7(b)(I) or 83.7(b)(2). The new evidence 
shows that individuals such as Trinidad Marine Thompson and Dolores Marine Galvan, 
with her son's he:lp, provided information to their relatives and attempted to aid the 
children of del:;eased siblings. No evidence, however, indicated that various extended 
families acted in concert or even that these two surviving Marine sisters consulted. The 
evidence indi(:atl~s that each family mounted its own application process. 

Participation in Tribal Activities through Generations, Under Guidance of Elders, 
Family Heads, and Finally, Elected Leadersfor the Period 1900-2001. 

The petitioner does not define the term "elder," but it implies that an "elder" is a leader. 
However, only age appears to designate who is an "elder" and who is not in the materials 
submitted. It does not appear that the petitioner considers that there are older people who 
are not "elders." The petitioner seems to be claiming that all old people are, by . 
definition, lea.ders. The petitioner named older individuals in each decade and called 
them "elders;" but often did not provide evidence of why it believed the individual 
named had authority within the group. In the discussion of 1911-1920, the petitioner 
named fifteen individuals as "elders." The accompanying evidence named individuals 
not in that list as performing social functions such as taking in a grandchild. The 
accompanying e:vidence points out that Dario Marine took care of a niece, but he is not 
named on the dder's list. Similar functions are not attributed to others on the list, 
including Jose Binoco, Francisca Nonessi-Guzman, Ce)sa Santos, Jose Guzman, and so 
forth. One emmot assume that a person plays a particular social or political role merely 
because he or she is old. In addition, isolated cases of taking care of a close relative are 
not evidence for special social or political status within the larger group. 

Other peopl1e, such as Susanna Nichols, have been discussed above. Even where 
evidence exiHted showing activities of possible elders, they did not appear to rise to the 
level of a community leader. Rather, she acted as a grandmother and godmother to 
specific children to whom she had obligations, and she acted as a go-between for local 
non-Indians :iooking for domestic help. 

Family Heads 

That extende:d family heads perfonn duties on behalf of their families and close relations 
is not group Ic!a.dership. However, family heads may also hold positions of authority 
within their c:ommunity. In such cases, the petitioner must show that these family heads 
communicate and coordinate their activities with the entire group's welfare in mind. 
They must show that the family heads consulted not only with their families but with 
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other family heads and the group's leadership. Here, the petitioner did not demonstrate 
that family heads consulted with one another and acted together on behalf of the entire 
group's welfare. What has been shown is that elderly individuals, such as Dolores 
Galvan and Trinidad .Marine, monitored the welfare of their own family members. 

As a comparison, the Snoqaulmie submitted oral history evidence and their researcher's 
analysis attempting to demonstrate that families played a political role in their 
organization. They aml.lyzed the composition of the elected leadership, statements made 
in council meetings, and the positioning of families during arguments and disputes that 
occurred on a tribal-wide basis. The BIA evaluation found that the analysis was forced. 
and did not accept the evidence. Although the Snoqualmie were ultimately 
acknowledged based on other evidence, the BIA evaluation found that even though 
Snoqualmie families tended to vote in blocks and take similar positions in controversies, 
the purported evidence of family meetings, leaders, and political structures underlying 
group social and politi,;al structure was overly formalized and without a factual basis. 
The Muwekma petitioner submitted little or no evidence that the families and family 
heads worked together in any way, and as in the Snoqualmie case, the role of family 
heads did not provide evidence under 83.7(c). Evidence that would be accepted under 
criterion (c) includes demonstrating that family heads held elected office in part based on 
their position as family heads, that statements in council meetings referenced a system 
where family heads consulted with family members and carried their wishes to the 
council, that family h(:ads exerted authority on people beyond their immediate families, 
or that family heads played special roles during arguments and conflict resolution, such 
as lobbying other family heads to make a specific behavioral change from his 
counterpart's family members, etc. Similarly, if the Muwekma evidence demonstrated 
that family heads had influence on a tribal-wide basis, this evidence would be accepted 
under criterion (c). However, such evidence is not in the record. 

The petitioner argue:; that it is organized along family lines, but did not submit any 
evidence to show that these family connections and groupings are instrumental in 
decision-making and conflict resolution at a group level. This is especially true about the 
present-day. Some (!vidence in the oral histories indicated that family affiliations were 
instrumental in defimng the conflict between the Gal vans and the ThompsonlRuanos 
between 1965 and 1971 and its lingering consequences since then. No further 
information about thl!se arguments, other than that they continue to exist in a general 
way, is given that w(luld allow a determination that these allegiances define political 
activities and social interactions at a group level today. There is insufficient information 
about family alliances and activities and how they influence the entire group's actions 
after 1971 to allow the petitioner to meet criterion (c) using evidence of family leaders .. 

The petitioner apparently does not discuss these controversial issues publicly. The 
petition and oral hi81:or:ies imply that revealing this infonnation in the petition would 
conflict with this be1jef The petition states the following unattributed opinion about the 
oral histories: 
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Among other things, the interviewees provided frank, strongly worded 
opinions, based on claimed personal knowledge of the reputations of 
certain individuals in the tribe, describing gossip in detail, naming places .. 
. . dates, and characterizing conduct in a heated and sometimes derisive 
manner. The interviewees suggested that interactions and conflicts within 
the community, personal favoritism and grudges <;>flong stranding, 
remained in force and governed opinions and conduct, determining who 
was on cordial terms, and who remained in opposing camps. This 
interviev, has not been distributed or exposed to general examination, 
because its I:;ontent is potentially damaging to personal reputations, and 
could itsdfbe divisive in tribal politics. . 

The evidence that members had opinions, belonged in "camps," and had "grudges ot 
long-standing," etc., may be the evidence that would demonstrate that the petitioner is 
more than a self-appointed leader and a few other people. However, without this 
evidence, the body of the membership appears uninvolved and disinterested. The current 
record shows a voluntary association of individual members based on kinship. This 
association is run by a handful of people, who may be volunteers or may be paid 
employees, who are involved in all activities, from planning to implementation. 
According to Rosemary Cambra, her mother Dolores Sanchez, during her lifetime, took 
the position, and advised her children and those within her sphere of influence in the 
tribe, "to never oppose a family member in public, wait until all the lineages are 
together," and "teach your children to share what they know and share what they have" 
- but always with the highest discretion. 

The chairwoman's low tolerance for public discussion of conflict is reflected in the way 
the organization sc!ems to run. The petitioner alleges that the people being interviewed 
eagerly discussed these conflicts, knowing they were being recorded, and knowing that 
non-members and non-family were in the room. However, the chairwoman apparently 
has chosen nOll to reveal information which she finds controversial or may reflect 
opinions with which she disagrees. An unsubstantiated claim that the members argue, 
discuss topics of importance to the membership, have factional disputes, resolve conflict, 
make decisions, etc., as a group, but for personal reasons, they cannot show the BIA 
evidence of it, is not evidence under the regulations. It is petitioner's burden to 
document their claims, and without such documentation, a petitioner may be denied if 
there is insuffieient evidence that it meets one or more of the criteria, according to 
section 83.6(d:) of the acknowledgment regulations. 

The petitioner makes an argument that its organization sponsors informal activities (Vol. 
83.7(b),77). However, the activities it uses as examples are not the kind of "informal 
activities" genera.lly accepted as evidence under 83.7(b)(I)(iii), which refers to "informal 
social interaction," that is activities and interactions initiated by the petitioner's members 
and NOT spon.sored by the fonnal organization. They say 

Some of the informal activities since 1984 have included Christmas 
parties, birthday parties (Mary Archuleta celebrated her 90th birthday at 
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the Fairgrounds in Pleasanton during the summer of2000, over 200 
people attended including Paula Corral and her daughter Margaret Corral), 
summer camps, cOiok-outs/barbecues, baby show~rs, and similar activities. 

Most of the evidence j~)]. these kinds of activities, which are formal in that they are 
sponsored by the organization, were analyzed and evaluated for the Proposed Finding. 
What they show is that, in the last fifteen years, the organization has slowly incorporated 
families into its memb(!rship and this is reflected in participation at these events. Thus, 
the participation shows an evolution of an organization. The evidence submitted does not 
show members interacting without the central leadership present. For example, the 
delivering of turkeys 10 p,~ople by the Muwekma leadership and staff, while obviously 
appreciated, did not dl~monstrate a network of informal social relationships maintained 
by the individual menlhers among themselves. It showed only the named leaders and 
paid staff planning and carrying out an activity. Participation levels between the 
extended families are highest among the elderly who had established relationships before 
the 1950's, but even those relationships are shown only in the formal activities organized 
by the petitioner. 

Political Functioning 10 meet criterion (b) 

The petitioner states that at "the tribal level, Muwekma interaction as a whole consists 
primarily of political functioning" (Vol. 83.7(b), 86). This statement is unexplained. 
However, the petitione:r also argued that it meets criterion 83.7(b)(2) and therefore may 
apply that evidence to m(~eting criterion ( c). The petitioner has submitted little if any 
evidence of"politicaJ functioning" of the membership. It submitted the political 
activities of only the I;:hairwoman and a handful of other people directed outside of the 
petitioning group. Inbrrnation about how the group itself functions is not contained in 
the evidence. 

Mediation 

The petitioner stated: "'1be Tribal Council only has had to mediate among different 
Christian orientations of its members." But no evidence was submitted concerning this 
purported mediation, and the unsubstantiated assertion is not evidence of political 
influence or authority (Vol. 83.7(b), 86). The petitioner did not even describe what 
"different Christian ori,entations" existed in the petitioner and submitted no specific 
evidence of a dispute or mediation. The petition states, "Other disagreements have 
related to such things as the disposition of Indian burials discovered within East Bay and 
San Joaquin Counties, protection of ancestral Muwekrna cemeteries, and a variety of 
other cultural and political issues .... " But while arguments among individuals, some 
petitioner's members, some unenrolled members of the "larger family," and other 
unidentified individuals are discussed in the newspapers submitted, nothing in the tribal 
council minutes or oral histories, other than one, mention these disagreements and 
illustrate how the counciil deals with them. There is no other evidence that the councilor 
the group is dealing\llrith these disagreements. It is not required that disputes be 
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successfully resolv(~d in a way which is acceptable to all parties. However, without any 
evidence ofpolitilCal behavior, these disputes are not evidence for either criterion (b) or 
(c). Lack of evidence is grounds for not meeting a criterion 83.6(d) (Vol. 83.7(b)~ 86). 

For example, Rosemary Cambra in 1981 was interested in conducting genealogical work 
at the missions, Her interests were initially joined by her mother's cousin Ruth 
Thompson Orta and her uncle Robert Sanchez. They wrote letters to the diocese to gain 
access to the Mission records. Nancy Olsen, a non-Indian researcher working with Ruth 
Orta and Rosemary Cambra, believes that their access was blocked Philip Galvan. After 
writing letters, Rosemary and Ruth succeeded in overturning Philip Galvan's influence in 
the Mission and gained access to the archives and records (Vol. 83.7(b), 89). This 
evidence demonstrates only that two or three individuals dealt with the Mission. No 
infonnation waH submitted showing how the "larger family" dealt with this issue or ~ven 
ifit was aware of it. No evidence was submitted to show attempts to contact Philip 
Galvan directly about this problem. No evidence demonstrated that they approached 
intennediaries --- the "elders" for example - to intercede, or what resulted from such 
attempts if they were made. No evidence indicated that other members of the group 
supported their efforts and attempted to influence the mission. Without showing such 
patterns of informal group political activities, the evidence about accessing the mission 
records is merely three individuals dealing with San Jose Mission to find genealogical 
documents. It doc~s not show a group banding together to force a result and thus is not 
evidence for meeting criterion (c). 

Summary COJ!!:lusion under Criterion 83.7Cb) as modified by 83.8Cd)C2) or 83.8(d)(5) 

The petitioner has not demonstrated that it meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(b) as 
modified by se:c:tion 83.8(d)(2) which requires the petitioner to demonstrate that it 
comprises a distinct community "at present," but need not demonstrate its existence as a 
community hl~;to:rically. In response to the proposed finding, the petitioner submitted 
documents pmtaining to godparenting, funerals, and the petitioner's activities from 1982 
to 1991. It a1sQi submitted oral interviews taken by an academic researcher in 1984 and 
1986 and by ilhc~ petitioner's researcher, chairman, and staff since the issuance of the 
proposed finding. The oral histories, combined with documentary evidence both in the 
record and nt:\\J'ly submitted, demonstrated: some informal social relationships and 
interactions of the petitioner's ancestors from 1910-1950; actual practices of 
godparenting, fostering, and adoption before 1950; the informal group involved in 
preserving an historic Ohlone Cemetery from 1963-1971; an application process 
organized by individual extended families in 1967-1971 to apply under the 1928 claims 
act; and previously unknown efforts in 1982-1984 to establish an Ohlone membership 
organization. 

While this new ,evidence helped demonstrate limited aspects of community which 
marginally existed as late as 1950 for the petitioner's members and even later for smaller 
segments, thf: petitioner did not submit documents or oral histories dealing with the 
present day, which is the only requirement under community for previously 
acknowledged groups such as this one. The oral histories did not deal with events after 
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1971, and the newly submitted documents were generally very similar to the documents 
which had been submittl!d for the proposed finding and tended to support those previous 
findings under criterion 83.7(b). Thus, the petitioner doe~ not meet criterion 83.7(b) "at 
present" and therefore does not meet criterion 83.7(b) as modified by 83.8(d)(2) or 
83.8(d)(5). 

Criterion 83.7(c) 
as modified by Section 83.8(d)(3) and 83.8(d)(S) 

83.7(c) 

83.8(d)(3) 

83.8(d)(5) 

The Proposed Fjndiru~ 

ThE! petitioner has maintained political influence or 
;lJlJthority over its members as an autonomous entity 
from historical times until the present. 

The group meets the requirements of the criterion in 
§ 83.7(c) to demonstrate that political influence or 
authority is exercised within the group at present. 
Sufficient evidence to meet the criterion in § 83.7(c) 
:f)·om the point of last Federal acknowledgment to the 
present may be provided by demonstration of 
substantially continuous historical identification, by 
authoritative, knowledgeable external sources, of 
leaders and/or a governing body who exercise political 
influence or authority, together with one form of 
evidence listed in § 83.7(c). 

If a petitioner which has demonstrated previous Federal 
~Icknowledgment cannot meet the requirements in 
p~lragraphs (d)(l) and (3), the pe(itioner may 
dE~monstrate alternatively that it meets the 
nquirements of the criteria in § 83.7(a) through (c) 
from last Federal acknowledgment until the present. 

The Proposed Finding concluded that the Muwekma petitioner did not meet criterion 
83.7(c) as modified by section 83.8(d)(3) because it had not demonstrated substantially 
continuous historical identification, by authoritative, knowledgeable external sources, of 
named leaders who ,exercised political influence or authority within the group, or of a 
governing body which did so, between 1927 and the present (Muwekma PF, 28, 39). 
Because section 83.8(d)(3) requires both such identifications and one other fonn of 
evidence, the available evidence was insufficient to meet the criterion. The regulations 
provide, in section 83.8(d)(5), that the petitioner may demonstrate alternatively that it 
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meets the unmodified requirements of criterion 83.7(c) from last Federal 
acknowledgment until the present, in this case from ·1927 until the present. 

The Propose:d Finding concluded that the petitioner did not demonstrate that after 1927 
the petitioning group maintained informal political influence over its members. Prior to 
the 1990's, Ole Proposed Finding found that the few sporadic actions by "elders" that 
were documentc::d were generally taken on behalf of close family members, rather than on 
behalf of a large:r entity, and that no informal political process for the group was shown 
to exist. During the 1990's, the available evidence showed that the organization called 
the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe was run by a small group of individuals, without evidence of 
broad particiipatiion by members or evidence that members considered the organization's 
activities significant to them (Muwekma PF, 27-40). Therefore, the Proposed Finding 
concluded that the petitioner did not meet the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) as 
modified by !iI::ction 83.8(d)(5) since 1927. 

In view of the conclusions of the Proposed Finding, the petitioner needs to demonstrate 
for this Final De:termination that it meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) 
historically, either by a demonstration that it satisfies the streamlined requirements of 
section 83.8(d)(3) or, alternatively, as provided by section 83.8(d)(5), that it meets the 
unmodified Irequirements of criterion 83.7(c) between 1927 and the present. The 
petitioner also needs to demonstrate that it meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) "at 
present." 

General COn}!]le:nts on the Proposed Finding 

The petitionl~r has submitted both a 63-page narrative and a chronological chart of 
evidence it contt~nds meets the criterion (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(c». The petitioner's 
comment covers the entire 20th century. The petitioner's chart of specific documents 
relating to cliterion (c) since 1927 consists of about one-fourth new evidence and three
fourths previous evidence. In the petitioner's coniment on criterion (c), there is little 
overlap betwec~nt the analysis of evidence in its narrative and its chart, as its narrative 
provides little: discussion of specific documents. Because the petitioner's narrative and 
chart are in some sense separate presentations, rather than a supplement to each other, 
this evaluation sometimes considers them separately. 

A portion of the petitioner's comment on the Proposed Finding concerns time periods for 
which no evalua.tion is necessary for this Final Determination. The Proposed Finding 
was made in ilt;c:ordance with a preliminary finding that the petitioner had previous 
Federal acknowledgment as late as 1927, and that, as provided in section 83.8(d) of the 
regulations, the petitioner therefore needed to demonstrate that it met criterion 83.7(c) 
only for the period since 1927. The petitioner's comment on this criterion, however, 
includes extensive materials on the years prior to 1927 (Vol. 83.7(c), 1-11, and one
quarter of the Ghart). Neither the petitioner nor any third party challenged the conclusion 
ofthe Proposed Finding that the petitioner met the criterion before 1927. It is only 
necessary for this Final Determination, under criterion (c), to respond to the petitioner's 
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discussion for the period before 1927 to the extent that it may modify presumptions made 
by the Proposed Finding, under criterion (e), about a connection of the important Marine 
family to the historical Verona Band, or provide context after 1927 for evidence 
presented to meet cliterion (c). Therefore, the evaluation under criterion 83.7(c) for this 
Final Determination will review the evidence and arguments for the years since 1927. 

The narrative portion of the petitioner's comment on the Proposed Finding, arranged as a 
decade-by-decade pres(:ntation, lists "elders" living in each decade (Vol. 83.7(c),passim; 
see also Chart 83.7(c), 1990s:289). The petitioner presents no evidence that these 
"elders" were identified! by knowledgeable external sources as leaders, and makes no . 
explicit argument that it meets the requirements of section 83 .8( d)(3). As evidence that it 
meets the requirements of criterion 83. 7( c), the petitioner claims that some of these 
"elders" were involved in mobilizing members to file claims applications in 1929-1933, 
1951-1955, and 1969-1972, and that some of them worked cooperatively to save an 
Indian cemetery in th(: late 1960's and early 1970's. The petitioner's narrative, however, 
does not discuss or cite the specific evidence that would support such conclusions. 

Throughout its comment, the petitioner uses the word "elder" as a special term to imply 
that a person plays a political role or holds a special position of authority, without 
specifically describing and evaluating the person's behavior and position in the group. In 
general, then, the petitioner's narrative names people whom it believes are "elders." It 
then asserts their inl1uence without providing direct evidence, analysis, and explanation 
of how those individuals exercised political influence in an informal manner within the 
group between 1927 and 1984, when the petitioner formed a formal organization. 

The petitioner's chart of its evidence, as part of its comment on the Proposed Finding, 
lists specific documents or sources, claims that most meet criterion 83.7(c)(I)(iii), and 
implies that some of those items were created by authoritative, knowledgeable external 
sources for purposes of section 83.8( d)(3). The petitioner's chart emphasizes what it 
claims were "pattemed practices," the use of a "shared system," interaction across family 
lines, and the influence of "elders" as leaders. It presents the applications for Indian 
claims by its members and their ancestors as evidence of widespread participation and 
communication among members. In general, however, rather than providing an 
explanation of how each item or group of documents demonstrate that informal political 
influence was maintained over members by "elders," the chart entries continually repeat 
these few assertions. 

The four third-party letters submitted before the close of the comment period on 
January 27,2002, did not contain any evidence pertaining to criterion 83.7(c). 

Section 83.8(d)(3) 

The regulations, in section 83.8, modify the evidentiary burden for petitioners that had 
been previously acknowledged by the Federal Government. The regulations provide that 
the petitioner still must demonstrate that it meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) "at 
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present." The reduced evidentiary burden for criterion 83.7(c), set forth in section 
83.8(d)(3), is that the petitioner may provide sufficient evidence to meet the criterion 
between last Federal acknowledgment and the present by demonstrating that 
"authoritative, knowledgeable external sources" identified leaders who, or a governing 
body which, exercised political influence or authority over the petitioning group. In 
addition to demonstrating that such identifications were made by knowledgeable sources 
on a "substantially continuous" basis, the petitioner also must demonstrate one form of 
evidence listed in section 83.7(c). 

The Proposed Finding concluded that the petitioner had not demonstrated that it met the 
requirements of the criterion as modified by section 83.8(d)(3) between 1927 and the 
present. The Proposed Finding found that the petitioner had not presented evidence that 
any external source had identified either the leaders or a governing body of an Indian 
group or enti ty that consisted of the petitioner'S members or ancestors between 1900 and 
1989. Because no external sources made such an identification ofleadership or political 
organization, no "authoritative" or "knowledgeable" external sources did so. . 
IdentificatilJns of leadership after 1989 were made by people who, because they had brief 
contacts with the petitioning group, would not meet the standard for "knowledgeable" 
sources of having had extensive contact with the group. Although the Proposed Finding 
found that :Rupert Costo, a knowledgeable source, had identified the leaders of an Ohlone 
group in 15:0 1, it noted that this identification may not have been of the petitioner, 
because the petitioner had not demonstrated that it was a successor to the Ohlone Indian 
Tribe, Inc., or a larger Ohlone group (Muwekma PF, 27-29). 

The petitior.er"s comment on the Proposed Finding implies that a series of historical 
individual~. or organizations could be considered as "authoritative, knowledgeable" 
external souwes for purposes of an evaluation under section 83.8(d)(3) (Petitioner 2002, 
Chart 83.7 (.::), passim). The petitioner presents some documents as responsive to section 
83.8( d)(3) without offering an explanation of how each specific piece of evidence 
satisfies the requirements of that section. Asking whether or not an external source is 
"authoritative" and "knowledgeable" is only part of the test posed by section 83.8(d)(3). 
This section of the regulations also asks whether an external source identified a leader or 
governing body of the petitioning group. If that source did not make such an 
identification, then it is irrelevant whether or not that source was authoritative and 
knowledgeable. 

For exampk, the petitioner claims that the Proposed Finding "rejected J. P. Harrington as 
an authoritative, knowledgeable external source, because he did not find them [his Indian 
informants] in a village-like setting" (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:7-8).42 The Proposed Finding 
included Jli) such statement about Harrington and no rejection of him as an "authoritative, 

42 The BIA researchers pointed out to the petitioner's researchers during the on-the
record tech:1ical assistance meeting that the Proposed Finding had not used the tenn "village-like 
setting" in this context, as a requirement for an identification of the petitioning group under either 
criteria (a):>r (c), but had used that phrase only in the context of an evaluation under 
criterion (b)(2) of residential or geographical concentration (BIA 11/7/2001, 115-118). 
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knowledgeable" source. Rather, the Proposed Finding concluded, and this Final 
Determination concbd{~s, that in his field notes Harrington identified no leaders or 
governing body of a contemporaneous Indian group in the late 1920's or early 1930's 
(Muwekma PF, 28, and Description, 39, 41). Because Harrington made no such 
identification, it is not necessary to inquire whether he made such an identification as an 
authoritative and kIlowlledgeable source. 

This same analysis and conclusion applies to all of the other individuals whom the 
petitioner suggests are authoritative, knowledgeable sources before 1965. Local resident 
Charles Wauhab in 1945 identified an individual Indian, but did not identify an Indian 
leader or governing Dody oflocal Indian descendants (Chart 83.7(c), 1940s: 15; Wauhab 
2/3/1945). Anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer contended in 1955 that 
individual descendants of historical Indian groups had survived until the present, but did 
not identify leaders or governing bodies of existing Indian groups (Chart 83.7(c), 
1950s:28; A. Kroeber and Heizer 1955). Letters by a city official and the governor of 
California that mentioned the Ohlone Indian Cemetery did not mention any leaders or 
governing body ofOhlone Indians (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:4, 34; Reese 7/15/1964; Brown 
3/17/1965). The Indian claims roll produced by the BIA in 1933 listed individual Indians 
but did not identify group leaders or governing bodies (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:9, 1930s:36, 
1940s:33, 1950s:1; BIA 1933) 

After 1965, the petitioner implies that a member of the local Audubon Society was a 
knowledgeable source, although he requested information rather than provided it (Chart 
83. 7( c), 1960s:56; Gordon 517/1966). The petitioner implies that Representative Don 
Edwards and the National Park Service were knowledgeable sources, but their routine 
correspondence did not identify Indian leaders or governing bodies (Chart 83.7(c), 
1960s:68, 69, 71; Edwards 7/29/1966,8/1111966; NPS 8/9/1966). An anonymous "Plan 
for the Mission San Jose," probably from the 1960's, identified no existing leaders or 
governing body for lo(;al Ohlone Indians, and its reference to leadership by the American 
Indian Historical Society (AIHS), a national organization, did not identify leaders of a 
local group (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:28; Anonymous n.d.). An additional problem for the 
"Plan for the Miss:ion San Jose" is that, since its author is not known, it cannot be stated 
that its author was an external source. Although the State of California recorded 
information in 1971 about leaders of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., as a non-profit 
corporation, its Franchise Tax Board was not an authoritative source with independent 
knowledge about lulian groups (Chart 83.7(c), 1970s:15; California 1971). 

The Proposed Finding, noting that Rupert Costo of the AIHS referred to three siblings of 
the Galvan family ~lS. the leaders of a "Native group" of Ohlone descendants, concluded 
that "Costo's identification of the Galvans as leaders in 1971 was an identification of 
leaders by a knowledgeable source" (Muwekma PF, 28, citing R. Costo 3/8/1971; see 
also, Description, 13). Costo's reputation as an Indian scholar and his extensive contact 
with at least a pOI1.ion of an Ohlone group over a period of years qualifies him to be 
considered a "knowledgeable" source. The evaluation for criterion (a) found that a letter 
by Costo in 1966 identified an Indian entity, but it did not identify leaders or a governing 
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body other than ~1 '''Director'' and a "Council ... of this [American Indian Historical] 
Society" (R. Cost<) :5120/1966).43 

New oral history evidence demonstrates that participants in activities involving the 
Ohlone Indian cemetery and the AIHS in the mid-1960's were members and ancestors of 
members of the petitioning group and establishes a reasonable likelihood that Costo's 
identification of a "Native group" in 1971 was an identification of a precursor of the 
petitioning group.. To further inquire whether or not this "knowledgeable" external 
source was accurate in his statements about the leadership of that group would defeat the 
purpose of the reduced evidentiary burden on the petitioner. For the purposes of section 
83.8(d){3), regardless of whether the Galvans exercised political influence over the group 
or were rejected as leaders by the group after being designated by Costo, this . 
knowledgeable -external source identified leaders and attributed to them political 
influence over a.n Ohlone group. 

The petitioner's comment implies that several publications after 1965 should be 
considered as authoritative and knowledgeable sources. Although ethnographic field 
notes of scholar C. Hart Merriam were published in 1967, they described his observations 
in 1910 and did not identify any leaders or governing body after 1927 (Chart 83.7(c), 
1960s:76; Meniam 1967). A popular history of the Ohlone published by Malcolm 
Margolin in 1978 noted that Ohlone descendants were still living in the Bay Area, but he 
did not descrihe them as having leaders or a governing body (Chart 83.7(c), 1970s:60; 
Margolin 1978) .. 

Both a local history published in 1973 by Florence Fava and a scholarly article published 
in 1978 by Richard Levy mentioned the Ohlone Indian Tribe organization fonned in 
1971 (Chart 83.7(c), 19705:28,56; Fava 1973; Levy 1978). Although Levy was an 
authoritative source on Ohlone history, it is not known that he had any extensive contact 
with an Ohlone group in the 1970's. Fava's local history articles did not exhibit 
extensive contact with, or authoritative knowledge of, contemporary Indians (Fava in San 
Jose Mercury 712311972, 7/3111972, and 8/6/1972; Fava 1973). Although it has not been 
demonstrated. that these two sources were knowledgeable about the Ohlone Indian Tribe, 
Inc., their ide:ntifications are consistent with the identification by Rupert Costo, who was 
a knowledgeable: source. The Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., however, is not a predecessor of . 
the petitioning group, and continues to exist as an entity separate from the petitioner. 

Correspondence and reports during the 1980's of local archaeologists, whom the 
petitioner implies should be considered as authoritative and knowledgeable sources, did 
not refer to any governing body or leaders of a contemporary Indian group. An 
archaeological report in 1983 merely identified an Ohlone descendant (Chart 83.7(c), 
1980s:37; Bnesc:hini 1983). A letter by a local archaeological finn in 1984 merely 
referred to another archaeological consulting firm, the Ohlone Families Consulting 

43 This evaluation has considered all of Cos to's letters which the petitioner implies are 
examples of an identification by an authoritative, knowledgeable source (Chart 83.7(c), 19605:35, 
45,52,58,59,64,67, 122; 19705: 1,4, 18). 
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Services (Chart 83.7(c), 1980s:43; Basin Research Associates 111511984). Scholar 
Nancy Olsen did nOlt id(mtify a governing body or group leader, but referred to a business 
finn, to a "family," and to Ohlone descendants (Chart 83.7(c), 1980s:29, 55; Olsen 
111311983, 1985a, 1985b). 

Local newspaper articles since 1989 have often identified a leader of the petitioning 
group (Muwekma PF, 28). This was in contrast to newspaper articles from 1971 and 
1972 and an obituary from 1982 that did not identify Indian leaders or a governing body 
(Chart 83.7(c), 1970s:17, 23, 25, 26; 1980s:21). Newspaper articles have not been 
accepted in previous findings as constituting identification by "knowledgeable" sources. 
There is no evidence! in this case, including the content of the articles themselves, 
suggesting that local newspaper reporters had any extensive contact with or knowledge of 
Indian leaders or entities. The same could be said for local government agencies and 
officials in the 1980'~; who were beginning to deal with local Indians for the first time 
(Chart 83.7(c), 1980~;;1'7, 19,51). The State's Native American Heritage Commission in 
1985 was identifying individuals as "most likely descendants," not as group leaders 
(Chart 83.7(c), 1980s:54, 57; see also Muwekma PF, Description, 14, cj 20). At the 
Federal level, a BIA letter in 1985 cited by the petitioner provided infonnation about 
individual ancestry, not about group leaders or governing bodies (Chart 83.7(c), 
1980s:49). 

The available evidence does not demonstrate that the petitioner meets the requirements of 
section 83.8(d)(3) sJ.nGe 1927. Rupert Costo has been accepted as an "authoritative, 
knowledgeable" source who in 1971 identified leaders of an Ohlone group that likely 
included members and ;ancestors of members of the petitioning group. A conclusion that 
the available evidence does not contain any identifications of leaders or a governing body 
by an authoritative, knowledgeable external source for four decades after 1927 means 
that such identifications were not made on a substantially continuous basis. Since there 
is insufficient evidence of identifications of leaders or a governing body by 
"authoritative, knowledgeable external sources" on a "substantially continuous" basis, 
the petitioner does not meet one of the requirements of section 83.8(d)(3). Thus, for the 
purposes of an evaluation under section 83.8(d)(3), there is no need to ask whether or not 
the petitioner has additionally demonstrated one form of evidence listed in section 
83.7(c). Based on this conclusion, the petitioner does not meet the requirements of 
criterion 83.7(c) as modified by section 83.8(d)(3). 

Ifa petitioner cannot meet the requirements of section 83.8(d)(3), the acknowledgment 
regulations provide, ill section 83.8(d)(5), that the petitioner may demonstrate 
alternatively that it meets the unmodified requirements of criterion 83.7(c) since the date. 
of last Federal acknowledgment. Therefore, this Final Detennination will evaluate, as 
provided in section 83.8(d)(5), whether or not the petitioner has demonstrated that it 
meets the requirem(mts of criterion 83.7(c) from 1927 until the present. 
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Transfer of Conclusions from Criterion (b) to Criterion (c) 

. 
The explicit argument of the petitioner's narrative for criterion 83.7(c) is not that it meets 
the criteriofl historically by providing evidence of actual infonnal political influence by 
"elders," but that it meets criterion 83.7(c) because, under section 83.7(c)(3), a group that 
has met the requirements of 83.7(b)(2) at a given time shall be considered to have 
provided sufficient evidence to meet criterion 83.7(c) at that time (Vol. 83.7(c), 12-13, 
14, 16, 17, 1.8, 1l8-19, 19,22-23,23-24). Thus, presumably as a contention that it 
satisfies section 83. 7(b )(2), the petitioner repeats its assertions about evidence of 
godparenting at baptisms, "cross-lineage" witnessing of applications, and attendance at 
funerals for each decade of its narrative presentation for criterion 83.7(c) (Vol. 83.?(c), 
12,13,15,16,17-18,18,19,20,23). The petitioner also presents an argument about 
these practices in its chart entries for birth and death certificates (Chart 83.7(c), 1970s:29, 
33; 1980s:1, 3).44 

The petitioner places great emphasis on the practice of baptism. It argues that the 
godparenting that accompanied baptism is evidence of a "patterned activity" (Chart 
83.7(c), 19205:16-21). The petitioner argues that its evidence about baptism meets 
criterion (c) directly, satisfying section 83.7(c)(1)(iii) by demonstrating "widespread 
knowledge cf [the] custom of baptism of members." The petitioner asserts that "all 
persons" in the group before the 1960's, and "nearly all persons" in the 1960's, 
"acquiesced to baptism, as a requirement for living in the community" (Chart 83.7(c), 
1920s: 19, 1960s: 10). The petitioner further contends that its oral history evidence shows 
that "elders and family heads set examples for comportment and behavior for tribal 
members" (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:16, 1960s:7). The regulations at section 83.7(c)(1)(iii), 
however, rt:quire that widespread "knowledge, communication and involvement" among 
a group's members relate specifically to "political processes." The petitioner does not 
explain how knowledge of the custom of baptism relates to political processes except to 
assert that "elders" enforce the practice of baptism and set examples for behavior within 
the group. 111C petitioner submitted no specific evidence to support these assertions. 

The petitioner contends that other evidence related to participation in the Catholic 
Church meets criterion (c) indirectly, as a result of meeting the requirements of 
criterion (b), In its presentation of the evidence for criterion (c), the petitioner explicitly 
claims that evidence of Catholic marriages' meets section 83.7 (b)( 1 )(ii) as significant 
social relaticonships. It explicitly claims that its evidence meets the requirements of 
section 83.7(b)(1 )(vi) because evidence of its members' shared sacred ritual is found in 
their widespmld participation in the rite of baptism, burials in Catholic cemeteries, and 
marriages ir, the Catholic Church (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:16-21). It notes, however, that 
rates of Catholic marriages and burials declined over the course of the 20th century, and 
that godpan:nting was "not necessarily cross-lineal" by the 1960's (Chart 83.7(c), 
1960s:9). The petitioner then argues that it has demonstrated that it meets criterion (c) 

44 The petitioner's data about these activities are presented in a "population table" (Chart 
83.7(c), 1920s:16, 1930s:5, 1940s:17, 1950s:15, 1960s:7, 96; 1970s:39, 1980s:242, 1990s:220). 
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because, as provided by section 83.7(c)(3), meeting the requirements of section 
83.7(b)(2) also meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) for the same time period 
(Chart 83.7(c), 19205:20, 19605:10). The petitioner pres~nts its evidence about religious 
practice, however, as meeting the requirements of section 83. 7(b)(1), not 83. 7(b )(2). 

The petitioner also argues that it meets criterion (c) because it meets criterion (b) with 
evidence that members of Avelina Cornate Marine's "lineage" joined with other Verona 
Band "lineages" in 196:5 and the following years to protect the Ohlone Indian Cemetery. 
It contends that this evidence shows that group members acted together based on their 
personal knowledge of burial places, that their care for burials demonstrates "significant 
sharing oflabor," and that the "funerary rites" at Ohlone Indian Cemetery and other 
cemeteries represent "significant shared ritual activity" (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:32-33). 
The petitioner claims ',0 meet criterion (c) because the provisions of section 83.7(c)(3) 
provide that the critelion is met at a given time if the petitioner meets the requirements of 
section 83.7(b)(2) at that time. The petitioner's explicit argument, however, is that this 
evidence about ritual activity and care for the cemetery meets the requirements of section 
83.7(b)(I), not 83.7(h)(2) (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:32-33). 

Even if the petitioner had argued that this evidence met section 83.7(b)(2), the petitioner 
would not meet criterIon (c) using evidence described in that section. The relevant 
requirements of the n:gulations are found at 83.7(b)(2)(iii) for distinct cultural patterns 
and 83.7(b)(2)(iv) for distinct community social institutions. First, the petitioner's 
assertions are not din::c:tly supported by evidence, and second, the petitioner did not 
demonstrate cultural patterns and social institution that were either distinct or 
encompassed the mernb'~rship. Furthermore, the submitted evidence for burials, funerals, 
and other activities, ,even when evaluated in combination, did not demonstrate that such 
activities were continuous and did not demonstrate widespread cooperation among the 
major extended famic1ies, as the petitioner claims. 

As explained in the ,evaluation of the petitioner under crit~rion 83.7(b), neither the 
petitioner's argument in its comment on criterion 83.7(b) nor the available evidence 
demonstrate that the petitioning group meets the requirements of criterion 83. 7(b )(2) at 
any time after 1927, I~or this reason, section 83.7(c)(3) is not applicable. The petitioner 
therefore must demonstrate that it meets the unmodified requirements of criterion 83. 7( c) 
from 1927 to the present without benefitting from the carryover provision of section 
83.7(c)(3). 

Under section 83.7(c)(1)(iv), a petitioner may carry over to criterion 83.7(c) evidence 
used under criterion 83.7(b) to demonstrate the existence ofa distinct community, if the 
evidence for commlmity under section 83.7(b)(I) is more than "minimal." Such 
conclusions from ctiterion 83. 7(b) may be used as one form of evidence in combination 
with other forms of c~vidence to meet criterion 83.7(c) for a certain period of time. The 
best examples of the application of 83.7(c)(l)(iv) are found in the proposed findings on 
the Huron Potawatomi and the Match-e-be-nash-she-wish Band petitions (Huron 
Potawatomi PF 1995, 10-11, 18; Match-e-be-nash-she-wish PF 1997, 6-8, 13, 16). 
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Those two cases interpreted meeting section 83.7(b)(1) "at more than a minimal level." 
They found that jor periods after the evidence fell below the "50 percent" levels stated in 
section 83.7(b)(2), the evidence demonstrated that those petitioners continued to meet 
similar, but less demanding standards, such as that 50 percent of adults, rather than all 
members, continued to speak an Indian language, or that 50 percent of marriages were 
patterned out-rna.n'iages, rather than marriages within the group. Those cases also found 
that some of the: evidence sufficient to meet section 83.7(b)(1) did so at a level 
significantly great,er than required, such as that the group maintained a named collective 
entity over 150 years rather than 50 years, or that the petitioner met criterion (b) using 
many of the forms of evidence described in section 83.7(b)(1) rather than with a simple 
combination of evidence. By significantly exceeding the requirements of the criterion, 
those petitioners were determined to have met criterion 83.7(b) "at more than a minjmal 
level" of evidem;e:. ' 

The evidence relating to the Muwekma petitioner does not fit this model. Although the 
petitioner's submission of a few oral history interviews increased the evidence under 
criterion 83.70») for the period from 1927 to 1971, it did not provide "more than a 
minimalleve1" of evidence that a community continued to exist after 1927. While older 
individuals may have stayed in touch until their deaths with people with whom they had 
relationships "based on childhood interactions, the evidence indicates that few people born 
after 1950 maintained significant social interaction with other Ohlone descendants who 
were not their close kin and part of their own extended family. Because the evidence is 
not sufficient to meet criterion 83.7(b) "at more than a minimal level," it does not carry 
over to critenlOll 83.7(c) as one fonn of evidence under section 83.7(c)(I)(iv). 

Comments ol]Jhe Proposed Finding for the Period 1927 to 1964 

The new evidence which the petitioner cites as meeting criterion (c) for the period 
between 1927 :and 1964 consists of school records for Domingo Marine from Shennan 
Institute in the late 1930's, school records for John and Rayna Guzman at Chemawa 
Indian School in the 1940's, a 1949 local history, 21 applications in the 1950's for 
inclusion on the Indians of California judgment roll, a 1955 paper by anthropologists 
Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer, a 1960 funeral book for an ancestor, and two oral 
history interviews of members (Petitioner 2002, Chart 83.7(c»). The petitioner also cites 
the evidence: it submitted for the Proposed Finding, especially the field notes of 
anthropologist J. P. Harrington in 1929-1930 and the individual applications made 
between 1930 and 1932 to the BIA to be included on the judgment roll of California 
Indians. 

Some of the: evidence cited by the petitioner in its comment already has been evaluated in . 
the discussie,n of section 83.8(d)(3) above. These documents also were discussed in the 
Proposed Finding. Neither the 1945 affidavit oflocal resident Charles Wauhab nor the 
1964 letter of Howard Reese, the city manager of the City of Fremont, described any 
political process, political influence, or political leaders within any group of Ohlone 
Indian desc(:ndants. These documents do not present any evidence of "interaction across 
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family lines," "pattemed practices," or "influence of elders as leaders" (Chart 83. 7( c), 
1940s:15,1960s:4). 

The Proposed Finding concluded that J. P. Harrington's field notes in 1929 "did not 
contain any descriptions of Indian leaders, informal influence, group decision making, or 
any political process existing within a group" (Muwekma PF, 29). The petitioner has not 
directly responded to this conclusion. Rather, the petitioner states only that Harrington 
identified 12 Indian individuals, including individuals whose descendants are enrolled in 
the petiti,oning group (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:7). The fact that some individuals from the 
fonner rancheria at Pleasanton were stil11iving in the area does not in itself demonstrate 
that a group existed that exercised political influence over its members. Harrington's 
notes corroborate other evidence in oral histories that suggests that a social grouping of 
the petitioner's ancestors and Verona Band descendants lived in Niles and Pleasanton 
after the dissolution of the rancheria settlement and before 1930. However, none of this 
evidence, either singly or combined, reveals a pattern of political authority or leadership 
by individuals Harrington mentions. The petitioner does not contend that Harrington 
provided examples of political influence or a political process within a contemporary 
Indian group. 

For criterion ( c), the petitioner advances the same arguments about the application 
process for the claims of the "Indians of California" under the Act of 1928 that it made 
for criterion (a). Th(Tefore, for a discussion of the petitioner's contentions about an 
alleged requirement of tribal affiliation, alleged rejections of applicants because of a lack 
of tribal membership, and the alleged use by the Government of the 1933 roll of the 
"Indians of Califomi~t as base rolls for determining the membership of federally 
recognized tribes (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:9, 10,24,25), see the discussion of "Indian 
Claims Applications, 1929-1933" in the evaluation of criterion (a) above. 

The Proposed Finding concluded that the petitioner's evidence about the claims 
application process did not show any political influence of a group over its members, but 
rather the activities of individuals on behalf of their own families (Muwekma PF, 30-31, 
39-40, and Description, 42-43, SO-51). The petitioner has not submitted new evidence 
about the activities 0:: the ancestors of its members in that application process to merit 
reconsideration of that conclusion. The petitioner contends that "elders and family 
heads" were influential in urging members on a "cross-lineal" basis to assert claims, and 
that leaders "provided information and support" to members to assemble documentation. 
These alleged activit:if:s, the petitioner claims, are an example of "patterned practices" 
and demonstrate the usc: ofa "shared system" (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:12-13, 1930s:36). 
This political influence and these activities are asserted rather than demonstrated by the 
petitioner. The rece:n1 Chinook reconsidered final determination has reaffirmed the 
precedent that claims activity is not inherently a political activity (Chinook RFD, 4, 41-
42). Therefore, meeting the requirements of criterion (c) requires specific evidence of 
political influence rather than the mere existence of claims applications. 

The basis of the petitioner's argument about the claims application process between 1929 
and 1933 is its contention that "cross-lineal witnessing" occurred on applications (Chart 
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83.7(c), 1920s:9). The petitioner lists 8 examples, out of 18 applications, of "cross-lineal 
witnessing" (Chart 83.7(c), 1930s:40-41). Only 3 of the 10 individuals named in these 
examples have: descendants in the petitioning group. The Marine families are not~bly 
absent from this list, with the exception of Lucas Marine who at that time was married to 
Catherine Peralta, a Guzman descendant. Other evidence indicates that at least some of 
the Marines knew the people named in the petitioner's examples as witnessing for each 
other, but the absence of this large and important component of the petitioner's 
membership from this particular set of data is problematical. Even if the petitioner's 
contention that Ithese specific claims applications show "cross lineal" political influence 
were accepted, a significant part of the petitioning group would not be included .. 

Combining this evidence of witnessing with other evidence that applicants knew onr 
another also does not demonstrate that individuals applied as the result of being 
influenced hy a group, its leader, or its "elders." The existence of political leadership 
might be in'fc~ITed from evidence that most applications were witnessed by one individual, 
or from actual tontent in the documents describing individuals as leaders, "elders," or 
other phrase:; to indicate their authority. Witnessing by a variety of persons or by 
relatives does not support such an inference. The petitioner'S presentation of the 
evidence (Chart 83.7(c), 1920s:27-38, 1930s:1-31) shows that no individual witnessed 
more than ::0 of the 18 applications. For purposes of criterion (c), this evidence of 
witnessing does not demonstrate the existence of the political influence of a group over 
its members, 

The petitioner repeatedly presents data and documents pertaining to Maggie Pinos and 
her close aSBociates to demonstrate that the petitioner's four major extended families 
interacted with one another. Maggie Pinos' claims application contained the names of 
individuals in the petitioner's Marine, Annija, Santos, and Guzman extended families 
that comprise the current petitioner's membership. Newly submitted oral histories and 
documents concerning Maggie Pinos' adoption of Juarez (Santos line) children and her 
fostering of other children, including Marines, further explains some of the evidence 
submitted and discussed under criterion (b) in the Proposed Finding (Muwekma PF, 51). 
Her claims application and other oral history and documentary evidence show that 
because she adopted, fostered and godparented many children, she had created kinship 
links to the petitioner's various families. 

Maggie Pinos" personal network reaching to the Marine, Guzman, Annija, and Santos 
families, however, is distinctive to her and does not characterize the networks of other 
ancestors of the petitioner in 1933 or later. Only the children who were raised by Maggie 
Pinos continued to interact along the lines of kinship she had created through fostering, 
godparentlllg and adoption. For example, the composition ofthe group attending the 
funeral of M.iguel Archuleta in 1970 demonstrates the continuation of created kinship 
links she had established. During the claims application process of 1929-1932, Maggie 
Pinos applied for those children she had adopted and who lived in her home as ifthey 
were her natural children. Thus, Maggie Pinos' personal network does not necessarily 
demonstrate that she and other family heads consulted with one another and played a 
joint leadership role in the claims application process, or that she played a solo leadership 
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role in the application process. Rather, her actions may merely show her acting on behalf 
of her own immediate family as others did for their natural children. 

The petitioner submits, as new evidence, Indian school records from Sherman Institute in 
California for Domingo Marine in the 1930's and Chemawa Indian School in Oregon for 
John and Rayna Guzman in the 1940's (Vol. II, tabs:1931-1940, 1941-1950). This 
evidence consists of application forms, report cards, and some correspondence. The 
petitioner claims that this evidence meets criterion 83.7(c)(I)(iii) by showing "interaction 
across family lines'" and "patterned practices" of behavior (Chart 83.7(c), 1930s:33-34, 
1940s:12-13). The correspondence was not written by "elders." No group leader 
vouched for the students' degree of need or Indian heritage. The application forms were 
not signed by any witnesses, and therefore do not demonstrate witnessing between the 
major extended families. The petitioner provides no explanation of specific evidence 
demonstrating "intej~action" or "patterned practices," and no explanation of how such 
interaction or pattems would demonstrate the "widespread knowledge, communication 
and involvement in political processes by most of the group's members" mentioned in 
section 83.7(c)(I)(iii). These documents contain no evidence ofa political process 
within the petitioning group or the group's political influence over its members. 

The petitioner submits a one-page excerpt from a 1949 local history of the town of 
Pleasanton, Califomia, as new evidence (Soito 1949). This imaginative account 
described an "Indian menace" to the local ranchos, their dons, and their "women folk" 
about 1840. It mentioned Indian rancherias as having been a part of Pleasanton "up until 
1914," and referred to a "King Philip" as the Indians' "last leader." This exhibit does not 
discuss the years sinc:e 1927. The petitioner's conclusion that this local history meets 
criterion 83.7(c)(l)(iii) by demonstrating "widespread knowledge, communication and 
involvement" in the Indian claims application process by most of the group's members 
"due to intervention and leadership of Elders through family heads" (Chart 83.7(c), 
1940s:31) bears no rdationship to this document. This exhibit does not demonstrate any 
form of evidence listled under section 83.7(c) for the period since 1927. 

The petitioner submits, as new evidence, 21 claims applications filed between 1950 and 
1957 (see Chart 83.7(c), 1940s:29, 1950s:4). Twenty of the 21 applications are listed in 
the petitioner's chart fc)f criterion (c) (Chart 83.7(c), 1940s:33-39, 1950s:1-44). The 
petitioner claims that these applications demonstrate the "use of a shared system" during 
the years 1948-1955 and show "widespread knowledge, communication and 
involvement" in the application process by most of the group's members "due to 
intervention and leadership of Elders through family heads" (Chart 83.7(c), 1940s:29). 
In contrast to the eadi(~r claims applications, these forms were all witnessed, with perhaps 
one exception, by unre:lated persons not considered part of the petitioning group. 
Therefore, they do not show interaction across "lineages" or between the petitioner's 
major extended fmr.ilies by witnessing. The forms themselves do not provide 
information about leadership or influence in persuading people to apply. Widespread 
communication and intervention by "elders" or leaders in the application process is 
asserted, rather than demonstrated, by the petitioner. 
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The petitioner cites a report by anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer as new 
evidence (I\. .. I(roeber and Heizer 1970). This report was published in 1970, was written 
in 1955, and was about 1933 data. The petitioner contends that this report identified the 
"survivorship" ofa "Mission San Jose / Pleasanton" group (Chart 83.7(c), 1950s:25). 
The report actually identified the number of individual survivors of a historical group. 
The petitioner contends that the report demonstrates interaction across family lines and 
"patterned practices" (Chart 83.7(c), 1950s:28-29). Since the report did not identify any 
individuals, an analysis of the report's data cannot identify extended families nor 
describe any interaction between extended families. Kroeber and Heizer provided no 
description or analysis of any group practices by the descendants of a historical group, or 
of any group leadership or decision-making process. In short, the report is absent any 
description of any group's political influence over its members in either 1933 or 1955. 

The petitioner submits the funeral book for Margaret Pinos Juarez in 1960 as new 
evidence. This document consists of a cover page and two pages of signatures of 
"friends who called" at the funeral (Vol. II, tab: 1951-1960). The petitioner contends that 
this evidellGe shows the "influence of Elders as leaders, in that family heads were 
persuaded 10 provide support to [a] tribal effort," in this case "attending [the] ceremony 
of [an] important and influential elder" (Chart 83.7(c), 1950s:48). This funeral book 
does not contain evidence about any persuasion or political influence used by any 
persons to produce attendance at this event. With the exception of one woman's request 
for transportation from relatives to events similar tothis one (Olsen 1984, 1986), other 
evidence including oral histories also does not indicate that individuals persuaded or 
organized others to attend this event 

Summation for the period 1927-1964 

This review of the comments and evidence concludes that the field notes of ethnologist J. 
P. Harrington and a publication of anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Robert Heizer do 
not describe any contemporary political process or political influence of a group over its 
members. Claims application records do not show that "elders" had "cross-lineal" 
influence nor demonstrate that "elders" organized or influenced the claims applications 
of a group. Indian school records do not show group involvement in the school 
application process, and a funeral book does not show the influence of leaders to assure 
participation in an activity such as a funeral. A 1949 local history does not discuss the 
post-1927 period. These documents also do not corroborate other evidence in the record. 
Therefore, the: combined record of documentary evidence and the new oral history 
evidence does not reveal patterns of behavior which demonstrate the existence of 
political processes or a bilateral political relationship between leaders and followers. 
Because this: evidence, when considered in combination, does not demonstrate that the 
petitioning group maintained political influence over its members, the available evidence 
is not sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) between 1927 and 1964. 
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Comments on the I'j:Q.llosed Finding for the Period 1965 to 1983 

The new evidence which the petitioner's chart cites as meeting criterion (c) for the period 
from t 1965 to 1983 consists ofa 1965 issue of the journal Indian Historian, some 
applications between 1969 and 1972 for inclusion on the Indians of California judgment 
roll as well as a 1971 letter from the BIA to an applicant, a 1970 funeral book for a 
member's spouse, a historical resources inventory prepared for a State agency in 1974, 
minutes of a 1982 meeting, two letters to the Native American Heritage Commission in 
the early 1980's, two letters by the regional park district in 1982, interviews conducted by 
Nancy Olsen in the mid-1980's, and a 1987 obituary for B. Michael Galvan (Petitioner 
2002, Chart 83.7(c)). The petitioner's textual response mentions no additional 
documentary evidence (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(c), 17-21). The petitioner also 
includes in its chart all of its previously submitted documents and contends that this 
evidence, especially documents produced by the American Indian Historical Society, 
meets the criterion, 

The petitioner's conment on the Proposed Finding argues that it meets criterion (c) 
during the 1960's because of evidence that the petitioning group sought to protect an 
Indian cemetery and to submit claims application forms for its members. The petitioner 
contends that "elders" and leaders contributed "to mobilizing the community" to submit 
applications and "te, attend meetings [about the cemetery] and obtain a consensus on 
future action" (Vol. 83.7(c), 17). The petitioner does not support this contention with any 
discussion of any evidence in the record. The available evidence contains little evidence 
about informal actiyities, such as personal diplomacy by a respected informal leader to 
deal with conflicts among the petitioner's extended families. The new oral history 
interview evidence submitted by the petitioner, however, demonstrates some group 
activities by some of the petitioner's members concerning the cemetery during the 
1960's. 

The oral history int';:!lfViews provide evidence that those individuals who participated in a 
meeting about the cemetery, probably in 1965, considered the cemetery dispute to be an 
issue of importance to them. The available evidence does not demonstrate, however, that 
any ongoing factional dispute existed within the group over the cemetery and related 
issues. Although the petitioner suggests that consensus was a goal of the 1965 meeting, 
and may imply th,!.t it was obtained, the petitioner itself notes that "the attempt to 
organize the tribe [.)rmally under the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., failed (for lack of 
consensus on its operation and leadership control) ... " (Vol. 83.7(c), 19). The 
divisiveness of tht.: cemetery issue between 1965 and 1971 may have precluded further 
group activities and group organization until the 1980's, and discouraged the enrollment 
and participation in the petitioner's organization of some members and their families 
until recently. The available evidence indicates that a group meeting about the cemetery 
issue was a limited occurrence, and does not demonstrate that group meetings or 
activities continued after this brief period of activity in the 1960's. 
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The petitioner argues that during the late 1960's the petitioning group "focused on 
protecting the Ohlone Indian Cemetery where their ancestors had been buried ... " (Vol. 
83.7(c), 18). Tl1C petitioner claims that two oral history interviews provide new evidence 
of group efforts t.o clean up the Indian cemetery of the Mission San Jose, and evidence 
that those activities began as early as 1962 and 1963 (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:2). According 
to the petitioner, Dolores Marine Galvan learned of the neglected condition of the 
cemetery from a newspaper account in 1962 and insisted that her daughter mow and 

. weed the cemetery. The petitioner argues that this shows leadership by Dolores Marine 
qalvan. It claims that other families joined in, but the families listed by the petitioner 
were the families of Dolores Marine Galvan's three children and their spouses (Chart 
83.7(c), 19605:2-3). The review of the new oral history interviews, however, finds wider 
participation by the petitioner's members and their ancestors in cemetery clean-up efforts 
in the mid-1960"s than is cited by the petitioner. 

The new oral histories provide evidence that information about the cemetery was relayed 
from one individual to another which resulted in their attendance at an undetennined . 
number of ceme:t(~ry clean ups and at least one public meeting in the mid-1960's. One 
woman said that her son-in-law Benjamin Michael Galvan had telephoned her, about 
1965, to ask her to attend a cemetery clean up. One of Trinidad Marine's grandchildren 
said that Dari 0 Marine had asked him to attend a meeting. Because of the lack of 
additional evidence, general patterns of communication or attributions of leadership may 
not be drawn from only two examples. It does appear, however, that the Ohlone 
descendants informally came together in the mid-1960's on an ad hoc basis around a 
specific issue, in this case the Ohlone cemetery's condition and ownership. 

The petitioner again contends, as it did for the Proposed Finding, that actions of the 
American Indian Historical Society (AIHS), a national, intertribal organization, should be 
accepted as evidlence of the actions of the petitioning group. The petitioner claims that a 
series ofletters in 1965 and 1966 by Rupert Costo and his wife Jeannette Henry Costo, 
on behalf of the AIHS, demonstrate that the petitioner meets the requirements of 
criterion (c) because they show "interaction across family lines" and "participation" by 
the petitioning group (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:35, 38,42,59,64,67; citing R. Costo 
3/29/1965,5/20/1966, 7/23/1966 (two); J. Costo 5/1711965, 5/31/1965). Since these 
letters mentioned no members or ancestors of the petitioner by name, however, they 
cannot show intleraction between the petitioner's extended families or participation by 
any individuals. 

The petitioner also claims that Rupert Costo "was representing the interest" of the 
petitioning group (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:34). Although Jeannette Henry Costo described 
the position of "the Indians," the letters cited by the petitioner did not claim that the 
Costos or the: AIHS were acting at the request of any group. Additional evidence is 
needed to demonstrate that the Costos were acting as the petitioner's representative at the 
request and with the knowledge of the petitioning group. The advocacy of the Costos 
does not by itse:lf demonstrate that the petitioning group had an internal political process 
or that it had decided as a group to seek external advocates. 
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The petitioner claims that several letters written by Rupert Costo of the AIHS 
demonstrate the "infiuenc(: of Elders as leaders" (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:45, 88, 122). In a 
1965 letter to [Benjamin] Michael Galvan, Costo gave Galvan instructions on how to 
represent the interests 'Df the AlliS at a public meeting scheduled by the AIHS (R. Costo 
6/2111965). A 1969 letter to scholar Sherburne Cook did not mention "elders" of the 
petitioning group (R. Costo 817/1969). A 1970 letter to Philip Galvan appeared to break 
off relations with Galvan and asked that he return AIHS property (R. Costo 7/8/1970).45 
Although the 1965 let1f:r urged [Benjamin] Michael Galvan to control his relatives at the 
public meeting, none of these letters referred to any individual as an "elder" or described 
any individual's leadership over the petitioning group. 

The newly submitted oral histories discuss a meeting held about 1965, which may have 
been the public meeting r<eferred to in Costo's letter or which may have been an earlier 
meeting that produced controversy leading Costo to warn Galvan to control his relatives 
at the later public mee1ing. Unfortunately, little in the oral histories describes what 
happened in the meeting. What occurred at this 1965 meeting was implied only by 
individuals remembeling the event more than 30 years after it occurred. One woman 
said: 

[Philip Galvan] made himself chairman of the board. Him and his family 
Andy and Miehael [Galvans] that was the council. None of us was 
included. I'd say I felt like we were just there to say you're in charge, 
you're alone. l-:le never recognized any of us. (Leventhal and Cambra 
2001) 

What transpired after t11(: meeting was also discussed in the oral histories (Leventhal and 
Cambra 2001). Individuals who had attended the meeting met in the parking lot and 
complained to one another that they believed that the Galvans, particularly Philip, were 
taking control of the c:emetery and ignoring their position that the cemetery should be 
owned or controlled hy :all the Ohlone descendants in the best interest of everyone. 
Trinidad Marine Ruano's grandson and several of her family members believed that she 
was the leading propone:nt ofthis position and that others in the various families, 
including Marshalls, Thompsons and Arellanos, consulted and deferred to her. 

4S An example of the disjunction between the evidence and the petitioner's claims for that 
evidence is this 1970 lettf~r from Rupert Costo of the AIRS to Philip Galvan, an AIHS officer. 
The petitioner claims that this letter shows "the influence of Elders as leaders" because external 
"agents" had "appeak:d to Elders[,] and family heads joined in efforts to preserve [the] cemetery 
in cooperation with [a::l] advocacy organization ... " (Chart 83.7(c), 19605:122). Rather than an 
example of an appeal by the AIHS to the petitioning group for its participation, or an example of 
the petitioning group joining in a cooperative effort with the AIRS, however, this letter reveals a 
temporary break in relations between Costa and Galvan. In this letter Costo asked Galvan to 
"[p]lease return to us your files ofal! minutes ... and the key to the Cemetery." Costa closed the 
letter with the dismissivf:, "[w]e'll be seeing you" (R. Costo 7/8/1970). 
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This view is not corroborated by documentary evidence, however, and the oral histories 
are too few and too limited to use them to cross-check and validate facts by comparing 
similar des,::riptions and facts found in other interviews according to standard 
anthropological methods. It appears that rather than push their position further, however, 
the dissidems and others, including Ramona Marine's descendants, preferred to withdraw 
from the argument and purportedly did not return to subsequent meetings in anyone's 
memory (Leventhal and Cambra 2001). Whether this withdrawal occurred because the 
issue was not significant to individuals or for other reasons cannot be detennined by the 
available evldence. The oral histories rarely discussed events after about 1971. Whether 
~ther meetings occurred is not known. 

The new oral history evidence indicates that there were differences of opinion about the 
cemetery events and the Galvans' activities. Trinidad Marine Ruano's extended family 
attended the cemetery clean up, according to her family members who were interviewed. 
They say that they did not support the Galvan brothers' activities after a 1965 meeting at 
which the Galvans may have presented a plan that would have given the Galvans control 
of the cemetery and recognized their leadership of the Ohlone descendants. Trinidad 
Marine Ruano's extended family also did not appear on the "Ohlone Contacts" list 
produced by AIRS around this same time. There is evidence in the retrospective 
interviews tbat some middle-aged or older individuals did not support or participate in 
the efforts (If the Galvans or the AIRS to take control ofthe cemetery.46 Other· 
individuals, however, such as Ramona Marine's extended family, appeared on the 
"Ohlone Contacts" list and later used the Galvans as witnesses on their claims 
applications. The petitioner submitted little documentary evidence to explain the 
activities of a group whose members called it "the family" or "the families," or their 
reactions as a group to the Galvans' activities in the AIHS at this time. 

The petitioner submits, as new evidence, a 1965 issue of the Indian Historian, a journal 
published by the AIHS. This issue of the journal referred to a group of "Ohlone Indian 
Historians" and identified [Benjamin] Michael Galvan as its chainnan (Indian Historian 
1965). The p(!tiitioner notes that this historians' group was represented at a public hearing 
held by a cily committee. The petitioner argues that this evidence shows the "influence 
of Elders as leaders" because they had persuaded family heads to support the "tribal 
effort" of preserving an Indian cemetery (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:44). The leaders of this 
new historians' organization, however, were two brothers from a single family, Michael 
and Philip Galvan. The four representatives at the public meeting were three sons of 
Dolores Ma6ne Galvan plus Mack Whitfield, who has no known genealogical connection 
to the petitioning group. This evidence, then, concerns a single Marine sibling and paI1 
of her own nuclear family comprised of her youngest sons. 

46 For example, Trinidad Marine Ruano; Enos, Robert, Margaret and Dolores Sanchez; 
Tommy Garcia; and Albert Arellano. Because the oral interviews did not include last names, 
these individuals were identified by cross referencing the kin terms used by the speakers, e.g. 
"Aunt," "Cousin," etc., birth dates and ages, and documentary evidence showing these people on 
the AIHS contacts list. 
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The petitioner's attempt (Vol. 83.7(a), 101-102) to make a letter co-signed by Rupert 
Costo and Philip Galvan, as president and secretary of the AIHS CR. Costo and P. Galvan 
7/23/1966), and the le1ter's reference to "Ohlone Indians," into a request by an Ohlone . 
group or a "Muwekma. Tribe" is unpersuasive. The statement referred to by the letter 
was entitled a "Statement of an Ohlone Indian," and thus was presented as an individual 
statement rather than a group position. No supporting documentation suggests that the 
letter had been written in response to a group decision by the petitioning group, and 
Representative Edwards and the National Park Service treated the letter as a request by 
the AIHS, not by an Ohlone group. 

The petitioner claims that the requirements of criterion (c) are met by a 'variety of 
evidence from the period between 1965 and 1970 that was considered for the Proposed 
Finding and found not to be sufficient to meet the criterion (Chart 83.7(c): 1960s:31 and 
51,39,60 and 62, 77, [19, 121). A family history circa 1965, a resolution of the 
"Ohlone Historians" in 1965, a statement by Philip Galvan in 1966, an article by 17-year
old P. Michael Galvan in 1968, and a petition and open letter in 1970 did not demonstrate 
that these documents or actions were the result of an internal decision-making process of 
the petitioning group (Muwekma PF, 32-35, and Description, 44-46, 54_66).47 Contrary 
to the petitioner's claiJns" this documentary evidence, even when reviewed in the context 
of the new evidence <:ontained in the newly submitted oral histories, does not 
demonstrate widespread participation in a political process by members of the petitioning 
group, interaction among the major extended families, or the influence of group "elders" 
over members. The petitioner provides no new explanation of this evidence that requires 
a revision of the conclusions of the Proposed Finding. 

The petitioner submits the 1970 funeral book for Miguel Archuleta as new evidence. 
This document consists of 13 pages of signatures of persons who attended the funeral 
(Petitioner Vol. II, tab: 1961-1970). The petitioner contends that this evidence shows the 
"influence of Elders and family heads, in organizing attendance" at the funeral "across 
lineages" (Chart 83.7«e), 19605:118). As in the example of the previous funeral book, 
this document does not (~ontain evidence about any persuasion or political influence used 
by any persons to organize attendance at this event. The petitioner also cites this 
document as evidenG'~ of the group's significant sharing of labor in the care of burials at 
Catholic cemeteries (Chart 83.7(c), 1960s:1l9), although this burial was in New Mexico 
and the petitioner presents no evidence that group members travel to New Mexico to care 
for that cemetery. No evidence indicates that the group as a whole played a role in 
organizing the funen:.1 Q1r in providing shared labor for any purpose. 

Attendance at this funeral appeared to be based on close kinship relationships within an 
extended family and on a long term friendship that developed in a foster family in the 

47 The questio':ls raised by the Proposed Finding about the Marine or Cornates "family 
history," circa 1965, were not, as the petitioner supposes, about the "authenticity" of the 
document (petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(c), 17), but about who had created the document and how it 
had been used. Understanding the context in which a document was produced helps a reader or 
reviewer evaluate its meaning and significance. 
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1920's when the Verona Band descendants were still in close contact.48 Miguel (or Mike) 
Archuleta, n~p()rtedly an Apache or Pueblo Indian, was the husband of Mary Archuleta, a 
Victoria Marine descendant. Re had one child with her and raised her other chilqren. 
The funeral book shows that his step children and step grandchildren and half-siblings to 
his daughter attended the funeral. Among his relatives were the Galvan in-laws of the 
Archuletas. Also attending was the family of Alfonso Juarez. According to the 
petitioner, .Alfonso Juarez was raised by Maggie Pinos, whom Mary Archuleta knew 
well, based on childhood relationships. At least 25 people from the large extended 
families of Victoria Marine and Erolinda Santos attended. Thus, the attendance at this 
funeral shows sharing and support among extended family members, but it does. not 
extend beyond extended families that are linked through kinship; marriage and 
fostering/adoption relationships. 

The Propm,ed Finding discussed the incorporation of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., in 
1971, as a means to acquire title to the Indian cemetery of the Mission San Jose from the 
AIRS (Muv,'ekrna PF, 28, 32-35, and Description, 45-46, 64-66). The petitioner presents 
the correspondence in 1971 between the AIRS and the Galvan family, and AIRS meeting 
minutes, that resulted in formation of the non-profit corporation as evidence that meets 
the requireJ:"llents of the criterion (Chart 83.7(c): 1970s:1-5, 13-14, 19). The petitioner, 
however, does not seek to rebut the evaluation in the Proposed Finding, and its comment 
provides no basis to revise the conclusions of the Proposed Finding about the formation 
of the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc. The evidence cited by the petitioner shows that the 
AIRS dealt only with the Galvan family to form the incorporated entity in 1971. 
Therefore, contrary to the petitioner's claims, this documentary evidence does not show 
widespread participation in a group political process, interaction among the major 
extended f:nnilies, or the influence of group "elders" over members. 

In 1971, Rupert Costo and the AIRS dealt with the Galvans as group leaders and required 
them to fonn a corporate body to acquire the cemetery, which they did as the Ohlone 
Indian Tribe, Inc. This evidence of the treatment of the Galvans as leaders differs from 
the oral history evidence that describes a 1965 meeting of Ohlone descendants about the 
cemetery as one that challenged the leadership claimed by the Galvans and resulted in a 
failure of the group to coalesce behind them. The petitioner itself says that, after 1971, 
the Ohlont Indian Tribe, Inc., did not address the issues confronting the group, and 
describes it:; acting leader Philip Galvan as having "had very little to do with the greater 
Tribal community"(Vol. 83.7(a), 109). The petitioner concludes that "the attempt to 
organize the tribe formally under the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., failed ... " (Vol. 83.7(c), 
19). Thus" despite Rupert Costo's reputation and familiarity with the group, it appears 
from the available evidence that the Galvans were not accepted as leaders by the group 
after being designated by Costo and the AIRS. The available documentary evidence is 
not sufficient to demonstrate that the Galvans or the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., exercised 
political influence or authority over the petitioning group. 

48 These same links involving the Galvans, Maggie Pinos, the Juarezes, and Mary 
Archuleta are mentioned in several contexts including claims, funerals, fostering, and adoption. 
However, these: examples repeatedly involved the same group of people. 
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The petitioner cites, as :new evidence of a reference to the "Ohone Indian Tribe," a 
historical resources inv,entory of the OhIone Indian Cemetery prepared for the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation in 1974 by a local historical cOll1I1l:ittee (Chart 
83.7{c), 1970s:32; California 1974). This inventory form indicated that the owner of the 
historical Indian cemetl!ry was the "Ohlone Indian Tribe." The existence of this 
organization was not in doubt. The Proposed Finding detailed its formation and 
incorporation in 1971, noting that its board consisted of three Galvan siblings. The 
historical resources inventory fonn itself does not provide evidence of an internal 
political process within that organization, or evidence about how widespread 
participation in the organization may have been. The petitioner 'emphasizes the form's 
reference to "tribal chkfs," but that was explicitly a reference to persons of "historical 
importance," not to any existing leaders in 1974 (California 1974).49 

The Proposed Finding did not find continuity between the petitioner and the Ohlone 
Indian Tribe, Inc., organization fonned in 1971. It appears that the petitioner's comment 
does not disagree with that conclusion. The available evidence about the Ohlone Indian 
Tribe, Inc., specifically mentioned as participants in that organization only the three 
Galvan siblings who incorporated that entity and served on its board of directors. 
Despite the petitioner's genealogical connections to that Galvan family, the petitioner's 
evidence does not show that most of its members or their ancestors were part of the 
incorporated Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., or participated in its activities. Evidence that 
many of the petitioner's members are relatives of the Galvan family does not establish 
that the petitioner has e:volved as a group from an organization led by the Galvans. 
Instead, the petitioner presents itself as having evolved as a group from an Ohlone group 
larger than the AIHS .;httpter of the 1960's or the entity incorporated in 1971 (see 
Petitioner 2002, VoL 83.7(a), 150). 

The petitioner submits, as new evidence, copies of applications between 1969 and 1972 
by its members or aneestors for inclusion on the roll of the "Indians of California," and 
cites 7 of those 27 applications in its presentation of the evidence for this criterion (Chart 
83.7(c), 1960s:80-85, 90-91; Vol. III). The petitioner claIms that these applications 
demonstrate "mobilizing significant numbers of members and significant resources from 
its members for group purposes" (Vol. 83.7(c), 18). The forms themselves do not 
provide infonnation about leadership or influence in persuading people to apply. Any 
judgment awards would! be made to individuals, and the petitioner does not explain how 
this situation constituted achieving "group purposes." A 1971 letter cited as new 
evidence for criterion (c) about the application process was a form letter to applicants 
sent by the BIA to an ancestor of a member of the petitioner, and does not demonstrate 
any actions by the pditioning group or any political influence within the group (Chart 
83.7(c), 1970s:6; Bl[A 4/7/1971). 

49 The fonn named no tribal chiefs. Other evidence indicates that no burials occurred at 
the Indian cemetery after 1926. Thus, any reference to historically important tribal chiefs buried 
at the cemetery would not include any post-l 927 political leaders of the petitioner. 
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The petitioner contends that claims activities, which in past acknowledgment cases have 
not been treated as being inherently group political activities, should be treated as such 
for this petitiom:r because of the "special circumstances" in this case of "cross-lil1eal 
witnessing" of applications over decades and the alleged claims requirement oftribal 
affiliation (Chart 83.7(c), 19605:27). The evidence, however, shows that "cross-lineal 
witnessing" didl10t occur on the applications in the 1950's and that "tribal affiliation" 
was never requ.ire;d. The petitioner argues that "Elders and family heads, such as Dolores 
Galvan, Maggie TIlompson, and Trina Marine, were influential in urging and supporting 
other members on a cross-lineal basis to support one another in the process of asserting 
claims, ... inf01ming other families and providing affidavits" (Chart 83.7(c), 19605:23). 
The existence oJ such activities, such communications, and such influence by these 
"elders" betwe'en 1969 and 1972, however, is asserted rather than demonstrated by ithe 
petitioner in its. comment on the Proposed Finding. ~ 

In its discussion of evidence relating to criterion (a), the petitioner presents the new 
argument that Benjamin Michael Galvan was its chairman and leader from either 1965 or 
1971 until 198A., when the petitioner formed a formal organization and Galvan "stepped 
down" as chainTlan (Vol. 83.7(a), 109, 114-115). This claim is evaluated under 
criterion (c). The petitioner's narrative for criterion (c) for the period between 1966 and 
1984 does not provide any examples of Galvan's leadership (Vol. 83.7(c), 18-21). 
Galvan is inc1 uded in the petitioner's list of "elders" for these decades, but he is not 
included in the petitioner's discussion of the "traditional leaders" of the 1980's. The 
petitioner's statement about the formal organization of the petitioning group in 1984 does 
not mention ar.y role by Galvan (Vol. 83.7(c), 21). The source for the statement that 
Galvan had h~en "chairman of the Ohlone Indian Tribe for 13 years" was Galvan's 1987 
obituary (Vol. 83.7(a), 109 n.59, citing Newspaper 1987; see also Chart 83.7(c), 
1980s:198). The AIHS'sjournal Indian Historian had identified Galvan as chairman of 
the "Ohlone Indian Historians" in 1965 (Indian Historian 1965). No primary document 
other than hi~; obituary is known to have referred to Galvan as a tribal chairman. 

The petitioner explains, in its narrative for criterion (a), that many outsiders mistakenly 
identified Philip Galvan as the leader of Ohlone Indians because he had "high visibility 
as a result of being the sole custodian of the Ohlone Cemetery ... " (Vol. 83.7(a), 109). It 
was actually his brother Benjamin Michael Galvan, however, who "was still considered 
the Chairman of the Tribe by the tribal community," the petitioner claims, citing 
Galvan's obituary as its source (Vol. 83.7(a), 109). The petitioner contends that "Ben 
Michael Galvan maintained the authority of the Ohlone Indian Tribal community as 
chairman of the tribe until 1984," and that this informally organized entity "had separated 
itself' from fae Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., by 1971 (Vol. 83.7(a), 114). The petitioner, 
however, provides no documentary evidence from the period between 1971 and 1982 
with examples of Benjamin Michael Galvan's leadership, or the ongoing activities of an 
informal group. Perhaps to explain this Jack of evidence, the petitioner argues that the 
"weaknesses inherent" in the "infonnally organized Ohlone Tribe under the leadership of 
Benjamin Michael Galvan" help explain the attempt in the 1980's to achieve a 
"reorganization" and fonnal organization of the petitioning group (Vol. 83.7(a), 114). 
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Activities of Benjamin (Ben) Michael Galvan are discussed in the oral histories, but only 
for the period including the cemetery clean up activities and the transfer of title to the 
cemetery between about 1965 and 1971. He was married to a Victoria Marine 
descendant, Jenny Mora., the daughter of Mary Archuleta. In the oral histories, no one 
named him as chairman or as a leader of a group whose members called it the "family" or 
any other entity. His mother-in-law and another person merely said that he organized the 
cemetery clean up. His sister gave credit to all of her brothers for organizing the 
cemetery events. Evjdenc(~ indicates that within the "family" Ben Galvan played a role 
associated with overset:ing the Ohlone cemetery; thus, his role was limited to a single 
function.: Ben Galvan a:nd his brothers were not mentioned in the oral histories as leaders 
in any non-cemetery endl;:avor before 1965 or after 1971. 

No oral history dealing with the period after 1971 to the present was submitted by the 
petitioner. The absence of information about the period from 1971 to 1982 is a major 
weakness of this petition because the existing evidence in the record is insufficient to 
document group activiti.es" if they occurred, during this period. It is possible that missing 
oral history evidence cuuld flesh out the activities, inherent "weaknesses," and 
involvement of the "family" in the "informally organized Ohlone Tribe under the 
leadership of Benjamin Michael Galvan." If attempts were made by the Galvans or 
others to undertake acdons on behalf of the "family," and those actions were stymied by 
internal political processes, including informal processes such as gossip, shunning, and· 
behind-the-scenes visiting, that could be valuable evidence under criterion (c). 
Alternatively, it is possible that oral history evidence is missing for this period because 
few actions were attempted on behalf of the "family" for some 20 years between 1971 
and the mid-1990's when the petitioner's membership began to grow. 

The petitioner states tbat "between 1980 and 1984 the Muwekma Ohlone families began 
to formally reorganiz~~ thl~ Tribal community and to encourage the different families ... 
to form a distinct tribal entity called at first the CostanoanlOhlone Families of the Santa 
Clara Valley, and laH:r, the Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe" (Vol. 83.7(a), 116). 
According to the petitioner, Rosemary Cambra, with the '.'blessings" of her mother, 
uncles, and great aunts, "embarked upon the effort to organize the Muwekma lineages 
into a cohesive group and for a tribal government" (Vol. 83.7(c), 20). The record shows 
that Rosemary Cambra's mother and several of her mother's siblings became involved in 
her archaeological mcnitoring activities in the 1980's. The first evidence that Cambra's 
mother was involved :1Il her efforts was a draft document which the petitioner dates as 
1984 (Franco n.d.). The involvement of Cambra's "great aunts" is in doubt. After 
Dolores Marine Galvan died in 1982, Trinidad Marine Ruano was the last surviving 
Marine sibling and the only one alive throughout this time period.so The only available 
evidence that Trinidad Marine Ruano cooperated with Rosemary Cambra is one letter 
from 1984 (Cambra et al. 5/25/1984). 

---------------------
so Oral interviews in 1984 imply that Trinidad Marine was incapacitated at the time of the 

interviews. 
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Although not directly discussed by the petitioner, the available evidence indicates that a 
split among the petitioner's extended families arose after the cemetery clean ups and 
meeting in 1965-1971. Trinidad Marine Ruano's family members stated that thejr 
mother became estranged from the Galvans around that time, and an unidentified woman, 
perhaps CO:Jcha Rodriguez, said that Enos and Robert Sanchez (Rosemary Cambra's 
uncles) never "'went back" after the 1965 meeting because they were angry at Philip 
Galvan. Thus, the petitioner's view, that efforts were undertaken "to organize the 
Muwekma lineages into a cohesive group," may imply the petitioner believes a 
separation existed among the extended families that had been caused by the cemetery 
events in the 19601s and which these organizing efforts after 1980 sought to cure. 
Without direclt evidence, however, it is not possible to evaluate that argument, if that is 
the petitioner's argument. 

Some evidmce from the early 19801s indicates that Rosemary Cambra did not work on 
behalf of a group. An example is a letter from Cambra to the state's Native American 
Heritage Commission in November 1981, submitted by the petitioner as new evidence. 
The petitiol1er argues that this document provides an example of "the exercise of political 
authority by some of the leadership" of the petitioning group, that it shows "interaction 
across fanuly lines" and the "influence of Elders as leaders," and that it provides 
evidence l1:1d(~r section 83.7(c)(I)(iii), presumably by demonstrating the widespread 
involvement in political processes by most of the group's members mentioned in the 
regulations (Chart 83.7(c), 1980s:5). In the letter, however, Cambra indicated that she 
"would like to write a family history ... " (Cambra 11123/1981).51 Although she 
portrayed this. effort as offering benefits "for Ohlone people" as well as for her children 
and her mothc!r, she did not claim to be acting other than as an individual. She mentioned 
no persons outside her immediate family. This letter provides no evidence of widespread 
involvement by any group members or of interaction among the petitioner's main 
extended t:lmilies, and no evidence that Cambra was acting on behalf of a group or the 
"family" <15 a leader. 

Some of tbe oral histories indicate that in 1981-1982 Rosemary Cambra began doing 
genealogical research at Mission San Jose. It may be that she wanted, in view of other 
evidence from that period, to use this research to become certified as a "most likely 
descendent" in California. While doing this research, with the help of Nancy Olsen, 
Cambra and Ruth Thompson Orta became involved in a dispute about what they believed 
was Philip Galvan's intervention to deny them access to Mission records (Olsen 
11131198:1; Orta 2120/1983). The petitioner does not explain why Galvan would have 
taken such action. No statements in the oral histories indicate that group leaders were 
called up)n to resolve this conflict among members of three extended families, 
comprised of Dolores, Ramona, and Trinidad Marine descendants. No evidence in the 
record indicates that the actors in this quarrel among the Marine families turned to 
informal political processes in an attempt to deal with the problem. Orta indicated in an 

51 The same evaluation applies to an undated draft letter or statement by Cambra's 
mother, which speaks to a lack of support or recognition from the Native American Heritage 
Commission (Franco n.d.; Chart 83.7(c), 19805:40). 
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interview that she went around the priest in charge who was denying access to records by 
dealing directly with an elderly Catholic sister who remembered her mother as a girl. 
Her correspondence at the time called upon non-Indian church leaders to resolve the 
problem. ' 

During the early 1980"s, the petitioner says, "the Muwekma Ohlone families ... explored 
the creation of a committee to formalize a CostanoaniOhlone Tribal Organization" (Vol. 
83. 7( c), 20). The peti1tioner lists the "traditional leaders" who were involved "with the 
problem ,of formal organization," but that list does not include Benjamin Michael Galvan. 
The petitioner neither explains why he was not involved, nor explains how authority and 
leadership were transferred to others, or were assumed by others. Rather, the petitioner 
states that Richard lvlartinez and Rosemary Cambra "took on a leadership role" during 
these meetings (Vol. 83.7(c), 20). Richard (or Ricardo) Martinez appears in available 
documents only in 1984 and 1985, while Rosemary Cambra has been active since 1982. 
An organizational meeting was held in January 1982, and was attended by unnamed 
families (Leventhal 1982). 

The petitioner submits, as new evidence, a draft constitution on the letterhead of the 
"Committee to Establish the Tribal Council of the Costanoan Indians," and dates it as 
circa January 1982 (Committee 1982). The petitioner describes this document as, 
providing an example of "the exercise of political authority by some of the leadership" of 
the petitioning grou.p (Chart 83. 7( c), 1980s: 1 0). This is not a claim that this was a draft 
constitution or new governing body for the petitioning group. An organization of 
Costanoan Indians was potentially a group much larger and more inclusive than the 
petitioning group. A voluntary organization of all Costanoan descendants was not 
necessarily equivalent to the petitioner, and evidence about it is not necessarily evidence 
about a petitioner's organization. The petitioner describes no evidence about 
participation in this organizational effort to demonstrate that this was an attempt to 
formally organize its members. This draft constitution, without other documentary or 
oral history evidene{~ of participation by members in a process to adopt a constitution for 
a group, or debate Hmong members about its provisions, does not provide evidence of 
political participation, political leadership, or political influence within the petitioning 
group. 

The petitioner's e>dlibit is an excerpt of a draft constitution, consisting only of page two 
and missing all of Section I of the constitution (Committee 1982). Enclosed with this 
document is a separate draft constitution, not on letterhead paper, and also undated. It 
proposed to create an organization known as the "Costanoan (Ohlone) Tribal Council" 
(Committee 1982). According to the provisions of this draft constitution, the 
organization's "tribal council members" would be Costanoan Indians with applications 
"registered" with lh{~ BIA. Its "tribal members," it appears, would be the descendants of 
the "registered" Costanoan Indians. The petitioner's narrative does not explain either of 
these draft constitutions, or relate them to what it claims was the formal organization of 
the petitioning group two years later in 1984. 
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The letterhead IOf the "Committee to Establish the Tribal Council of the Costanoan 
Indians" lists three officers. In addition to chainnan Alex Ramiez [sic], the vice~ 
chainnan was Manuel Martinez and the secretary-treasurer was Rosemary Cambfa. The 
document does not show any participation by Benjamin Michael Galvan, whom the 
petitioner claims was the leader of the petitioning group at this time, or immediately 
preceding this e::vent. Rosemary Cambra is the current leader of the petitioner. Manuel 
Martinez may be her brother. He has not held office in the petitioner's organization, and 
is recorded as having attended only one event involving either the petitioner's 
organization or Cambra's archaeological consulting firm since 1984.52 The petitioner's 
narrative for criterion (c) makes no mention of the "chainnan" of this committee, Alex 
Ramiez [or Ramirez], and no attempt to place him in the context' of the petitioning group 
or its memh::rs (Vol. 83.7(c), 20-21). Alex Ramiez [or Ramirez] has no known 
genealogical connection to the petitioning group. 

In contemporary field notes about a meeting of January 23, 1982, at the "Ohlone
Costanoan Indian Center," the petitioner's researcher Alan Leventhal named Rosemary 
Cambra as 'the real driving force behind this movement" (Leventhal 1982). A week 
after this met!tiing, Leventhal wrote that in a private discussion with Cambra, she raised 
the "problems confronting the Ohlone and Chairman Alex Remirez [sic]." Since 1982, 
Alex Remin:z [or Ramirez] has not been involved in the petitioner's activities, according 
to the availc.ble evidence. As the Proposed Finding pointed out, the petitioner did not 
submit infol1nation documenting and explaining how officials were placed in their 
positions in the;: petitioner's organization (as officers, board members, or "elders"), or 
describing the sequence of events leading to a change of the people in those positions. 
Nor did the petitioner submit information indicating that the petitioner's membership was 
involved ill such decisions. The succession and transition of named leaders has neither 
been explained nor documented by the petitioner for this Final Determination. 

One topic of discussion at this 1982 meeting may have been the protection of 
archaeological sites, because the meeting was attended by archaeologists. Alan 
Leventhal'5 field notes also imply that other topics may have motivated Indian 
individuals tiQ attend. Included in the discussion were education benefits and a recent 
change in hunting and fishing laws, which Indian descendants apparently had received 
free until that year (Leventhal 1982). It appears that this meeting was an unsuccessful 
attempt to organize a confederation of several Ohlone descendant groups. However, 
without more documentation, the relationship of this group to the petitioner remains 
unknown. 

The petitiol1 ler submits two 1982 letters written by a staff member of the East Bay 
Regional Park District as new evidence. The petitioner offers its standard argument that 
these documents provide examples of "the exercise of political authority by some of the 
leadership" of the petitioning group, show "interaction across family lines" and the 
"influenc(~ of Elders as leaders," and meet the criterion with evidence described in 
section 83.7(c:)(l)(iii), presumably by demonstrating the widespread involvement in 

52 This may have been Manuel Martinez, Jr. 
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political processes by most of the group's members mentioned in the regulations (Chart 
83.7(c), 1980s:17, 19). These letters indicated that the park district consulted with "local 
Native Americans" in developing a land use plan (EBRPD 9/2111982, 10/26/1982). 
Those consulted included Rosemary Cambra, representing the Ohlone Tribal Council, 
and Philip Galvan, as well as a representative ofthe "Tri-City Native Americans" and 
other individuals outside the petitioner's membership or ancestry. These letters provide 
no evidence about any internal political process of the petitioning group, no evidence of 
widespread participation within the group, and no evidence of the influence of group 
leaders over members. 

Entities identified as "Muwekma" and "OFCS" (Ohlone Families Consulting Services) 
were named in docum{mts in the record for this petition for the first time in an agenda for 
an October 21, 198~" meeting described as an "Ohlone Consultant Services 
Organizational Meeting" (Ohlone Consultant Services 1012111983). Item #6 on the 
agenda asked, "[d]oes the County of Santa Clara recognize the Ohlone Families ofthe 
Santa Clara Valley (OFCS and Muwekma) as viable entities and qualified representatives 
of the Local Indigenous Population also known as CostanoaniOhlone tribe?" This 
agenda item, in mentioning "OFCS and Muwekma," implied that two distinct entities or 
organizations existed at that time. The record does not contain contemporary evidence 
about the composition and purpose of either of these organizations, if they were distinct 
organizations, or information about their differences from each other or their relationship 
to one another. 

Some information about the "OFCS and Muwekma" organizations in 1983 is revealed by 
the content of the document itself For example, the Galvans were not involved in 
"OFCS and Muwehna" because item #5 on the agenda asked: 

What will th{~ policy be towards a. other Ohlones from out of the area? 
(Phil Galvin, Michael Galvin, Watsonville group) b. other California 
Indians frorl other localities? c. out of state Indians?" (Ohlone Consultant 
Services 10.'2111983) 

The fact that the chairman's mother's first cousins, the Galvans, were not part of "OFCS 
and Muwekma" indicates that the people involved in the 1980-1983 activities associated 
with Rosemary Cambra and her mother Dolores Sanchez may have been limited to their 
own extended family, Ramona Marine's descendants. With the exception of participants 
in the January 1982 meeting, the only individuals named in the record working with 
Rosemary Cambra between 1980 and 1984, outside of her own extended family, were 
non-Indian researchers, mostly archaeologists (Cambra 11123/1981; Leventhal 1982; 
EBRPD 10/26/1982; Olsen 1985b), and Ruth Thompson Orta (Trinidad Marine's 
daughter) who did genealogical research with Cambra in 1981. 

When researcher Nancy Olsen interviewed Ruth Orta in December 1984, a disagreement 
between Orta and Cambra was apparent from several statements Orta made, and the tone 
she used, when discussing Cambra's activities, even though earlier they had worked 
together (Orta 1994). This interview, combined with other evidence from this time 
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period, could be interpreted to mean that Cambra's group was made up ofOhlone 
descendants living in Santa Clara County, as distinguished from the Galvans in Alameda 
County and Patrick Orozco or others in Santa Cruz County. Other documents imply, 
however, that several extended families had their own family organizations or 
archeological site monitoring firms. Whether the "OFCS and Muwekma" were family 
based, regionally based, or both, is unknown, because there is no direct evidence 
indicating their compositions. 

The petitiolU!r presents an introduction to a 1989 archaeology report as a 1983 document, 
because it refe:rred to events in 1983 (Chart 83.7(c), 1980s:38). In that report, 
archaeologist Mark Hylkema wrote: 

We want to thank Mrs. Rosemary Cambra and all of her relations from the 
MlIwekma Ohlone Tribe who helped screen the excavated materials and 
fee:d many of the tired crew members. The Muwekma Ohlones expressed 
deep interest in this project, and they have been in the process of 
dOGumenting their lineages through the Mission San Jose and Santa Clara 
record. The Muwekmas are the Chocebnyo descendants of the Mission 
San JoselPleasanton Rancheria. They desire to have their people learn 
more, and participate in future archeological excavations concerning their 
helitage. (Hylkema 1989) 

Because tIns document was produced in May 1989, it may not be viewed as 
contemporary with earlier 1983 documents. The description of the organization Hylkema 
dealt with agr'ees generally with the characteristics of the petitioner's organization in 
1989, as described in other documents in the record. 

Summation for the period 1965-1983 

This review of the comments and evidence concludes that the new oral history evidence 
shows thal[ the: issue of the Mission's Indian cemetery was an issue of importance to some 
of the petitioner's members and their ancestors, and that they participated in clean-up 
activities and at least one meeting about the issue for a brief period in the 1960's. The 
information discussed under 83.7(b) about the involvement of various individuals and 
families in th(: cemetery and claims activities during this same time period provides 
further context for events. The activities of the American Indian Historical Society 
cannot be substituted for activity of the petitioner. The AIHS was not the petitioner, but 
a distinct organization separate from the petitioner, despite the active involvement in the 
AIHS of scme individuals from at least one of the petitioner's major extended families. 
Although the sum of the documentary and oral history evidence indicates that an attempt 
to organize a group called the "family" into a cemetery association may have been 
pushed forw'ard by the AIHS, other evidence indicates that group ownership was never 
contemplated by Philip Galvan, and this development deeply split the extended families. 
The available evidence discussed here and under 83. 7(b) does not demonstrate continuing 
participation by the petitioning group relating to the cemetery issue or other issues after 
1971. 
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The available documentary and oral history evidence does not demonstrate the existence 
of an informal polihc:al process within the petitioning group between the mid-1960's and 
mid-1980's. The available evidence does not demonstrate leadership of the petitioner by, 
Benjamin Michael Galvan in those decades. A few oral history interviews mention only' 
that he led some ceme1tery clean-up activities during the 1960's. The Ohlone Indian 
Tribe, Inc., formed by the Galvan family in 1971 was not a predecessor of the petitioner's 
current organization. The claims applications of members and their ancestors in the late 
1960's have not belen shown to have been coordinated by the petitioning group. Rather, 
each of the extended filmilies submitted their own documents. Trinidad Marine dealt 
with her brother Dario Marine's descendants, and Dolores Marine, with the assistance of 
her son, may have belped some of her sister Ramona Marine's descendants. That 
evidence of their ilm::rest and involvement, however, does not demonstrate group 
leadership. Becausle this evidence, when considered in combination, does not 
demonstrate the petitioning group's political influence or authority over its members, the 
available evidence is not sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) for the 
period between 1965 and 1983. 

Comments on the "eIQPosed Finding for the Period since 1984 

The new evidence wh:ich the petitioner's chart cites as meeting criterion (c) for the period 
since 1984 consists of some correspondence and newspaper clippings, a 1984 letter by an 
archaeological com;ul1ting firm, several anthropological studies, a 1992 funeral book, a 
1996 obituary, and some oral history interviews and interview summaries. New evidence 
concerning the petitioner's organization consists ofa 1989 membership list, a 1991 list of 
council officers, a 1991 mailing list, a 1995 constitution, and a videotape of an interview 
on historical events o(;curring well before 1984 with Mary Archuleta while members of 
an "elders' council" listened and commented (Petitioner 2002, Chart 83.7(c». The 
petitioner also includt'::s in its chart all of its previously submitted documents and 
contends that this evidence when combined meets the criterion. 

Most of the documentary evidence cited by the petitioner as meeting criterion (c) was 
reviewed in preparation of the Proposed Finding. The discussion of the evidence in the 
Proposed Finding c.nd the Description and Analysis of the Evidence that supported that 
finding described in some detail a pattern in which only a small group of persons was 
involved in attending meetings of the petitioner'S organization or preparing 
correspondence on its behalf in the years since 1984. The petitioner's comment on the 
Proposed Finding has not directly rebutted that analysis or those conclusions. The 
petitioner repeats an argument for every document without providing an analysis of 
specific items of (:vidence or an explanation of how the evidence may be combined to 
meet the regulat01~l criterion (Chart 83.7(c), passim). 

The newly submitted oral history interviews provide almost no evidence about the period 
since 1984, but information in the oral histories about earlier periods provides some 
context for understanding the documentary evidence after 1984. An analysis of the 
persons involved in events or activities mentioned by either the documentary or oral 
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history evidence, however, demonstrates that the patterns of social interaction and 
authority in the modem petitioner described in the Proposed Finding remain essentially 
unchanged by the consideration of this new evidence. 

In 1984, Rosemary Cambra attempted to organize an agreement about monitoring 
archaeological excavations with Ella Mae Rodriguez,53 Rose and Rick Martinez, and Ben 
and Philip Galvan. The petitioner asserts that Philip Galvan has been the sole proprietor 
of the Ohlone cemetery and the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Inc., and that his older brother Ben 
J'4ichael Galvan had split from him and that organization to lead the infonnal Ohlone 
group. A 1984 document, however, appears to group Ben and Philip Galvan as. a pair, as 
if they were: together in a finn comparable to the named leaders of other Ohlone 
monitoring finms (Martinez and Cambra 9/4/1984). The available evidence does n9t 
show that these archaeological monitoring activities were directly connected to the' 
petitioner's organization. 

The petitioIlt!r claims to have formally organized in 1984. Ricardo Martinez was list<~d as 
the "President of Muwekma" and Rosemary Cambra was listed as the "Proprietor of 
O.F.C.S." in a 1984 letter to the Santa Clara County Transportation Agency (Cambra et 
al. 9/4/1984). They were the two main authors ofthe letter that also was signed by 30 
"family members." In 1985, Richard Martinez was listed as a "representative" on 
stationery for '''Muwekma (The People): Ohlone/Costanoan Indian Families of Santa 
Clara Valley" (Cambra 9/15/1985). Martinez may be a close relative of the petitioner's 
chainnan Hosemary Cambra. He is not mentioned again in the available evidence for the 
petition, and the petitioner says that his work and family require his attention as an 
explanation for his disappearance from the record and from the organization (Martinez et 
al. 2127/1985). No one named him as a leader or mentioned him in any other capacity in 
any oral hi~:tory interview. The petitioner also makes no explanation of how Rosemary 
Cambra took his place as the Muwekma chainnan. 

This 1984 letter to the Santa Clara County Transportation Agency said that the 
"Muwekma families have met" and the signers would like to be notified of Ohlone 
burials. \Vhill;: Ramona Marine's descendants made up the predominant proportion of the 
signers, also liisted were Trinidad Marine and some of her descendants. Philip Galvan, 
Loretta AlJ.en of the NAHC, Ella Mae Rodriguez, and Bea Woodward, who was not 
identified, received a copy of the letter. No other evidence shows directly that Trinidad 
Marine was involved with Rosemary Cambra's efforts to create an organization at this 
time, even though her daughter cooperated with Cambra on genealogical studies in 1981. 
Because Rosemary Cambra's relatives were predominant, she may have been leading an 
effort to unite disparate groups, but evidence is insufficient to confirm this. In light of 
the entire r,ecord and evidence concerning subsequent events in which these people were 
described as antagonistic to each other, it does not appear that this letter represented a 
single organization. It is at least equally possible that this letter represented an effort of 

S3 Rodriguez is identified elsewhere as an "Ohlone from Carmel Valley" (Peninsula 
Times Tribune 7/2/1989). 
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several Ohlone extended families led by "most likely descendants" who were 
independently interested in, or already performing, archaeological monitoring. 

Although Ruth Thompson Orta revealed, in a 1984 interview by Nancy Olsen, a spirit of 
rivalry with Rosemary Cambra's efforts, Orta's name was included among five 
"representatives" of thl::: "Indian Families of Santa Clara Valley" in a letter written 
January 10, 1985, to the BIA requesting genealogical information in their personal files. 
The four other "representatives" were from Cambra's extended family. The stated 
purpose 9f these rep:resentatives was "to participate in the process of tribal incorporation 
and also Santa Clara Valley representation" (Franco 1110/1985). The petitioner states , 
that the listing of Ruth Thompson Orta (a descendant of Trinidad Marine) on this 1985 
letter impeaches the Proposed Finding's conclusion that no interaction was indicated 
beyond 20 core family members as of 1995. 

This new evidence (tfthe 1985 letter complements Olsen's 1984 oral history interview 
with Ruth Thompson Orta which indicated that Orta, Cambra, and Olsen were working 
on genealogies in 1981, but the new evidence does not indicate that Orta was involved 
later in the petition1er"s organization after formal organization occurred, even though 
Orta, her children Robin, Ray, and Roberta, and half-brother Frank Ruano appeared on 
an archaeological proposal in 1985 (Cambra et al. 5/25/1984; Cambra 2/27/1985, 
9/15/1985; Olsen 1985a; Franco 111 0/1985). Combined with oral histories, this 
document shows that between 1984 and 1986 this family did appear to be working on 
this archaeological excavation with Cambra's relatives. Olsen reported that after 
Trinidad Marine died in 1986, however, her family no longer wished to do genealogy or 
be interviewed. The record indicates that by 1986 Ruth Thompson Orta withdrew from 
any involvement with Rosemary Cambra and did not appear on documents produced by 
other Indian associations such as MICA. She and her immediate family are not members 
of the petitioner's C:'lrrent organization even though her siblings and their families joined 
since the Proposed Finding was issued. 

The petitioner's new evidence includes an unsigned sheet listing 56 people in family 
groups. "Muwekma Tribal Mailing List 1/91" is typed on the bottom of one ofthe sheets 
(Anonymous 1991). Not including spouses, 25 of the listed individuals descended from 
Ramona Marine, 2 only from Dolores Marine, and the remainder from Victoria Marine. 
Among the latter gIOup, eight also descended from Dolores Marine. Missing from the 
list are Trinidad Marine's descendants (Ruth Thompson Orta's family), and any of the 
living descendants of Lucas, Dario, or Mercedes Marine. No Santoses, Armijas or 
Guzmans appear on this list. Also missing are many other people who were alive and 
part of the extendl:::d families that today comprise the petitioner. The petitioner does not 
explain their absenec~. Also unexplained are the presence on the list of the family of Ben 
Michael Galvan and the absence of other Galvans.54 Most of the Galvans on this list are 

54 The name of Ben Michael Galvan's son, Albert Galvan, appears on a "Muwekma 
Indian Tribal Council" liist, also dated "1/91" and apparently accompanying this mailing list. 
Albert Galvan did not sign a Resolution of March 1991 and did not attend a meeting of April 21, 
1991. The record shows him at an event of the petitioner in 1992, 1994, 1995, and 1998, but his 
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also descendants of Victoria Marine. Hank Alvarez, who descends from Dolores Marine, 
is on this list This 1991 mailing list agrees with other documents previously evaluated 
for the Proposed Finding because it shows that a ~mall group of Ramona Marine's 
descendants 'Nas joined by a select and overlapping group of Dolores and Victoria 
Marine's descendants, and then later grew family-by-family to the composition the 
current petitioner has at present. 

In response to the Proposed Finding's conclusion that the petitioner's original submission 
did not reved how its constitution was developed or who was involved in its adoption, 
the petitioner relates that the "Muwekma Ohlone Tribal Constitution" was initially 
developed: 

by the tribal administrator with the assistance of Allogan Slagle and input 
of the Muwekma Tribal counsel. [T]here were many drafts before the 
Mm\'ckma Tribal council adopted the constitution on 4121191. The 
constihltion adoption of 4/2/1994 was to adopt the amended constitution. 
(Chart 83.7(c), 1990s:177) 

By submitting evidence about the people who developed its constitution, the petitioner is 
responsive to deficiencies pointed out in the Proposed Finding. The people writing the 
constitution induded the administrator, Allogan Slagle, and the tribe's counsel. 'None of 
those individuals were identified as tribal members. The Proposed Finding pointed out 
the lack of sufficient evidence of the petitioner's members' involvement with issues of 
significanc(: to them. That the petitioner's paid or volunteer employees, consultants, and 
counsel developed its constitution is not a problem for acknowledgment. But their 
activities alone do not demonstrate widespread involvement of the members in the 
constitution's development. 

Useful evidence for showing the involvement of members would be documented 
expressions of concern by members about membership, elections, leadership, and other 
constituti(IIlal issues which the members had to d~al with before the constitution could be 
passed. A [f;!cord of changes made as a result of the group's involvement would also 
constitute useful evidence. However, evidence showing that an employee presented a 
document and that it was accepted by a small group of people, without other evidence of 
widespread discussion or collaboration involving most of the membership, is not 
evidence sufficient to meet criterion (c) because it does not show political influence 
flowing hack and forth between a predominant portion of the group's members and the 
group's 1e:aders. Such evidence does not describe a decision-making process involving a 
predominant portion of the membership. Since most of the actions taken by the 
petitioner's council has been patterned very similarly to the acceptance of its constitution, 
the comb'tllation of this type of evidence does not provide evidence of significant 
widespread political activity and authority deemed to be significant by most members. 

participation was sporadic and it is unlikely that he actually performed as a councilman. 
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The petitioner submits, as new evidence, the 1992 condolence book from the funeral of 
Pauline Carol Juarez, the non-Indian wife ofthe petitioner's member Alfonso Juarez. 
The petitioner claim:, that this list of signatures provides evidence under sections . 
83.7(c)(I)(iii) and (c)(2.)(iii) in that it is shows the "influence of elders as leaders, in that· 
family heads were JK~rsuaded to provide support to [a] tribal effort" (Chart 83.7(c), 
1990s:43). Howevel~, the funeral book itself does not show this. The vast majority of 
individuals attending were closely related to Alfonso Juarez and were descendants of 
Erolinda Santos or godchildren of Pauline Juarez (Irene Ruano), step-relations and in
laws to her family (Trinidad Marine's children). An evaluation of the relationship 
between Trinidad Marine and the Santos extended family, incorporating new oral history 
evidence, appears unde:r criterion (b). ' 

Only Robert Sanchez, Ramona Marine's son, did not fit into the basic categories of other 
attendees. His godmother however was Maggie Pinos. Alfonso Juarez grew up in 
Maggie Pinos' household as her son. There is reason to believe that the two men had a 
personal relationship, and may have viewed each other as brothers based on their 
common relationship with Maggie Pinos. This funeral book evidence alone does not 
demonstrate that Robert Sanchez's attendance was based on more than a personal 
relationship with the deceased. Mary Archuleta's presence may also be explained by her 
personal relationship with Maggie Pinos, which was demonstrated by other documents in 
the record and the oral histories. Maggie Pinos had fostered Mary Archuleta's daughter. 
Whether her attendance was as a family representative or on her own behalf cannot be 
demonstrated based on this funeral attendance without other corroborating evidence that 
she was there as a group representative rather than for or in addition to personal reasons. 

The petitioner seems to place great emphasis as evidence under criterion (c) on the 1996 
obituary of Lawrenee Nichols (son of Elizabeth Marine), one ofthe people interviewed 
by Nancy Olsen in the 1980's. Nichols never enrolled in the petitioner, but had been an 
active part of the Indian population near Niles and Pleasanton from 1907 until at least the 
1940's, and knew many of the petitioner's ancestors well. Despite considerable 
infonnation in the record about Nichols' life story, none of it indicates that he was' 
influenced by the J>1;!titioning group or its leaders or participated in any way in the 
petitioner's formal organization. In his interview in the mid-1980's, he never referred to 
an organization or used a word which could be interpreted as referring to an Indian entity 
or a group leader or leaders at that time. The petitioner believes that his 1996 obituary 
demonstrates evidence under sections 83.7(c)(1)(iii) and (c)(2)(iii) by showing strong 
influence on the behavior and norms of the group (Chart 83.7(c), 1990s:218). However, 
nothing in the obituary' implied that Nichols influenced or was influenced by group 
leaders or group members, that other Ohlone individuals organized his funeral or 
provided his obituary, or that he had participated in an Indian entity. Thus, in itself, and 
in combination wift:l other evidence, this evidence does not contribute to meeting 
criterion (c). 

The petitioner sugge:sts that its situation and evidence is similar to that of several 
successful past peti.tioners. The petitioner compares its non-profit status to the existence 
of the non-profit organization of the Grand Traverse Band petitioner, which had actual 
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governmental functions. One task the Grand Traverse non-profit had was to assign lots 
on the group's land. This evidence demonstrated that their organization perfonned 
functions of gn~at importance to people's everyd~y lives, such as detennining where they 
lived and protecting their fishing rights. The petitioner has not demonstrated that the 
Muwekma formal organization has perfonned these types of significant functions in the 
lives of a predominant portion of their membership. Another organization, OFCS, whose 
relationship with the petitioner has never been adequately explained, provided sporadic 
employment to a small group of people doing archaeological monitoring, but the 
available evide:nce does not show widespread involvement in that organization. The 
evidence does not demonstrate that the monitoring activities of OFCS affected the lives 
of a predominant portion of the membership, as the Grand Traverse non-profit did. 

The petitioner notes the kinds of evidence described in section 83.7(c)(I)(v) which 
requires demonstrating internal conflicts, and cites the Snoqualmie petition as precedent. 
However, the Snoqualmie case found that, "[t]hese conflicts have taken a form which 
indicates that a broad spectrum of public opinion among the Snoqualmie is involved . 
rather than just the actions and opinions of particular individuals" (Snoqualmie PF 1993, 
29-30). In the Muwekma case, there are internal conflicts which are important to some 
segments of the "family," but there is little evidence in the record about these disputes 
that reveals that the petitioner has internal political processes, or reveals how community 
cohesivem:ss supports those processes. Furthermore, there are indications that some of 
the dispute:~, within the petitioning group may have been personal to an individual and 
their close re:latives and did not involve distantly related people in the membership. 

In this cont'ext:, the petitioner raises the issue of "factional divisions" discussed in the 
Tunica-Biloxi decision, but does not identify actual factions in the Muwekma petitioner 
which would be similar to those identified in the Tunica-Biloxi petitioner. There is 
simply not enough evidence to support a conclusion that such disputes inform political 
activity and blehavior of the membership of the Muwekma group. In past decisions, the 
existence of fiictions has been demonstrated by a .showing that factions reflect long-tenn 
distinct orientations to various issues the group deals with, and thus have political 
repercussions. The petitioner'S chainnan's statements in oral histories and other 
statements in the petition narrative indicating that the petitioner has withheld certain 
kinds of evid<;!flce may explain a lack of evidence about disputes, long tenn factions, and 
political processes, but such justifications cannot excuse an absence of evidence and 
allow a pm;itive detennination based on unsupported assertions. 

The petitioner points to "Chief Kanim's personal leadership," in the Snoqualmie 
petitioner, as precedent to its own case. That leadership "took the form of counseling 
members and settling disputes between individual Snoqualmie" (Vol. 83.7(c), 61, citing 
Snoqualmie PF 1993, 25). The Muwekma petitioner, however, submitted no evidence 
that its named leaders actually counseled members and settled disputes among its 
individual m<;:mbers. The Muwekma petitioner's enrollment of previously estranged 
families over time may have resulted from the efforts of someone, or several people, but 
the details of such efforts are not in the record. No infonnation or evidence indicates that 
personal leadership was involved in settling disputes and cajoling individuals to enroll 
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who may have been disinterested, estranged, or angered over past events. The record 
indicates that at least three notable individuals are estranged from the group, including 
Kathy Perez, Ruth Thompson Orta, and Philip Galvan. All would meet the petitioner's 
membership qualifa;ations, but do not care to enroll. No evidence indicates that any 
leaders of the petitioner have attempted to deal with these apparently disgruntled 
members of the "larger family." 

Even if efforts were unsuccessful in resolving these conflicts, information about them 
and descriptions of ::he quarrels showing the main actors and how they attempted to 
influence the behav:,or of other members in these arguments could provide valuable 
evidence of informal political influence and power brokering. Descriptions and evidence 
concerning enrollments and disenrollments would be an excellent topic for oral history 
interviews with thos(: Jiving individuals actually involved during the last ten years in the 
membership growth of the petitioner. Evidence showing actual examples of such 
political influence connected to changes in membership, however, were not submitted by 
the petitioner. ' 

The petitioner alsofloles evidence in past cases showing that a group's interests were 
promoted outside the band, and cites the Grand Traverse and Snoqualmie cases. 
Rosemary Cambra 'nas represented herself as the petitioning organization's l'eader to the 
outside world on numerous occasions. In fact, most of the evidence submitted by the 
petitioner shows her dealing with persons outside the group. The new evidence 
submitted by the petitioner, however, does not cure the major deficiency raised in the 
Proposed Finding: the absence of evidence about internal decision-making and internal 
processes for detennining policy and making these presentations to the outside. Such 
internal processes generally involve influence from leaders to members, and vice versa. 
Petitioners should have direct evidence of such decision-making and influence. Past 
decisions have never accepted the named leaders' presentations, letters, and other 
evidence of dealings with outsiders as evidence by itself sufficient to demonstrate 
political influence. Past decisions have required direct evidence in oral histories, meeting 
minutes, or other sources that such influence actually exists. The applicable precedent is 
one of leaders representing the group to outsiders with the support of the group. 

The petitioner (VoL 83.7(c), 62) quotes the following text from the Snoqualmie finding: 

Attendance at [general council] meetings ranges from 10 to 35 percent of 
the membership, depending in part on the importance of the issues to be 
discussed. Ibe fact that not all adult Snoqualmie can be shown to be 
directly participating in the general councils does not conflict with this 
conclusion, given that a significant portion of the membership participates 
and that paJ1icipation is broadly distributed among the membership. 
(Snoqualml'e PF 1993, 29) 

This quote points out a critical problem of the Muwekma petition. The Snoqualmie had a 
fonnal organization, and a minority of members attended general council meetings. A 
comparable percentage of Muwekma members have attended recently instituted 
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Muwekma annual meetings. The quote cited from the Snoqualmie case, however, 
actually vie'\1,'s this low percentage of participation as a problem. In itself it is not enough 
to meet th(:: requirement that a predominant proportion of the membership is involved in a 
petitioner's political process. Only when weighed with other evidence not tied to the 
general council meeting that showed "a significant portion ofthe membership 
participates and that participation is broadly distributed among the membership," did the 
Snoqualmie: meet the criterion. 

The BIA re5earchers attempted to measure participation of the Muwekma membership by 
creating a database of 4,575 entries in which individuals were mentioned in doc\lmentary 
or oral histmy evidence related to the petitioner's activities, whether representing the 
petitioner to the outside or dealing with one another. A rough analysis of these dat~ was 
done. The pattern of all of these discrete pieces of evidence compiled from the recbrd 
showed that the most active persons were over 45 years of age in 2000 and most family 
lines had an older person involved in the group's activities, although some merely 
because the pt:rson was repeatedly listed as an "elder" on the petitioner's letterhead. 

This analysis showed that between 1990 and 2001 the evidence contained at least 1,065 
instances of a member participating in a group activity or with other group members or 
appearing on behalf of the group in some way. However, only 20 individuals (5 percent) 
of the entire membership were responsible for 805 (or 76 percent) of the documented 
instances of participation during this 11 year period. Almost 75 percent of the group's 
membership were never documented as participating in any group activity between 1990 
and 2001. Thus, the percentage of Muwekma members participating does not constitute 
a predomir.ant proportion of members as required by the regulations. 

There is no expectation that large percentages of members would attend events, such as 
the annual m(:eting. But, some data or combination of data needs to show that the 
activities of the group were important to its members and that a predominant number 
were invol ved in group activities. Even more problematical is that five out of six of the 
highest pm1icipating members were part of Ramona Marine's extended family. These 
five individuals were responsible for 481 of the 1065 incidents of participation, or 45 
percent of tht::m. While it is not unusual for, and indeed expected that, certain 
enthusiastic leaders and members may represent an important core group, that a high 
number of these intense actors come from a single family does not indicate widespread, 
significant pa.rticipation of members. 

The presence of the older people on the petitioner's letterhead may not indicate that they 
were infllll~ntial as claimed by the petitioner. While older people in the various major 
extended families appeared on a letterhead during this period, this is not very good 
evidence for widespread participation. No direct evidence demonstrates that the "elders' 
council" met or perfonned significant functions. The ~ctivities of the "elders' council" 
were not explained in the petitioner's documents. The petitioner did not submit meeting 
records, or indicate what special role this body may have perfonned. It is not known 
whether it was an honorary position or one that involved actual performance of duties. 
The single: ,example of a videotape of an "elders' council" meeting was for the purpose of 
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interviewing an eldt:rly woman, rather than passing on policy or strategy as the petitioner 
claims. While other evidence corroborates the active participation in events and fund 
raising of some of the members of the "elders' council," including Hank Alvarez and 
most recently Joel Arellano, their role in setting policy and in decision-making is only 
asserted and not demonstrated by the available evidence. 

Summation for the period 1984 - present 

This review of the comments and evidence concludes that the available evidence does not 
demonstrate the existence of a political process or decision-making process within the 
petitioning group since 1984, or ofa bilateral political relationship between the group's 
leader and memben;. For example, the submitted evidence provides no description of the 
process by which tbe petitioning group formed a formal organization in 1984 or adopted 
a constitution in 1991. The available evidence indicates that since 1990, participation in 
the petitioner's activities has been mostly by a core group of20 individuals, especially by 
five individuals from one extended family. A predominant portion of the petitioner's 
membership has not participated in the group's activities. These conclusions do not 
result from an inability to provide documentary evidence of such activities, for the 
petitioner's newly submitted oral history interviews provide almost no evidence about the 
period since 1984. Because this evidence, when considered in combination, does not 
demonstrate that the petitioning group maintained political influence or authority over its 
members, the avail:abl,e evidence is not sufficient to meet the requirements of criterion 
83.7(c) for the period between 1984 and the present. 

Acknowledgment I!~;edent 

The petitioner aSSt:lts that it meets the requirements of criterion (c) "predicated upon 
'previous precedents' established by the Department" in past acknowledgment proposed 
findings and final determinations (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(c), 61). In general, the 
petitioner cites vaJious precedents, but does not persuasively explain how they apply to 
the Muwekma petdioner by describing how the Muwekma situation and evidence is 
comparable to that of the case cited as precedent (Vol. 83.7(c), 24-25,47-48,61-63).55 

Some of the precedent cited by the petitioner appears to have some relevance to the 
evidence in this case, although the petitioner does not make an explicit argument 
explaining that relevance. The petitioner cites as precedent an example, from the 
Snoqualmie petition, of a leader dealing with external authorities on behalf of the group 
or its members (Vol. 83.7(c), 62). This precedent is applicable to the Muwekma 
petitioner only since the mid-1980's, as the evidence in this case does not demonstrate 
that such activities oc'curred earlier except within families. However, in contrast to this 
precedent, the evidence does not show that a Muwekma leader represented the group to 

5S The BIA staff explained to the petitioner's researchers at the on-the-record technical 
assistance meeting that such a comparison and such an explanation would be necessary for the 
successful application of precedent (BIA 11/7IZ001, 68, 71, 74-75). 
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outsiders with the support ofa group decision-making process. The precedent ofa 
petitioner aeting as a community to defend its land, as in the Tunica-Biloxi petition, may 
apply to the cemetery issue in the Muwekma cas~ (Vol. 83.7(c), 62), but only durjng the 
1960's and early 1970's. This applicability of this precedent is limited because of the 
actions of one family to gain title to and control over the cemetery as a non-profit 
organization separate from the petitioner. 

The petitioner cites as precedent, from the Grand Traverse Band petition, that an 
amalgamation of bands can produce an autonomous entity (Vol. 83.7(c), 61), but does 
not explain the relevance of that precedent to its case. The petitioner does not explicitly 
describe its·;.Mas a historical amalgamation of various bands. Although the petitioner's 
extended families may trace to several different historical bands that existed prior tq the 
creation of the mission system, the available evidence does not show that a political' 
amalgamation of the governing bodies of various bands took place before 1927. The 
issue of band amalgamation would appear to be irrelevant to this petitioner because any 
amalgamation would have predated the previous acknowledgment of a Verona Band. 
The issue of amalgamation was not raised for the Proposed Finding and was not 
evaluated by that finding. This issue may be applicable to the Muwekma petitioner prior 
to 1927, but there is no indication that an amalgamation of various bands has occurred 
since 1927. Thus, this cited precedent is not applicable to the evaluation since 1927 of 
the Muwekma petitioner. 

Neither the regulations nor acknowledgment precedent require petitioners to demonstrate 
the existence of a formal political organization. The Muwekma petitioner cites precedent 
that other petitioners, such as Narragansett and the Grand Traverse Band, have 
demonstrated that they have exercised political influence through a church organization 
or a non-profit corporation (Vol. 83.7(c), 61). The evidence in the Muwekma petition, 
however, does not demonstrate that its members or ancestors utilized a specific church or 
used the church to meet regularly, control an annual meeting, or build a community 
building as the Narragansett petitioner did, or tha,t they used a church as the Mohegan 
petitioner did. The evidence in the Muwekma petition also does not demonstrate either 
that a non-profit corporation or a for-profit business finn associated with members or 
ancestors of the petitioner's members performed the functions of a tribal government as a 
non-profit corporation did for the Grand Traverse Band petitioner. Therefore, these cited 
precedents are not applicable to the evidence available about the Muwekma petitioner. 

The definition of "political influence or authority" in the regulations (section 83.1) refers 
to a group's use of an "internal process." Acknowledgment precedent has stressed the 
importance of evidence of a functioning political process, whether fonnal or infonnal, 
among a petitioner's members and their ancestors. The petitioner cites the Grand 
Traverse Band petition as precedent that evidence of the existence of a "decision-making 
process" demonstrates political influence (Vol. 83.7(c), 61). The petitioner also cites the 
Snoqualmie: petition as precedent that political influence can be demonstrated by 
evidence of a "lengthy political process of meetings and discussion among a substantial 
portion of the membership" (Vol. 83.7(c), 62). The available evidence, however, shows 
the petitio:ael"s chairman and a few members and employees presenting resolutions and 
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plans without evidence of widespread knowledge and participation of the petitioner's 
membership. Thus, in contrast to the cited precedent, the evidence does not show that the 
Muwekma petitione:r has had such a decision-making process, or such a lengthy process 
of meetings and discussions among members, so those precedents do not lead to a 
conclusion that this pet:itioner meets the requirements of criterion (c). 

The petitioner cites as precedent that evidence of leaders "settling disputes between 
individual" membem, as in the Snoqualmie petition, can demonstrate political influence 
(Vol. 83.7(c), 61). I1le available evidence, however, does not contain examples thatthe 
Muwekma petitioner has had leaders who have settled such disputes. Thus, the cited 
precedent is not applicable to this petitioner. Group meetings may demonstrate the 
existence of a political process, but do not necessarily do so. The petitioner cites as 
precedent that the Narragansett petitioner held a large tribal meeting on a crucial issue 
(Vol. 83.7(c), 62). In contrast to the cited precedent, however, the evidence in the 
Muwekma petition does not indicate that a meeting about the cemetery issue in the 
1960's was "called by the council of the tribe" (Vol. 83.7(c), 62). The Muwekma 
petitioner has not demonstrated that this cited precedent applies to its situation or its 
evidence. 

The petitioner cites as precedent that evidence of the participation of a substantial portion 
of the petitioner's membership has been used to demonstrate widespread involvement in 
a group political process, as in the Snoqualmie petition (Vol. 83.7(c), 62). The petitioner 
presents a response: to this precedent. The petitioner measures members' or ancestors' 
participation by their application for Indian claims or their appearance on a list of the 
AIHS. However, neither of those sources shows actual participation in a political process 
within the petitioning group. Thus, this evidence does not show that the situation of this 
petitioner is comparable to that of the cited precedent. In addition, the BIA's evaluation 
of membership participation did not find that there was widespread involvement in the 
Muwekma petitioDe:r comparable to this precedent. 

The petitioner notf;~; that precedent requires the existence'of a "bilateral political 
relationship" between leaders and followers to demonstrate the existence of a petitioner's 
political influence Clver its members as part ofa political process (Vol. 83.7(c), 62). The 
petitioner has asserted but not demonstrated, however, that its "elders" widely distributed 
information to members and communicated with a broad segment of the membership. 
Although the petiti:one:r asserts that its leadership acts according to the direction of its 
membership, the ava.ilable evidence for the Muwekma petition, both historically and at 
present, does not show that members brought public opinion to bear on leaders and that 
leaders were respcnsive to the concerns of members. Thus, the evidence on the 
Muwekma petitioner is not comparable to the evidence required by the cited precedent. 

Summary ConcJmig.n under Criterion 83.7(c) as modified by g3,8(d)(3) and (d)(5) 

Based on this evaluation of the comments and evidence, the petitioner has not 
demonstrated that it meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) as modified by section 
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83.8(d)(3) hecause there is insufficient evidence of identifications of leaders or a 
governing body of the petitioning group by "au~horitative, knowledgeable external 
sources" on a "substantially continuous" basis since 1927. Thus, as provided in s~tion 
83.8(d)(5), lhis Final Determination has evaluated whether or not the petitioner has 
demonstrated that it meets the unmodified requirements of criterion 83.7(c) from 1927 
until the present. 

The petitiofla does not meet criterion 83.7(c) at any time based on meeting criterion 
83.7(b) with sufficient levels of evidence described in section 83.7(b)(2). Thus, the 
provisions of section 83.7(c)(3) are not applicable in this case. Npr is there any carry 
over to critedon 83.7(c) of evidence described in section 83.7(b)(1), because the . 
available evidence is not sufficient to meet criterion 83.7(b) "at more than a minim~ 
level" at any time. Therefore, there is no such evidence that, under the provisions of 
section 83.7(c)(I)(iv), can be combined with other forms of evidence to meet the 
requirements of criterion 83.7(c). 

A review of the available evidence concludes that this evidence is not sufficient to meet 
the requirements of criterion 83.7(c) since 1927. The available documentary and oral 
history evidence does not demonstrate the existence of informal political processes 
within the petitioning group at any time, or a political process or a bilateral political 
relationship between leaders and followers within the petitioner's current organization. 
Since 1990, participation in the petitioner's activities has been mostly by a core group of 
20 individuals, especially by five individuals from one extended family. A predominant 
portion of the petitioner's membership has not participated in the group's activities. The 
available evidence, when considered in combination, does not demonstrate that the 
petitioning group has maintained political influence or authority over its members since 
1927. Thc;:refore, the petitioner does not meet the requirements of criterion 83. 7( c) as 
modified hy slections 83.8(d)(3) or 83.8(d)(5). 

83.7(d) 

83.8(d)(4) 

Criterion 83.7(d) 

A copy of the group's present governing document 
including its membership criteria. In the absence of a 
written document, the petitioner must provide a 
statement describing in full its membership criteria and 
current governing procedures. 

The group meets the requirements of the criteria in 
paragraphS 83.7 (d) through (g). 
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The Proposed Finding 

The Proposed Finding eoncluded that the petitioner met the requirements of criterion 
83.7(d) insofar as it "'provided its present governing document, and its present enrollment 
ordinance, both of ,,,,hieh describe its membership criteria and the procedures through 
which it governs it~ affairs and its members" (Muwekma PF, 42). Submitted minutes 
showed that the cunent enrollment ordinance and constitutional amendments were 
proposed, but not vcted on, at the meeting held on April 18, 1998. The Proposed Finding 
continueq by stating: 

The subheading of the petitioner's constitution includes adoption and 
amendment dates which are not supported by petition documentation. The 
petitioner's enrollment ordinance lacks an approval date. The constitution 
and the enrollment ordinance lack clear definition of qualifying ancestors 
from whom prospective members must show descent. -The inconsistencies 
and discrepanc;ies noted here, if unchanged, may cause significant 
problems should the petitioner become acknowledged. Prior to the 
F[inal]D[ etermination], the petitioner should have this constitution, or a 
new constittltion, fonnally certified by the governing body. (Muwekma 
PF,42) 

Comments on the J~[QPosed Finding 

The petitioner did not prepare comments or submit evidence in response to the Proposed 
Finding on criterion 83.7(d). However, the petitioner referred to the "Muwekma Ohlone 
Tribal Constitution a.nd Enrollment Ordinance 0001, adopted on October 21, 2000," in its 
response to section (e)(2) issues (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(e), tab: MOlT Ro1119 Jan 
2002),56 and cited jl;s constitution's "2nd amendment" dated October 21, 2000, in its 
response to criterion 83.7(f) issues.57 The date ofOctobe~ 21,2000, post-dates the final 
submission of documentation considered for the Proposed Finding, but were not 
submitted for the Fina.l Detennination. 

56 The pas~,age refers to the Muwekma Enrollment Committee's recommendation that the 
council adopt and certify the January 19,2002, enrollment list, and approve the "disenrollment" 
list amendment "in compliance with" the constitution and enrollment ordinance adopted on 
October 21,2000. 

57 The portion of the constitution changed as a result of this "2nd amendment" is cited as 
"Article 111- Membership; Section 2, Limitation," and reads "No person shall qualifY for 
membership in the Muwekma OhIone Tribe who is a member of any other organized tribe, band, 
or Indian communi~( officially recognized by the United States congress [sic], unless he or she 
has relinquished in writing his or her membership in such tribe, band or community" (Petitioner 
2002, Vol. 83.7(e), tab:: §83.7(f)). 
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The four third-party letters submitted before the close of the comment period on January 
27,2002, did not contain any evidence pertaining to criterion 83.7(d). 

Response 

The BIA ob1ained copies from the petitioner of both the amended constitution and the 
enrollment ordinance which were adopted on October 21, 2000 (Petitioner 2000a, 
2.o00b). Each document was separately certified by ten of the eleven members of the 
petitioner's governing body (one member on excused absence). 

The membership provision of the constitution recognizes "all persons whose names ·are 
on the list of members, dated April 10th

, 1998, ... who met the following membership 
criteria as specified here within and the Enrollment Ordinance" (Petitioner 2000a, Article 
III, Section I (a)). Section l(b) requires that "descendants can prove blood descendancy 
of the Muwdmna Ohlone Tribe formerly known as the Verona Band" (Petitioner 2000a). 

The enrollmem ordinance provides definitions of terms, but not the same terms which 
appear in the constitution's membership section. For example, the enrollment ordinance 
provides no definition of "Verona Band," but gives a definition of "base roll," as "[t]hose 
persons identified as members of the Verona Band as referenced in the Muwekrna 
Ohlone Tribal petition, Exhibits B, H, Land J" (Petitioner 2000b, Article I (F)).S8 The 
"current certified roll" is defined as "[d]escendants of the Verona Band and or Kelsey's 
Report" (PI~titioner 2000b, Article I (G)). 

The amended constitution and the enrollment ordinance adopted on October 21) 2000, 
still lack a clear identification ofthe individuals comprised by the Verona Band from 
whom members must prove descent. The October 2000 adoption of these governing 
documents J ikely predates the petitioner's reconstruction of the" 1927 Verona Band Base 
Roll," as su':Jmitted during the comment period (see next section of the Final 
Detenninaltion, for criterion 83.7(e)). It is possible that more recent amendments, not 
submitted to or reviewed by the BIA during the comment period, remedy this problem by 
identifying the historical band individuals from whom a member must prove descent. 

Among the other changes reflected in the amended constitution is the change in the 
group's legal name from "Ohlone/Costanoan Muwekrna Tribe ofIndians of the San 
Francisco Bay" to "Muwekma Ohlone Tribe of the San Francisco Bay." The group's 
letterhead stationery since October 21, 2000, carried the name "Mukema Ohlone Indian 
Tribe of the San Francisco Bay Area." 

58 However, in Article VII, Section 2, the enrollment ordinance appears to use the term 
"base roll" to denote the 1933 "Census Roll of the Indians of California under the Act of May 18, 
1928." 
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Summary Conclusi(m 

The petitioner has a constitution and an enrollment ordinance, certified by most members. 
of its governing bodly. 'These governing documents describe its membership criteria and 
the procedures through which it governs its affairs and its members. Therefore, the 
petitioner meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(d). 

83.7(e) 

83.7(~)(2) 

83.8(d)(4) 

The Proposed Findta.g 

Criterion 83.7(e) 

The petitioner's membership consists of individuals 
who descend from a historical Indian tribe or from 
historical Indian tribes which combined and functioned 
us a single autonomous political entity. 

The petitioner must provide an official membership list, 
separately certified by the group's governing body, of 
all known current members of the group. 

The group meets the requirements of the criteria in 
paragraphs 83.7 (d) through (g). 

The evaluation under criterion 83.7(e) in the Proposed Finding raised four issues for 
which the AS-IA solicited a response prior to the Final Determination: (1) further 
genealogical or antlu'opological evidence demonstrating the inclusion of A vel ina 
(Cornates) Puente Marine or her children in the historical band, (2) access to the 
petitioner's membeTship files to verify ancestry documentation, (3) certification of the 
petitioner's membership list by all members of its governing body, and (4) a description 
of the circumstances surrounding the preparation of current and past membership lists. 
The Proposed Finding concluded that the petitioner met the requirements of criterion 
83.7(e) based upon the assumption that these four issues would be resolved satisfactorily 
in the comment period, but stated that the solicited additional data could strengthen or 
rebut the assumptions upon which the positive finding was based. 
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General Comments on the Proposed Finding 

The petitioru::r"s comments offered an analysis which deduced identities for some Verona 
Band proxy 59 members that differ from those appearing in the Proposed Finding, and 
submitted its own Verona Band Base Roll of 1927 in the context of its response to the 
Proposed Fmding's comments on potential growth. It responded to the Proposed 
Finding's suggestion to supplement the evidence of Avelina (Comates) Puente Marine's 
family's indusion in the historical band by providing additional historical context for the 
e~rly mission records, some new evidence from church records, an argument for the 
receiving end of godparenting as a type of participation, and a presentation of activities 
of Avelina {Comates) Puente Marine's children. In response to the Proposed Finding's 
observation that few vital records appeared to be cited as evidence in documenting 
members' Clncestry, the petitioner obtained and submitted 16 birth certificates, 1 marriage 
certificate, and 59 death certificates, according to its "List of Supporting Documents and 
New Evidence Submitted to BAR 27 Jan 2002" (Vol. 1).60 The petitioner furnished an 
updated genealogical database into which information from these new records had been 
added. 

The four third-party letters submitted before the close of the comment period on January 
27,2002, did not contain any evidence pertaining to criterion 83.7(e). 

(1) Backg[lmnd on the Historical Band and Avelina (Cornates) Puente Marine 

In cases procf~eding under section 83.8(4), for groups with unambiguous previous Federal 
acknowledgment, the "historical tribe" in 83.7(e) refers to the tribe or band previously 
acknowledged, in this case, the "Verona band." 

As no extant enumeration has been located of "the Verona Band" for any time period, the 
Proposed Finding relied upon two enumerations, ,made close to the last period of previous 
Federal acknowledgment (1914-1927), ofIndian settlements in the area ofthe Verona 
railroad stop south of Pleasanton to develop a proxy list of the Verona Band: the 
Alameda County portion of the 1905-1906 "Schedule showing non-reservation Indians in 
Northern California" made by C. E. Kelsey (see Appendix A) and the Indian Population 

59 Se(: "Background on the Historical Band and Avelina (Comates) Puente Marine" 
which follows this section for definition of the Verona Band proxy. 

60 This list included marginal columns in which each document is noted as "old" (i.e., 
submitted to the BIA prior to the Proposed Finding) or "new" (i.e., submitted for the first time 
during the '~omment period following the Proposed Finding) with totals given at the end of the 
list. The pditioner's total indicated 1,347 new documents were submitted with its comments; 
however, a sampling of church baptism and marriage records characterized here as "new" showed 
that at lear: 95 of them had been submitted previously. Federal Census records which had been 
obtained hy the BIA and furnished to the petitioner after the issuance of the Proposed Finding 
also appear on this list as "new" submissions. Conversely, some photocopies of baptisms from 
St. Augustine's Church that were listed as "old" had not been submitted before. 
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schedule of "Indian town" in Pleasanton Township in the 1910 Federal Census (see 
Appendix B). 

Since Kelsey recorded few individuals by name, interpretations varied as to just how 
many persons on the Kelsey Census also appeared in the 1910 Indian Population 
schedule. The petitioner viewed these two lists as comprising 51 persons, whereas the 
Proposed Finding viewed the total as 53 persons (see Appendix C). Thirteen persons 
from this "Verona Band proxy" have descendants in the current membership: Joe/Jose 
Guzman, Francisca Nonessi, John Paul (a.k.a. "Jack") Guzman, Maria Celsa Santos, 
Catherine Peralta, Dario Marine, Magdalena Armija, Francisco Santos, George Santos, . 
Maria Peregrina Pinos, Maria Erolinda Santos, Mercedes Marine, and Albert Arellano .. 

The 1910 Indian Population schedule included a household headed by the 60-year-old 
widow Jacoba Antonio, recorded somewhat phonetically as "Ocavio" Antonio. Jacoba's 
household included, among others, Catherine Peralta, Catherine's child Beatrice by Dario 
Marine, Dario Marine, and one of Jacoba's godchildren (and Dario's sister) Mercedes 
Marine, whose infant is enumerated in another Indian Population schedule household. 
The evidence evoked the question of whether the Marine siblings were there because 
they were members of the group, or because they each had a separate relationship with 
someone who was part of the Indian group. Answering the question is crucial because 
most of the petitionmg group (209 of 400 members on the 1998 membership list 
evaluated for the Proposed Finding; 264 of 419 members on the 2002 membership list 
evaluated for the Final Determination) traced its Verona Band ancestry solely to the 
siblings of Dario r..1arine and Mercedes Marine who were not enumerated on either the 
Kelsey Census or the ll910 Indian Population schedule of Pleasanton Township. 

Baptism records furnished by the petitioner showed Jacoba godparenting for many Indian 
infants, including some whose names do not later appear on the Kelsey Census or the 
1910 Indian Population schedule. The petitioner's genealogical and anthropological 
evidence did not plrt~sent a reasonable case demonstrating whether the Marine siblings' 
Indian mother A vel ina had been part of the historical band before her death in 1904, or 
whether the Marine siblings were members of the group after her death. That evidence 
included a church record of her first marriage in 1877 which gave Pleasanton as the 
residence of the bridal couple and witnesses, and baptism records for most of Avelina's 
children, identifying some of the children as "Indian" and identifying their godparents, 
some of whom appeared on the Kelsey Census and 1910 Indian Population schedule. 
Recollections of two of A vel ina 's adult children claim that A vel ina was raised by the 
chief of the rancheria, and refer to their own childhood attendance there. 

On the basis of the limited genealogical and anthropological evidence, the Proposed 
Finding made the assumption that Avelina (Comates) Puente Marine "was part of the 
Indian group at the Alisal rancheria prior to Kelsey's census of 1906" (Muwekma PF, 
46). This assumption provided the rationale for the appearance of her children Dario and 
Mercedes Marine c,n the 1910 Indian Population schedule. 
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The Proposl~d Finding stated, "Past decisions have assumed that parents, children, and 
siblings of members who can demonstrate involvement with tribal activities are also 
involved in those activities through their close kin" (Muwekma PF, 46). Therefore, the 
Proposed Fmding made the assumption that "the siblings of her [Ave1ina's] children on 
the 1910 Federal Census of 'Indian town' were non-resident members of the Verona 
Band ... " (Muwekma PF, 47). The Proposed Finding then stated that those assumptions 
could be rebutted or strengthened by the submission of new evidence during the 
comment period. 

Comments r~!l the Proposed Finding's "Verona Band Proxy" 
i 

The petitioner presented arguments for reinterpreting the identities of some individuals 
whose names were incompletely or misleadingly recorded in the Kelsey Census and the 
1910 Indian Population schedule, the result of ~hich would reduce the overall number of 
identified individuals from 53 (as presented in the Proposed Finding's Appendix C) to 
51, and incr,ease the number of historical individuals with descendants in the current 
membership from 13 to 15. This, the petitioner contended, improved the Proposed 
Finding's calculation of24 percent (13 of 53) representation of the Verona Band proxy in 
the current membership to 29 percent (15 of 51). 

Response 

Only two of the Verona Band proxy changes advocated by the petitioner (Trinidad 
Marine and Alfred Guzman) affect the descent of the current membership, which is the 
focus of criterion 83.7(e), and are therefore addressed here. A third change (Elizabeth 
Marine), with one of the first two (Trinidad Marine), responded to the request for more 
evidence on Avelina (Cornates) Puente Marine and her family, and is also addressed here 
even though it does not affect the descent of any c~rrent members. 

The petitioner now theorizes that two Marine siblings are on the 1905-1906 Kelsey 
Census, represented by the last two individuals: "Kid Small," listed as a "mixed blood" 
head of family, and "Bell" [no surname], listed as an "Indian" head of family. The 
petitioner views "Kid Small" as Trinidad Marine (born circa 1901), and "Bell" as 
Elizabeth Pontiana (a.k.a. "Belle") Marine (born 1891), the sister who, according to the 
petitioner, was caring for Trinidad.61 

61 The petitioner stated, "According to Faye Thompson-Frei (Trina's daughter), her 
mother recDllected that, after her mother's death, she was taken to get inoculations and then sent 
to live with her sister, Bell" (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 53). That is, 
after: A velina 's death in 1904, three-year-old Trina was sent to live with her own sister, Belle. 
The SOurCf: footnoted at the conclusion of this paragraph is "'Muwekma Ohlone Tribe Video 
Summary Sheet, MOlT Elder Interview,' 27 Oct 2001, page 8." 
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The lack of basis for the first advocated change was given in the Proposed Finding, 
although in response to a different theory. As noted in Appendix C, footnote 2, of the 
Proposed Finding, "Kid Small" was listed as a head ofa household (Kelsey's term was , 
"head of family"), tha.t is, not as a child and not as a resident in someone else's . 
household,62 Thus, "Kid Small" is not likely to be the young child Trinidad Marine (nor 
Maria Rosa Armija., bom in 1901, as the petitioner theorized in its earlier submission, 
Petitioner Ex. J, 1:52), For an example of how Kelsey enumerated a "mixed blood" child 
in the household of an • 'Indian, " see "Mary McGill Hart and 1 child" on page 3 of 
Kelsey's schedule jelf EI Dorado County (Petitioner Ex. H, I, app. B). For these reasons, 
this Final' Determination does not concur that Trinidad Marine is "Kid Small." 

Because the Propose:d Finding requested additional evidence on Avelina (Comates) 
Puente Marine and her family, a response is warranted to the petitioner's theory that 
Kelsey's "Bell" was Tlinidad's sister Elizabeth Pontiana Marine, even though no current 
members descend from her. The petitioner's first two theories as to the identity of 
Kelsey's "Bell" were Isabella (Stokes/Olivares) Nichols (born 1890)63 and Isabelle 
(Villanen) Armija Nichols (born circa 1873).64 Elizabeth Ponti ana Marine (born 1891) 
was known as "Bella" or "Belle," as documented by her son's 1907 baptism and her own 
1911 death certificate. Thus, there is evidence which makes this new theory plausible; . 
however, there is no compelling evidence which makes this new theory more plausible 
than the earlier two. No current members trace ancestry to any of these three "Bell" 
candidates, so the lack of reasonable conclusion about "Bell's" identity does not affect 
the evaluation under criterion 83.7(e). 

The petitioner's argllment for Alfred Guzman being one of the unidentified "2 children" 
of "Joe Gooseman" rec;orded by Kelsey is reasonable. Alfred was born in 1896 
(Petitioner Ex. A, n, tab: Msn. San Jose Baptisms), and appeared in his father's 
household in the 1900 Federal Census (Petitioner Ex. B, app. B). Recognizing Alfred as 
one of the two unidentified Guzman children in the Kelsey Census would increase by one 
the number ofVemna Band proxy individuals represented in the current membership, 
now that three descendants of Alfred Guzman have become members. Both parents of 
Alfred Guzman appear in the Kelsey Census, so Alfred's descendants can trace to the 
Kelsey Census reg.ardless of whether Alfred is detennined to be one of the two 
unidentified Guzman children. 

Irrespective of whether this change slightly raises the percentage of Verona Band proxy 
individuals who can "t.race forward" to current members - up from 24 percent (13 of 
53) to 26 percent (14 of 53) - this argument does not affect whether the petitioner 

62 A workpap,er providing a more detailed description of the BIA's analysis of<CKid 
Small" was referenced in the Proposed Finding's Description and Analysis of the Evidence on 
page 137 (fn. 115), and furnished to the petitioner following issuance of the Proposed Finding. 

63 See earlil!J genealogical database and Petitioner Ex. B (rev.), 100. 

64 Petitioner Ex.. J, I, 52. 
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meets criterio)) 83.7(e), the objective of which is to demonstrate that current members 
can "trace back'" to the historical band. The percentage 'of current members who claim 
descent from the Verona Band proxy or siblings thereof, as defined in the Proposed 
Finding, remains unchanged at 100 percent.6S 

' 

Comments Qn the Petitioner's "Verona Band Base Roll" 

The petitioner created and presented a "Verona Band Base Roll," or "1927 Verona Band 
Base Roll," not in direct refutation of the Proposed Finding's "Verona Band proxy," but 
rather in response to the Proposed Finding's comments about the potential for future 
growth of this group. In so doing, the petitioner stated that "this reconstruction effort has 
taken on additional significance in that this exercise falls well within the sovereign rights 
of the tribe tJ determine its own membership" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 55). 
Further, "[t]he reconstruction of the Verona Band population is virtually the 
establishmf!nt of a base roll, a roll of persons from which all other tribal members must 
descend or demonstrate a social relationship" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 
56).66 

The petitioner oeontended, as it did in its original submissions, that there were "eight 
family clans and one group, composed of unrelated individuals, who participated within 
the Verona Band Population" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 57). The petitioner 
describes the individuals in each of these eight families, beginning around the mid-
1800's. Their appearances in the Kelsey and Federal censuses are mentioned, as are their 
marriages, burial locations, and other evidence establishing their whereabouts up through 
1927. If del>cendants of each family were yet living as of 1927, their names are included 
in the petitioner's 1927 Verona Band Base Roll. The end result of the petitioner's 
reconstruction is a listing of 67 individuals yet living in 1927.67 

After eliminating the names of "those 1927 surviv~rs who did not leave any known living 
descendants," the petitioner arrived at a listing of 41 persons representing potential 
membership growth (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 78-79). On the issue of 

65 A hhough the petitioner claimed all of its members trace their ancestry to individuals in 
the Verona Band proxy or siblings thereof, analysis of the evidence in the petitioner's 
membership filles showed that documentation was insufficient in a few cases. See discussion 
under "Response" following "Comments on the Membership Files." 

66 This Verona Band Base Roll, from which all other tribal members "must descend or 
demonstrate ill social relationship," is not part of the petitioner's current constitution or enrollment 
ordinance. 

67 The June 23, 1927, letter from Indian Field Service Superintendent L. A. Dorrington 
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which established the last point of previous Federal 
acknowledgment for purposes of this petition review, stated "There is one band in Alameda 
County cOlf.monly known as the Verona Band, which consists of about thirty individuals, located 
near the to',\TI of Verona ... " (Petitioner Ex. H, I, app. B). 
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estimating potential growth, the petitioner contended that a more realistic approach is to 
"utilize the number of 1927 survivors who were known to have descendants (41) than it 
is to utilize the number of 1906/1910 persons (51) who did not, in their entirety, survive 
to 1927" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 80). . 

A third'listing furnished by the petitioner pared the J 927 group of 41 survivors down to 
25 persons alive in 1. 927 "who are, or have descendants, currently enrolled in the MOlT" 
(Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 80). The petitioner wished to use this third list to 
recalculate representatiion of the historical band in the current membership. Instead of 15 
of 51 [petitioner's totalls] historical band members (29 percent) being represented by 
current members, the petitioner recalculated that 25 out of 41 historical band members ., 
(61 percent) are repn:sented by current members. 

Response 

The petitioner described its exercise of reconstructing 'the "Verona Band Base Roll" as 
falling "well within the sovereign rights of the tribe to determine its own membership" 
(Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 55) and cites legal precedents it contends support 
its point (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 83-85).68 Tribes have the authority to 
determine membership of persons actively maintaining a political relationship with their 
tribes, and the legal precedents cited by the petitioner refer only to a tribe's detennination 
of its contemporary membership. The cases cited do not refer to a tribe's reconstruction 
of the past membemhip of a historical entity from which it claims descent. 

The petitioner's disagreement with what it called the Proposed Finding's "assessment of 
the tribal composition based on a 'listed' or 'unlisted' status," and "concept of sibling 
separation" also indicates a misinterpretation of the Proposed Finding's analysis of the 
Marine siblings in the construction of a Verona Band proxy. The Proposed Finding 
identified Dario Marine and his sister Mercedes Marine, both of whom appeared on the 
Indian population schedule of the 1910 Census, as "listed siblings" (on the proxy list) and 
their six then-surviving siblings, who did not appear on the Indian population schedule 
nor on the Kelsey Census, as "unlisted siblings" (not on the proxy list). However, the 
Proposed Finding did not attempt to declare the "listed siblings" Dario and Mercedes as 
Indian or as Verona Band members and declare their "unlisted siblings" as non-Indian or 
as non-members. To the contrary, the Proposed Finding made the assumption that 

68 The ternl "base roll" was not used in the Proposed Finding in reference to the proxy 
list because the proxy list was not meant to be a contemporary official listing, or roll, of all 
enrolled members ofthe Verona Band 1906-1910. No such official enrollment has been located 
for the Verona Band Such an enrollment may not be recreated 90 years after the fact. The 
acknowledgment regula.tions at 83 .12(b) provide that "the list of members submitted as part of the 
petitioner'S documented petition shaH be the tribe's complete base roIl for purposes of Federal 
funding and other administrative purposes." That is, the "base roH" for each petitioner is its 
membership rol1 at acknowledgment. The "proxy list" created for the Proposed Finding served as 
an analytical tool to aid in detennining whether the Muwekma petitioner descended from the 
Verona Band. 
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"descent from a historical band at the Verona station can be calculated through siblings 
who were not actually listed on either the Kelsey Census of Pleasanton and Niles or the 
1910 Federal Census of 'Indian town' in Pleasanton Township" (Muwekma PF, ~2). 
Rather than dividing the "listed" from the "unlisted" siblings, the Proposed Finding 
treated them in the same manner for calculating descent from a historical tribe for 
purposes of criterion 83.7(e).69 

The basis for the petitioner's contention that the Verona Band comprised eight families 
or clans is not stated. These families or "clans" as described by the petitioner do not 
comprise all individuals noted as "Indian" in the Mission San Jose church records, yet, 
the petitiom:r did not state the specific type or level of interaction that took place before 
or during the period of last Federal acknowledgment (1914-1927) it used to determ,ne an 
individual lndian's inclusion in or exclusion from the petitioner's reconstruction of'its 
"Verona Band Base Roll." The 1927 survival of67 descendants of specific families does 
not equate to their participation in an entity in 1927. 

Evidence identifying Indian individuals residing in Indian settlements in the area of the 
Verona rai lroad stop near Pleasanton in 1905-1906 and 1910 provided the basis for the 
Proposed Finding's Verona Band proxy. Allowing for non-resident and unlisted siblings 
of those individuals enumerated in the settlement lists to be considered part of the 
historical band for purposes of criterion 83.7(e), the Proposed Finding found that all 
current members (100 percent) claimed descent from individuals in the "Verona Band 
proxy" or their non-resident and unlisted siblings. This descent from the historical band, 
in this case pn~viously ac.knowledged, is part ofthe requirement of criterion 83.7(e). 

The petitioner's efforts to identify individuals who did not have descendants does help in 
defining and narrowing the general potential for future growth. The analyses of potential 
growth, much like the analyses of representation of the historical band in the current 
membership, are presented in Proposed Findings to provide context for the reader. A 
petitioner may comment on those factual statements in the Proposed Finding, and present 
evidence a.nd :arguments challenging them; however, changes in calculations made in 
statement~. that provide only context do not affect the overall determination of whether 
the petitioner descends from the previously acknowledged band. 

69 111e alternative interpretation, not taken by the Proposed Finding, is that Dario and 
Mercedes Marine were not members of the band in 1910, hut were present in "Indian town" at 
that time he cause (1) Dario Marine had a relationship with, and child by, band member Catherine 
Peralta and (2) 15-year-old Mercedes Marine (bereft of her mother, and then a young mother 
herself) re~.ided in the household of her godmother Jacoba (who godparented many Indians not 
considered to be members of the Verona Band by the BIA or by the petitioner). In this alternative 
interpretation, neither the Marines present in "Indian town" nor the Marines absent from "Indian 
town" wOlild be considered members ofthe band. The Proposed Finding's request for further 
document~~.ti()n sought to settle the question of whether all the Marine siblings were part of the 
group becHuse their mother had been or through demonstrated participation. 
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Comments on A velina (Cornates) Puente Marine 

The Proposed Finding stated: 

The assumption that Avelina (Cornates) Marine was a part of the Indian 
group at the Ahsal rancheria prior to Kelsey's census of 1906, and that the 
siblings of her children on the 1910 Federal Census of "Indian town" were 
non-resident members of the Verona Band, are assumptions that can be 
rebutted during the comment period for this finding. These assumptions 
may also be:: stnengthened, and the petitioner should provide additional 
evidence dming the comment period to do so. (Muwekma PF, 46,..47) 

The petitioner's response to the solicitation of further evidence of Avelina (Comates) 
Puente Marine's inclusion in the Verona Band included historical context for the 
variations in church recordings of Indian names, additional church records, and a 
presentation of evidence and analysis designed to substantiate statements attributed to 
Dario Marine as memorialized, apparently by Philip Galvan, in the 1960's, "adding 
credence to his testimony" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 25). 

Among the additional documentation the petitioner provided during the comment period 
was one "new" record in which Avelina Marine was named: Avelina's burial record. 
This record had been cited in the petitioner's original submission but not provided at that 
time. The attested transcription of Avelina's 1904 burial record states (in Latin) that the 
deceased "A velina Codenta Marin," an Indian, was brought from Pleasanton to Mission 
San Jose where she was buried in the cemetery belonging to Mission San Jose on 
October'S, 1904 (Mission San Jose n.d.).10 

Response 

This burial record, documenting Avelina (Cornates) Puente Marine's presence in 
Pleasanton in 190~l, places her closer in time and place to the known Indian settlement 
Kelsey enumerated thcere than did the published recollections of her daughter Dolores 
(born 1890), which placed the family in Livermore during Dolores' childhood 
(Newspaper clipping 1965). The burial record evidence tends to support the Proposed 
Finding's assumption that Avelina was part of the Indian settlement near Pleasanton at 
some time. 

The Proposed Find:ing asked whether "Anita Flores," who is listed among the "Ohlones 
of California" identifi'ed by Dario Marine in the 1960's, could be the Anita recalled as a 
sister of Avelina (Muwekma PF, 129). The petitioner had no response on this point, 
except to state: "Independent verification of this list of 'Ohlones of California' has been 
conducted and much of it can be substantiated by external and objective primary 

10 It is not dear whether the entry refers to the Mission San Jose cemetery, or to the 
Indian cemetery one mile west, where Dario Marine recalled Avelina was buried. 
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evidence" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 34). Whether the identity of Anita 
Flores was substantiated by the petitioner remains unknown and unexplained. 

\ 

The petition.er stated: "The genealogy of A vel ina Cornates has been achieved through a 
compilation of all available evidence" (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 7). 
However, one piece of available evidence was not submitted by the petitioner. The 
Proposed Finding provided the petitioner with information about the existence of the 
civil marriage record of "Abel ina Cordalis" to Jose Puente(s) which an unpublished index 
listed with a date of January 2, 1877. The Proposed Finding cited it as one example of a 
record whic:h might provide additional evidence of Avelina's parentage (Muwekma PF, 
128, 132-133). . 

For the Final Determination, the BIA obtained an uncertified photocopy of the civil!\ 
marriage li(;ense and marriage return on file in the Alameda County courthouse for Jose 
Puente and "'Abel ina Cordalis" (Alameda County 1877). The marriage license, issued on 
January 2, 1877, identifies the groom Jose Puente as a 45-year-old native of Mexico 
residing in Centerville (not Pleasanton as the church marriage record implied), and the 
bride as Abe:1ina Cordalis, a 15-year-old native of California residing in Pleasanton. 
Annotated to the license is the statement, "And the consent of the uncle of said minor 
Abelina Cc,rdalis, an orphan with whom she has been living for a long period of years 
consenting to said marriage." The uncle is not identified in the recorded license, and it is 
not known whether a separate "loose paper" consent may be on file. The marriage 
return, sigm:d by John F. Cassidy, Priest ofthe Mission San Jose, states that he married 
the coupk on January 17, 1877, with Inigo Uinise and Rita Salio, both residents of 
Pleasanton, present as witnesses.71 The marriage return was recorded on August 6, 1878. 

A photocopy and transcription of the church record of this marriage had been provided 
by the petitioner earlier, so the names ofthe parties involved were already known to the 
BIA researcher. However, this civil record provides the first evidence attributing an age 
to the A velina who married first Jose Puente, and later Rafael Marine. It also places her 
in PleasaIlton. 

A church baptism record previously submitted by the petitioner showed that an Indian 
"Avelina" [no surname] was born on November 10, 1863 (to Pamfilio and Maria), and 
baptized 111: the Mission San Jose on January 17, 1864 (Ex. A, II, tab: Msn. San Jose 
Baptisms). ·1be BIA's review of the 1870 Census of Murray Township (where 
Pleasanton was located) found no "Avelina" but revealed a 7-year-old female Indian 
"E Uline" or "E Vline" [no surname], residing in the household with a "Maria F." [or 
"Y.," no surname], who could be reasonably construed as the Avelina born in 1863 
(Census 1870). However, no records pertaining to the A vel ina who married Jose Puente 
and Rafael Marine were furnished or found that included an age for her. Such age 
infonnation could be used to compare to the ages documented for the earlier A velina, and 
thereby confirm whether it was reasonable to conclude that all the records pertained to 

71 The church record gives the marriage date as January 13, 1877 (Petitioner Ex. A, II, 
tab: Msn. San Jose Marriages). 
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just one Avelina. l11e bride "Abelina" was 15 years old in January 1877, a good 
(although inexact) match for the "Indian" Avelina born in November 1863, who would 
have just passed her 13 th birthday by the marriage date. Thus it seems reasonable to 
conclude that the Avdilna who was born in 1863 is identical to the A vel ina 
Cordalis/Comates ~"ho married first Jose Puente and second Rafael Marine. 

The baptism record! fiJI' the A velina born in 1863 not only identified her as an Indian of 
Mission San Jose, but listed as her godfather the man who in 1880 was recorded as 
"chief' a~ong 14 Indians enumerated in Washington Township, where Niles was located 
(Census 1880, ED 25,27).72 Being able to connect the Avelina who married Jose Puente 
and Rafael Marine to the Avelina born in 1863 by virtue of this age-at-marriage evidence 
further strengthens Avdina's connection to an Indian band in the Pleasanton area at some 
time. 

The January 2, 1877, civil marriage license, unlike the church marriage record two weeks 
later, recorded a separate place of residence for the groom, the bride, and each of the 
witnesses. "Abel ina" then resided in Pleasanton, which places her close, geographically, 
to the known Indian se:ttlement Kelsey would enumerate there circa 1905-1906. This 
evidence tends to support the Proposed Finding's assumption that Avelina (Cornates) 
Puente Marine was part of the Indian settlement near Pleasanton at some time. 

This civil record aJ~,o (;onfirms that the "Abelina" marrying Jose Puente was an "orphan," 
and reveals that she had been living with her unidentified uncle for a "long period of 
years." The family tradition, presented in 20th century records, claimed that Avelina had 
been orphaned. Th~ consent of A velina' s uncle and guardian provides contemporary 
evidence that Avelina"s parents were deceased before 1877. 

Comments on the [)1teraction of Avelina's Children 

The petitioner submitted a compilation of facts in response to questions raised in the 
Proposed Finding about the relationship of Avelina Marine's children and grandchildren 
to the previously acknowledged tribe, as defined by the Verona Band proxy. These 
factual claims pertain to godparenting, funerals, fostering, and residence information. 
The Proposed Find:ing discussed godparenting, and found that 8 out of 39 grandchildren 
had godparents on the Verona Band proxy, that children of only 3 of the Marine siblings, 
Dario, Mercedes, and Ramona, had such godparents, and that all of these godparenting 
relationships were c~stablished before 1920. 

72 The Avelina baptized in 1864 had as her godparents "Jose Ropaldo" and "Paula" 
(Petitioner Ex. A, II, tab: Msn. San Jose Baptisms). The petitioner made the case that "Jose 
Ropaldo" is one of many priest-recorded variants (including "Pardos Leyo," "Leopoldo Leyo," 
and "Lopardo Jose') for the Indian chief who is recorded in the 1880 Federal Census as "Perdo 
Concayo" (Census 1880, ED 25, 27). Other examples of the variations in the recorded versions 
of this man's name appear in the petitioner's genealogical database. 
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Response 

The petitione:r submitted new documentation, and this finding analyzes again the . 
godparenting patterns, particularly before 1920. This analysis finds that the number of 
Avelina's grandchildren with godparents on the Verona Band proxy is revised upward. 
Now, at least 14 of 41 grandchildren have godparents on the proxy listing, 2 have a 
godparent vihose mother was on the proxy listing; and 1 has a godparent whose husband 
was on the proxy listing. Thus, 17 of 41 grandchildren of A velina and Raphael Marine, 
or'42percent, show a link to this listing through godparenting relationships established 
between 1907 and 1943. The petitioner submitted no godparenting information for 17 
individuals, and the remainder (seven) appeared to have no Indian godparents. The.· 
children of six of eight Marine siblings who lived to adulthood, including Dario, . 
Mercedes,Ramona, Elizabeth, Lucas, and Trinidad, have godparents linking to the 
Verona proxy. The children of Victoria and Dolores do not. The godparenting 
relationships between Avelina's grandchildren and individuals on the proxy were 
established ':>etween 1907 and 1943. 

The Proposed Finding also found that five, or 20 percent, of Avelina's 25 grandchildren 
born beforl~ 1920 had godparents on the proxy. Now 11, or 42 percent, of Avelina's 26 
grandchildren born before 1920 had proxy band godparents, a significant difference for 
the period be:fi)re 1920, In addition, six, or 40 percent, of Avelina's 15 grandchildren 
born in 1920 or later had a godparent on or linked through kinship of marriage to the 
proxy list. 

Dario Marine had married Catherina Peralta and was living with her on the rancheria 
when his parents died. It is possible that his family gained access to the rancheria and 
connected to its community through their brother's wife, not necessarily through their 
own mother., In addition, Trinidad Marine's daughter said in an interview that her 
mother Trinidad met Maggie Pinos through Trinidad's stepchildren, whose mother 
Magdalena Armija was related to Maggie and was herself on the proxy. This seems to 
imply that Trinidad chose Maggie Pinos as a godmother for her children based on the 
older woman"s relationship to the stepchildren, and not because Trinidad had a long term 
relationship to Maggie Pinos through her own mother Avelina. Nevertheless, the 
genealogical record now supports a finding that Avelina was part of the Verona band 
communi~r when she was alive. Thus, as a part of a larger record tracking a variety of 
individual social interactions, this revised godparenting analysis corroborates the finding 
that Avelina and her children were socially associated with the previously acknowledged 
band. In itself, this evidence of social interaction cannot determine whether A vel ina had 
genealogical ties to the community, only that it is possible. 

The petitioner submitted in its response other evidence concerning burials at the San Jose 
Mission. Unfortunately, this information is unclear because it does not adequately 
indicate whether the Ohlone Indian cemetery or the San Jose Mission cemetery was the 
burial site on many of the documents. More information, including a mapping of the 
burial plots of not only the Marines but also the Santos, Guzmans, Annijas, Paredeses, 
Peraltas, Gonzaleses and others named on the proxy list would be needed to use this 
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evidence to show a relationship between the children and grandchildren of the Marines 
and the individuals on the proxy listing, as was done for part of the Chinook population 
in a recent final determination (Chinook Reconsidered FD 2002,83). 

Finally, the petitiOIK~r listed several fostering relationships. Only a few are documented 
or discussed in oral histories. Some of the assertions made, about Trinidad Marine for 
example, do not appear to be supported by other evidence. Time was not available to 
make a closer insp'~.:::tion of this evidence at this time. However, a fuller discussion of 
some sp«cific fostering situations is made in the section discussing criterion (b) which 
indicates that godparenting and fostering involving a small number of children, and a 
small number of foster parents may be used as part of a compilation of all the facts and 
evidence showing infonnal social interactions among the Marines, Santos, Armijas, 
Guzmans, and others on the Verona Band proxy until at least 1930. 

(2) Background on,-b~scent 

The Proposed Finding for criterion 83.7(e) contained a second assumption. It had not 
been possible to ma.ke a site visit to the petitioner to conduct an audit of its membership 
files, the purpose of which would be to evaluate whether the documentation in those files 
satisfactorily demo:1strated members' ancestry back to qualifying ancestors. Seven 
sample enrollment {)r membership files had been provided prior to active consideration, 
and the petitioner's genealogical database included citations to vital records and other 
documents, thereby providing some evidence of how members' ancestries were 
documented by the group. Thus, the second assumption of the Proposed Finding was that 
the eventual audit of the petitioner'S membership files would support the members' 
ancestry as depicted in the genealogical database. 

Comments on the Membership Files 

Photocopies of the petitioner's membership or enrollment files were made available to 
the BIA for inspection at the office of the petitioner's attorney in Washington, D.C. The 
petitioner described the files as pertaining to (1) current members, (2) "disenrolled" 
members, (3) deceased enrolled members, (4) deceased ancestors "relative to the 
composition of the Verona Band," and (5) "connective individuals whom are known to 
be living but not e:m'Olled" (Petitioner Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 85-86). 

Response 

The BIA found a total of219 folders for current adult members, with records on any 
minor children found in the parent members' folders. Also provided were 58 folders for 
"disenrolled" adul1: members (again with records on any minor children found in the 
parents' folders), a.nd 31 folders for deceased members or ancestors of members. The 
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"files of connective individuals whom are known to be living but not enrolled" were not 
10cated.73 

\ 

The BIA review found the majority of file folders for current members to contain signed 
applications, signed declarations that they were not enrolled in another Indian group or 
federally acJmowledged tribe, birth or baptism records identifying their parents, and a 
descendanc:y chart for the qualifying ancestor (listing all descendants). Only five 
instances Wf:re noted in which the vital records fell short of documenting the parentage of 
the member, These instances included incomplete birth certificates or hospital birth 
records whiGh did not provide a given name for the child (and lacked corroborating 
evidence eJ~ewhere in the member's file), did not provide the parents' names, or 
identified tbe non-Indian parent only (such as "Mr. and Mrs. Bob Smith"). 

The BIA n:~;e:archer searched for the names of the five members whose membership files 
did not contain adequate proof of parentage, and the one member whose father's ancestry 
is not documented in her membership file or elsewhere, in the 1972 BIA "Applications 
for Enrollment to Share in the California Judgment Funds" (Vol. III). The BIA 
descendancy charts found in these applications included and confirmed the birth 
information and parentage for two of the five members with incomplete birth certificates. 
The remaimng three members with incomplete birth certificates did not appear on the 
1972 BIA chru1s, although their parents do. In the case of the one member with a non
member father, that father appeared on the 1972 BIA charts, as identified on the 
member's birth certificate, so that descent problem was resolved. 

Cross-refen::ncing the 1972 BIA charts provides the necessary connection for the member 
with a non-member father, but still leaves three members unconnected. One of these 
three has a;::hild who is a member, so that a total of four members could not be verified, 
on the basis iQf submitted records, to descend as illustrated from the historical band. This 
number represents about 1 percent of the current membership. The situation is not one in 
which the evidence proves they do not descend from Verona Band individuals, nor one in 
which evi<.i<;m:c proves they descend from individuals who are not Verona Band 
individuals; rather, the evidence is simply insufficient in these three cases to connect 
members to their Verona Band-descendant parents, and in one case to connect a member 
to his grandparents. 

The "disenrollment" files show that 99 individuals were removed from membership since 
the May 1998 membership list,. Three written requests for "disenrollment" are in the 
files. The n:mainder of "disenrollments" resulted when members failed to send properly 
executed documents to the petitioner's office in time to update the members' files prior 
to the close of the comment period. Some mailings were returned to the petitioner's 

73 This meant the membership files were insufficient to verify the ancestry of a member 
whose living parent is not a member, and whose own membership or enrollment folder did not 
include documentary evidence on that parent's ancestry. This member's ancestry was ultimately 
confinned by 1972 BIA descendancy charts. 
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office marked "return to sender" due to incorrect addresses, returned marked "refused," 
or returned unopened" Some certified mailings were signed for but not returned. 

The review showed d1at the petitioner's membership files contain evidence sufficient to 
document members' descent from individuals in the Verona Band proxy, or their 
siblings, with the ff::w noted exceptions. Ninety-nine percent of the current members 
descend from the Verona Band proxy or siblings as defined in the Proposed Finding. 

(3) Background onJhe: Certification of Membership List 

The membership list evaluated for the Proposed Finding contained 400 names and was 
dated May 29, 1998. It lacked the separate certification by all members of the governing 
body required by criterion 83.7(e)(2). Analysis of the list showed that about 70 percent 
of the members (281 of 400) descended from Avelina (Cornates) Puente Marine 
(including 4 percent from the marriage of her son with Catherine Peralta, and 1 percent 
from the marriage of her granddaughter with Jack Guzman; Peralta and Guzman are both 
listed as Indians on tht:~ Kelsey Census), 25 percent (100 of 400) from Erolinda Santos, 
and about 5 percent (19 of 400) from Magdalena Armija.74 

Comments on the l~lembership List 

During the comment period, the petitioner submitted an updated membership list 
containing 419 names, dated January 19,2002. The list was separately certified by 
Resolution No. MC;tT -02-1031, which was signed by all 11 members of the governing 
body. Also submitted was a "disenrolled membership list" containing 99 names, also 
dated and certified on January 19,2002, by the same resolution. 

Response 

A comparison of the 2002 membership list and its accompanying list of 99 "disenrolled 
members," to the 199:8 membership list showed the following changes: the enrollment of 
120 new members, th'e "disenrollment" of99 members, and 2 deaths. Of the 120 new 
members, 50 had a parent on the 1998 membership list, and 33 of those were born since 

74 The petition,er's comments incorrectly claimed that the Proposed Finding said 70 
percent of the petiticneJr's 400 members descended from the "unlisted siblings" of Dario Marine 
and Mercedes Marine (Petitioner 2002, 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 83), whereas that 
percentage referred to members descending from all of A velina 's children: "About 70 percent of 
the petitioner's members descend from an Indian woman, Avelina (Cornates) Marine" (Muwekma 
PF, 5), and, "[s]evellty percent (281 of 400) of the current members claim descent from Avelina 
(Cornates) Marine (/vluwekma PF, 45). "The Marine siblings who do not appear on the 1910 
Indian schedule ["unlisted siblings"] ... were ancestral to 52 percent (209 of 400) of the current 
members" (Muwekma PF, 45). 
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1998. The distribution of these changes among the historical ancestors they represent is 
reflected in Appendix D. 

A total of 46 new members were descendants of Avelina (Cornates) Puente Marine's 
youngest dlnghter Trinidad Marine (circa 1901-1986),4 of whom were subsequently 
"disenrolled." No descendants of Trinidad Marine were members on May 29, 1998. 

The currem membership list includes three members who are descendants of Alfred 
Guzman who was born in 1896 to Jose Guzman and Francisca Nonessi. Alfred was 9-10 
years old alt th<:: time of the Kelsey Census, and, as mentioned previously, could be one of 
the unidentified "2 children" Kelsey attributed to "Joe Gooseman." Like his father Jose 
Guzman, Alfred (or "Fred") did not participate in the 1928 California Indian Act 
application process, although both men were living at that time. 

A major change in membership since 1998 is the decrease in members who descend from 
Erolinda Santos. The 1998 membership list inCluded 100 descendants ofErolinda . 
Santos. Since then, 8 of her descendants became members (all born since 1997), but 65 
became "disenrolled," three by written request. Therefore, the overall representation of 
Erolinda Santos within the membership has dropped from 25 percent in 1998 (100 of 
400) to 10 percent in 2002 (43 of 419). 

There is a small gain in the number of members representing Magdalena Arrnija (up from 
19 to 23). However, the significant change is not the increase in their numbers but the 
addition ofme:mbers to whom Magdalena's descendants are related. According to the 
1998 membership list evaluated for the Proposed Finding, the members descending from 
Magdalena Almija had only distant cousins in the membership then, those being 
descendants of Magdalena's cousin Erolinda Santos. The updated membership list 
evaluated for the Final Detennination shows that the descendants of Magdalena Arrnija 
now have other relatives in the 2002 membership: the descendants of Trinidad Marine. 
All of the cunent members who descend from Mllgdalena Arrnija (1878 - circa 1933) are 
from Magdalc::ma's marriage to Ernest Thompson .. Following Magdalena's death, Ernest 
Thompson became Trinidad Marine's second husband, making Trinidad a stepmother to 
Magdalena's children by Ernest, and making Trinidad's children by Ernest half-siblings 
to MagdaJ t:na' s children by Ernest. 

The petitioner's submission during the comment period included a different conclusion 
about the parentage of Maria BenedictalBenita Gonzales (1862-circa 1895) than that in 
its origimlJ submission (Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) Summary, 60).75 The effect of this 
change is that Magdalena Armija's children are now understood to be more closely 
related to Erolinda Santos (second cousins) than they had been for the Proposed Finding 
(half sec()nd cousins), and, similarly, the descendants of Magdalena Arrnija and Erolinda 

7S Benedicta Gonzales (grandmother of Erolinda Santos) was first thought to be the 
younger half-sister to Delphina Guerrera (mother of Magdalena Armija), but re-evaluation of an 
1862 baptism led the petitioner to conclude Benedicta and Delphina were full sisters. 
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Santos in the current membership are now understood to be more closely related than 
they had been for the Proposed Finding. 

. 
Analysis of the January' 19,2002, membership list showed that 84 percent of the current· 
members (350 of 419) descend from Avelina (Cornates) Puente Marine (including 4 
percent from the maniage of her son with Catherine Peralta, and 1 percent from the 
marriage of her granddaughter with Jack Guzman,) about 5 percent (23 of 419) from 
Magdalena Armija (all of whom are related to Trinidad Marine's descendants), 10 
percent (43 of 419) J'Tom Erolinda Santos (who are distant cousins of Magdalena 
Annija's descendams), and less than 1 percent (3 of419) from Joe Guzman and 
Francisca Nonessi. An current members on the 2002 membership list chlim descent from 
Verona Band proxy individuals or their siblings, although evidence in their membership 
files is insufficient to document that claim for one percent of the members. 

(4) Background onJbe Membership List Preparation Statement 

The petition evaluated for the Proposed Finding did not include statements describing the 
circumstances surrounding the preparation of the membership lists dated January 15, 
1995; January 12, 1998; April 10, 1998; or May 29, 1998. Such statements are required 
under criterion 83.7(e)(2). 

Comments on the ]~[~paration of Membership Lists 

The petitioner described the preparation of its current membership list of January 19, 
2002, as being "in concert" with its amended Constitution and Enrollment Ordinance 
which were both adopted on October 21,2000, specifically the aspects pertaining to (1) 
ensuring no member is already enrolled in an organized tribe, band, or Indian community 
recognized by the LJ .. S. Congress, and (2) updating membership records annually 
(Petitioner Vol. 83.7«(!), tab: MOlT Roll 19 Jan 2002). The petitioner stated that the 
development of the "disenroIlment" list resulted from the non-compliance of fonner 
members in submitting their dual enrollment "Declaration Fonn" or "other required 
supporting documents as specified in the Muwekma's Enrollment Application" 
(Petitioner Vol. 8~,. 7(e), tab: MOlT Roll 19 Jan 2002). 

The petitioner described earlier lists dated December 1989 (not reviewed for the 
Proposed Finding) and January 15, 1995, as developmental efforts made in response to 
the group's petitiNI for Federal acknowledgment. The petitioner'S comments 
characterized the January 12, 1998, list as a "preparatory document for the actual fonnal 
list printed on May 29, 1998," the latter of which included new members approved at 
meetings held on Fe:bruary 14 and March 15, 1998. The petitioner asserted that the 
opening and closing of its membership lists reflected its efforts to "keep the record 
concise" for submissions in response to the "constant interruption" of requests for 
"further supplemfIltal documentation" in·its Federal acknowledgment petition process 
(Petitioner Vol. 83.7(e), tab: MOlT Roll 19 Jan 2002). The petitioner concluded: 
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Therefore, any submission of membership list developed over the years, 
wer,e only submitted to satisfy the 83.7e(2) is to be disregarded. The 
cunen1t official membership list was adopted and certified by the 
MlIwekma Ohlone Council on January 19,2002. (Petitioner Vol. 83.7(e), 
tab: MOlT Roll 19 Jan 2002) 

Response 

The April 10, 1998, membership list (which is identical to the May 29, 1998, 
membership list) is not mentioned in the petitioner's comments, even though the 
petitioner'~, constitution (as amended on October 21,2000) specifies being on or aQle to 
prove descl~nt from someone on this list as the first criteria of membership. OtherWise, 
the petitior.er has responded to the requirement of 83. 7( e )(2) by providing descriptions of 
the preparation of its current membership list and previous membership lists. 

SummaryJ:::olllclusions 

The Propo:,edl Finding concluded that the petitioner met criterion 83.7(e) based upon 
several assumptions, and the petitioner was encouraged to submit additional evidence 
during the comment period to support those assumptions. Evidence submitted by the 
petitioner and obtained by the BlA strengthened the assumption that Avelina (Comates) 
Puente Marine and her children were part of the historical band. The petitioner provided 
an updatec. and separately certified membership list, and statements describing the 
circumstances surrounding the preparation of the current membership list and previous 
membership lists. The BlA review of the petitioner's enrollment files concluded that the 
petitioner had sufficient evidence documenting that 99 percenf6 of current members can 
trace their ancestry to the historical band defined in the Proposed Finding as the Verona 
Band proxy individuals or their siblings. Therefore, the petitioner meets the 
requirements of criterion 83.7(e). . 

Criterion 83.7(f) 

83.7(f) The membership of the petitioning group is composed 
principally of persons who are not members of any 
acknowledged North American Indian tribe. 

83.8(d)(4) The group meets the requirements of the criteria in 
paragraphs 83.7 (d) through (g). 

7(, Four current members lacked sufficient evidence in their membership files to confirm 
their descent from the historical band. 
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The Proposed Findl~l& 

The issue of how the petitioner gathered information on dual enrollment appeared in two 
places in the Proposed Finding. Under criterion 83.7(d), the Proposed Finding stated: 

Neither version of the petitioner's application fonn, as submitted in its petition, 
presented the constitution's stated policy forbidding membership to persons who 
were already enrolled in a federally recognized tribe. Neither version of the 
petitioner's ~,ubmitted application form included a space for the prospective 
member to eontirm or deny enrollment elsewhere. The petitioner stated that 
enrollment til a federally recognized tribe is investigated during the enrollment 
process (Petitioner 2001, att. A, 50); however, that investigative activity was not 
specified in its enrollment ordinance (Article IV, Sections 1 and 3), nor described 
further elsewhere. (Muwekma PF, 41) 

Under criterion 83.7(t), the Proposed Finding added: 

The petitioner daims in 2001 that "[n]o members of the Muwekma Tribe 
are currently enrolled in other federally recognized tribes" (Petitioner 
2001,26). Hie petitioner further states, "Enrollment practices of the 
MOIT [the petitioner] include checking for possible dual enrollment on 
the part oftbe: applicant" (Petitioner 2001, att. A, 50). However, the 
evidentiary basis for the petitioner's 2001 claim is unclear, since the 
sample application fonn furnished by the petitioner does not require the 
prospective member to provide a written statement disavowing or 
relinquishing enrollment elsewhere. Therefore, the accuracy of the 
petitioner's claim cannot be determined on the basis of submitted 
evidence. (Muwekma PF, 54) 

Comments on the I~l]ll)Osed Finding 

The petitioner undertook two approaches to substantiate its claim that none of its 
members are currently enrolled in other federally recognized tribes. The petitioner stated 
that it mailed to eaeh member, enrolled as of August 2001, a "Declaration Form for 
Confirmation of Exdusive Muwekma Ohlone Tribal Affiliation" which poses the 
question, "Do you, or any of [your] minor children, have current membership in any 
other North American Indian tribe, band, or Indian Community, whether recognized or 
unrecognized?" (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(f), 1). Failure to return this 
declaration form to the petitioner's office, properly signed and dated, and answered in the 
negative, resulted in "disenrollment." 

The second approach taken by the petitioner to document its lack of dual enrollment was 
to revise its memhership application. The new application cites the petitioner's policy 
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against dual enrollment, and poses five questions about a prospective member's 
enrollment elsewhere. 

The four third-party letters submitted before the Close of the comment period on January 
27,2002, did not contain any evidence pertaining to criterion 83.7(t). 

Response 

Photocopies of the dual enrollment declaration forms, and of approved applications on 
the revised application fonn requesting that information, were seen by the BIA in its 
review of the petitioner's membership files. These documents presented dual enrollment 
information obtained from each adult member. The petitioner asserted that these 
documents served "to prove that the petitioner's claim, as previously stated, is accurate" 
(Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(t), 2), that is, that "[n]o members of the Muwekma Tribe are 
currently enrolled in other federally recognized tribes" (Petitioner 2001, 26). Although 
an ambiguity in one member's file may threaten that statement's technical accuracy,77 the 
regulations do not require 100 percent compliance. The regulation requires only that the 
petitioning group be composed principally of persons who are not members of any 
acknowledged North American Indian tribe. 

Summary (: onclusion 

The BIA's review of the petitioner's membership files confirmed that the petitioner is 
composed principally of persons who are not members of any acknowledged North 
American tribe. Therefore, the petitioner meets the requirements of criterion 83.7(t). 

77 One current member indicated he belonged to a federally acknowledged tribe, and was 
sent a letter advising him he would be "disenrolled," yet his folder (and name) continued to be 
categorized ~IS "current" rather than "disenrolled." 
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Criterion 83.7(g) 

83.7(g)Neither the petitioner nor its members are the subject of 
congressional legislation that bas expressly terminated or 
forbidden the Federal relationship. 

83.8(d)(4) The group meets the requirements of the criteria in 
paragraphs 83.7 (d) through (g). 

The Proposed Findjll!~ 

The Proposed Finding concluded that a review of tennination legislation for California, 
reports of the Bureau of Indian Affairs on tennination in California, and Federal Register 
notices of the tennination of California tribes and rancherias has revealed no evidence 
that the petitioning group was the subject of congressional legislation to tenninate or 
prohibit a Federal relationship as an Indian tribe (Muwekma PF, 55). 

Comments on the )~roposed Finding 

The petitioner's comment did not discuss criterion 83.7(g). The four third-party letters 
received before the close of the comment period on January 27, 2002, did not contain any 
evidence pertaining to criterion 83.7(g). 

SummaI}' Conclusion under Criterion (g) 

In the absence of any evidence or argument contradicting the conclusion of the Proposed 
Finding, that conclusion is affirmed. The petitioner meets the requirements of criterion 
83.7(g). 
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Appendix A 

1905-1906 Kelsey Census 
Scheduh! showing non-reservation Indians in Northern California 

by C. E. Kelsey 

Alameda County 

Indians Mixed bloods 

'. 

Name 
Miwok Stock 

Heads of families Number Heads of families Number ii 

Pleasanton 
Without land 

* 

* 

* 
? 

Ben Gooseman &; wife 
2 children 
grandmother 

Billy Peralta 
Joe Gooseman & 2 children 
Martin Gooseman 
Mrs. Joe GoosernE:n & child 
Trinidad Gonzalm; 

1 adopted child 
Old Pablo 

Angela Col os & grandson 
McGill Santos & wifie 

I grand-child 
Marthelina 
Jose Maria & wif,! 
Cosmos Santo 
Rafaella Padedi! 
Manuel Pastor & wife 

1 child 
Joe Wenoeo 

Niles 
Without land 
* Marthelina Marshall 

I child 
* George Santos & wife 
* 4 children 

Crhysanto [sic] Amigo 
* Santos 

Tharesa & I child 
Kid Small 
Bell 

Without land 

1 
1 

1 
I 
I 
1 
I 

18 (sic] 

5 
I 
3 
I 
I [sic] 

3 
2 

3 
I 
2 
1 

3 
I 

2 

6 
1 

3 

42 

* = has direct descerdants in the current membership, as reasonably verified by BlA 
? = petitioner now eonc:Judes this is Jennie Flores rather than Catherine Peralta; unresolved for FD 

Source: Kelsey 19~}5 
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Appendix B : 

Indian Population, 1910 Federal Census 

Indian town, Pleasanton Township, Alameda Co., California 

R'~ lationship to head Colorl Single, married, 
Name- of:l0usehold Sex race Age widowed, divorced Place of birth 

Colos, Angel head F Ind 77 Wd California 
Garcia, Joe nephew M Ind 20 [W d crossed out?] California 

Antonio?, Ocavio head F Ind 60 Wd California 

* Peralta, Catherine boarder F Ind . 19 s California 

* Marin, Merced boarder F Ind 15 s California 
Peralta, Beatrice boarder F Ind 14/12 s California 
Gooseman, Frank boarder M Ind 12 s California 

* Marie, D. boarder M Ind 22 s California 

Kazoos, Jose M. head M Ind 70 s California 
Scott, A. boarder M W 51 wd California 

Santos, McGill head M Ind 60 Md. [for] 40 [years] California 

* Selsa wife F Ind 60 Md. [for] 40 [years] California 
Flores, Jennie granddaughter F Ind 12 s California 

* Marin, Albert boarder M Ind 1 6112 s California 

Inigo, Phoebe head F Ind 32 s California 

Spinosa, Scareus head M Ind 32 s Mexico 

Alsilas, Granad head F Ind 54 s California 

Rayes, Jose head M Ind 47 s California . 

* == direct descendant~ in current membership as claimed by petitioner and as reasonably verified by BIA 

Source: 1910 Federal Census, Indian Population Schedule, NARA T-624, rol1 72, ED 152, p. 19-A, 
taken May 14,1910. 
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Appendix C 

Verona Band Proxy 
reconstructed from residence lists 

(1905-1906 Kelsey Census and the Indian Schedule of 1910 Census) 

Number of IndiviviUa»s: Petitioner's findings: 
PetitionerlBlA Individual KC# KC residence 1910 residence 

1 I Antonio, Jacoba #5 Pleasanton Pleasanton 
2 2 Annija, Isabelle (VilJanen)1 #42 Niles 
3 3 Annija, Joseph Christanto #38 Niles 1\ 

* 4 4 Annija, Magdalena #30 Niles 
5 5 Annija, Maria Rosa2 #41 Niles 

* 6 6 Arellano, Albert "Marin" Pleasanton 
7 7 Bautista, Ciriaca/Josefa (Nonessi) #23 Pleasanton 
8 8 Bautista, Jose Maria Pastor #22 Pleasanton 
9 9 Colos, Maria de los Angeles #16 Pleasanton Pleasanton 
10 10 Espinosa, Candelaria #12 Pleasanton 
11 II Espinosa, Jesus "Spinosa" Pleasanton 
12 12 Garcia, Joe / [Colos grandson] #17 Pleasanton Pleasanton 
13 13 Gonzales, Trinidad4 #13 Pleasanton 
14 14 Guzman, Ben #1 Pleasanton 

* 15 15 Guzman, Francisca (Nonessi) #11 Pleasanton 
16 16 Guzman, Francisco #4 Pleasanton Pleasanton 

* 17 17 Guzman, John "Jack" #9 Pleasanton 

* 18 18 Guzman, Jose #7 Pleasanton 
19 19 Guzman, Lucas #3 Pleasanton 

* 20 20 Guzman, Alfreds #8 Pleasanton 
21 21 Guzman, Martin #10 Pleasanton 

I This may be Isabella Stokes/Olivares (daughter of Margarita Annija) who married Joseph Nichols. The 
petitioner suggests thi:; elsewhere in petition (Petitioner 1995,32; Ex. B, 84; Ex. J, v. 11:2 "Skeletal Outline"). In 
the comment period, t:le petitioner theorized this is Elizabeth Pontiana (a.k.a. "Belle") Marine. The Final 
Determination finds ':he evidence is inconclusive as to which of the three candidates is the "Bell" recorded by 
Kelsey. 

2 Maria Rosa Armija (born 1901) cannot be the "mixed blood" head of family "Kid Small" on the Kelsey 
Census (KC#4I). In the comment period, the petitioner theorized "Kid Small" is Trinidad Marine (born circa 
1901); however, since Trinidad was then a child of age four or five, Trinidad is not a match for the head of family 
status of "Kid Small." ("Kid Small" may have been Jose Aleas (born 1893; father "Incognito" on baptism), who 
was a child of MargaJita Annija (died circa 1900); the "Bell" who follows "Kid Small" in the Kelsey Census may 
be Isabella Stokes/Olivares (born 1890), another child of Margarita Annija.] 

3 In the comment period, the petitioner presented a rationale for interpreting Jesus Maria Kasoos (see #50 
on this list) as identical to Jose Maria Bautista Pastor. Time was not devoted to evaluating this for the Final 
Determination as it does not affect whether the petitioner meets criterion 83.7(e). 

4 See foot']ote II. 

5 The petitioner's theory that Alfred, rather than Maria, was one of the "2 children" Kelsey listed for "Joe 
Gooseman" is reasollab:le. Maria was not listed with her parents in Federal Census records after 1900 whereas 
Alfred was enumera':ed with his parents as late as 1920. 
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Number of Indivi duals: Petitioner's findings: 
PetitionerlBIA Individual KC# KC residence 1910 residence 

22 22 Guzman, Theresa (Davis) #2 Pleasanton 
23 23 Inigo, Phoebe Pleasanton 
24 24 Marine, Beatrice "Peralta" Pleasanton 

• 25 25 Marine, Catherine (Peraltat #20? Pleasanton? Pleasanton 
• 26 26 Marine, Dario Pleasanton 
• 2,7 27 Marine, Merced Pleasanton 

28 28 Marine, Trinidad' #14 Pleasanton 
29 29 Marshall, Henry #31 Niles 
30 30 Nichols, Andre #40 Niles 
31 31 Paredes, Raphaela #25 Pleasanton 
32 32 Pastor, Emmanuel #26 Pleasanton 
33 33 Pastor, Gloria (Quadros) #27 Pleasanton 
34 34 Pastor, Maria Adelina #28 Pleasanton 
35 35 Peralta, GuilJelmo "Billy" #6 Pleasanton 
36 36 Peralta?, old Pablo #15 Pleasanton 
37 37 Pinos, Margarita #21 Pleasanton 
38 38 Reyes, Jose "Rayes" Pleasanton 
39 39 Santos, Cosme Daniel #24 Pleasanton 

• 40 40 Santos, Erolinda #34 Niles 
• 41 41 Santos, George #32 Niles 

42 42 Santos, Joanne #36 Niles 
43 43 Santos, Joseph/Marie8 #37 Niles 
44 44 Santos, Leandra #35 Niles 

• 45 45 Santos, Maria Celsa (Miranda) #19 Pleasanton Pleasanton 
46 46 Santos, Miguel/McGill #18 Pleasanton Pleasanton 

• 47 47 Santos, Peregrina (Pinos) #33 Niles 
48 48 Suarez/Santos, Tharesa #39 Niles 
49 49 Wenoco, Jose #29 Pleasanton 
50 50 Kazoos/Jesus, Jose Maria9 Pleasanton 
51 51 Flores, Jennie 10 #20? Pleasanton? Pleasanton 

6 In the comnent period, the petitioner submitted its theory that Celsa Santos's "grand-child" in the 
Kelsey Census is not Catherine Peralta (who is her great-granddaughter), but likely Jennie Flores, who is listed as 
Celsa's granddaughter in the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Census. 

7 The petitioner originally identified the unnamed Indian male or female "adopted child" in Trinidad 
Gonzales' household as Trinidad Marine. In the comment period, the petitioner concludes that "it is not yet 
possible to make a conclusive identification" of the "adopted child" (Petitioner 2002, Vol. 83.7(e), tab: §83.7(e) 
Summary, 75). 

8 In the comment period, the petitioner concluded that the "4 children" attributed to George Santos and 
Maria Peregrina Pinos by Kelsey in 1905-1906 are most likely identical to the four eldest children identified with 
the couple in the 1910 Ce:nsus, and therefore changed the identification of child Joseph Santos to Marie Santos. 
Time was not devoted to evaluating this for the Final Determination as it does not affect whether the petitioner 
meets criterion 83.7(e). 

9 See footnott: 3. 

10 See footnote 6. 
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* 

Number of Individu'lIls: 
PetitionerlBIA Individual 

52 Alsilas, Grenad ll 

53 "Santos"[, Francisco]12 
Scott, A. [non-Indian] 

Petitioner's findings: 
KC# KC residence 

#43 Niles 

1910 residence 
Pleasanton 

Pleasanton 

For the Proposed Finc'iin,g, the petitioner calculated the total number of individuals on the combined Kelsey Census 
and 1910 Census Indi an schedule as 51 (excluding the one non-Indian), and the BIA calculated the total number of 
individuals as 53 (the BIA added "Santos" from the Kelsey Census, and viewed Trinidad Gonzales KC#,13 and 
"Granad Alsilas" of 1 910 to be two individuals rather than one). In the comment period, the petitioner submitted 
analyses which woulclleave the total number of identified individuals the same (51), but would increase the number 
of individuals with dirt:ct descendants in the current membership from 13 to 15 (adding Alfred Guzman as KlC#8 
and Trinidad Marine m: KC#4I). Of the two analyses which affect criterion 83.7(e), Alfred Guzman and Trinidad 
Marine, the evidence S"Jpports the reasonable identification of Alfred Guzman as one of Jose Guzman's two 
unnamed children. However, the fact that Kelsey recorded "Kid Small" with the status of "head of household", 
precludes the reasonablmess of concluding he was recording four- or five-year-old Trinidad Marine. 

Legend: 

not born at this time 

* has direct descendants in current membership, as reasonably verified by BIA 

Proposed Finding: 400 m(~mbers total 
Descent: 191 of 4()O members (48%) claim descent from this proxy of the Verona Band; 

209 of 400 members (52%) claim descent from siblings of Dario and Mercedes Marine (and from no 
other individual on this list); 

265 of 400 members (66%) trace ancestry to a Marine with no other ancestor on this list. 

Final Determination: 419 members total 
Descent: 155 of419 members (37%) claim descent from this proxy of the Verona Band; 

264 of 419 members (63%) claim descent from siblings of Dario and Mercedes Marine (and from no 
other individual on this list); 

337 of419 members (80%) trace ancestry to a Marine with no other ancestor on this list. 

Note: the above totals do not reflect the four members (or one percent) whose membership files did 
ne,t contain sufficient evidence to document their descent from the Verona Band proxy or 
siblings. 

Source: Branch of Acknowledgment and Research 

11 Petitiom:I claims "Grenad Alsilas" (age 54, female) on the 1910 Indian schedule is identical to Trinidad 
Gonzales (KC#13; ne' age or gender), but there was insufficient evidence to support this claim. In the comment 
period, the petitioner presented more information on this identification. Time was not devoted to evaluating this for 
the Final Deterrnina1ion as it does not affect whether the petitioner meets criterion 83.7(e). 

12 Another possibility is that #43 "Santos" on the Kelsey Census with wife Tharesa and one child 
represents "Santos Jacob Suares" born 1884 to Francisco and "Maria Jesus Isabella," found in the Mission San Jose 
baptismal records. 
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Appendix D 

Distribution of Membership by Ancestor(s) 

This chart updates the Proposed Finding's Appendix D, and shows the total number of members arranged by 
(I) the ancestor from whom they descend, and (2) the date of the membership list on which they first appeared. 
The "KC Numerals" are numerals assigned to each person on the Kelsey Census by the petitioner before the 
Proposed .Finding, neept for #43 [Francisco] Santos, whose appearance on the Kelsey Census, and assigned 
numeral, were determined by the BIA. The petitioner's comments suggested #20 may not be Catherine Peralta, 
who was also on the 1910 Indian Schedule. Dario Marine and Mercedes Marine (and her son Albert Arellano) 
were not on the Kels~y Census, and thus have no numerals here. Their names were on the 1910 Indian Schedule. 
The ancestors are grouped into families without further definition of their interrelationships here. \ 

Verona Band ProlY 
KC Numeral and Name 

#7 Jose Guzman 
# 11 Francisca Nonessi 
#8 Alfred Guzman 
#9 "Jack" Guzmarl 

} 
} 
} 
} 

#19 Maria Celsa Santos } 
#20?Catherine Peralta } 

Dario Marine } 

#30 Magdalena Annija 

#43 Francisco Santos 
#32 George Santos 
#33 Maria Peregrina Pinos } 
#34 Maria EroJinda Santos } 

Mercedes Marine } 
Albert Marine Arc~nano} 

Siblings of the twu Muines 
on the Verona Bailld l)roxy 

Dolores Marine 

Ramona Marine 

Victoria Marine 

Dolores + Victoria 

Trinidad Marine 

Totals 

1115/1995 
list 

4 

12 

76 

62 

13 

167 

1112/1998-
list adds: 

12 

11 

94 

4 

11 

9 

142 

5/29/1998 
list adds: 

3 

4 

6 

56 

22 

91 

United States Department of the Interior, Office of Federal Acknowledgement 

111912002 
list change: 

+16 

+1 

+4 
(+6, -2) 

-57 
(+8, -65) 

o 
(+7, -7) 

+2 

-6 
(+13, -19) 

+15 
(+19, -4) 

+2 

+42 
(+46, -4) 

19 

Total on 
1119/2002 
list 

20 

13 

23 

43 

56 

18 

81 

108 

15 

42 

419 
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Franco, Dolores Sanch(~z (Martinez) 
n.d. [Draft letter to, or draft testimony for, the Native American Heritage Commission], 

n.d. [ca. 1984]. Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990, marked as 9a. 1984. 

1110/1985 letter to Mr. Swazo, Jan. 10, 1985. Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

Galvan, D.M., et al. 
5/25/1965 Letter to Rupert Costo, May 25, 1965. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, I, app. A. 

Galvan, Philip 
7/19/1966 

Garcia, Tom Josepb 

Statement of an Ohlone Indian, [by Philip Galvan], July 19, 1966. Petitioner's PF 
Ex.J,I,app.A. 

5/2111951 Letter to James B. King. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, II, app. A, n.25c. 

Gordon, Philip E. 
5/17/1966 

Harrington, J.P. 
1929 

Howe, Denise 
1986 

Letter to Rupert Costo, May 17, 1966. Petitioner's PF Ex., J, I, app. A. 

:Field Notes, 1929 [and 1930]. Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, app. C.; Petitioner's 
Response, Vol. II, tab: JPH notes. 

Phoebe Apperson Hearst: The Pleasanton Years. Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, app. A. 

Huelsbeck, David R. 
7114/1985 Letter to Delores S. Franco [sic], et at., July 14, 1985. Petitioner's Response,. 

Voll. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

Huron Potawatomi PF 
1995 Proposed Finding for Federal Acknowledgment of the Huron Potawatomi, Inc., 

lVIay 10, 1995. Notice, May 31, 1995, in Federal Register 60:28426. 

Hylkema, Mark G. 
1989 

1995 

Th(~ Archeological Excavation of CA-SMa-118, Ben Hollow State Beach, May 1989. 
A report for the California Department of Parks and Recreation. Excerpt in 
Petiitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990, marked as 1982.12.17. 

Archaeological Investigations at the Third Location of Mission Santa Clara De Asis. 
A report for the California Department of Transportation. Excerpt in Petitioner's 
Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990, marked as 1983. 

Indian Claims Commission 
1950 Clyde F. Thompson, et al., ex reI., Indians of California v. United States. 

1nd .. CI.Comrn.366. Excerpt as BAR's FD exhibit. 

Indian Historian 
1965 Excerpt. Indian Historian 2:6 (June/July 1965). Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 

1961-1970. 
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Indian Historian (cont.) 
1967 Article. The Indian Historian 4:3 (Fall 1967}. Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, app. D. 

1976 

Kelsey, C. E. 
7/25/1913 

Excerpt. The Indian Historian 9:3 (Summer 1976). Petitioner's PFEx. H, I, app. D; 
Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1971-1980. 

Final Report to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, July 25, 1913. File 773-1913-161, 
California Special, Central Classified Files 1907-1939, RG 75, National Archives, 
Washington, DC. BAR's PF exhibit. 

Kroeber, Alfred L., and Robert F. Heizer 
1970 Continuity oflndian Population in California from 1770/1848 to 1955, [ca.19~5]. In 

Papers on California Ethnography. Contributions of the University of California 
Archaeological Research Facility, no. 9, July 1970. Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, 
tab: 1951-1960, marked as 1955. 

Kroeber, Theodora, and Robert F. Heizer 
1968 Almost Ancestors: The First Californians. San Francisco: Sierra Club. Excerpt in 

Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 1931-1940, marked as 1934. 

Leventhal, Alan 
1982 Handwritten notes, Jan. 23, 1982. Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 198i-1990. 

Leventhal, Alan, and Rosemary Cambra 
2001 Interview with Faye Thompson. Petitioner's Response, oral history interview tape. 

Leventhal, Alan, et al. 
2000 Interview with Joel and Lydia Arellano, Mar. 13, 2000. Petitioner's Response, oral 

history interview tape. 

Levy, Richard 
1978 Costanoan. Handbook of North American indians 8:485-495. Washington, DC: 

Smithsonian Institution. BAR's PF exhibit; Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 
1971-1980. 

Lofgren, Zoe. County Supervisor. 
2/27/1985 Letter to Rosemary Cambra, Ohlone Families Consulting Service, Feb. 27, 1985. 

P(!titioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

Margolin, Malcolm 
1978 The Ohione Way: Indian Life in the San Francisco-Monterey Bay Area. Berkeley, 

CA: Heyday Books. BAR's PF exhibit. 

Martinez, RicardCl, et al. 
9/4/1984 Letter to Thomas D. Rountree, Samta Clara County Transportation Agency, Sept. 4, 

1984. Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

Match-e-be-nash-she·wish PF 
1997 Proposed Finding for Federal Acknowledgment of the Match-e-be-nash-she-wish 

Band, June 23, 1997. Notice, July 16, 1997, in Federal Register 62:38113. 
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Merriam, C. Hart 
1967 Ethnographic Notes on California Indian Tribes, 3 parts, ed. by Robert F. Heizer. 

Reports of the University of California Archaeological Survey 68(3). Petitioner's PF 
Ex. H, I, app. C (pp. 368-369), and BAR's PF exhibit (pp. 367-369). 

Mission San Jose 
n.d. ExtJract of burial record of Avelina Codenta Marin, October 5, 1904. Records of 

Funerals 1859-1908, p. 163. Petitioner's Response, Vol. I, tab: 1900-1910. 

MuwekmaPF 
2001 Proposed Finding Against FederalAcknowledgment of the OhlonelCostanoan 

Muwekma Tribe, July 30, 2001. Notice, Aug. 3, 2001, in Federal Register 66:407.i2. 

Native American H~:jtage Commission (cited as: NAHC) 
4/29/1985 George Marsh to Supervisor Zoe Lofgren, Apr. 29, 1985. Petitioner's PF Ex. K, III. 

8/15/1985 John Darwin Smith to Rosemary Cambra, Aug. 15, 1985. Petitioner's Response,' 
Voll. IV, tab 1981-1990. . 

Newspaper clipping 

NPS 

1965 Indian Woman Link to Past, Aug. 8,1965. Rupert Costo Collection, University of 
California, Riverside. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, I, app. A, and Ex. J, II, app. A, n.83. 

1971 Cemetery in E. Bay Given to Indians, n.d. [1971]. Rupert Costo Collection, 
University of California, Riverside. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, I, app. A, and Ex. J, II, 
app. A, n.81. 

1982 Descendant ofOhlone Indians dies [obituary for Dolores Galvan], n.d. [handwritten 
12 .. 1982]. Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, app. D. 

1987 Obituary for Benjamin Michael Galvan, [Apr. 13,] 1987. Petitioner's Response, 
Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. (Note: This item is cited by the petitioner as Apr. 13, 1987, 
but listed in its chart for criterion (c) as May 13, 1987.) 

See: U.S. National Park Service 

Ohlone Consultant Services 
10/2111983 Meeting agenda for "Ohlone Consultant Services Organizational Meeting," Oct. 21, 

]983. Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

Olsen, Nancy H. 
1/13/1983 Letter to Rev. Michael P. Norkett, Jan. 13, 1983. Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, app. D. 

1984 Oral history from the family of Martha Trinidad Marine Ruano, Dec. 14, 1984. 
Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

1985a Proposal to the County of Santa Clara Department of Transportation for an 
Ethnohistoric I Life Study of the Ohlone Descendants of Santa Clara Valley and the 
East Bay, Jan. 1985. Petitioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 
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Olsen, Nancy H. (cont.) 
1985b Report on OFCS and Ohlone Families' Involvement with ALA343, [July 2, 1985J. 

P(!titioner's Response, Vol. IV, tab: 1981-1990. 

1986 lnte:rview with Lawrence and Virginia Nichols, Dec. 7, 1986. Petitioner's Response, 
oral history interview tape. 

Orta, Ruth Thompson 
2/201 1983 Letter to Rev. Norkett, Feb. 20, 1983. Petitioner's PF Ex. B, app. B. 

1984 Interview, by Nancy H. Olsen. Petitioner's Response, oral history interview tape. 

Ortiz, Beverly 
1994 Cocheno and Rumsen Narratives. In Lowell John Bean, ed., The Ohlone Past 1nd 

Present, pp. 99-163. Menlo Park, CA: BaHena Press. BAR's PF exhibit. 

Peninsula Times Tribune 
7/2/1989 Bones of contention in Stanford dispute, [July 2, 1989]. Petitioner's PF Ex. K, III, 

tab 1989. 

Petitioner 
1995 The Muwekma Tribe of CostanoaniOhlone Indians Petition, revised Sept. 1995. 

Received on Oct. 11, 1995. The documented petition included supplemental exhibits 
A-K: 

Ex. A Exhibit A. Received on July 11, 1995. 

Ex. B Exhibit B. Received on Aug. 21, 1995. 

Ex. F Exhibit F. Dated March 1996. 

Ex. H Exhibit H, 2 vols. Received on Nov. I4, 1996. 

Ex. J Exhibit J, 2 vols. Received on Jan. 15, 1998. 

Ex. K Exhibit K, 4 vols. Received on June 2, 1998. 

10/21/2000a Constitution of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe of the San Francisco Bay. Adoption of 
second amendments on October 21, 2000. Submitted, in response to BIA request, via 
facsimile transmission on July 8, 2002. 

10/2112000b Enrollment Ordinance No. 0001, Muwekma Ohlone Tribal Enrollment Procedures 
Act. Adopted on October 21,2000. Submitted, in response to BIA request, via 
facsimile transmission on Ju]y 15,2002. 

2001 Letter of Rosemary Cambra to R. Lee Fleming, BAR, Feb. 9, 2001. Includes: 
Attachment A: Overview of Evidence and Arguments for Meeting 25 CFR §83.7, 
and Attachment C: Synthesis of Tribal Petition (#111). Received on Feb. 12,2001. 
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Petitioner (cont.) 
2002 

Vol. 83.7(a) 

Vol. 83.7(b) 

Vol. 83.7(c) 

Vol. 83.7(e) 

Vol. I-VI 

Response to the Proposed Finding, Jan. 27, 2002. Includes: 15 binders or volumes, 
9 audio tapes, and 5 video tapes. Received Jan. 28, 2002. The petitioner's response 
induded: 

Sec. 83.7(a) I Summary and Evidence Chart. 

Sec. 83.7(b) I Summary and Evidence Chart, 2 vols. 

Sec. 83.7(c) I Summary and Evidence Chart, 2 vols. 

Sec. 83.7(e-f) 1 Summary and Evidence Chart. 

Evidence. 

Reese, Howard L. City Manager, City of Fremont. 
7/151 1964 Letter to Rupert Costo, July 15, 1964.' Petitioner's PF Ex. J, I, app. A. 

Ruano, Trinidad Madne 
10/23/1970 L(:tter to Norman Sahmaunt, Oct. 23, 1970. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, II, app. A, n.l01. 

San Jose Mercury 
7/23/1972 

7/3111972 

8/6 11972 

Snoqualmie PF 
1993 

Soito, Patricia 
1949 

The Land of the Ohlone. One-page excerpt in Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, app. D. 

Mounds of Memory, by Florence Fava. One-page excerpt in Petitioner's PF Ex. H, I, 
app. D. 

Before the Bulldozer, by Florence Fava. One-page excerpt in Petitioner's PF Ex. H, 
I,app. D. 

Proposed Finding for Federal Acknowledgment of the Snoqualmie Indian Tribe, 
Apr. 26, 1993. Notice, May 6, 1993, in Federal Register 58:27162. 

A Hundred Years of Pleasanton. [San Francisco, CA: Phillips and Van Orden Co., 
1949.] Excerpt in Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 1941-1950. 

U.S. Bureau of the Census (cited as: Census) 
1870 1870 U.S. Census, Alameda County, California; Population Schedules. NARA M-

593, roll 68. 

1880 1880 U.S. Census, Alameda County, California; Population Schedules. NARA T-9, 
ro11162. 

U.S. Bureau ofInd12,n Affairs (cited as: BIA) 
ca. 1932 Index of Rejected Applications: Enrollment of California Indians, n.d. Indexes to 

Rejected Applications (Entry 575), Records Relating to Enrollment of California 
Indians, RG 75, National Archives, Washington, D.C. BAR's PF exhibit; excerpt in 
Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 1931-1940, marked as 1932. 
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U.S. Bureau oflndian Affairs (cont.) 
1933 Roll Approved in 1933, Listing the Indians of California qualified under sec. 1 of the 

Act of May 18, 1928 (copy). BAR exhibit. 

8/14/1944 Sacramento Indian Agency to Richard M. Tisinger, Superintendent oflndian 
Education, Aug. 14, 1944 (incomplete copy). Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 
1941-1950, marked as 1944-1947. 

4/ 7 / 1971 Area Director William E. Finale to Dear Applicant, Apr. 7, 1971. Petitioner's 
Response, Vol. IV. 

811111994 Report on Paskenta Band ofNomlaki Indians, accompanying letter of Assistant 
Secretary - Indian Affairs Ada E. Deer to Rep. Bill Richardson, Aug. 11, 19944 
BAR's FD exhibit. 

1117/2001 Transcript of the on-the-record technical assistance meeting on the Muwekma 
:Proposed Finding, Nov. 7, 2001. BAR files. 

U.S. Court ofClainw 
1952 Clyde F. Thompson, et aI., ex reI., Indians o/California v. United States. 122 Ct.CI. 

348. BAR's FD exhibit. 

U.S. Department of ' the Interior (cited as: Department) 
1948 Indians of California as "Identifiable" Groups of Indians within the Meaning of the 

Indian Claims Commission Act, by Mastin G. White, Solicitor, Mar. 17, 1948. 60 
l.D. 152. BAR's FD exhibit. 

U.S. House of Representatives 
1928 California To Bring Suit in Court of Claims on Behalf of the Indians of California. 

House Report 951, 70 Cong., 1 sess. BAR's FD exhibit. 

U.S. National Park Service 
8/9/1966 Letter to Representative Don Edwards, Aug. 9, 1966. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, I, app. A. 

U.S. Senate 
1928 

U.S. Statutes 
1928 

1968 

1994 

Attorney General of the State of California to Bring Suit in the Court of Claims on 
Bt:half of the Indians of California. Senate Report 1055, 70 Cong., 1 sess. BAR's 
FD exhibit. 

An Act authorizing the attorney general of the State of California to bring suit in the 
Court of Claims on behalf of the Indians of California, May 18, 1928. Statutes at 
Large 45:602. 

An Act to provide for preparation of a roll of persons of California Indian descent 
and the distribution of certain judgment funds, Sept. 2 I, 1928. Statutes at Large 
82:860. 

Paskenta Band Restoration Act, Nov. 2, 1994. Title III ofP.L. 103-454. Statutes at 
Large 108:4793. 
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Vol. 83.7 
See: Petitioner 2002: 

Wauhab, Charles R. 
2/3/ 1945 Letter to Whom This May Concern, Feb. 3, 1945. Petitioner's PF Ex. J, II, app. A, 

n.66; Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 1941-1950. 

1951-1957 Witness to signature on forms of Trina Marino Ruano, May 12, 1951; Maggie Juarez, 
July 19, 1951; and Arthur M. Pena, Dec. 27, 1957; and signature as notary public on 
affidavit ofCaroiyn Juarez, Jan. 25, 1957. Petitioner's Response, Vol. II, tab: 1950-
1955 BIA Enrollment Documents, and tab: 1951-1960, marked as 1957.02.07 .. 
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